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Abstract

This thesis is the first in-depth research on Yang Weizhen’s Iron Style poems 

on history. It argues that Yang’s poems are a product of his life experience, his 

imitation of other poets' work and his own creativity. Yang’s poems are imbued 

with the poet's complicated personality, his interest in music and drama, and his 

unique views and feelings about history. It is divided into six chapters, in addition 

to an introductory chapter on Yang and the research topic itself.

Chapter One concentrates on how Yang’s political and social background 

facilitated the emergence of his Iron Style, and investigates the composition 

dates. Chapter Two explores Yang’s Iron Style poems on history in the context 

of the overall development of poetry on history. Chapter Three looks at different 

definitions of ‘Tie ti’ (Iron Style/Form), also “Tieya ti” (Iron Cliff Style/Form). It 

tries to clarify these confusing definitions and settle the controversy by arguing 

that ‘Tie ti’ is a poetic style, the unique style of Yang.

Chapter Four explores the main constituents of Yang’s Iron Style poetry on 

history. It shows that in a single poem there is more than one writing 

style. Chapter Five investigates the presentation techniques used in Yang’s Iron 

Style poetry on history, which again reflect his personality and interests. Chapter 

Six probes the core and essence of Yang’s Iron Style poems on history and reveals 

how the poet thought. His poetry on history is a reflection of his historical 

opinions and his philosophy on life.
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Introduction

I Reasons for choosing Yang Weizhen

When selecting this research topic, I discovered that there was not much 

literature about the Yuan poets.1 The literature that was available indicated that 

there were four major Yuan poets,2 of whom Zhang Zhu (1287-1368) was

considered the major contributor. Scholars had conducted little research on other 

poets. However, more recently the Yuan poet, Yang Weizhen H§ tit 

(1296-1370), has become a focus for modern academics. Yang was a major 

literary figure during the late Yuan dynasty. He also had a penchant for history, 

calligraphy, painting and music.

Six books have been published about Yang, but only one of these by Liu 

Weihua, is about his poetry. The other five books concentrate on Yang’s fife, his 

calligraphy, and his position in late-Yuan and early-Ming literary thoughts.4

1 For the histories of Yuan literature, see Yang Lian, Yuanshi shi, pp. 1-750; Liu Mingjin, Liao Jin

Yuan wenxue sh i’an, pp.97-423; Guo Yuheng, main ed.s Zhongguo gudai wenxue shi 

chanbian: Yuan Ming Qing juan, pp.3-279.

2 They are Yu Ji (1272-1348), Yang Zai flfJc (1271-1323), Fan P e n g © #  (1272-1330)

and Jie Xisi fijfJIJtff (1274-1344). Selected poems of the four have been annotated by Fu Yi 

in a book entitled Yuandai sidajia shixuan (Selected poems of the four

poets of the Yuan dynasty). Nanchang: Jiangxi renmin chubanshe, 1995, 178 pages.

3 Zhang Zhu is especially famous for his Ci poetry, and most scholarship concentrates more on his

Ci poems, such as the 281-page thesis entitled “Zhang Zhu ji qici yanjiu”

(A study of Zhang Zhu, 1287-1368, and his Ci poems) by Ho Meepo. (Hong Kong: The 

University of Hong Kong, M.Phil thesis, 1988.)

4 There is also a complete collection of Yang Weizhen’s poetry entitled Yang Weizhen shiji (which



There are two master theses5 on Yang WeizheiTs poetry, but no influential or 

in-depth arguments have been made. Also, there are more than four hundred 

poems on history by Yang that remain to be studied.

In addition to these books, there are at least forty-nine short articles on Yang 

Weizhen written between 1994 and 2009, with articles written by Chinese 

scholars about Yang increasing every year. However, many of these articles 

duplicate information from already published books, while others are too short to 

be of significance.6 This is one of the reasons for my desire to learn more about 

Yang and to conduct a research into his poetry. Apart from this, there are other 

reasons why I wanted to make him the subject of my thesis.

Firstly, Yang is thought to have been the most influential poet of the 

late-Yuan period. Yang Lian U li§  believes it is controversial to say that Yang 

Weizhen was the most accomplished poet of the Yuan dynasty, but he thinks that 

he was undoubtedly the most influential poet.7 Although Hu Yinglin 

(1551-1602) criticised Yang, he was unable to deny Yang's pre-eminence in the 

poetry arena. “Yang Lianfu was well-known for leading the [literary arena in the] 

late Yuan dynasty.” ° )8

Liu Mingjin says that Yang Weizhen in fact was the leader in the

is hereafter abbreviated as YWZSJ), 672 pages, which is edited by Zou Zhifang. It serves as 

a primary reference for the study of Yang Weizhen’s poems. This book has been edited with 

references to seven editions of Yang’s collections, and has collected important commentaries 

from the Yuan, Ming and Qing dynasties.

5 See Section IV (ii) of this introduction chapter.

6 I find these short articles on the databases listed on Appendix 1 A.

7 Yang Lian, Yitanshi shi, p.507.

8 Hu Yinglin, Shisou, p.241.
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literary world of the South-eastern region [of China].9 Another scholar Huang

Rensheng evaluates Yang highly, saying he was the poet who had the

greatest achievements, and was the rhymed prose (fu) master of the Yuan dynasty. 

10

Ming scholars and modern scholars alike all believe that Yang was a leader in 

the late Yuan literary arena and the most influential poet of that period. Yang’s 

attraction can be proven by the fact that his zhuzhi ci (bamboo twig

songs) were resonated (changhe by more than one hundred scholars.

[Composition of] ‘Bamboo twig songs at the West Lake’ was initiated 
by Yang Lianfu. Stalling from Yu Baisheng [Yu Ji, 1272-1348], a total 
number of one hundred twenty-two known scholars from the North and 
the South wrote poems using the same rhyme sequence as Yang’s.

- W - + - A  • 11

The preface to Xihu zhuzhi ciji (Collection of bamboo twig songs at the West Lake) 

dated 1459, states that Yang’s nine ‘Bamboo twig songs’ attracted several hundred 

followers,

[He] composed the ‘bamboo twig songs at the West Lake’, and there

were several hundred people who followed [him] and wrote poems
using the same rhyme sequence [as his] at that time.

° 15

Zou Zhifang noted that there were 120 poets who wrote poems using the same

9 Liu Mingjin, Liao Jin Yuan wenxue sh i’an, p.394.

10 Huang Rensheng, Yang Weizhen yu Yuanmo Mingchu wenxue sichao (which is hereafter

abbreviated as YWZYYMMCWXSQ, p.9.

11 Lu Rong, Shuyuan zayi, p .161.

12 Preface to Yang Weizhen’s Xihu zhuzici ji, in Zhongguo fengtu zhi congkan, vol. 51, p.3.

10



1rhyme sequence as Yang. However, my calculation shows that there were only 

116 followers.14 These included Li Xiaoguang (1297-1348), Zhang Yu

3IM  (1283-1350), Yuan H u a ^ H  (1316-1391), Ni Zan-ffPI (1301-1374), Qian 

Weishan (ca.1294-ca.1379) and the female poet, Cao Miaoqing W&Hli

(14th c.).

Yang’s influence is thus demonstrated by the large number of poets who 

composed poems that resonated with his. Deng Shaoji states that Yang’s

poetry is called ‘Iron Elegant poetry’ or ‘Iron Style’, and had a very great 

influence in the late Yuan period.15

Yang also had more than a hundred students, who supported him. He once 

said, “There are more than a hundred from the North and the South in my Iron 

Door who claim to be able to compose poems.”

A)-16 This suggests that he was an influential poet in the late Yuan dynasty. 

John Timothy Wixted also says,

[Yang] he was very popular' in his own time; in his work and in his 
persona he seems to have united a combination of traits that were

17greatly favored.

Apart from being popular-, Yang was also a good friend to many other influential 

poets and scholars of the late Yuan period. Yang’s friends included seven

13 See Appendix 7A; Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.525.

14 This calculation is based on Yang Weizhen’s Xihu zhuzi ciji, in Zhongguo fengtu zhi congkan,

vol. 51, pp.9-85.

15 Deng Shaoji, ed„ Yuandai wenxue shi, p.501.

16 Yuan Hua, Kechuan ji, in Yingyin wenyuan ge siku quanshu (which is hereafter abbreviated as

SKQS), vol.1232, p.362.

17 John Timothy Wixted, “Poetry of the Fourteenth Century”, in Mair, Victor. H., ed., The

Columbia History o f Chinese Literature, p.393.
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famous Yuan poets: Li Xiaoguang, Xiang Jiong IJ |®  (1278-1338), Ding Fu AIM 

(14th c.), Chen Qiao (1278-1365), Ni Zan, Zhang Yu and the monk Jue’en J |  

M (14th c.).18 Also, Yang’s student Yang Ji ;fj§® (1326-1378?), was regarded as 

one of the ‘Four Talents’ by Zhu Yizun A f P l f  (1629-1709),19 and was one of 

the most influential poets of the early Ming dynasty. Gu Ying § !

(1310-1369), an important poet in the Jingjie poetry arena, regarded Yang

* 20 Weizhen very highly.

Secondly, Yang was an interesting person with a complicated personality 

and philosophy. Yang drew my attention as a subject for research because of his 

controversial and complex character. He locked himself up for five years in the 

Iron Cliff Hill library where he studied history for the civil service examinations.21 

Although he passed, his official career was not smooth. After his retirement, he 

focused on teaching, writing about history, composing poems and attending social 

gatherings. Basically, his thought was grounded in Confucianism,22 but he 

started to wear a Taoist robe, probably at around the age of fifty.23 The Taoist 

robe symbolised his withdrawal from the civil service, and his life demonstrated

18 See Sun Xiaoli, Yang Weizhen nkmpu (which is hereafter abbreviated as YWZNP), pp.53 &105.

19 Yang Ji, Meian ji, p.397.

20 Yang Lian, Yuanshi shi, p.522.

21 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.46.

22 Yang is listed as one of the Confucian scholars in the stream of Cheng Hao (1032-1085), 

Cheng Yi (1033-1107). For more details, see the section on ‘Yang’s biography’ in this 

chapter.

23 The year Yang put on a Taoist robe is reckoned to have been around 1345 when he was his fifty 

suu According to his ‘Tiedi daoren zizhuan’ (The biography of the Iron Flute 

Taoist by myself), he gave up his official title and put on a ‘loose and brown’ robe and travelled 

with his wife. He held an Iron flute and called himself the ‘Iron Flute Taoist’ (Tiedi daoren ifc 

U liilA )- See Li Xiusheng, main ed., Quan Yuanwen, vol. 42, p. 199. The year he started to 

carry an Iron flute and call himself ‘Iron Flute Taoist’ is 1345. See Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.99.

12



his adherence to Confucianism. The following traits attest to this:

(1) His appreciation o f chastity. Yang appreciated his clan sister, Ms. Yang

(14th c.) who committed suicide because her mother imposed remarriage 

on her.24 Her chastity was glorified by Yang who described her as 

‘nuzhen’;&3=| (chaste girl). 25

(2) His strict obsetyance o f  Confucian etiquette. The parents of Yang’s 

fiancee Ms. Qian requested a cancellation of their daughter’s marriage 

pledge due to her suffering a foul disease. Yang strictly observed the 

marriage rites and Ms. Qian miraculously recovered after marriage.26

(3) His filia l piety. Yang was devoted to his father, even when he was 

relegated to Saltern Commander in Qianqing (modem Qianqing town in 

Shaoxing county of Zhejiang province). His father asked him to stand 

up and fight for the workers, so Yang made an appeal to the provincial 

government for a tax reduction, thereby risking his official position and 

career opportunities.27

Obviously, Yang’s morality was rooted in Confucianism, and this can be seen in 

some of his poetry. For instance, his poem ‘Gufen’flfjJt28 (Ancient anger) is 

about a woman’s chastity and chasteness, and ‘Maosi ci ’ (Song of selling 

silk) advocates the observance of rites. Two lines in the latter poem read, “If the 

great rites [of marriage] are violated, then [proper] marriage will not last until the 

end of the couple’s lives.” (A tH #P— ^  M  ° )29 His inner Confucian

24 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.397.

25 See Appendix 7B; Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yibian zhu, pp.686-687.

26 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.23.

27 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, pp.66-67.

28 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.47.

29 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.47.

13



sentiment conflicted with his outward Taoist appearance in his later years. His 

reclusive lifestyle was also at odds with his desire to be a competent official. 

These kinds of contradictions apparently caused him anxiety. For instance, he 

remonstrated that men of great talents were unsuccessful in their careers (on 

reading Huang Jie’s f f f f t  (14th c.) poems in 1345,)30 He grieved at not being 

acknowledged in official circles and was further depressed at his perceived failure 

to contribute to society.

Thirdly, Yang inherited some of the poetic characteristics of the famous Tang 

poets while creating his own unique poetic style. His ‘Iron Cliff style’ {Tieya ti 

i ll  jit 111!) [or ‘Iron style’ (Tie ti t l f i ) ]  yuefu (Music Bureau)31 poetry was 

well-known and earned him a fame during his life.32

Most critics, such as Feng Ban /Mfjf (1602-1671), believed that Yang’s 

poetry was based on that of Li Bai (701-762), Li He (790-816), and 

Du Fu (712-770). Feng said, “Yang’s yuefu poems originated from the two 

Li [Li Bai and Li He] and Du Ling [Du Fu].” ^  * t t P t  ° )33

Similarly, He Liangjun jqj (1506-1573) also believed that Yang's poetic 

style was simply an imitation of Li He and Li Bai’s but it was slightly 

unorthodox.34 Yang’s modelling on these Tang poets is undeniable.

Yang’s comparison by scholars to the Tang poets provides insights into his 

poetic significance, and his Iron Style seems to be a combination based on 

modelling the styles of various Tang poets. For instance, Yang’s ‘Hongmen hui’

30 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p. 103.

31 For detailed definition of ‘Music Bureau Poetry’, see Hans H. Frankel, “Yueh-fti Poetry”, in

Cyril Birch, ed., Studies in Chinese Literary Genres, pp.69-70.

32 Zhang Tingyu et al., eds., Ershisi shi qnanyi. Mingshi, vol.9, p.5815.

33 Feng Ban, Dunyin zalu, in Qing shihua, vol. 1, p.39.

34 He Liangjun, Siyouzhai congshuo, in Xuxitt siktt quanshu (which is hereafter abbreviated as

XXSKQS), vol. 1125, p.696.

14



k r i l l '  (The meeting at Hong Gate)35 is a typical example of his Iron Style. 

Liu Mingjiu says that his style is born of a combination of Li Bai’s potent 

energetic spirit and Li He’s strangeness and oddness.36 He also implied that 

Yang’s modelling on Tang poetry also gave rise to his own special poetic style.

Fourthly, Yang was a prolific poet; he has more than a thousand extant poems. 

This fact consolidates his position as an influential poet in the late Yuan dynasty. 

According to Huang Rensheng’s calculation, Yang wrote around 1,443 poems, 

including 1,227 yuefu poems, and 216 regulated verse (liishi ffftfRt), and he 

influenced more than a hundred students and followers.37

For these reasons, Yang Weizhen has been selected as the topic for this 

research thesis. Readers may ask why I choose his poems on history as a 

research topic. The following section provides an explanation for this choice.

II Reasons for selecting Yang’s poems on history

i. It is significant in terms of quality and quantity

According to Huang Rensheng, Yang’s poetry encompasses different genres, 

such as;

a > qincao ipijH (songs of the qin zither), seventeen extant poems;38 
b ' zhuzhi ci (bamboo twig songs), which are also known as ‘folk

songs of Bayu’ B>lm (an area in modern Chongqing M IR  on the 
Changjiang river), twenty extant poems;39 

c ' xianglian ci I f  iHlipJ (poetry on the boudoir), twenty-eight extant
40poems;

35 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 10-11.

36 Liu Mingjiu, Liao Jin Yuan wenxue shi'an, p.396.

37 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, pp.225, 229.

38 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, pp.230-231.

39 Ibid., p.231.

40 Ibid., pp.231-232.
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d '  gongci K M  (poetry on the imperial palace), twelve extant poems;41 
e '  tihua shi M l l l l f  (poetry on painting), more than two hundred extant

42poems;
f ' yongji shi (poetry on courtesans), more than forty extant

43poems,
g '  yongshi shi (poetry on history) four hundred and fifty two

44extant poems,
h ' youxian shi (poetry on the roaming immortals) more than sixty

extant poems.45

Of all the genres, Yang’s poetry on history contains the largest number of poems. 

Also, Deng Shaoji says that Yang’s yuefu style poems are his most famous, and 

one of the features of these yuefu poems is their themes of historical events and 

stories. 46

The definition of ‘poetry on history* in this thesis

This work endeavours to define the concept of ‘poetry on history’. Xu

Gang notes that ‘history’ (shi ̂ )  may mean: “(1) all the events and actions that

make up the human past, or (2) the accounts of that past.”47 Also, he defines 

‘poetry on history’ (yongshi shi) as “a distinct genre of classical Chinese 

literature” that “consists of poems written on historical events and personages”.48 

Similarly, ‘poetry on history’, according to Yu Zhiyuan refers to

41 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.232.

42 Ibid., p.233.

43 Ibid., p.233.

44 Ibid., p.234. But my calculation of Yang’s poems on history is 447. See Chapter 2.3.1 for

details.

45 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.235.

46 Deng Shaoji, main ed., Yuandai wenxue shi, p.496-497.

47 Xu Gang, “The Past Is Eternal: Chinese Pan-Historicism as Manifested in Poeti'y on History”,

p.l.

48 Ibid., p.6.
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poems with content based on historical events or historical figures.49 Therefore, 

Yu also views poems on paintings of historical figures or historical events as 

poems on history. In his collection of poems on history, Yu includes Yang 

Weizhen’s poems on paintings, such as 'Tang Xuanzong anyue tu'

(The painting of the Tang Emperor Xuanzong playing music) and ‘Minghuang 

anyue tu’ (The painting of Emperor Ming playing music).50 (For

Yang’s poems on paintings, see Section 1.2)

Yu’s definition is consistent with that of Huang Rensheng. In calculating 

the total number of Yang’s poems on history, Huang also includes poems on 

paintings of historical figures, like ‘Wang tieqiang xiang’ EE if; l it  f|? (The 

painting of Iron Spear Wang).51 As modern scholars generally view poems on 

paintings of historical figures and events as ‘poems on history’, this thesis will 

also include those poems for examination.

My definition of Yang’s ‘poetry on history’ refers to poems of which more 

than half of the content is on history, running from the Pre-Qin period (before 221 

B.C.) to the Southern Song dynasty (1127-1279). Hence, poems stimulated by 

paintings or journeys with more than a half of their content on history are 

included.

The Qing scholar Feng Yunzhong (dates unknown) confirmed the

popularity of Yang’s yuefu poems, “His old yuefu style poems on history have 

already been published in the world, and are circulated and recited among people. ’

49 Yu Zhiyuan et al., main eds. Zhonghua shishi yongshi shi benshi, preface, p.2.

50 Zhonghua shishi yongshi shi benshi, pp.644-645.

51 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, pp.265-268. This poem is probably refers to ‘Wang

tieqiang’ E E lilJl (Iron Spear Wang).
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( * » * * * ) #  ’ t s e m ?  ’ - I f l lS tA ) 52 But Lou Buchan &  H I  (fl.1774) 

stated that Yang’s poetry aimed to satirise and reflect society, in the same way as 

Shijing (Book of Poetry).

This collection is written with its content on history, but in its aims it 
resembles the Book o f  Poetry.

JiHtU • • K t l l t l " 53

Lou strongly believed that Yang’s achievements were no less important than those 

of the Tang poets.54 This compliment may be a slight exaggeration. Xu 

Yingrong (1820-1891) made a general commentary on Yang’s historical

talent.

His historical talent can be seen in his works, ‘Discussion on the 
orthodox line of succession’ and is scattered throughout his yuefu poetry. 
He related incidents to his feelings, with uprightness and vehemence, 
and honestly they are not works of moaning without being ill.

K s W  ■ < I E 8 c 5 # >  - ' H t S
Ufa • °55

X u’s comments stress the value of Yang’s yuefu poetry on history. In particular, 

Xu appreciated Yang’s rich knowledge of history, saying he had a ‘thorough 

understanding and broad knowledge of classics and history, but his talent was not 

recognised’ (fllMIM ’ 1ft ^ jM ).56 Yang’s talent for history contributed to the

52 Feng Yunzhong /M icT , preface to Yang Tieya wenji see Yang Weizhen slhji, p.502.

Yang Tieya xiansheng wenji j B t f f l  (Ming Wanli jian [1573-1620] keben BJ3i§Sj!i 

falMJ^) does not has this preface.

53 Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yongshi zhu, in XXSKQS, vol. 1325, p.528.

54 Ibid., p.529.

55 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.515.

56 Ibid., p.515.
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success of his poetry on history and drew the attention of scholars. Li 

Xiaoguang greatly complimented Yang’s poems on history, describing them as 

“superior” (shang shou _ t-^ ) .57 All these positive comments stimulated my 

desire to further investigate Yang’s poetry on history.

ii. Modern scholars’ appreciation of poems on history

Yang’s poems on history have drawn much positive comment from modern 

scholars. Huang Rensheng says that Yang’s yuefu poems whose content is 

mainly on history, most clearly demonstrate his Iron styles.58 Zhang Qiong 

believes that Yang Weizhen, with his rich and broad historical knowledge and

poetic talent, had opened up a ‘new page’ for the poeti'y on history.59

Firstly, Yang is the first poet to have composed such a large number of poems 

on history. Huang pointed out that Yang was the only poet who composed so 

many poems on history and that no other poet came close to him in terms of 

quantity.60 In the Jin dynasty, Zuo Si (ca.250-ca.305) wrote eight poems 

entitled ‘On history’61 and Yan Yannian I I M ^  (3S4-456) wrote five entitled 

‘Wujun yong’ (Poems on the five gentlemen).62 Nonetheless, two of

the most productive poets for poems on history are from the late Tang dynasty, 

namely Hu Zeng (9th c.) with 150 poems63, and Zhou Tan ] ! |J ! | (dates

57 See Yang Weizhen: Yang Tieya xiansheng wenji, Zhang Mou’s SpitS (1436-1522) ‘Preface to

Yang Tieya xiansheng yongshi gu yuefu\  p. 1.

58 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.238.

59 Zhang Qiong, “Yeshou Yang Weihzhen de yongshi shi”, in Inner Mongolia Social Sciences,

vol. 13.5, p.60.

60 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.234.

61 See Xiao Tong, comp., Liuchen zhu wenxuan, vo l.2, pp.387-390.

62 Wenxuan contains 21 poems on history, most poets only have one poem on history. See Xiao

Tong, comp., Liuchen zhu wenxuan, vol.l, pp.386-402.

63 Zhao Wangqin and Pan Xiaoling, Hu Zeng yongshi shi yanjiu, pp. 14, 33-45.
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unknown) with 195 poems.64 However, they cannot be compared with Yang in 

terms of quantity. Huang Rensheng says,

Yang Weizhen is also a master poet on history, and was not only 
complimented as ‘a superior poet for composing poems on history’ in 
the Yuan dynasty.

f l l f A i c  ’ ^ l i £ j c { W | g  ° 65

Also, Yang was the first poet to compose many poems on history in yuefu 

form. Xu Gang wrote, “poetry on history consists of poems written in 

pentasyllabic verse, heptasyllabic verse”, the regulated verse or quatrain forms.66 

Yang’s yuefu poems opened a new world for the development of poetry on history. 

(See Chapter 2.2.) Nevertheless, some modern scholars have not paid much 

attention to the field of Yuan literature, and mistakenly thought that there were 

only a few poems on history in that period.67 This is largely because Yang’s 

more than four hundred poems on history still remained unresearched. I have 

therefore chosen Yang’s poems on history as a research topic.

Secondly, in terms of poetic content, Liu Qian llijfjf noticed that Yang’s 

poems on history have a rich poetic content with diverse themes. Yang 

demonstrates diversity in two ways: in his presentation of important historical 

incidents and significant events; and in his portraits of figures ranging across all 

social classes.

64 Qiu Liangren, “Lun yongshi shi”, in Journal o f Huaqiao University, vol. 1995.2, p.l 16.

65 Huang Rensheng, “Yang Weizhen yongshi kaoshu”, in Zhongguo wenxue yangjiu, vol. 34, p.56.

66 Xu Gang, “The Past Is Eternal: Chinese Pan-Iiistoricism as Manifested in Poetry on History”,

p.6.

67 Zeng Xianyong et al., “Woguo lidai yongshi shi tanliie”, in Qiongzhou daxue xuebao,

vol. 1994.2, p.92.
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The themes of Yang Weizhen’s poems on history are very broad. From 

the Spring and Autumn and Warring States Periods to the end of the 

Song dynasty, important events and important figures are described in 
his poems.

« 68

Is this correct? This thesis looks into this theme in details. Liu also stated that 

Yang’s poems on history cover the elite people from the higher echelons of society, 

such as kings, dukes, prime ministers, chief generals, and high-ranked officers, as 

well as commoners from the lower divisions of society, such as hawkers and 

porters.69 Is this true? This thesis explores this area, too. I will also look at 

whether or not Yang portrays all historical figures, regardless of their bad and 

good nature, or their evilness and upright deeds.70 Quite interestingly, the 

answer to Liu’s contention is the affirmative.

Thirdly, Yang wrote his poems on history for specific purposes. Zhang 

Qiong believes that in addition to expressing his feelings, Yang wanted to 

admonish the world and make people aware of the lessons of history. Zhang 

writes:

Yang Weizhen set much store on the social value of his poems on 
history. He wrote these poems not only to express his frustrations and 
grievances that his talents had not been recognised, but also to waken 

and alert the people of the world that they should learn from history.

K S S S ^ g j g S ;  - I f T T T j S  - S S A T S S i t A  -

68 Liu Qian, “Yang Weizhen shige de duoyangxing”, in Journal o f Fuyang Teachers College

(Social Science), vol. 2007.3, p.26.

69 Liu Qian, “Yang Weizhen shige de duoyangxing”, in Journal o f Fuyang Teachers College

(Social Science), vol. 2007.3, p.26.

70 Ibid., p.26.
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m w  ° 71

However, what type of lessons did Yang want people to learn? Is there any poem 

on history that reflects his grievances or setbacks? Zhang also noticed that Yang 

composed poems in chronological order to create a sense of continuity.72 Zhang 

also referred to the fact that Yang covered almost all the main historical events 

and historical figures for each dynasty. Is this in fact true?

Judging by the evaluation of modern scholars, Yang’s poetry on history 

seemed to have played a significant role in the poetry arena. He is probably the 

first poet who have composed more than four hundred poems on history that had a 

specific aim and purpose. Yang’s poetry on history is far superior to his work in 

other genres, and this earned him a greater reputation and elicited more positive 

comments from critics. This is another reason why I have selected Yang’s poetry 

on history as the research topic of this thesis.

Yang’s poetry seems to integrate his different ideas and the facets of his 

personality, and his Iron Cliff style poetry expresses natural temperament 

(xingqing f^ 'ijl) .73 Do Yang’s poems on history have these characteristics? 

Also, many Ming and Qing critics commented on Yang’s poetry on history, but 

were these comments subjective or fair? Many questions such as these 

mentioned above await further research and investigation.

71 Zhang Qiong, “Yeshuo Yang Weizhen de yongshi shi”, in Inner Mongolia Social Sciences,

vol.23.5(2002), p. 61.

72 Ibid., p.60.

73 Huang Rensheng, “Yang Weizhen de wenxue guan”, in Fudan xuebao (shehui kexue ban),

vol.4 (1997), pp.83-85.
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iii. Significance of this thesis

This thesis aims to investigate a number of these themes so as to lay the 

groundwork for future scholarship, and stimulate further research on related 

topics.

Yang’s poetic name is ‘Tieya’H jH  (Iron Cliff), and his poetry is also 

regarded as 1 Tieya ti' iU iUM  (Iron Cliff style/form) or 'Tie tV U f a  (Iron 

style/form).74 Zhang Jing 5r|§!l believes that of all Yang’s poems, the genre that 

best represents the characteristics of his ‘Tieya ti’ is undoubtedly his ancient

7S * *yuefu. As most of his ancient yuefu poetry is on history, a study of Yang’s 

poems on history must therefore also consider ‘Tieya t i \  However, both modern 

scholars and intellectuals of the Ming and Qing dynasties are inconclusive in their 

definitions of 'Tieya ti’ or ‘Tie t i \  Before looking into Yang’s poems on history, 

it is necessary to clarify the definitions of ‘Tieya ti’ or ‘Tie ft” . Is it a style or a 

form of poetry?

Also, other questions still remain unresolved:

Q l: When and where did Yang compose his poems on history?

Q3: What are their poetic characteristics?

Q2: What is the main content of those poems?

Q4: What are the messages that Yang would like to convey through his 

poems?

This thesis will investigate these questions. However, the length of this 

thesis is limited; its main focus will be on the constituent elements and features of 

Yang’s Iron Style poems on history. On the whole, this thesis argues that Yang’s

74 Deng Shaoji, main ed., Yuandai wenxue shi, p.501.

75 Zhang Jing, “Tieya ti: Yuandai houqi shifeng de shenke bianyi”, in Shehui kexu jikcm, vol.

1994.2, p. 151.
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Iron Style poetry on history is a product of his life experience (including his 

political career and rich social life), his modelling on the Tang poets, and his own 

creativity. It is also the product of a combination of Yang’s complex personality, 

interest in art and music, and his special views on history.76 Yang’s Iron Style 

poetry on history is in fact a reflection of the poet’s personality, as emphasised by 

Yang himself.77

Because of this, this thesis is divided into six chapters, in addition to an 

introductory chapter on Yang and the research topic itself.

Chapter One concentrates on how Yang’s political and social background 

facilitated the emergence of his Iron Style, and investigates the composition dates. 

When composing his poems on history, Yang was stimulated not only by the 

political environment but also by his rich social life. The composition dates for 

some of his poems are confirmed as being between 1341 and 1346, but for others 

there is no certainty.

Chapter Two looks into Yang’s Iron Style poems on history in the context of 

the development of poetry on history. It examines Yang’s poems in general, 

compares them to some of the earlier poems, and tries to give a brief picture of his 

poems on history. These poems cover episodes in the history of imperial China, 

from the pre-Qin to the late Song periods.

Chapter Three looks at different definitions of ‘Tie tV [Iron Style/Form] (also 

Tieya ti [Iron Cliff Style/Form]). The Ming and Qing critics provide differing 

definitions of ‘Tie t i \  which are interpreted either as a ‘form’ or a ‘style’ by the 

modern scholars. This chapter tries to clarify these confusing definitions and 

settle the controversy by arguing that ‘Tie tV is a poetic style, a unique style of

76 With reference to Liu Mingjin, “Lun Tieya tie”, in Xueshu yuekan, vol.3 (1985), p.73.

77 Guo Yuheng, main ed., Zhongguo gudai wenxue shichan: Yuan Ming Qing juan , p.273.
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Yang.

Chapter Four is a continuation of Chapter Three. It explores the main 

constituents of Yang’s Iron Style poetry on history, namely strangeness, potency, 

straightforwardness, resplendence and an untrammelled style. This examination 

will show that in a single poem there is more than one writing style. It also 

suggests that all these styles are the result of Yang’s imitation of the Tang poets, as 

well as expressions of his own creativity.

Chapter Five investigates the presentation of Yang’s Iron Style poetry on 

history, which is a reflection of his personality and interests. There is a close 

relationship between his poems, the prefaces, and the historical texts. His poems 

also illustrate his strong interest in drama and a desire to pursue freedom in term 

of musical function.

Chapter Six probes the essence of Yang’s Iron Style poems on history as an 

insight into the poet’s mind. His poetry on history is a reflection of his historical 

opinions and philosophy of life. Yang had some particular historical views, such 

as his ideas about political orthodoxy and legitimacy, and these are reflected in his 

poems. His philosophy of life was rooted in Confucianism and affected by his 

experience of being thwarted in his official career.

I ll Biography of Yang Weizhen

The Yuan dynasty was short-lived, covering approximately one century from 

1271 to 1368. Yang’s life covered most of the Yuan period.

78 My main sources are based on: Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP\ Zhang Tingyu et al., eds. Ershm shi
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i. His family

Yang was born in Zhuji g fffi (Kuaiji ^ f § )  in 1296. He had at least 

thirty-one poetic names,79 including Tiexin daoren ift'L^M A  (Taoist of Iron 

Heart), Baoyi daoren J& atM A  (The Taoist who holds regret), to name but two. 

His poetic names changed according to his ideas, self-image, sentiments and life 

experiences. Plum blossoms80, which were Yang’s favourite flowers in Tieya 

Hill during his twenties, made up five81 of his poetic names. These included 

Meihua daoren t® ?£M A  (The Taoist of Plum Blossoms).

His family had a great influence on the development of his ideas and poetic 

style. His father, Yang Hong (d.1339), was a generous and righteous man 

respected by most of the people in his local area. He gave land to his neighbours 

even though they were occupying it illegally. He always kept his promises in 

business even if there was an enticement of greater profit for breaking them.82 

His mother, a fourth generation granddaughter of the prime minister Song 

Zongmian A tkM  (dates unknown), was well educated.83 His elder uncle,

quanyi. Mingshi, vol.9, pp.5814-5815, 5832; and Goodrich, Luther Carrington, main ed., The 

Dictionary o f  Ming Biography 1368-1644, vol.2, pp.1547-1552.

79 For details, see Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p. 1.

80 Plum blossoms had symbolized nobility, hermits and virtuous personalities since the Song

dynasty. For details, see my book, Nan Song yongmei ci yanjiu Taibei:

Taiwan xuesheng shuju, 2003, pp.53-113.

81 The five poetic names are Meihua doaren (The Taoist of Plum Blossoms), Yang

bianmei fJJjlltS (Border Plum [Blossoms] Surnamed Yang), Meihua meng (The

Dream of Plum Blossoms) and Bianshang mei ill_hfit (The Plum [Blossoms] on the Border). 

See Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p. 1-3.

82 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.6.

83 Ibid., p.6.
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Song Shi 7f?J|; (14th c.) was Inspector of Huiji.84 Yang grew up in a rich 

scholarly family, his father built him a library in Tieya (Iron Cliff) Hill for his 

study,85

ii. His education

Yang’s interest in history and love of the Chinese classics was most likely 

cultivated by his father and young uncle Song He (14th c.), who were both 

enthusiastic about history.86 Yang stalled learning classical texts at a young age 

and in particular he was taught the Chunqiu (Spring and Autumn Annals).87

So while his interest in history was encouraged by his family, his upright character 

was an outcome of being well educated.

During the Yuan dynasty under the reign of Emperor Renzong {'_! 

(1311-1320), the first civil service examination began in 1315. Yang’s interest 

regarding history may have been heightened by his ambition to become an official. 

Through his studies of history, Yang was able to achieve the jinshi jH zt title 

which would launch his official life. His dream to become a righteous official 

stimulated him to sit for the civil service examination. In 1326, when Yang was 

thirty-one sui, he renamed himself ‘Tieya’ (Iron Cliff) after passing the provincial 

examination,88 with a speciality in the historical classic Spring and Autumn 

Annals (Chunqiu)?9

Yang was a disciple of Ni Yuan (14th c.) who was especially interested

84 Ibid., p.7.

85 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p,46.

86 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.7.

87 Ibid., p.46.

88 Ibid., p.51.

89 Ibid., p.49.
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in Yijing U t l  (Classic of Changes). Both of them were Confucian scholars of 

Genzhai School, one of the Neo-Confucian schools listed in the Song Yuan 

xue’an (Records of schools in the Song and Yuan dynasties). Genzhai

is a poetic name of Xue Jixuan i^gjsilr (1134-1173) who worked for Yuan Daojie

(12th c.). Yuan used to study under the famous Neo-Confucian scholars, 

Cheng Hao^M H (1032-1085) and Cheng Yi UW , (1033-1107). Xue Genzhai 

authored more than nine books, including Shi xingqing shuo (Poetry is

for temperament), and Chunqiu jingjie zhiyao (Essentials of the

annotation to Spring and Autumn Annals).90 Yang quite clearly inherited the 

theories of Genzhai School, which stressed that poetry is an expression of 

temperament. On the other hand, his great interest in Chunqiu may have been 

inspired by Xue Genzhai’s book.

iii. His official career

In 1327, when thirty-two sui years of age, Yang successfully passed the jinshi 

examination and was appointed to County Magistrate (rank 7a)91 in Tiantai 

prefecture (in modern Zhejiang Province).92 Three years of official life did not 

provide him with much opportunity to contribute to society. He was removed 

from office after severely punishing a number of powerful bullies in 1330.93 

Four years later, he was demoted to Saltern Commander (rank 7b) in Qianqing, 

close to Hangzhou. This demotion upset Yang. He started drinking and

90 Huang Zongxi et al., eds. Chongbian Song Yuan xue’an, pp.569, 572-573.

91 All the official titles mentioned in this thesis are based on Charles O. Hucker, A Dictionary o f

Official Titles in Imperial China, pp. 1-676.

92 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.52.

93 Ibid., p.62.
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composing poems to express his grievances.94 That year, he made an appeal to 

the provincial government, on behalf of workers who were suffering from a heavy 

salt tax and by threatening to resign, and successfully gained a tax reduction.95

In 1339, Yang’s father died. Following a period of mourning, Yang was not 

assigned to any position for a period of over ten years (1339-1350).96 During 

this time, he led a relatively carefree life concentrating on teaching, writing and 

social activities. This lifestyle was somewhat at odds with his idea of becoming 

a competent officer.

In 1344, after the completion of Liao shi (History of the Liao), there

07were disagreements on the zhengtong (orthodox line of succession) issue. The 

chief editor Tuotuo (1313-1355), decided that none of the Liao, Jin and 

Southern Song dynasties would have sole legitimacy but would, instead, keep 

their reign names. Yang was dissatisfied and wrote an essay entitled ‘Zhengtong 

bian’ also ‘Sanshi zhengtong bian' ~ ^  (Discussion on the

orthodox line of succession regarding the histories of the three dynasties) , in 

which he affirmed the Southern Song dynasty’s sole legitimacy based on Zhu Xi’s 

7^3- (1130-1200) concepts of daotong JHIjt, (moral line of succession) and 

zhengtong (political line of succession). 99 His essay100 was greatly

appreciated by the Hanlin Academician, Naonao H P i  (7-1345)101 and the Grand

94 Ibid., p.66.

95 Ibid., p.66.

96 Ibid., p,70.

97 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.86.

98 See Li Xiusheng, main ed., Quon Yuanwen, vol.42, p.485-490.

99 For in-depth discussion, see Wang Wenxue, Zhengtong hm: foxian dongfang zhengzht zhihui,

pp. 15-50, 274-275.

100 Its importance is discussed in Luther Carrington Goodrich, ed., The Dictioncuy o f  Ming 

Biography 1368J1644, vol. 2, p. 1549

101 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.95.
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Minister of Education, Ouyang Xuan 11̂  [5J§ ^  (1283-1357). Ouyang 

recommended Yang for an official position, but this was unsuccessful. He then 

asked Yang to write Songshi gangmu §  (A general outline of Song

history).102

Scholars highly respected Yang as a poet. Following his fiftieth birthday 

(1345), Yang became a distinguished leader in the poetry arena. During his visit 

to the seven famous poets,103 he compiled and promoted Zhejiang poetry. In 

1346, he taught in the wealthy Jiang fam ily104, which provided him with a 

comfortable lifestyle. Yang frequently went out with guests and courtesans, and 

journeyed to nearby mountains and lakes. In the summer of 1347, he decadently 

used a courtesan’s small shoe to hold a wine cup and called it ‘jinlian beV (golden 

lotus cup)105, where ‘jinlian ’ refers to the female’s small bound feet. Tao Zongyi 

IUtk{§ (fl.1360-1368) said that,

Yang Tieya [Yang Weizhen] was indulgently fond of songs and women. 
Every time, he saw a singer or dancer with small bound feet at a banquet, 

he would take her shoe to hold a wine cup and served the wine to guests, 

and he called it the ‘golden lotus cup’.

mmm > mz 106

In 1350, Yang was recommended for the position of Siwu tiju [Z9 Ifl

• 107(Supervisor for Four Affairs) of Hangzhou. He was appointed as Jiande’s (in

102 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p. 100.

103 The seven poets are Li Xiaoguang, Xiang Jiong, Ding Fu, Chen Qiao, Ni Zan, Zhang Yu, the

monk Jue’en. See Sun Xiaoli. YWZNP, pp.53,105.

104 Liu Ji, Feixue lu, p.4.

105 Tao Zongyi, Nancun chuogeng lu, p.279.

106 Ibid., p.279.

107 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p. 177.
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modern Zhejiang province) Zongguan fu  liguan Bill?’108 (Subordinate

Official in Route Command) in 1356, the year that Zhang Shicheng 

(1321-1367) captured Hangzhou. In the third month of 1358, when Jiande was 

occupied by Hu Daihai (?-1362), Yang fled to Fuchun Mountain (in the

general vicinity of Hangzhou).109 At the end of that year, he was promoted to 

Ruxue tiju jfi Ip  j/1 fjl (Supervisor for Confucian Schools) (rank 5b). 

Unfortunately he was unable to assume this position due to the Jiangxi rebellion110 

led by Chen Youliang (1320-1363), who declared himself ‘King of

Han’.111

iv. His retirement

In the second month of 1359, Yang returned to Qiantang In the

summer, he composed poems showing his appreciation of Zhang Shicheng and 

Zhang Shixin (14th c.) and had written contact with their official Cai

Yanwen | p | j ( 1 4 th c.). In the tenth month of 1359, he started full retirement 

in Songjiang (in modern Shanghai) and rejected an invitation to become Zhang’s 

retainer by writing a satirical poem. In the twelfth month, Zhu Yuanzhang ypjc  

J|! (1328-1398) invaded Hangzhou; and Zhang Shicheng made himself ‘King of 

W u’ i | | ,  but failed to capture other provinces, such as Jiande.112 In Songjiang, 

Yang concentrated on his teaching and attending social gatherings, as well as

108 See Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, pp.211, 213. However, Huang Rensheng said it was Vidgiva/i’ffi'jlr

(judicial official). See YWZYYMMCWXSC, p. 192. But Goodrich said that Yang was appointed 

as “judicial official in the prefectural government”. See The Dictionary o f Ming Biography 

1368-1644, vol. 2, p. 1550.

109 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.223.

1!0 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.226, and Zhang Tingyu et.al, ed., Mingshi, vol. 12, p.3687.

111 For details, see Zhang Tingyu et.al, ed., Mingshi, vol.12, p.3688-3689.

1,2 Ibid., p.3694-3895.
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travelling around and composing poems with his students and followers.

In the fourth month of 1363, Yang once again expressed his unwillingness to 

end his retirement to serve Zhang Shicheng.113 In 1366, LBaoyi daoren (The 

Taoist who holds regret) appeared as his poetic name in his writings for the first 

tim e.114 At that time he had already started to wear a Taoist robe, which possibly 

signified regret for his unrecognised talent and unfulfilled dreams.

The Yuan dynasty was marked by chaos and rivalry. The dynasty came to 

an end in 1368 when Zhu Yuanzhang expelled all the Mongolians from the capital 

Dadu. In 1369, Yang was summoned twice to the new capital, Jinling (Nanjing) 

by the new emperor Zhu Yuanzhang.115 Although he turned these invitations 

down, he finally started his journey to the capital, in the twelfth month of that year, 

to edit the Chinese classics.116 In the fourth month of 1370, he returned home. 

After a short time at home, he died of pulmonary tuberculosis at the age of 

seventy-five. Yang’s death was mourned by many of his students.117

v. His writings

As one of the most prolific poets of the Yuan period, modern scholars118 

have undertaken much research on the different editions of his writings, so this 

thesis will not repeat much of this work. The following are several

113 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.269.

114 See preface to Xuelu j i  HSlSlil, in Jin Yuan, comp., Yang Weigher xuwen ji, p. 176.

115 For details, see Qian Qianyi, Liechao shiji xiaozhuan, in Mingdai zhuanji congkan, vol 11, 

pp.59-60.

116 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.305.

117 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p .311.

118 For example, Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, pp. 14-22; and Huang Resheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, pp. 107, 

219-225,375-382.
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representative versions of these editions:

A. Tieya xiansheng gu yuefit (Mr. Iron Cliff’s ancient

yuefu poetry), sixteen juan, published in 1469, which has different 

editions in the Ming dynasty. It consists of Gu yuefu (Ancient

yuefu poetry), ten juan , edited by his student Wu Fu (1300-1348)

and Fugu shiji (Poetry collection of returning to the past), six

juan, edited by another student Zhang Wan jpIfS (14th c.). However, 

Lou Buchan @  h>JS (fl. 1774, from same area, Zhuji, as Yang Weizhen) 

collected all the different versions and then complied them as Tieya gu 

yuefu ifcjltflf (Iron Cliff’s ancient yuefu poetry). This included 

the Tieya Yuefu (Iron Cliff’s yuefu poetry), ten juan', Tieya

yongshi (Iron Cliff’s poetry on history), eight juan', and Tieya

yibian ffcjllilJtli (Iron Cliff’s anecdoted poetry), eight juan. 119

B. Dongweizi j i  4^111 (Collected works of Dong Weizi), thirty juan  

with one extra juan  attached, published in 1589 has 441 items including 

prefaces, postscripts, records, inscriptions and biographies, sixty shi 

poems and ci lyrics. The extra juan  is poetry by his students and 

friends.120

C. Tieya wenji lie i t  ^  (Mr. Iron Cliff’s written works), five juan,

consists of Yang’s 137 articles. However, fifty-two are duplicated in 

* 121Dongweizi jt.

D. Lize yiyin MMOsailf (The beautiful and elegant vestigial sound), four

119 They have been reprinted in XXSKQS, vol.1325, pp.433-527; 528-615; 616-695, respectively.

120 See Yang Weizhen, Dongweizi ji. Shanghai: Shangwu yinshuguan, 1929 (?), vol. 1-6; Dongwei 

zi wenji, 30 juans, 1 extra juan; in SKQS, vol. 1221.

121 There is an edition of Tieya wenji dated 1501 and found in the Shanghai Library.
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juan , compiled by Yang’s student Chen Cunli (14th c.) is a

collection of Yang’s thirty-two rhymed prose (fa) poems.122

E. Tieya fugao  ifJtjllK jti (Draft of Iron Cliff’s rhymed prose), two juan  

edited by Lao Ge (1820-1864) contains fifty fu  prose poems.123

F. Tieya mangao §tyil;||fifr (Casual draft of Iron Cliff’s written works), five 

juan, manuscript copy by Zhang Jinwu (1787-1829) consists of 

249 prose pieces.124

G. Shiyi shiyi (Supplementary to omissions in the historical

annotations), two juan, editing by Yang’s student, Zhang Mu J |l7 |v (14th 

c.), was published by Chen Yujing (17th c.) from Zhuji in the late

Ming dynasty. It records Yang’s commentaries on historical events and 

his criticism of social and political affairs, and has a preface by Lu Song 

IWiM (16th c.) dated 1502.125 Lu highly appreciated Yang’s writings, 

and stated that these writings select the ancient historical episodes, which 

frankly judged honestly based on righteousness; they condemned wicked 

persons and warn the next generation.126 Lu’s preface indicates that 

Yang’s Shiyi shiyi is a serious rather than a playful piece of writing.

H. The essay ‘Zhengtong biarT (Discussion on the orthodox line of 

succession) is contained in Tao Zongyi’s Nancun chuogeng lu

(Records of cultivation halt in the south village).127

122 The extant edition in Siku quanshu is based on the Jigu ge chilli edition in the late Ming

dynasty. See Chen Cunli: Lize yiyin, 4 juan; in SKQS, vol.1222, pp .145-180.

123 This has been reprinted in XXSKQS, vol. 1325. pp.390-431.

124 This manuscript copy is in the Nanjing Library.

125 This edition is in the Shanghai Library. It has been reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmii congshu.

Shibu, vol.281, pp. 1-57.

126 Yang Weizhen, Shiyi shiyi, in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu, vol. 281, p.2.

127 This essay is about 2,600 words. See Tao Zongyi, Nancun chuogeng lu, pp.32-38.
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I, Chunqiu heti zhushuo (Discussion of combined questions

on the Spring and Autumn Annals) three juan , which seems to be Yang’s

commentaries on the Chunqiu (Spring and Autumn Annals). It was

12©
written as a preparation work for his civil examination.

Despite Yang’s large collection of literary works, no one has yet conducted 

in-depth research on the entirety. The research on Yang Weizhen up to date is 

described in the section below.

IV Main research on Yang Weizhen

There is scarcely any Western research on Yang Weizhen, but there are a few 

scattered articles in books. Chinese scholars have produced comparatively more 

research works on Yang Weizhen.

i. Research on Yang’s life

An early article in English on Yang’s life is in The dictionary o f  Ming 

biography 1368-1644, published in 1976.129 It provides a brief introduction to 

Yang’s life and his well-known Tieyati ffcU fi; (Iron Cliff style) yuefu poetry. 

A similar article on Yang, written by Stephen Owen, can also be found in The 

Indiana Companion to Traditional Chinese Literature130 and in The Columbia 

History o f  Chinese Literature by John Timothy W ixted.131 A chronological look

128 This book does not seem to be extant, but it is listed in Yong Rong et al., ed., Siku quanshu

zongmu tiyao, vol.l, p.606.

129 This article is written by Edmund H. Worthy. See L.C. Goodrich, ed., The Dictionary o f  Ming

Biography 1368-1644, vol. 2, pp.1547-1552.

130 W.H.Nienhauser, et al. eds., The Indiana Companion to Traditional Chinese Literature, 

pp.917-918.

131 Timothy John Wixted, “Poetry of the Fourteenth Century”, in Mair, Victor. H., ed., The

Columbia History o f Chinese Literature, pp.392-394.
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at Yang’s life and his poetry is also available in Sun Xiaoli’s Yang Weizhen nianpu 

tJ§ M  ^  tit  (The chronological biography of Yang W eizhen),132 which 

establishes a good foundation for further investigation of Yang’s life and poetry. 

Also, Ge Huanbiao and Luo Yanrain’s ^  book entitled Yang

Weizhen til M '33 provides a general description of Yang’s life with an 

introduction to his poetry, calligraphy, students and critical comments of his work.

Apart from these books, there are nine short articles on Yang’s life, covering 

his birthplace, poetic names and political attitude. One interesting article134 

about Yang’s name and birthplace mentioned that he intentionally changed his 

first name from ‘Zhen ĵ=f’ to ‘Zhen in 1359. The first Zhen means 

‘auspicious’ and indicated Yang’s wish to succeed in life, while the second Zhen 

means ‘hardwood’, implying that he had a virtuous heart of wood. This name 

revision reflects a possible change in his character.

These biographical articles and books on Yang’s life provide a good 

foundation for research on his composition of poetry, and explaining his 

temperament and literary thought, all of which are useful when exploring the 

content of his poetry.

ii. Research on Yang Weizhen in the Yuan poetry arena

Two recent books, Deng Shaoji’s Yuandai wenxue shi (Literary

history of the Yuan dynasty)135 and Yang Lian’s Yuanshi shi (Poetic

132 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, 321 pages.

133 Ge Huanbiao, Luo Yanmin, Yang Weizhen, 184 pages.

134 Qiao Guanghui, “Wang Weizhen zhi ‘Zhen’ zi kao”, in Wenjiao zijiao, vol.l (1999), 

pp.99-101.

135 Deng Shaoji, main ed., Yuandai wenxue shi, pp.494-501.
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history of the Yuan dynasty)136 look at Yuan poetry in general. Both include an 

introduction to Yang Weizhen’s life and describe his importance in the history of 

Yuan poetry. Yoshikawa Kojiro (1904-1980) has written one chapter137 on Yuan 

poetry, and he also discusses the significant role played by Yang in the literary 

arena.

Further evidence supporting Yang’s influence is presented in Wang 

Zhongge’s Yuanmo Wuzhong shipai lunkao

(Discussion and Examination of the Poetic Groups of Suzhou Area in the Late 

Yuan Period), which mentions different poetic groups in Jiangsu province139 and 

describes Yang’s prominent poetic status. Bao Gendi’s Yuanshi yanjiu

T C trfW ^140 (Research on the Yuan poetry) gives an account of the stages of 

development and a background of Yuan poetry. It lists Yang as one of the three 

representative poets of the late Yuan poetry arena, and gives a brief introduction to 

his Tieya poems. Also, Xiao Lihua’s f f f f l l j t  Yuanshi zhi shehuixing yu 

yishuxing yanjiu (Research on the social and

srtistic nature of Yuan poetry) mainly gives an account of the special social and 

artistic functions of Yuan poetry. Those functions are described as being

136 YangLian, Yuanshi shi, pp.507-513.

137 This chapter is entitled “Juyon seiki zenhan: genshi no seijuku”

(The first half of the fourteenth century: the prosperity of Yuan poetry), see Yoshikawa Kojiro, 

Yoshikawa Kojiro zenshu, vol. 15, pp.433-457. In which, there is a section introducing Yang

Weizhen. See pp.434-440.
138 Wang Zhongge, Yuanmo Wuzhong shipai lunkao, pp.47-74.

139 Wuzhong refers to modem districts around Lake Tai and Pingyuan ^PUrl with Suzhou as

the centre in Jiangsu province. See Wei Songshan, main ed., Zhongguo gudian shici diming 

cidian (which is hereafter abbreviated as ZGGDSCDMCD), p.380,

140 Bao Gendi, Yuanshi yanjiu, pp. 112-115.

141 There is no particular section on Yang Weizhen, just a few scattered lines on him. See Xiao

Lihua, Yuanshi zhi shehuixing yu yishuxing yanjiu, pp.123-124, 336-337.
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inherited from the Tang and Song dynasties, and also as working to galvanise the 

development of poetry after the Yuan dynasty.

There is also a masters thesis on the literary activities of scholars in 

Wuzhong District, entitled Yuanmo Mingchu Wuzhong wenren yanjiu 

A  (Suzhou literati of the late Yuan to the early Ming dynasties). The

author, He Chungen wrote a section discussing Yang’s literary activities,

literary thoughts, as well as his Iron style poetry.142 In summary, these 

publications provide an understanding of Yang’s poetry and highlight the 

significant contribution he made to Yuan poetry in general.

iii. Research on Yang’s poetry

The first important modern research on Yang appeared in 1983. Liu 

Meihua’s book, Yang Weizhen shixue yanjiu f j § A  (Research

on Yang Weizhen’s poetics), outlines Yang’s general poetic content and main 

writing techniques. It explores the origins of his literary thought and gives an 

introduction to his poetic content and writing techniques. Despite Liu’s good 

explanation of Yang’s writing techniques, many areas were not explored. These 

included the characteristics of Yang’s Iron Cliff style poetry, its influence on his 

students, and the relationship between Yang’s life and his poetic style.

In 2005, Huang Rensheng's book entitled Yang Weizhen yu Yuanmo Mingchu 

wenxue sichao #§ J/2 tL A  ̂  ̂  A  IP I  (Yang Weizhen and the literary

currents of the late Yuan and early Ming dynasties) was published. It provides a 

general study of Yang Weizhen’s literary thought, political attitude, and life 

philosophy and social activities, as well as of his fu  poems (rhymed prose) and qu

142 He Chungen, “Yuanmo minchu Wuzhong wenren yanjiu”, pp.30-38.
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song-lyrics poetic styles. This book consists of six chapters.143 However, it has 

only two chapters on Yang’s poetry (Chapters Four and Five), in which Huang 

discusses Yang’s ‘Ancient Yuefu Poetry Movement’ and the history of yuefu poetry. 

In addition, Yang’s poetry content and his associates Li Xiaoguang (1285-1350) 

and Gu Ying (1310-1369) are only briefly mentioned.

Huang’s book covers many areas, but it does not analyse Yang’s poetry in 

detail, and does not cover his different themes and diverse writing styles. It 

gives only a cursory discussion of Yang’s poems on history. Despite this, 

Huang’s work is pioneering in its research on Yang.

There are two master theses of fifty and fifty-two pages respectively on 

Yang’s poetry. The first one is Yang Lijing’s t J I I l i f  “Cong Yang Weizhen kan 

Yuandai Daojiao yu Yuandai shi” (From Yang

Weizhen, a look into Taoism and poetry in the Yuan dynasty), which has as its 

main focus the relationship between Taoism and Yuan poetry. Only about two 

pages of this thesis discuss Yang’s pursuit of Taoism.144 The second one is Feng 

Ruizhen’s “Lun Yang Weizhen de yuefu shi”

(Discussion of Yang Weizhen’s yuefu poetry), which provides a very brief 

discussion of Yang’s yuefu poems, including his literary thoughts, and the content 

and characteristics of various categories of poems.145

143 Chapter One explores Yang’s political attitude, philosophy and literary ideas; Chapter Two

studies his fu  prose poems and the development of rhymed prose (fu) in the Yuan dynasty; 

Chapter Three examines his commentaries on qu song lyrics and fiction; Chapter Four 

discusses Yang’s ‘movement of ancient yuefu poetry’; Chapter Five briefly introduces Yang’s 

poetry content and also his two friends Li Xiaoguang (1285-1350) and Gu Ying (1310-1369); 

Chapter Six examines Yang’s influence on the Ming literary world and outlines critical 

remarks on Yang during the Qing period.

144 Yang Lijing, “Cong Yang Weizhen kan Yuandai Daojiao yu Yuandai shi”, pp.18-19.

145 Feng Ruizhen, “Lun Yang Weizhen de yuefu shi”, pp. 1-45.
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There are also a number of articles on Yang Weizhen which can be 

categorised in the following way.

Group one includes eighteen articles that discuss Yang’s shi poetry, ci lyrics 

and yuefu poetry, and zhuzhi ci poems. His poem, ‘Laoke fu yao’

(Ballad of an old visiting woman), is believed to reflect his determination to give 

up official life. Scholars also discuss Yang’s poetic style and his influence on 

Ming poetry. Only two articles are on his poems on history.

Group two has six articles that discuss Yang’s relationships and social 

activities with his friends and members of the Iron Style Poetry Group. Within 

these articles, I discovered that his social activities also stimulated his 

composition of some poems on history.

Group three consists of eight articles that discuss Yang’s philosophy and 

literary ideas. Ha Jiaying III I f  believes that Yang Weizhen stressed the 

importance of one’s temperament {xingqing) 146, and that he adopted a 

straightforward poetic style rather than an ornate poetic style. However, I will 

argue that his poetic style is a combination of various approaches, including 

straightforwardness, elegance and resplendence. These styles make up his Iron 

Style and are reflected in his poems on history. Maeno Naoaki argues that 

Yang’s literary thoughts of ‘poetry is for temperament’ was a precursor to the 

Ming poets, such as Li Mengyang (1472-1529) and Ho Jingming {ofS

SJ3 (1483-1521).147

146 See Ha Jiaying, “Yang Weizhen shige sixiang pianlun”, in Chengde Minzu Shizhucm xuebao, 

vol.l (1997), p.20; Ha Jiaying,“Tan Yang Wiezhen de shiben xingqing”, in Guangming 

Ribao, 2005 July 29, p.006. The same idea is also found in Zhang Jing.“Tieya ti: Yuandai 

houqi shifeng de shenke bianyi”, in Shehui kexu jikan , vol. 1994.2, p. 155.

147 See Maeno Naoaki, “Mei shichishi no sensei —Yo Itei no bungakukan ni tsuite”, in The 

Journal o f  Chinese Literature, vol.5, (1956), pp. ii (abstract), 41-42.
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The articles mentioned are generally short and do not contain detailed 

discussion. However, they do provide some useful information on Yang 

Weizhen.

iv. Other research on Yang Weizhen

Yang was a talented calligrapher. Chen Hailiang’s PIC/H Bk Luanshi qicai: 

Yang Weizhen de shengping j i  qi yishu pT'T : (A

rare talent in the chaotic world: Yang Weizhen’s biography and artwork) and Hua 

Ning’s ljt5|£ book entitled Yang Weizhen ^IjtM ft149 discuss Yang’s artistic ideas 

and his calligraphy, and how they changed during his life. Chen mentions that 

all of Yang’s extant works of calligraphy have their own styles, such as 1Zhou 

Shangqing mu zhiming’ (Funeral epitaph on Zhou Shangqing)

(1359), ‘Zhenjing an muyuan shu juan ’ (Scroll of solicitation

of contribution to the Real Mirror Nunnery), ‘Chengnan changhe sh i’

(Collection of poems written in the same rhymes at the southern city) (1362) 

and ''Mengyou haitang shi juan ’ (Roll of enjoying begonia in dreams) 

itf =fi (1369). They were completed after 1359 during his retirement in 

Songjiang.150

Ge Huanbiao and Luo Yanmin’s Yang Weizhen provide general

information on Yang Weizhen’s life, calligraphy and his literary influence.151 In 

addition to these, there are six articles studying Yang’s calligraphy, and three on 

his fictional criticism and prefaces to drama.

148 Chen Hailiang, Lucmshi qicai: Yang Weizhen de shengping j i  qi yishu. Shanghai: Shanghai

shuhua chubanshe, 2005, 77 pages.

149 Hua Ning, Yang Weizhen, Taibei: Shitou chuban gufan youxian gongsi, 2006, 32 pages.

150 Chen Hailiang, Luanshi qicai: Yang Weizhen de shengping j i  qi yishu, 2005, pp.39-45.

151 For details, see Ge Huanbiao, Luo Yanmin. Yang Weizhen, pp.1-114.
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v. Research on Chinese poetry on history

From 1985 to 2009, there were at least ten major books (see Appendix IB) 

that have been published which provide annotations to selected poems on history. 

These books have selected poems on history throughout the historical periods for 

brief annotation and analysis. However, only a few of Yang’s poems have been 

selected. These books demonstrate well the huge number of poems on history 

and provide a basic background for studying these poems. Moreover, there are 

several in-depth pieces of research about poetry on history. These are described 

in the following.

In 1997, Yongshi sh iyu  Zhongguo fan  lishi zhuyi 

152 (Poetry on history and Chinese pan-historicism) was authored by Xu Gang jrf 

iH. This work is the first book to contain an in-depth analysis of the origin, 

development and genres of poetry on history with examples from different 

dynasties. This book is translated from a doctoral thesis entitled “The Past Is 

Eternal: Chinese Pan-historicism as Manifested in Poetry on History” . It has 

four chapters which discuss Confucianism, moralisation, symbolisation, 

spatialisation, eternalisation, aestheticisation and religonisation in poetry on 

history.153 The second publication on historical poems was Nan Song yongshi 

shi yanjiu (Poetry on history in the Southern Song dynasty)

152 Xu Gang, Yongshi shi yu Zhongguo fan lishi zhuyi, Taibei: Shuiniu chubanshe, 1997, 189 

pages.

153 Xu Gang, ‘T he Past Is Eternal: Chinese Pan-Historicism as Manifested in Poetry on History”. 

The Ohio State University, PhD thesis, 1996, 249 pages.

154 Ji Minghua, Nan Song yongshi shi yanjiu. Taibei: Wenjin chubanshe, 1997, 275 pages.
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by Ji Minghua EpHJjtji, who conducted research into poems on history from the 

Southern Song dynasty. The book consists of six chapters, which investigate the 

development of poetry on history before and during the Southern Song dynasty. 

The author pointed out that most of the poems on history throughout the ages are 

based on historical figures.155 In Chapter Four, Ji also points out the five main 

themes of the Southern Song poems on history: loneliness for unrecognised talent, 

lament for the country’s weaknesses, the longing for a reclusive life, deep concern 

about the future of the country, and admiration for ideal historical figures. All 

these themes reflected the poets’ mind.

However, modern scholars’ main focus still remains upon the Tang dynasty. 

In 2002, Wan Tang yongshi shi yu pinghua yanyi zhi guanxi

(Relationship between the late Tang poems on history and 

pinghua fiction and historical novels) by Li Yiya was published. This

book defines ‘poetry on history’, and explores the origins and development of 

poetry on history before the late-Tang dynasty. The author focuses on the works 

of eight late Tang poets, namely Du Mu (803-852), Li Shangyin 

(813-858), Wen Tingyun (812-ca.870), Hu Zeng, Wang Zun /iEM (jinshi

title 866), Zhou Tan, Sun Yuanyan (dates unknown) and Luo Yin | f  |H

(833-909). Of these poets, Hu Zeng is the main focus. H u’s poems on history 

are believed to have been used by many story-tellers. The author explores the 

relationship between Hu Zeng’s poetry and the vernacular stories of the Song 

dynasty, as well as historical stories in the Ming and Qing dynasties. He stated 

that those stories were not written to illustrate poems on history, but that poems on

155 Ji Minghua, Nan Song yongshi shi yanjiu, pp.94-96.

156 Li Yiya, Wan Tang yongshi shi yu pinghua yanyi zhi guanxi. Taibei: Wenshizhe chubanshe,

2002, 375 pages.
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history enriched the content of the stories.

In addition to Li Yiya, another scholar, Zhao Wangqin also showed a

great interest in Tang poetry on history. He published three books about Tang 

poetry on history, in 2003, 2005 and 2008. The first book, entitled Tangdai 

yongshi zushi kaolun (An investigation and discussion of

i c  n
various series of poems on history of the Tang dynasty), studies various series 

of poems on history. It also explores several Tang poets, namely Wu Yun 

(d.778), Hu Gu ^§^1 (ca.815-ca.852), Hu Zeng, Wang Zun, Zhou Tan and Sun 

Yuanyan. It argues that Wang Ji zEllt (585-644) was the first Tang poet to have 

composed poetry on history, but that Lu Zhaolin (ca.635-ca.689) was the

first to have written a series of poems on history, entitled ‘On history’. This 

book also mentions that the mid- and late-Tang periods were a golden era for the 

emergence of poems on history.

The second book, entitled Songben Zhou Tan Yongshi shi yanjiu

(Research on the Song edition of Zhou Tan’s Poems on history), was 

published in 2005. Its preface briefly introduces the historical development of 

poems on history in the Tang dynasty. As well as examining the Song version of 

Zhou Tan’s poetry (three juan), it also investigates Zhou’s literary thought and the 

significance of his poems on history. However, much of this publication 

provides only a very brief annotation to each of Zhou’s poems on history. Zhou 

used names of historical figures as poem titles and divided his poems 

chronologically into eleven categories by dynasty, including the Spring and 

Autumn Warring States periods, and the Qin, Western Han and Eastern Han

157 Zhao Wangqin, Tangdai yongshi zushi kaolun. Xi’an: Sanqin chubanshe, 2003, 228 pages.

158 Zhao Wangqin, Songben Zhou Tan yongshi shi yanjiu. Beijing: Zhongguo shehui kexue 

chubanshe, 2005, 235 pages.
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dynasties. His poems praise virtuous kings and queens, as well as capable 

officials, while satirising the evil ones. These poems were used as teaching 

materials for the officials.159

The third book entitled Hu Zheng Yongshi shi yanjiu 

(Research on Hu Zheng’s Poems on histoiy) was published in 2008. It is an 

in-depth discussion of 150 poems on history, which are all seven-character 

quatrain. About a quarter of this book discusses different versions of Hu’s 

poems on history, as well as H u’s historical views and literary achievements. It 

also looks into the relationship between H u’s poems on history and historical 

fiction and elementary eduction. The authors, Zhao and Pan Xiaoling /UfHUfr 

believe that H u’s straightforward expressions and plain poetic style were helpful 

to children learning history through poems. That is why H u’s poems were used 

as the basic texts for elementary education after the late Tang dynasty.161 Hu 

judged historical figures based on Confucian values and his aim was to satirise the 

contemporary world.162

In 2005, the scholar Lai Yushu drew our attention to the aesthetic

field of poems on history in the late Tang period and during the Five Dynasties. 

His book Wan Tang Wudai yongshi shi zhi meixue yishi Bffi,Sf 7T fir,ĵ lc ^  s '  HMH 

M 163 (The aesthetic ideas of poems on history of the late Tang and the Five 

Dynasties periods) consists of six chapters. Apart from the introduction, the 

book has one chapter which looks into the origins of poetry on history and its

159 Zhao Wangqin, Songben Zhou Tan Yongshi shi yanjiu, p.37.

160 Zhao Wangqin, Pan Xiaoling, Hu Zheng yongshi shi yanjiu. Beijing: Zhongguo shehui kexue

chubanshe, 2008, 408 pages.

161 Zhao Wanggin, Pan Xiaoling, Hu Zheng yongshi shi yanjiu, p.75-76.

162 Ibid., p. 117-124.

163 Lai Yushu, Wan Tang Wudai yongshi shi zhi meixue yishi, Taibei: Xiuwei zixun keji gufen

youxian gongsi, 2005, 305 pages.
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popularity during those periods. The author believes that aesthetic features and 

historical viewpoints are the two most important elements of the poetry on history. 

Therefore, his book has three chapters exploring aesthetic features, poetic styles 

and writing techniques, including the use of different images, tones and rhymes 

and the presentation of space and time. Lai also accounts for the emergence of 

poetry on history. He believes that poets might have longed for the past as the 

result of feeling upset by their own life experiences or by the state of 

contemporary society. So, their feelings were attributed to the historical figures 

or events which inspired them, emerging as words in the form of a poem on 

history.

W hile modern scholars clearly paid more attention to the Tang poems, they 

sometimes shifted their attention to those of other dynasties. Li Han 

whose Han Wei shengTang yongshi shi yanjiu: yanzhi zhi shixue zhuantong j i  

shiren sixiang de kaocha.

^ f S 164 (Study of poems on history in the Han Wei and high Tang periods: an 

investigation into the poetic tradition and literati’s thoughts in poems that express 

poet’s intent) (2006) discussed the Han, Wei and high Tang periods. However, 

one half of its content is about poems of the Tang dynasty. This book consists of 

four chapters, with the first chapter defining ‘poems on history’. The second 

chapter looks into the Han poet, Ban Gu, and his poems on history, while 

exploring the two functions of poetry of history. The author posits that poems on 

history convey the poet’s wishes and expresses his feelings. The third chapter 

examines the poems on history by Zuo Si and Tao Yuanming (3727-427).

The last two chapters are on such famous Tang poets as Chen Zi’ang PJf-pifp

164 Li Han, Han Wei shengTang yongshi shi yanjiu: "yanzhi" zhi shixue zhuantong j i  shiren sixiang 

de kaocha. Guilin: Guangxi shifan daxue chubanshe, 2006, 183 pages.
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(661-702) and Li Bai.

Continuing with modem scholarly works concentration on the Tang dynasty, 

Chen Jianhua’s Tangdai yongshi huaigu shi lungao fdi

165 (Discussion drafts on the Tang poems on history and on the past) published in 

2008, and Zhang Runjing’s Tangdai yongshi huaigu shi yanjiu

(Study on the Tang poems on history and on the past), published 

in 2009, are representative examples. Both of these publications examine the 

historical development and the main features of poems on history and on the past 

from the early- to the late- Tang.

Chen’s book has four chapters that discuss poems on history in the early 

Tang, high Tang, mid-Tang and late Tang periods. Its focus is on Li Bai, Du Fu, 

Han Yu (768-824), Liu Zongyuan (773-819), Bai Juyi

(772-846), Liu Yuxi (772-842), Xu Hun t f t f  (791-858), Du Mu and Li

Shangyin, The author argues that poets started to think historically from as early 

as the period of the Book o f  Poetry and Songs o f  the South.161 The second book, 

by Zhang, accounts for the popularity of poems on history in the Tang dynasty. 

It divides the development of Tang poems on history into four stages: preparation, 

development, maturity and popularity. This work also analyses the common 

themes of the poems giving examples from six famous Tang poets, namely Li Bai, 

Du Fu, Liu Yuxi, Xu Hu, Du Mu and Li Shangyin.

As can be seen from the above examples, academic research on Yuan poetry

165 Chen Jianhua, Tangdai yongshi huaigushi lungao. Huazhong keji daxue chubanshe, 2008, 192 

pages.

166 Zhang Runjing, Tangdai yongshi huaigushi yanjiu. Shanghai:Shanghai sanlian shudian,2009,

293 pages.

167 Chen Jianhua, Tangdai yongshi huaigu shi lungao, pp.13-15.
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is sparse. Most research work studies either the Han Wei periods, or the Tang 

and Song dynasties. The academic articles about poetry on history also show 

this tendency.

From 1979 to 2009, there are around two hundred articles168 on topics 

related to poems on history. O f these, more than sixty articles provide a general 

discussion on the characteristics of poems on history and how they should be 

appreciated. There are also thirty short articles that provide brief discussions on 

poems on history, and the other articles are mainly on individual famous poets. 

For instance, twenty nine articles explore poems on history by Zuo Si. More 

than sixty articles are on the popular poets of the Tang dynasty.169 Also, there 

are also eight articles about poems on history by Wang Anshi EEiSrTEi 

(1021-1086). Modern scholars clearly pay more attention to Tang poems while 

occasionally shifting their attention to those of other dynasties.

The books and articles discussed above provide good reference material for 

this thesis on Yang’s poetry and its significance. The recent increase in the 

number of articles by modern scholars on Yang Weizhen indicates his importance 

as a late Yuan poet.

168 My calculation is based on the databases listed in Appendix 1 A.

169 There are five articles on Li Bai (701-762); seven on Du Fu (712-770); twenty on Liu Yuxi

(772-842); four on Bai Juyi (772-846); four on Du Mu (803-853?) and twenty-one on Li 

Shangyin based on my calculation.
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Chapter One: The Emergence of Iron Style Poetry 

on History: Political and Social Background

Yang’s ‘Iron Cliff style’ {Tieya ti) [or ‘Iron style’ {Tie ti )] poems on history 

were composed during the period of Mongolian rule (Yuan dynasty, 1271-1368). 

It is important to inquire whether the special political and social background of 

the period had any bearing on the creation and actual content of Yang’s poems on 

history. We will find that the poetic content and themes reflect the poet’s 

reaction to the political and social environments of the time and the poetic styles 

mirror his complicated character.

1.1. Political background and Yang’s poems on history

In 1271, Kublai Khan (12157-1294) conquered the Southern Song and 

established his new kingdom, the Yuan dynasty, with Dadu (modern Beijing) as its 

capital. However, thousands of people were sacrificed in the struggle for power. 

As Hansen noted, “It took over fifty years for the Mongols to conquer all of China, 

and the destruction and causality, especially in the north, took a great toll.” 170 

The populations of two provinces, Shandong and Hebei, decreased dramatically, 

for example,

The household figure of 3.3 million in 1207 implies a total population of

170 Valerie Hansen, The Open Empire: a Histoiy o f China to 1600, p.335.
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17 million to 20 million persons. Roughly one-third of that number 
were registered in 1290 in those two provinces [Hebei and 
Shandong ].171

Although the Mongols carried out many reforms, the Yuan dynasty was troubled 

by chaos and rebellion. In 1276, there were rebellions both in Shaozhou

172(modern Shaoguan City) and in Guangzhou Circuit. In 1279, Guangzhou was 

captured by the Yuan army, marking the onset of the new empire. Continuing 

from this earlier period, the Yuan dynasty remained turbulent throughout its short 

life.

Yang Weizhen himself witnessed several rebellions and the collapse of the 

large but short-lived empire. From his birth in 1296 to his flight to Hangzhou in 

1358, the political leadership was embroiled in numerous civil wars. Imperial 

power struggles for the throne were intense and most of the emperors were killed 

in the process. The fifth emperor, Shidebala (Gegeen Khan, Emperor Yingzong 

of Yuan, 1303-1323) reigned for only a few years (r. 1320-1323) until his

173assassination at the age of twenty in 1323. YesUn Temur (Emperor Taiding, 

r. 1323-1328) enthroned himself one month after the death of Shidebala. In order 

to boost his legitimacy, he executed his allies, including Tegshi (d.1323) and 

exiled five princes. Subsequently, Tugh Temur (r.1328, 1329-1332) ‘seized the 

throne from Yesiin Temur’s son in 1328.’ 174 After several successions of

171 Denis Twitchett and John K. Fairbank, et.al., eds. The Cambridge History o f  China, vol.6,

p.621.

172 See Appendix 7C; Song Lian et al., eds. Ershisi shi quanyi: Yuan shi, vol. 2, p. 1188.

173 “Late that night [14 September 1323], Tegshi, the censor in chief, assisted by the Asud Guard

(A-su wei) under his command, stormed the imperial camp, killing both the Khaghan [Gegee 

Khan] and Baiju [grand councillor of the left, 1298-1323].” See Denis Twitchett, John K. 

Fairbank et.al., ed., The Cambridge history o f China, vol.6, p.532.

174 Ibid., p.536.
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emperors,175 finally, Tugh Temur’s elder brother, Toghon Temur (Toghun Temur, 

Emperor Huizong, 1320-1370), succeeded to the throne in 1333 and reigned for 

thirty-five years.176

In addition to the civil wars resulting from these power struggles, there were 

also rebellions led by Zhang Shicheng (1321-1367) and Chen Youliang 

(1320-1363). These rebellions are the reason why Yang retired to Songjiang in 

1359, to seek a safe shelter from wax’ and chaos.177

In these chaotic political conditions, Yang’s concern for the people and his 

country moved him to compose poetry. For instance, when Zhang Shicheng 

conquered Hangzhou in 1356, Yang was furious at their invasion and angry with 

their immoral behaviour. He composed the poem, ‘Shu Qiantang qiyue niansan 

ri shi l l ' f j t i l r t  J=j t f  E  El f -  (Recording the issue of the twenty-third of the 

seventh month) to lambast them. Some of its lines read,

LI Children on the tenth day reported an 

eclipse of the reddish moon,

L2 And evil toads one following another 

lighted up the beacon fires.
L3 The Miao army was about to swallow the 

earthen jar-like Zhaweng,
L4 W hile the blood of Qizhou flooded into 

the Qiantang riverbanks.
L5 The loach-like fire burned a thousand-xwn 

178long lock in the East

175 Tugh Temur’s eldest son, Aratnadara (d.1331), died one month after being nominated as heir.

Khoshila Khan (Khutughtu Khan, Emperor Mingzong of Yuan, r.1329) second son of Irinjibal 

(Rinchinbal, Emperor Ningzong of Yuan, d.1332), became Emperor Ningzong, but died after 

less than two months on the throne. Ibid., pp.527-561.

176 Ibid., pp.527-561.

177 Wang Zhongge, Yuan mo Wuzhong shipai hmkao, pp.48-49.

578 Xun ip : one xun was equal to eight chi jv. in ancient measurements. See Kangxi zidian,
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L6 The crack troops ran to the West holding °

the half spear.

In his postscript to this poem, Lou Buchan points out that the aims of the poem 

are to satirise Zhang. Lou wrote, “In autumn, the seventh month of the sixteenth 

year of Zhizheng reign (1356), Zhang Shicheng sent a troop to invade Hangzhou.”

° )179 The first line is a description of 

the lunar eclipse, a harbinger of disaster. Lou annotated the poem as follows, 

“At night of the tenth day, the moon was eclipsed and was as red as copper” (-f- 0  

‘Yaoma’ (evil toad) in L2 is derived from a poem

entitled ‘Zhongqiu’ (Mid-autumn) by Li Pu (1063-1127). In a legend,

181an evil toad ate the spirit of the moon, a metaphor for Zhang Shicheng, who 

invaded Hangzhou and waged war upon its inhabitants.

L3 describes the military strength of the Yuan army. ‘Zhaweng’ t^ § §  was 

in modern Zigui f$§§  county of Hubei province.182 According to Lou Buchan, 

‘Huzi’ fil^p (gourd seeds) refers to the Miao eb people.183 However, I think 

this term refers to Yang Wanzhe (7-1358), a Yuan general from the Mou

ethnic group who prevented the invasion led by Zhang Shicheng and Zhang Shide 

f r l l i i i i  (14th c.).184 L4 depicts the spread of wars and chaos from Qizhou 

(in modern Qichun county of Hubei Province) to Hangzhou in Zhejiang

p.234. One chi is 24.2 cm, and was used before and during the Jin dynasty (122 B.C-20 A.D.). 

See Lou Zhufeng, main ed., Hanyu da cidian, Suoyinben (which is hereafter abbreviated as 

HYDCD.SYB), vol.3, p.7761. Therefore, one thousand xun is the equivalent of 1,936 metres.

179 See Lou Buchan, ed,, Tieya yibian zhu, in XXSKQS, vol. 1325, p.676.

180 Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yibian, p.676.

181 See Li Zongwei, Qianjia shi yiz.hu, pp.173-174.

182 Wei Songshan, main ed., Zhongguo gudian shici diming cidian, p.823.

183 Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yibian, p.676.

184 Zhang Tingyu et al., Mingshi, vol. 12, p. 3693.
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Province (Qianang River). Chen Youliang joined Xu Shouhui (7-1360)

in setting up a rebellion in Hubei province. They once occupied Hangzhou for a 

time in 1352, but were soon defeated by the Yuan army. Then in 1356, Zhang 

Shicheng invaded Hangzhou.185

L5 refers to a historical episode from the Jin dynasty. The Jin general Wang 

Jun (206-286) led troops to conquer the Kingdom of Wu. Wu people laid a 

lock in the sea to block his battleships, but Wang ordered his soldiers to construct 

a loach of more than ten-zhangm  in order to burn it.187 ‘The half spear’ in L6 

refers to the Tang general, Geshu Han l if t?  ijifj} (7-757), who wielded one half of a

r 1 R Rspear and defeated three rows of the Tibetan (tubo D±#). In other words, L5 

and L6 appear to be a metaphor for the resistance of the Hangzhou people.

In this poem, Yang refers to Zhang Shicheng and his brother, Zhang Shide, as 

‘evil toads’. He believed that their invasion was immoral, as it challenged 

orthodox and legitimate rule, as well as causing much suffering. Tao Zongyi 

records this,

[Zhang] Shide and [Wang] Yujing led the troops and entered Hangzhou. 
Their weapons were quite strong; the Hangzhou army collected the 

sharp weapons but were no match. The prime minister of Hangzhou 
escaped to Xiao Mountain, and the army of Shide greedily looted 

valuable items and abducted people.

° ° m w x m  * °

185 For more details, see Zhang Tingyu et al., eds. Mingshi, vol. 12, pp.3687-3693.

186 Zhang y f : one zhang from the Western Jin dynasty is the equivalent of 242cm. See Lou

Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.3, p.7762.

187 For more details of the episode, see Junshu, vol.4, p. 1209. A-thousand-.nm loach first appears

in a poem by Liu Yuxi (772-842), entitled ‘Xisai Shan huaigu’H ^ L ilM ’i ’ (On the past in 

Mount Xisai). Mount Xisai is in modem Huangshi city, Hubei Province. For the 

poem, see Peng Dingqiu et al„ eds. Quan Tangshi, vol.l 1, p.4058.

188 For more details, see Liu Xu et al., Jiu Tangshu, vol. 10, p.3212.
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SlgiffitifLU ■ • 189

Zhang’s invasion galvanised Yang into supporting the legitimate rule and fanned 

his hatred of the rebels. This may explain why almost all of Yang’s historical 

poems about rebels describe only their failures.

Furthermore, Yang’s poems on specific historic events, such as his 

exhilarating ‘Hongmen liui’190 (The meeting at Hong Gate) may have been a 

reflection of the chaotic political situation and the warlords’ scramble for power. 

In this poem, the powerful hero, Fan Kuai (fl.206-189B.C.), saved the life of 

Liu Bang (247-195B.C.) who had been endowed with the aura of the Son 

of Heaven, Yang demonstrates his pro-Liu attitude and shows his respect for the 

legitimate rulers. This poem may indicate Yang’s support for the Yuan rule.

On the other hand, he also praised a heroic girl who killed a ‘red shawl rebel’ 

l91in his poem entitled, ‘Puzhou niang’ (The lady of Puzhou) in 1357.192

Yang’s preface reads,

A courtesan in Puzhou, nee Xue, who was about to be killed, drank once 
more with the rebel in a sacrificial ceremony. The rebel was 
gluttonously drunk and carried her away to sleep. She seized the 
opportunity while he was in a rapturous slumber, drew out his sword 

and stabbed him. She escaped and rode on horseback to the official 
barracks. Thus, the other rebels were arrested.

■ * ©  ■ m a t t s t *  ■ t £ 4 W  ■ } 6 7 £ «  ■ mmm ’

- M m  ■ w n f f i 'E j a #  • s i s s * ®  ° 193

Yang’s poems on heroic persons of his time were inspired by the political

189 Tao Zongyi, Nancun chuogeng hi, p.358.

190 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 570.

191 For details, see Song Lian et al. eds., Ershisi shi quanyi; Yuanshi, pp.746-747, 786.
192 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.215.

m  Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yibian zh u , , in XXSKQS, vol. 1325, p.635.
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conditions of the Yuan dynasty. His poems promoted loyalty to the country and 

refusal to surrender to the rebels. Yang praised those historical figures who had, 

under similar circumstances, loyally resisted rebels and refused to surrender.

Yang himself also demonstrated loyalty to the short-lived Yuan dynasty 

after it came to an end in 1368. Zhu Yuanzhang, the Emperor of the new Ming 

dynasty, summoned him twice for official appointment in 1369 to the new capital 

Jingling (Nanjing), but he composed the poem, ‘Laoke fu yao’ (Ballad of an old 

visiting woman), to express his unwillingness to accept the offer. 194 In this 

poem, Yang’s use of ‘visiting’ (ke) implies that he did not consider himself to be a 

subject of the new empire. Mingshi (History of the Ming dynasty) records the 

details of his reaction to the new Emperor’s decree,

[The second year of the Hongwu reign (1369)] Weizhen refused and 

said, ‘How could an old woman almost ready to lie in a coffin consider 
getting married again?’ The following year, [the Emperor] sent an 

official again to urge him [to accept the official appointment]. He 
offered a poem entitled ‘Song of an old visiting woman’ to His Majesty.

nisttfs; • mwmmw ? j w  ■
f ts iW e is t f jE  ■ m  ( j m - m m > - 195

Although the Yuan dynasty had collapsed and the new Ming dynasty was already 

established, Yang was still loyal to his old rulers and turned down all new offers. 

He showed his loyalty to the Yuan dynasty in the poem below,

Quite clearly I have married at a young age,

194 Lou Buchan in the annotation to this poem says, “Soon after Emperor Taizu of the Ming

dynasty ascended the throne, he sent the Hanlin scholar Zhan Tong carrying tributes to 

summon Weizhen, who then composed this poem.”

° ° ) See Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yibian zhu, in XXSKQS, vol. 1325, p.639.

195 Zhang Tingyu et al., eds. Ershisi shi quanyi; Ming shi, vol. 9, p.5814.
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I still perform my wifely duties although my p tflr  °
husband has died.
A sister in the southern mountain and an auntie in ’

the northern mountain,

Urged me to re-marry but I strongly declined. ° 196

Once he had served (been married to) the Yuan dynasty (the husband), Yang could 

not serve any others (marry again). Even though the Yuan dynasty had collapsed 

(her husband had died), he would continue to carry out his scholarly duties as 

before.

Moreover, Yang loved the Chinese classics, and he set off on a journey to 

Jingling in the twelfth month of 1369. He stayed there for about four months to

edit the classics. Stephen Owen believes that,

Yang’s unwillingness to serve two dynasties was a moral position of 
convenience: his fame in the mid-fourteenth century was such that he 

led a better (and safer) life as a private citizen, teaching, writing poetry, 
and enjoying the hedonistic pursuits for which the Lower Yangtze 

Region was famous,197

It is undeniable that Yang was famous at that time and led a relatively carefree life. 

However, it is a little unfair to dismiss his unwillingness as simply a ‘moral 

position of convenience.’ I believe that the main reasons were his loyalty to the 

former rulers and soaring feelings for the people, compounded with his previous 

frustrations in political life and his strong Confucian values.

Despite being in favour of the Yuan rule and against rebellion, Yang was 

nevertheless dissatisfied with some policies issued by the Yuan ruling class. For 

instance, in 1337, there was a widespread rumour that the imperial palace was

|lJ6 Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yibian zhu, in XXSKQS, vol. 1325, p.639.

197 W.H.Nienhauser et al., eds., The Indiana Companion to Traditional Chinese Literature, p. 917.
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looking for young boys and girls to become court attendants or slaves.198 The 

prospect of this wretched fate made families eager to quickly marry off their sons 

and daughters.199 Yang’s poem ‘Lu gunu’ (Oiphaned girl in the Lu

family)200 was composed in reaction to this rumour. Yang expressed his sorrow 

for the suffering of the boys and girls.

His creativity was also galvanised by the ruling classes’ failure to recognise 

talented officials. When he was relegated to Saltern Commander in Qianqing in 

1334, he composed ‘Hong Jiuge’H )! ! !^  (Song of red wine) to express his 

personal grievances. Lou Buchan’s annotation reads,

The original biography of Mr. Yang reads, ‘[He] originally appointed as 

the County Magistrate [rank 7a] in Tiantai prefecture, was later 
relegated to a Saltern Commander [rank 7b] in Qianqing salt field. 
That is why he said, ‘Demoted, I suddenly descended onto the coast of 
the Eastern Sea’.

’ WLWcMWMm̂ ' W U :1r fflt& jgJRSiU di J«
201

Yang’s setbacks in his official career were due to the ruling classes’ inability to 

recognise talented officials. In fact, the Mongolians were quite reluctant to place 

Chinese scholars in high official positions: “by 1333, only two percent of the 

officials serving the Mongols, some 550 men, had received their positions after 

passing the civil service examinations.” 202 Even if they did hold a position,

198 For details, see Tao Zongyi, Nancun chuogeng lu, pp. 112-113.

199 Boys and girls aged twelve, thirteen or more were married off. See Chen Quanzhi, Peng

chuang rilu, p.370.

200 Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yuefu zhu, in XXSKQS, vol. 1325, p.482; and Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.68.

201 Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yibian zhu, in XXSKQS, vol.1325, p.652,

202 Valerie Hansen, The Open Empire: a History o f China to 1600, p.358.
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however, many of them “served in the Mongol administration, often in a lower 

capacity as a clerk.” 203 The Mongols were not eager to select men of talent 

through the civil service examinations.

...by the end of the dynasty only 1,139 degrees had been awarded (of a 
possible 1,600). A much smaller proportion of officials than during 

either the Jin or the Song dynasty, this figure shows that most Chinese 
scholars could not hope to pass the examinations in the Yuan dynasty.
204

Because of setbacks in his career, Yang’s poems on the historical beauties who 

had been neglected by the Emperors in the past can be interpreted as a vicarious 

expression of his own grievance. Poems such as ‘Ban Jieyu’ (The Jieyu

Concubine nee Ban)205 or ‘Changmen yuan’ (Lament in the Long

Gate)206 may have been composed at the time of Yang’s demotion.

The changeable political background provided Yang with a very favourable 

environment in which to compose his poems on history. Royalists, wicked 

officials, valiant persons, and heroes, all had historical antecedents. Through the 

poems on past events, Yang was able to express his viewpoints and sentiments in 

subtle and indirect ways. (Chapter Six of this thesis will look into his historical 

viewpoints and sentiments.) His intense interest in the political conditions of his 

time was typical of a Confucian intellectual, who valued the importance of 

contributing to the country. Lun yu t$j|p  (The Analects of Confucius) reads,

203 Ibid., p.359.

204 Ibid., p.358.

205 Zou Zhifang ed., YWZSJ, p.395.

206 Ibid., p. 167-168.
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It is the benevolent man alone, who is capable of liking or disliking 

other men.207

» t t #  ■ tb £ F A  ■ m m x  • 208

Confucian scholars like Yang were disposed to bear the responsibility to

bringing peace and security to the people. For instance, the poem ‘Xishang zuo’ 

JSLhfP210 (Composed in the feast), reflects Yang’s sadness about the wars in 

Jiangnan that had been started by the warlord, Zhang Shicheng.211 Confucian 

teachings state that a gentleman is a person who ‘cultivates himself and thereby 

brings peace and security to his fellow men’212 ( f [§ ;2 i^ ^ l3 M :) .213 Yang’s 

poems on history were inspired by these Confucian values, and also by the 

turbulent political conditions in which he lived. In other words, his Confucian 

values and the chaotic political conditions were the foundations for the emergence 

of his poems on history.

Apart from Confucianism, Yang’s creativity was also inspired by his love of 

his country and by the environment that surrounded him. The Literaiy M ind and 

the Carving o f  Dragons encapsulates the fact that a poet’s mind is easily moved 

by a slight change in his environment,

Spring and autumn roll around, succeeding one another, and the yin

207 Liiu, D. C., Confiicius: The Analects, p.51.

208 Zhu Xi, ed., Litnyu jizhu , p.31.

209 Huang Rensheng said that Yang’s philosophy was rooted in Confucianism for his whole life.

See Huang Rensheng. YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.39.

210 Zhou Zhifang, Yang Weizhen shiji, p.413.

211 Du Mu, Naohao shihua, in Zhou Weide, ed., Quan Ming shihua, vol.l, pp.517-518.

212 Lau, D. C., Confucius: The Analects, pp.273, 275.

213 Zhu Xi, ed., Lunyu jizhu, p. 152.
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[female] and yang [male] principles alternatively darken and brighten. 
When objects in the physical world change, our minds are also 
affected...Excellent jade inspires the mind of the intelligent, and 

glorious flowers shower splendor upon the soul that is pure. All things 

exert influence on one another. Who is there that can rest unmoved?
214

A poet’s mind will inevitably be affected by the world around him, not only by the 

changing of the seasons but also what happens in the world at large. In Yang’s 

case, it is my contention that his poems on history are as much about his reaction 

to the political environment of his time as they are a reflection of his interest in 

history.

1.2. Social background and Yang’s poems on history

Excluding recluses in mountain caves and marshes, the Yuan dynasty 

included 13,196,206 households in 1367. The national population of

01 s *18,834,711 was mainly concentrated in the cities, which were centres not only

of population but also of commerce and culture. The cities were large and

important districts of the empire. In populated cities like Suzhou, Hangzhou216

and Songjiang217, Yang led a marvellous social life, surrounded by many rich

214 Liu Hsieh [Liu Xie] ; Shill, Vincent Yu-chung, trans., The literary mind and the carving o f

dragons; a study o f thought and pattern in Chinese literature, p.245; (1983), pp.476-479.

215 Song Lian et al., eds. Ershisi shi quanyi: Yuan shi, vol. 2, juan 58, p. 1071.

216 The Hangzhou Circuit had almost three percent of the total national population. Yuanshi (The

history of the Yuan) reads, ‘This Circuit had 360,850 households, and had a population of 

1,834,710,’ A H E +  ’ p — — h 0) See Song Lian

et al., eds., Ershisi shi quanyi; Yuan shi, vol. 2, p. 1171.

217 Songjiang prefecture made up more than one percent of the total national population. Yuanshi 

reads, ‘[Songjiang Prefecture] had 163, 931 households.’ — h A iS § ^ rf ‘A 1!3 ^ +
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families, intellectuals, courtesans and artists. His social activities included 

literary gatherings, boat trips, journeys, poetry recitals, home visits, as well as 

opportunities to enjoy music, paintings and calligraphy. These activities became 

the major footing for the emergence of his Iron Style poetry, and allowed him to 

showcase his leading position in the literary world.

Literary gatherings and poetic societies

Yang held frequent literary gatherings and poetic discussions with 

intellectuals. These gatherings took different forms and were held at different 

venues. Sometimes they would take place outside during a trip; other times they 

would be inside at someone’s private residence. For instance, in 1350, Yang was 

invited to be a master of ceremonies at the Jugui Wenhui (Literary

Gathering of Assembling Cassia), which was held in a home school (at the 

residence of a wealthy family and mainly for the purpose of educating the young 

generation of that family). More than five hundred intellectuals submitted 

papers for this gathering.218 Yang was highly respected and often elected as a 

leader to preside over these literary events. John Timothy Wixted believes that 

Yang enjoyed these poetic gatherings,

Dressed in unusual garb, his iron flute always in hand, Yang Wei-chen 
[zhen] travelled back and forth throughout the lower Yangtze area, 

visiting the various poetry societies that he headed.219

It was under these circumstances that Yang formed his ‘Iron Style Poetry Group’

—1 ° ) See Song Lian et al., eds., Ershisi shi quanyi: Yuan shi, vol. 2, p. 1174.

218 Jin Yuan, comp., Yang Weizhen xuwen ji, p. 24.

219 John Timothy Wixted, “Poetry of the fourteenth century”, in Mair, Victor H., ed., The

Columbia history o f Chinese literature, p. 393.
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and gathered more than one hundred disciples. Yang wanted to create a poetic 

group for the mass production of poems and also for the promotion of Zhejiang 

poetry.220 To a certain extent, he was quite successful; some of his students, such 

as Yang Ji,221 had their own poetry collections.

Yang kept in frequent contact with Qu and Yunjian Poetry Society members 

after his acquaintance with Qu Shiheng H ib f l l  (fl.1359) and Lin Yunhan 

(14th c.) in 1359 222 They composed xianglian (boudoir) poems which reflected 

their shared interest in the boudoir.223 During the time of these gatherings, Yang 

also composed his famous eight xianglian poems, which resembled the poems of 

Wen Tingyun and Li Shangyin in terms of poetic style. These poems contain 

detailed descriptions of women’s physical appearances and their activities in 

ornate boudoirs. They would let out languishing sighs, wash their hair, sleep, 

bathe, write letters, play the qin zither and even dye their nails. These poems 

reflect Yang’s interest in women, an interest also evident in his poems on history. 

Zhang Zhenglang believes that Yang wrote eighteen poems on historical

220 In 1327, Yang discussed the poetry of Fujian and Zhejiang with his fellow jinshi degree holders 

Huang Qinglao f t  >if ̂  (14th c.), Yu Zhuo jf i j^  (14th c.) and Zhang Yining 

(1301-1370). Yang was angered by Huang’s criticism that there was no poetry in Zhejiang. 

For this reason, Yang was strongly motivated to form a poetry group with famous poets from 

his province. See Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.53.

221 Yang Ji had a corpus entitled Meian j i  Jail?$11, and wrote around one thousand shi poems and

seventy ci poems, as noted by Yang Shiming. See Meian ji, preface, p.6.

222 Qiao Guanghui, “Yang Weizhen yu Qu Shiheng jiazu jiaoyou kaobian”, in Journal o f 

Southeast University, vol.3.3 (2001), p .102.

223 “The ‘Eight boudoir topics’ of the Yunjian Poetry Society usually baffle those without 

licentious experience and talent.” AMS)  ’ -) See

Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.390.
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female figures.224 However, my calculations indicate that he wrote sixty.

Most of these poems are about famous historical ladies, such as the poem 

‘Liizhu xing’ which concerns the famous beauty, LUzhu (3rd c.), of

the Jin dynasty (266-420), and the poem ‘Wang Qiang’ EEjlt which is about 

Wang Zhaojun (fl. 48-33B.C.) of the Han dynasty. Some are about

female members of royalty, for example ‘Changmen yuan’ (Lament in the Long 

Gate), which is about Empress Chen (Ajiao PEIM, 2nd c. B.C.), and ‘Yuxue qu’ p f 

H ffi (The song of rain and snow), which is about Empress Wu Zetian JeEPOEE 

(624-705, r.683-705). It is hard to tell whether the Yujian Poetry Society 

gatherings sparked Yang’s interest in using women as a subject for poetry, or 

whether his interest in women preceded these gatherings. Yang only praised 

those ladies who sacrificed themselves to safeguard their chastity or for the sake 

of the country.

In many different ways, then, Yang’s poetic creativity was undeniably ignited 

and inspired by his social activities. Even some of his poems on historical topics 

are inspired by these social gatherings. For example, his ‘Xie Yuedi wangtou ge’

EE, -F.Biflffi (Song of exclamation on the head of the King of the Yuezhi tribe) 

is the result of his meeting with his student, Li Fei (dates unknown). Its preface 

reads,

I read [Li] Fei’s poem, and beat the small table and sang. Fei really 
was a fox-spirit, and 1 was again eager to show my talent, and hence 
composed this ‘Song of exclamation on the head of the King of the 
Yuedi tribe’. I asked Fei to compose another one using the same 
rhymes. He refused and said, ‘My energy is used up already.’

f l  ESSIIKj ■ « W slfH  : r - J 225

224 Zhang Zhenlang, Zhang Zhenglang wenshi lunji, p. 160.

225 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 167.
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He composed this poem on history simply because he had been inspired by Li Fei 

and wanted to demonstrate his own poetic ability and historical knowledge.

Art Appreciation

As well as these literary gatherings, Yang also made frequent contact with 

famous painters. He showed his appreciation of art and composed poems on 

paintings. Qiao Guanghui writes:

During the Yuan period, three of the four landscape painting masters, 
namely Huang Gongwang, Ni Zan and Wang Meng, had close and 

frequent contact with Yang Weizhen.

■ m & m  - t a s t  - s m  • 226

Huang Gongwang (1269-1358) was the eldest of the four, while Wang Meng 

(1308-1385) was a grandson of the great painter, Zhao Mengfu 

(1254-1322). Ni Zan loved both art and poetry.227 Yang himself was a painter 

and a great calligrapher, and he believed, ‘scholar-officials who are good at 

painting must be good at calligraphy. Their painting techniques are where their 

calligraphy techniques lie.’ ° )228

Painters and calligraphers were usually also knowledgeable intellectuals, and so

226 Qiao Guanghui, Fan Hua, “Shilun Yang Weizhen de jiaoyou yu chuangzuo”, in Yancheng

Shizhuan Xuebao, vol. 2 (1997), p.15.

227 Hansen says, “After Ni Zan inherited the family fortune, he lavished great sums on books,

paintings, and calligraphy.” See Valerie Hansen, The Open Empire: a History o f China to 

1600, p.363.

228 Collector Xia Wenyan M S C 0  (14th c.) asked Yang to write a preface for a book entitled Tuhui

baojian (A Precious Collection of Paintings). See Jin Yuan, comp., Yang Weizhen

xnwen ji, p. 197.
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social gatherings of painters, calligraphers and intellectuals were common.

Yang was inspired by contact with painters and their paintings, and has more 

than fifty poems229 on paintings in his collections. Among these, there are more 

than ten poems on history (on paintings of historical figures), including 

‘Yuanming fu song tu’ (The painting of Yuanming’s fondling a

palm tree), ‘Tang Xuanzong anyue tu’ (The painting of Emperor Tang Xuanzong 

playing a musical instrument), ‘Ti Yangfei chunshui tu’ (The

painting of Imperial Consort Yang sleeping in spring) and ‘Ti Su Wu muyang tu’ 

(The painting of Su Wu herding rams) 230

In the Yuan dynasty, painters would compose poems for their own or others’ 

paintings. Yang dedicated iZiti Tiecli Daoren xiang' i=( M  A ( I  myself

write on the portrait of the Taoist of the Iron Flute)231 to his own portrait. Yang 

also composed five232 poems for Gu Ying’s (1310-1369) collection of paintings. 

Of these five, four are on historical figures. The preface of one of these entitled 

‘L irenxing’ M A f r  (Song of beauties) reads,

229 My calculation is based on Zou Zhifang, ed., Yang Weizhen shij, pp. 1-470.

230 For these poems, see Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, pp.348-352, 360.

231 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.347.

232 In addition to the ‘Song of beauties’, ‘Shangyuan furen’_t:7t:A A  (The Lady of the Lantern

Festival) has the preface, “The painting [of the Lady of Lantern Festival] by Zhang Wo for 

[GuJYushan.” ‘Neiren qinruan tu’ A A # IS t[ /$ ]E l (The painting of

the imperial courtesan playing the ancient musical instrument ruan-xian) has the preface, 

“The painting by Zhao Qianli for Gu Ying” ( i &A' HT/ f f i ); ‘Neiren chuidi ci’ A  

A A A f ^  (Poem on the imperial courtesan playing the flute) and ‘Neiren pougua ci’ AApO 

jHfjBj (Poem on the imperial courtesan cutting a melon) both has the preface “The painting by 

Sheng Zizhao for Gu Ying” (^ H ^ ilS ^ 'd P f lS J l)  See Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yuefu zhu, pp. 

446,450-451,456; Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, pp.27-28, 35.
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On Zhou Fang’s painted scroll collected by [Gu] Yushan.

i i iL i j i i f j iJ ia a # 233

Yang composed some of his poems at the request of Gu Ying. However, the fact 

that he loved paintings himself is no doubt another reason why he wrote poems on 

painting.234 Yang’s extant works of calligraphy235 were completed after 1359 

during his retirement in Songjiang.236 Composing poems on paintings, 

appreciating art and writing calligraphy were all essential facets of Yang’s social 

life. This artistic social life, especially the appreciation of paintings on historical 

figures, provided him with some inspiration to compose poems on history.

Journeys and trips to mountains and lakes

Stephen Owen believes that in the process of composing poems, “what the 

poet awaits is ‘inspiration’ xing ® ”.237 Yang’s ‘inspiration’ also came from trips 

and journeys he made to mountains and lakes, trips which also included 

stimulating entertainment including music, poetry and wine. It would be no

233 Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yuefu zhu, p.446; Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.20.

234 “[Yang] showed immense interest in painting, writing many poems on paintings.” John 

Timothy Wixted, “Poetry of the Fourteenth Century”, in Victor H. Mair, ed., The Columbia

History o f  Chinese Literature, p.393.
235 Yang’s extant works such as 'Zhou Shangqing mu zhiming’ (Funeral epitaph

for Zhou Shangqing) (1359); 4Zhenjing an muyuan shu juatT (Scroll of

solicitation of contribution to the Real Mirror Nunnery); 4Chengnan changhe sh i’ 

grf (Collection of writing poems in the same rhymes at the southern city) (1362); and 

‘Mengyou haitang shi juan ’ (Scroll of poems on enjoying begonia in a dream)

(1369) all have their own calligraphic styles. For details, see Chen Hailiang. Luanshi qicai: 

Yang Weizhen de shengpingji qiyishu  , pp.39-45.

236 Chen Hailiang, Luanshi qicai: Yang Weizhen de shengping j i  qi yishu, p.39.

237 Stephen Owen, The End o f the Chinese Middle Ages: Essays in Mid-Tang Literaty Culture,

p.112.
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exaggeration to say that Yang’s boat trips were also literary gatherings centred 

around music and poetry.

On these trips, Yang was often accompanied by a number of students and 

intellectuals. In 1346, for example, Yang took six people, including his student 

Wu Fu to visit Zhang Gongdong SU'&zPI (Lord Zhang’s Cave) in Yixing 

(in modern Jiangsu province).238 Also, Yang was invited by Zhang Jingyun jjjtiS: 

f t  (14th c.) in Suzhou to take a boat trip in 1347, and he came accompanied by 

ten intellectuals, including Shi Jueyuan flj! W i t  (14th c.).239 In 1348, Gu Ying 

even bought a boat, which he named ‘Hundred Flowers’ {baihua H ?bX  so as to be 

able to travel comfortably.240 This is recorded in Yang’s preface to his poem 

entitled ‘Po shantang qiao’ ;■& LLl i-H ^  (Mooring by a bridge of River 

Shantang).241

All these trips inspired Yang to compose poems on various topics. For 

instance, in a 1344 Spring boat trip on Qiantang River, Yang composed five 

Xichunti (Poems of Playing in Spring), which imitated the style of Du Fu.

In 1348, Yang went with Gu Ying and Zhang Yu on a journey to the mountains 

around Stone Lake in Suzhou, where every poet composed a poem about 

courtesans. And in the third month of the same year, Yang went to Huqiu with 

Gu Ying, Ni Zan and Zhang Jian (fl.1367). There, they all composed

238 Sun says, “On the eighth day of the first month, he brought six persons including Wu Fu on a 

trip to the Cave of Lord Zhang in Yixing county. Each of them were given a rhyme and 

asked to compose a poem.” (lEfj A S ’ AAM'KMMAM ’ °) See Sun

Xiaoli, YWZNP, p. 107.

239 “|-They] went about in a boat drifting on water. The sky was blue and there was a pleasant 

breeze. They enjoyed poetry, wine, songs and music and went back the next day.”

m  ° ° W B A m  ° ) See Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p. 115,

240 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p. 130.

241 Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yibian zhu\ in XXSKQS, vol. 1325, p.646.
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242poems, and Ni presented Yang with a kite.

These trips also encouraged Yang’s composition of poems on history, and 

some of the poems written during these trips relate to historical figures. For 

instance, no. 2 and no. 3 of his four five-character quatrain poems entitled 

‘Hushang ganshi’^ J i M ^ 243 (Feelings sparked on the lake) tell the stories of 

Chang Hong (ca.575-492B.C.) and Su Wu (140B.C.-60B.C.)

respectively. No.2 reads,

The water of the lake is brighter than a mirror, »

The mud of the lake is as muddy as the River Jing. °

It must be the blood of [Chang] Hong KM -M jM-SE ’
That made the water pure and clear. ° 244

This poem is a description of the beauty of the lake water that inspired Yang to 

write about the historical figure, Chang Hong. Chang was slandered by villains 

and committed suicide in the State of Lu. His blood was kept by the Lu people 

who mourned his death, and appreciated his loyalty and good character. It was 

said that his blood magically turned into green jade after three years.245 Here, 

Yang only cited the historical figure, Chang Hong, as an allusion to describe the 

water as clear and green as a jade, so it cannot strictly be regarded as a poem on 

history.

However, it is very similar in content to a poem on history entitled ‘Qiyun 

lou’ (A tower level with the clouds),246 which was compiled by Lou

242 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p. 135.

243 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.364.

244 Ibid., p.364.

245 See Guo Qingfan, ed., Zhuangzi jishi, vol.3, pp.920-921.

246 Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yongshi, p.598.
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Buchan in Tieya yongshi zhu (Annotation to Iron Cliff’s poems on history). This 

latter poem is a description of Qiyun Tower, which Emperor Zhaozong BStk of 

the Tang (Li Ye 867-904, r.888-904) had climbed up and gazed at the capital, 

Chang’an, far away. Zhaozong composed three poems to express his longing to 

return to his palace in the capital, which had been occupied by rebels.247 The 

tower that Zhaozong climbed up is in modern Hua ljl county of Shanxi 

province,248 but there are two other towers also called ‘Qiyun’ located in modern 

Suzhou and Taizhou cities in Jiangsu province.249 This poem was most likely 

composed at the time when Yang was travelling in the area near this tower during 

his sojourn in Suzhou from 1346 to 1350 250 Yang’s creativity was therefore 

stirred by the natural scenes and historical relics that he saw while on his trips, as 

well as his personal reflections afterward. In other words, his journeys to 

mountains and lakes moved him to create poetry on a wide range of topics, 

especially on history.

Music and songs

Yang was a music lover. He played the flute from an early age, and in 1345 

when he was fifty sui, he even changed his name to ‘Iron Flute Taoist’ 251

Records indicate that he once made a flute from a sword,

He then moved to Songjiang. He journeyed in the mountains and lakes, 
and found a broken sword which he forged into a flute.

247 For details, see Ouyang Xiu, Xin Wudaishi, vol.2, pp.434-435.

248 Luo Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.3, p.7723.

249 Wei Songshan, main ed., Zhongguo gudian shici diming cidian, p.322.

250 Yang moved to Gusu M U  (modern Suzhou) to become a teacher to the wealthy Jiang family.

See Liu Ji, Feixue lu, p,4.

251 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.99.
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° H $ ! lL!7K 252

Yang’s love of music clearly influenced his choice of poetic form. Yuefu, a 

singable form of poetry, fitted well with Yang’s interest in singing and playing the 

flute. In addition, its relatively free style was the means of expression by which 

he could pursue freedom. Yang’s interest in music not only affected his poetic 

style, but also inspired him to create graceful poems.

Apart from the seventeen qincao poems extant,253 Yang wrote eleven poems 

about different musical instruments, such as pipa and guzheng (Chinese plucked 

zither). Some of them were written for the musicians he knew. For instance, 

his ‘‘Hongyabcin ge* (Song of red castanets) was composed after his

friend gave him a set of castanets.254 His poem 4Li Qing pipa y in ’’ I

(Song of Li Qing’s pipa) was written at a social gathering held for the famous 

musician, Li Qing (14th c.),255 while his 4Zhang Xingxing huqin yin ’ jrjl^j!

1 (Song of Zhang Xingxing’s huqin stringed instrument) was written for 

Zhang Xingxing (14th c.), who was famous for playing stringed

instruments.256 Even among his poems on boudoir, he composed one poem 

entitled iXue qin (Learning to play the qin zither) 257 It seems, then, that

Yang had frequent contact with musicians, and was enthusiastic about music.

Yang’s favourite musical pursuits were singing and playing the flute, which 

he did while he was travelling around with friends, such as on his 1343 trip to

252 Chen Yusheng, and Jiang Hongzao, eds. Guctngxu Zhuji xicmzhi , in Zhongguo difang zhi 

jicheng, vol. 41, p.834.

253 Based on Huang Rensheng’s calculation. See YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.231.

254 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.29.

255 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.31.

256 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.33; Sun Xiaoli. YWZNP, p. 137.

257 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.402.
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Fuchun with Feng Shiyi /MdrEM (14th c.),258 and on his drinking boat trip with Gu 

Ying in 1348.259 These musical gatherings inspired him to create poetry. For 

instance, in the ninth month of 1341, Yang composed the eleven qincao 

(Songs of the qin zither) while he was enjoying drinking and singing with his 

friend, Li Xiaoguang.260 Yang wrote in praise of Li,

If he is good enough to compose ‘songs of the qin zither’, then he is 

able to write old yuefu poetry. Li Jihe [Li Xiaoguang] is the best 
among all those persons, who wrote in the same rhymes as my songs of 
the qin zither.

S f W H I  ’ ° f n & J & f  ■ ° 261

Yang’s composed poetry which could be sung. For instance, o f a trip with 

friends to Zhenze (in modern Jiangsu province) in 1345, he wrote:

In the boat, each of us composed a poem. I composed one with twenty 

rhymes and sang it first.

• « - + » •  a m i  - 262

Because of his love of music, Yang made even his poems on history suitable for 

singing. He would sing some of these poems himself. One example is 

‘Hongmen hui’ (The meeting at Hong Gate) which tells of the fatal meeting 

between Xiang Yu JJIS3 (232-202B.C.) and Liu Bang. He usually sang this 

poem after becoming drunk.263 As a teacher, Yang might not have been rich

258 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.83.

259 Ibid., p. 135.

260 Zhang Wan, comp., Tieya xiansheng fiigu shiji, p.l 10.

261 Lai Liang, ed„ Daya ji, pp.2-3.

262 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.335.

263 “'phg gentleman always sang this poem while rapturously drunk.” (;fc^>E!jl[|El|f * '$> [ill ° )
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enough to afford a luxurious lifestyle; however, he and his four concubines were 

all good musicians and were warmly welcomed by the rich families in Songjiang.

Yang Lianfu lived in Songjiang in his old age. He had four concubines: 
Zhuzhi [Bamboo Twig], Taohua, [Peach Blossom], Liuzhi [Willow 
Twig], Xinghua [Almond Blossom] and they could all play music and 
sing. They travelled in a big pleasure boat and went wherever they 

pleased. The rich and powerful families fought to receive them as 

guests.

= w e  - w e  - w e  - « ? e  - w m m m  °
l i t * ® ®  ■ - 264

Yang clearly enjoyed playing music and singing with his concubines, which may 

explain his inclination to create poems suitable for singing regardless of topic.

Interest in drama

Yang is known to have been a critic of Yuan drama.265 Qiao Guanghui 

argues that one of the poetic styles of Yang, the drama lover, is similar to that of 

qu song lyrics, and that the spirit of his Iron Cliff style derives from the famous 

playwright, Guan Hanqing HjH/HlfBP (ca. 1241-1320). In one of his qu song lyrics, 

Guan used the term ‘copper pea’ ( I b ^ S ) 266 to refer to his own spirit, and Qiao 

notes that this may be similar to Yang’s use of the word ‘iron’ to symbolise

Wu Fu et al., comp., Tieya xiansheng gu yuefit, p.7.

204 Qu You, Guitian shihua, in XXSKQS, vol.1694, p.622.

265 Qiao Guanghui, “Shilun Yang Weizhen shige de qu hua”, in Journal o f  Huaihau Teachers

College, vol. 18.6 (1999), p.49.

266 Wu Guoqin, ed., Guan Hanqing quanji, p.605.
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himself.267 ‘T ie ' (Iron) is Yang’s favourite word and occurs in fifteen of his 

poetic names. Modern scholars believe his use of Hie' reflects his ideals of 

safeguarding justice and fairness as an ‘iron historian’. 268

Guan’s plays were very popular in the Yuan dynasty. But how far and in 

what way did his works affect Yang’s Iron Cliff style poetry? Hu Yinglin 

(1551-1602), pointed out that Yang’s poem 'Xianglian bad' (Eight topics on the 

boudoir) uses the diction of qu songs. Hu said if his poetic lines were irregular 

in length, they would fall into the same category as work by the playwrights, 

Guan Hanqing and Wang Shifu I f f  (fl.l 295-1307).269

What is the situation in the case of Yang’s poetry on history? Some of his 

poems on history - for example, ‘Fonian’er’ {jJj^jrE270 (The Son named Fonian) 

and ‘Duanshe gui’ linff.$l (The Ghost with a broken tongue)271 -are as lucid as

O'JOGuan’s scripts. However, it is difficult to tell if this is because of Yang’s 

deliberate imitation of Guan or simply a coincidence. Nevertheless, Guan did 

have a great influence on Yang. Yang once alluded to Guan’s play, ‘Dou E yuan’ 

(Injustice to Dou E) when advising his colleague, Chan Hou PiKjH (13th

c.),

I used to read the historical classics and secretly appreciate [Yu] 

Dingguo’s [fair] judgement on court cases. If there is no injustice [to 
the prisoners], your descendants will be blessed [by] and benefit [from

267 Qiao Guanghui, “Shilun Yang Weizhen shige de qu hua”, p.52.

268 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.50.

269 Hu Yinglin, Shishou (wciipicin), p.234.

270 Zou Zhifang, YWZSJ, p.200.

271 Ibid., p.203.

272 For Guan’s lucid writing style, see Xu Zifang, Guan Hanging yanjiu, pp.367-385.
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your justice]. The scholar of Yanking] city [Guan Hanqing]273 urged 
Heaven to snow in the sixth month; and [injustice to] the filial 
daughter-in-law of the East Sea [caused] a great drought for three 
successive years. All these changes [in climate] are closely related to 

the political leaders’ [injustice].

■ a

■ n m i m a m m « 274

• 275‘Snow in the six month’ refers to a plot in Guan’s play, ‘Injustice to Dou E ’. 

This allusion demonstrates Yang’s great interest in drama. Yang presented his 

poems on history in a dramatic style. He wrote in the voice of characters who 

narrated historical episodes tactfully, highlighted dramatic effect by the use of 

imaginary facts, and created content that was dramatic. (See Chapter 5.3) These 

forms of presentation define Yang’s unique Iron Style poems on history.

Visits to friends

In addition to attending literary gathering, going on trips to mountains and 

lakes, enjoying music, paintings and calligraphy as well as his interest in drama. 

Yang would have also made frequent visits to his friends as part of his social 

activities. These visits would have given him a chance to compose and 

showcase his Iron Style poems on history.

O f the scholars whom Yang and other intellectuals wished to visit, Gu Ying 

was probably the most popular. G u’s talents and interests, and his happy life in

273 According to Qiao Guanghui, “scholar of the Yan[jing]” refers to Gan Hanqing, who was from 

Dadou (also named Yanjing, which is modern Beijing), the capital of the Yuan dynasty. See 

Qiao Guanghui, “Shilun Yang Weizhen shige de qu hua”, in Journal o f  Huaihau Teachers 

College, vol. 18.6 (1999), p.50.

274 Li Xiusheng, main ed., Quan Yuanwen, vol. 41, p.211,

275 For the whole story, see Ma Xinlai, comp. Guan Hanqing ji, pp.3-27.
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Yushan attracted many people who went there to visit him.276 His house, Yushan 

Place, seemed have been a very popular venue among those intellectuals.277 

Yang Weizhen made his first visit there in 1348, and the special reception Gu 

extended to him elevated his position and fame. Gu let Yang stay in the 

residence with the most beautiful scenery to give him inspiration.278 He also

279provided him with financial support and bought him a concubine. As Huang

7 SORensheng noted, Yang’s literary pre-eminence shone forth at these gatherings.

In return for Gu’s cordial reception, Yang composed more than ten poems for 

him,281 including those on paintings mentioned previously. Huang Rensheng 

states that Yang not only wrote a series of poems and essays on Yushan Jiachu 

(The Beautiful Places of the Jade Mountain), and his two collections of poetry, 

entitled Xihu zhuzhi ci (Bamboo twig songs at the West Lake) and

Tieya xiansheng gu yuefu (Mr. Tieya’s ancient yuefu poetry)

were both finally edited and published there in 1348.

In summary, it appears that all of Yang’s social activities and interests

276 Shi Li et al., trans. “Zhongguo huajia yu zanzhuren”, in Rong Baozhai, vol. 5 (2003), p.237.

277 “In Li Qi’s [1333 jinshi] preface to the Collection o f the Famous Places o f the Jade Mountain, 

he claimed that Yushan was a place that every intellectual would stay at while travelling in the 

Wu area.” m m  ( ^ L i l « S >

° ) Shi Li et al., trans. “Zhongguo huajia yu zanzhuren”, in Rongbao zhai, vol. 

2003.5, p.237.

278 Yang Weizhen, Dongweizi ji, in Wenyuan ge Sike quanshu, vol. 1221, p.569.

279 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p. 144.

280 See Appendix 7D; Huang Rensheng, “Lun Gu Ying zai Yuanmo wentan de zuowei yu 

gongxian ” in Journal o f Hunan University o f Arts and Science , vol. 30.1 (2005), p.35.

281 Those poems are scattered throughout Gu Ying‘s and Yang’s collections of poetry. See Sun 

Xiaoli. YWZNP, p. 144.

282 Huang Rensheng, “Lun Gu Ying zai Yuanmo wentan de zuowei yu gongxian”, in Journal o f 

Hunan University o f Arts and Science, vol. 30.1 (2005), p.33.
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stimulated him to compose his poems on history. However, these ostentatious 

social activities were, at the same time, a mask that covered up Yang’s sadness 

and sense of insecurity amid the unstable political environment. That Yang 

harboured sadness and regret may have been the real reason for his carefree social 

life,

From Yang Weizhen’s dissolute and rebellious life and thoughts in his 

old age, we can see the desperation and fear of Yang Weizhen and the 

intellectuals at that time, which was brought about by the social turmoil 
of the late Yuan.

In other words, apart from stimulating his poetic creativity, Yang’s social life can 

also be seen as a mask, by which he covered up his deep-seated fear and sadness.

Concluding remarks

The political and social background to Yang’s life facilitated the emergence 

of his Iron Style poems on history.

The political situation during Yang’s life stimulated him to compose poems 

on history in an effort to satirise the rulers and make the people of his time more 

politically and morally aware. However, the composition dates of his poems on 

history are not clear, an issue which will be explored in the next section. 

Therefore, it is quite difficult to correlate the historical events described in his 

poems with the specific political conditions of the time.

Regarding Yang’s social life, it is believed that from 1348 to 1360, he took 

part in more than seventy social gatherings at Gu’s house, and made more than ten

283 Chen Hailiang, Luanshi qicai: Yang Weizhen de shengping j i  qi yishu, p,34.
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journeys stalling from G u’s house to the mountains and lakes of Hangzhou. In 

total, more than one hundred and sixty intellectuals were involved in these 

activities,284 which were to eventually lay the foundation stone of Yang’s 

pre-eminence in the literary arena, and also made Gu’s name well-known in 

intellectual circles.285 Social activities, then, not only stimulated Yang to create

poetry but also made him famous, something which he had failed to achieve in his
)

political life.

Nevertheless, if Yang’s wonderful social activities were also a mask to cover 

up his inward pain, then, his poems on history were a channel of release. His 

pain mainly originated from two sources: first, the social and political instability 

of his time; second, the setbacks in his official career.

Yang’s first setback was when he was removed from office in 1330, and 

relegated to Saltern Commander in Qianqing in 1334. Furthermore, his heels 

had been cooled for ten years (1339-1350) following the death of his parents in 

1339. This probably explains why he seemed to have had a heavy heart in 1345,

In reading the Bianshan Hermit Huang Jie’s (14th c.) poems, he [Yang] 
was quite stirred, and he composed a long poem to lament those with 
talent who were not successful in their careers.

» •  m m  - p s s i t  ■ -
286

987Yang made a similar lament in 1348 when he was fifty-three years old. After

284 Huang Rensheng, "Lun Gu Ying zai Yuanmo wentan de zuowei yu gongxian”, in Journal o f

Hunan University o f Arts and Science, vol. 30.1 (2005), p.34.

285 Huang says, “It was only after he had cemented his acquaintance and friendship with Yang 

Weizhen, that Gu Ying really shone in the literary arena.” See Huang Rensheng. “Lun Gu 

Ying zai Yuanmo wentan de zuowei yu gongxian”, p.33.

286 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p. 103.

287 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p. 130.
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the death of his parents,288 he mainly spent his time teaching, writing, drinking or 

taking part in various social activities. He led a relatively carefree and even 

decadent life, which was somewhat at odds with his dream of being a competent 

official. In 1366, Yang probably started using ‘Baoyi daoren’ (The Taoist who 

holds regret) as his poetic name289 and donning a Taoist robe, by which he 

demonstrated his regret for his unrecognised talent and unfulfilled dreams. This 

poetic name, which he kept until his death, also signifies that he felt pain because 

he had not been valued in office.

Having discussed how Yang was inspired by the social and political 

background of his time, we will now look at the issue of dates, and specifically 

the dates when Yang composed his poems on history.

1.3. Composition dates of Yang’s Iron Style poems on 

history

In exploring Yang’s poems on history, one of the key questions to consider is, 

‘When did he compose his poems on history?’

A composition date is important because it gives to us a clue as to the poet’s 

motivations or psychological status at the time he wrote a particular poem. It 

also helps us to understand the poetic content even more. However, there are no 

existing records of the composition dates of any of Yang’s poems on history. 

The following section therefore will look at possible dates of his compositions.

288 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p,71.

289 Preface to Xuelu ji  in Jin Yuan, comp., Yang Weizhen xuwen ji, p. 176.
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1.3.1 The earliest collection compiled in 1346

To investigate Yang’s composition dates, we can find some clues in the 

compilation dates of his collections.

Yang’s earliest extant poetry collection is the Tieya xiansheng gu yuefu HcMt 

(Mr. Tieya’s ancient yuefu poetry), which was compiled by his 

student, Wu Fu (1300-1348). It consists of 122 extant poems on history.290 

W u’s preface hints at the compilation dates,

Yang’s disciple, Wu Fu, from Fuchun, humbly wrote these in the early 

part of the auspicious third month in the bingshu spring of the sixth year 

of the Zhizheng reign [1346].

- 291

‘The sixth year of Zhizheng reign’ refers to 1346, when Wu wrote the preface. 

This means that the 122 poems on history were composed before 1346. In the 

same preface, Wu wrote:

Now the extant poems are said to be the work of the Gentleman [Yang] 

during his stay in the districts of the River Qiantong [Hangzhou], Lake 

Tai and Lake Dongting.

° 292

Yang began his stay in the Hangzhou, Suzhou or Dongting districts after 1341, 

when he left his home town, Kuaiji.293 We can therefore, surmise that these 122

290 Huang Rensheng, “Yang Weizhen yongshi shi kaoshu”, in Zhongguo wenxue yanjiu, vol.34.3

(1994), p.58.

291 Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yuefu zhu, in XXSKQS, vol.1325, p.435.

292 Ibid., p.435.

293 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.75.
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poems on history were composed between 1341 and 1346. John Timothy 

Wixted also notes that more than four hundred of Yang’s yuefu poems had 

appeared by the time he was fifty (1346).

Yang We-chen’s collection of more than four hundred yiief-fu ballads 
appeared when he was fifty. .. .But his boldest work appeared when he 

was seventy. Many treat the theme of a young woman’s sensuality.294

Wixted does not mention Yang’s poems on history, but Lou Buchan states that 

more than half of Yang’s collection, Gu yuefu (Ancient yuefu poems), published in

. . _  90S
Wanli pjrJff years (1573-1620) are poems on history. This means more than 

two hundred of Yang’s poems on history were most likely composed before 1346. 

Also, Wixted believes that Yang wrote his yuefu poems before he was fifty and his 

poems on boudoir, which take the theme of women’s sensuality, at an older age 

before he was seventy.

However, we now come to a specific issue: when did Yang first start to 

compose his poems on history? The following section investigates this question.

1.3.2 Poems on history first composed between 1330 and 1341

Yang’s poems on history are most likely to have first been composed 

between 1330 and 1341. His student, Wu Fu, in a preface to Tieya yongshi (Iron

Cliff’s Poems on history), says,

During our teacher’s [Yang’s] stay in Kuaiji, he composed a poem 
everyday as work by reading and citing historical biographies, he

294 John Timothy Wixted, “Poetry of the Fourteenth Century”, in Mair, Victor H., ed., The

Columbia History o f Chinese Literature, p.393.

295 These poems together with some others were compiled by Lou Buchan in Tieya yongshi zhu.

Lou said that none of these poems (245 in total) were duplicated in the compilation by Wu Fu. 

Lou Buchan, ed,, Tieya yongshi zhu, in XXSKQS, vol. 1325, p.528.
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accumulated more than a thousand poems.

• B iS K f-t ’ ttiAStl* - «£=fl§;fit ° 296

It seems, then, that Yang composed more than a thousand poems on history when 

he was in Kuaiji. W hat years did he stay there?

There are three periods that Yang stayed in Kuaiji. The first period was 

1296-1327, from his birth until the time of his studies for the civil examination. 

The second period was from his 1330 dismissal until his departure for Qianqing in 

1334. The third was from when he returned to Kuaiji to mourn his parents in 

1339 until his removal to Hangzhou in 1341. Sun Xiaoli has also tried to work 

out the composition dates of these poems,

In the Yuan system, the civil examination does not require poetry 
composition. Hence, [the date that Yang] Lianfu, had free time and a 
carefree mood to compose poems every day, of not to be earlier than 
[the date of] his removal from office and his return to his hometown.

T tffl  ’
m  • 297

Sun believes that the period during which Yang was free to compose poems on 

history on a daily basis could not have been earlier than his dismissal from office 

in 1330.

The most plausible date therefore falls into the second period (1330-1334). 

The third period (1339-1341) is also possible, but the death of his parents in 

1339298 must surely have distracted him from composing poetry. Hence, the 

period from 1330 to 1334 is the most likely time during which Yang could have

296 See Wu Fu, comp., Tieya xiansheng gu yuefu, p.2,

297 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.63.

298 Ibid., p.70.
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composed such a large volume of poems on history. Unfortunately, Yang burnt 

all of these poems on history when he was old,

In his old age, Yang took those poems and read them. He suddenly 
smiled, ‘How could these be regarded as poems?’ He immediately 

asked a serving boy to burn all of them, leaving not even one scrap.

m z  ' : J t t H l f ®  ? > T S - H  • 299

Not a single poem was left out of the one thousand he had written in that period. 

In other words, none of the four hundred plus extant poems were written in the 

periods from 1330 to 1334 and from 1339 to 1341.

1.3.3 Composition in idle periods from 1341 to 1370

If all the poems he had composed during his younger days were burnt, when 

did Yang start composing poems on history? Clues as to the composition dates 

come from Lou Buchan. His preface to Tieya yongshi zhu (Annotation to Iron 

Cliff’s poems on history) reads,

The Gentleman [Yang] started from the status of unconventional official, 
and ended up living a free life. He wrote ‘A discussion on the 
orthodox line of succession regarding the histories of the three 
dynasties’ 300 in his mind and settled [history] by a just and fair 

arbitration. He judged history throughout the ages with a great sense 
of justice. Therefore, although [his writing] is about the history of a 
thousand year's ago, [he is] still able to demonstrate his clear and fine 
judgment. The substance of this collection is about history, but the 
main ideas are from the classics.

’ i l O T H  " 'M S  - &&L

299 See Wu Fu, comp., Tieya xiansheng gu yuefu, p.2.

300 For in-depth discussion, see Wang Wenxue: Zhengtong lun: faxian dongfang zhengzhi zhihui, 

pp.15-190.
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Lou, who was from the same county as Yang, possibly had conducted a study on 

Yang, and went through some of Yang’s materials in order to compile this corpus 

Tieya Yongshi zhu (Annotation to Iron Cliff’s poems on history). He seemed to 

believe that Yang wrote his essays and composed his poems on history at the time 

when he was an ‘unconventional official’ (sanyuan f&Jt)- This moniker can also 

be interpreted as ‘idle official’, that is an official who did not hold any title or 

have any duties. This was the time when Yang was waiting for a new 

appointment and was free from official work (xian-kuang PUHJI). Lou’s 

conjecture is reasonable, as Yang would have been free to compose poetry at this 

time.

However, when, in fact, was Yang an ‘unconventional official’? There were 

three periods when Yang was waiting for an official assignment:

The first period was from 1330 to 1334, after he had been removed from his 

position as County Magistrate of Tiantai prefecture, but before he was demoted 

to Saltern Commander of Qianqing. As discussed above, Yang probably 

composed a copious amount of poetry on history during this time. 

Unfortunately, he burnt all of these poems in his old age. Therefore, there are 

no poems extant from that period.

The second period was from 1339 to 1350, when Yang mourned his parents 

and was subsequently unable to resume his work for ten years. However, as 

mentioned above, he was mourning for his parents between 1339 and 1341, he 

might not have been in the mood to compose poems on history. Therefore,

301 Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yongshi zhu, in XXSKQS, vol. 1325, p.528.
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rather than being between 1339 and 1350, the second period probably have been 

between 1341 and 1350, when he moved to Hangzhou with his family.

The third period was from 1358 to 1370, from his retirement until his death. 

Yang decided to embark on his reclusive lifestyle from 1358302 and his status 

therefore changed from ‘unconventional official1 to that of a hermit living a free 

life.

O f these three periods, the second and the third are the periods in which Yang 

most likely composed his poems on history. However, more evidence is needed 

to pin down the composition dates conclusively. Lou’s preface only points us in 

the right direction, but does not confirm any dates.

Although the composition dates for Yang’s poems on history remain 

unconfirmed, the dates of his essays are known more precisely.

On a certain day in the fifth month of the third year of the Zhizheng 

reign [1343], I humbly read the imperial decree.... During the next year 

[1344], the books on history were completed, but the [matter of] 
orthodox rule still remained inconclusive. Your official, Weizhen, has 
therefore sincerely written his ‘Discussion on the orthodox line of 
succession regarding the histories of the three dynasties’, which is more 

than two thousand and six hundred words.

MIE3EP5J3 0 • ttH S if tS a  iffiW ■
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Yang received the imperial decree on ‘a certain day in the fifth month of the third 

year of the Zhizheng reign’, which would have been late May or early June of 

1343. He then wrote his essay the following year. This year, 1344, falls within 

the second period when he was an ‘unconventional official’. If Yang composed

302 See Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.223.

303 Li Xiusheng, Quan Yuan wen, vol. 42, p.485.
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his poems on history at more or less the same time as he wrote this essay, then the 

composition date for these poems would be around 1344. This conjecture is 

based 011 the assumption that being free to research historical texts, he would have 

used the results of this research to write both essays and poems.

However, Lou only suggested that Yang composed poems and essays when 

he was an ‘unconventional official’. He did not make the assumption that they 

were written at the same time. Therefore, the most we can say is that the 

composition dates for Yang’s poems on history are likely to be during the second 

period (1341-1350), when he was an ‘unconventional official, and the third period 

(1358-1370), when he lived a free life.

1.3.4 Composition of poems between 1341 and 1367

As discussed in section 1.3.1, half of Yang’s poems on history were probably 

composed before 1346. To find out when the rest were written, an investigation 

of Yang’s poetic names provides some additional clues. For instance, when Yang 

was studying in his library at Tieya Hill, he called himself ‘Meihua daoren’

M A  (The Taoist of Plum Blossom), and renamed himself ‘Tieya’ fie Jit (Iron 

Cliff) in 1326, after passing the provincial examination.

Yang’s friends, Zhang Yu and Li Xiaoguang, enthusiastically praised his 

poetry. They described it as ‘Tieya’ (Iron Elegance) during a literary 

gathering at Qiantang River.304 It is very likely that soon after this, Yang started 

to use ‘Iron Elegance’ as his poetic name. What year was this? Sun Xiaoli has 

proposed that this gathering took place in 1344.305 However, Yang’s qincao

304 Preface to Lengzhai shiji in Jin Yuan, comp., Yang Weizhen xuwen ji, p. 175.

305 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.98.
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poems (songs of the qin zither) were also labeled ‘Iron Elegance’ as early as in 

1341 by Li Ji (14th c.).306 Therefore, Yang’s other genres of poetry,

including his poems on history, were most likely described as ‘Iron Elegance’ 

after 1341. Guo Zizhang (1542-1618) wrote:

It is said that Tieya yuefu (Iron Cliff’s yuefu poetry), compiled by Wu Fu 
and Zhang Wan, was called ‘Tieya’ (Eon Elegance), and (Yang’s) poems 
on history were also called ‘Tieshi’ (Eon History).

« * * ) ( ?  - 
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The yuefu poems compiled by Wu Fu in 1346 were called ‘Tieya’ (Eon Elegance). 

As mentioned previously, the compilation date of Yang’s poetry collection, Tieya 

xiansheng gu yuefu (Mr. Eon Cliff’s ancient yuefu poeEy),

would have been around 1346 when Wu, the compiler, wrote the preface. This 

collection, consisting of 122 of Yang’s poems on history, would have thus been 

composed after 1341 but before 1346.

However, the date that Zhang compiled the collection entitled Tieya 

xiansheng fugu shiji (Mr. Eon Elegance’s poetry collection

of returning to the past) is unclear. This is because the preface to this collection 

was written in the twenty-fourth year of the Zhizheng reign (1364), but Yang’s 

preface to his poems on boudoir in this collection was dated the spring and 

summer of ‘bingwu stem-branch of the Zhizheng reign’,308 that is between 

February 1366 and January 1367. Therefore, the compilation date of this 

collection would have been between 1364 and 1367, and the twenty-seven poems

306 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.74.

307 Zeng Zaozhuang, main ed., ZHDD.WXD.SUYWXFD, vol.5, p.1011.

308 Zhang Wan, comp., Tieya xiansheng fugu shiji, pp. 115, 135.
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on history in the collection were composed before 1367. As Yang’s works prior 

to 1346 would have been in W u’s compilation, those poems compiled by Zhang 

would therefore have been written between 1346 and 1367.

1.3.5 Possible composition of poems after 1367

We have proposed that 122 of Yang’s extant poems on history were 

composed between 1341 and 1346, and twenty-seven between 1346 and 1367. 

What can we say about the remainder?

Based on an undated quotation of Yang that was recorded by Zhang Wan 

between February 1366 and January 1367, the total number of Yang’s poems on 

history composed before 1366 was 540.

The Gentleman said himself, T use three forms to compose poems on 

history. I composed three hundred poems using seven-character 
quatrain verse, two hundred poems using the ancient yuefu form, and 

forty poems using ancient yuefu small quatrain [five-character quatrain] 

verses.

S f  ■ H + f  - 309

Yang wrote three hundred seven-character quatrain verses on history. Of these

r> 1 n
over twenty have been discovered, and the remaining 270 are lost. Also, the 

number of extant ancient yuefu-form poems on history is more than two hundred 

as Yang claimed. Huang Rensheng believes that, in order to make up the more 

than four hundred extant poems on history (mainly yuefu poems), Yang must have

309 Ibid., p. 115.

310 Huang Rensheng, “Yang Weizhen yongshi shi kaoshu”, in Zhongguo wenxue yanjiu, vol. 34.3

(1994), p.60.
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continued composing poems into his old age.311 This conjecture is feasible, and 

indeed it is consistent with Lou Buchan’s assumption that Yang composed poems 

from the time he was an ‘unconventional official’ and lived a free life. The 

remainder of the poems therefore falls into the third period (1358-1370) when he 

was an idle official, as mentioned before.

However, there are still some doubts as to whether Yang could have 

composed many poems on history late in life. He was already seventy-two sui in 

1367, which is most likely the year that Zhang Wan compiled Tieya xiansheng 

fugu shiji (Mr. Iron Elegance’s poetry collection of returning to the past). Zhang 

would surely not have failed to include any of Yang’s poems composed before this 

year.

Furthermore, based on Sun Xiaoli’s records, Yang’s attention was diverted 

toward actresses and dramas from 1366.312 His preface to poems on boudoir 

(xianglian) was also written in that year.313 Was he, then, still interested in 

composing poems on history in his old age? If Huang is right, the only possible 

composition dates are between 1367 and 1369. Yang was engaged in editing 

historical classics from 1369 and suffered from illness until his death in 1370.314

Concluding remarks

In summary, Yang started to compose poems on history systematically in 

Kuaiji from 1330 to 1334, while he had free time after his dismissals from official

311 Huang Rensheng, “Yang Weizhen yongshi shi kaoshu”, p.60.

312 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.285.

313 Zhang Wan, comp., Tieya xiansheng fugu shiji, p. 135.

314 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, pp.305-310.



life. He may also have composed poems on history from 1339 to 1341 when he 

was mourning for his parents in Kuaiji, Nevertheless, in his old age he burned 

every single one of the more than one thousand poems that he had composed in 

Kuaiji during these periods. Lou Buchan postulated that Yang composed poetry 

while he had the status of an idle official and also when he was living a free life. 

This implies composition periods of between 1341 and 1350 when he was free 

from office, and between 1358 and 1370 during his retirement.

Of Yang’s extant poems on history, 122 were compiled by his student, Wu Fu, 

in 1346 and another twenty-seven by Zhang Wan between 1364 and 1367. This 

means that these poems on history would have been composed before 1346 and 

before 1367 respectively. Also, these poems they compiled carry the term ‘Iron 

Elegance’, which is used to describe Yang’s poetry after 1341. This suggests that 

Yang probably composed these works between 1341 and 1367. This hypothesis 

is consistent with Wu Fu’s preface, in which he stated that they were poems 

written when Yang lived in the districts of the River Qiantang, Lake Tai and Lake 

Dongting after 1341.

These poems were composed during Yang’s idle periods at the times that he 

suffered setbacks in his career, and it is therefore easy to understand why he 

thought that human relationships were hollow and that official life was 

unpredictable. When Yang wrote these poems, he was leading a carefree, safe 

and peaceful life as a recluse in Qiantong. Thus some of his poems on history 

convey his longing to be a hermit, and reflect the sense of safety he felt living the 

life of a hermit. (See Chapter 6.2)
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Chapter Two: Yang’s Poems in the Development of 

Poetry on History: Content and Form

2.1 Yang’s poems in the development of poetry on 

history

By gaining an understanding of the development of poetry on history, the 

reader will appreciate what Yang both inherited from the past and created anew 

when he wrote his poems on history. However, it is beyond the scope of this 

thesis to deal with the development of poetry history in its entirety, and the 

following section thus gives a brief summary. I will examine Yang’s poems on 

history in the context of this development and compare some of his poems with 

those in the past.

The Han dynasty - the first poem on history and historical biography 

(shi zhuaii)

Some modern scholars, such as Yu Zhiyuan, insist that the first poem on 

history appeared as early as the pre-Qin period. However, I am not convinced by 

their position that ‘Wen wang’ 3£H:315 (King Wen) in Shijing and Xiang Yu’s 

‘Gaixia ge’ (Song of Gaixia)316 were also poems on history. The

former poem was composed for glorification of King Wen of Zhou

315 Zhu Xi, ed., Shi jizhuan, p .175.

316 See Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.l, p.333.
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(1152-1056B.C.) and of court entertainment (huizhao zhi le lH ^ D ^ ^ ) .317 The 

latter is more likely a poem based on personal sentiments derived from military 

defeat in battle and should be regarded as a poem on contemporary events rather 

than a poem on history.

Poems on history are basically a poet’s subjective reconstruction of historical 

events or his subjective portrait of historical figures. These types of poetry 

started with the late Han poets, and attracted the attention of poets in the Wei Jin 

periods and the Southern and Northern Dynasties. They subsequently became 

popular during the late-Tang and Song dynasties.

Many scholars, such as Huang Yun flrfii and Huang Rensheng, believe the 

first Chinese poem on history is ‘Yongshi’ g;K5fe (Poem on history), composed by 

Ban Gu fjtEHO (32-92).318 It narrates the tale of a devoted daughter called

Chunyu Tiying (fl,167B.C.) whose physician father, the Country

Magistrate of Taicang (in modern Jiangsu province), offended a patient and was 

sent to the Capital, Changan, to receive corporal punishment in 167B.C. Tiying, 

the youngest daughter, followed her father to the Capital and submitted a request 

to Emperor Wen of Han (180-157B.C., r.202-157B.C.), saying that she

was willing to be sold as a slave to commute her father’s sentence. The emperor 

was moved by her filial piety and abolished corporal punishment by decree.319 

Zhong Rong tflllM (fi.502-519) believed that Ban composed this poem to channel 

a sense of sorrow:

Mengjian’s [Ban Gu’s] talent is like the current [of a river] and he knew

317 Zhu Xi, ed., Shi jizhuan, p.99.

318 For details, see Huang Yun, “Zhongguo yongshi shi de fazhan yu pingjia”, in Zhongguo

wenhua yanjiu, vol.6 (1994), p.35; and Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.234.

319 Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.9, p.2795.
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a lot of old stories about history and cultural traditions. [I] read his 
‘poem on history’ and discovered expressions of regrets.

S S I S E 0 ] «  ■ • 320

As well as praising Tiying’s filial piety and Emperor W en’s virtue, Ban composed 

this poem to express his sorrow. Ban was in a similar predicament to that of 

Chunyu Yi. He was imprisoned, where he waited for mercy and salvation.

In this poem, he expressed his grievances by identifying himself with 

Chunyu Yi (205-150B.C.), who was saved by his daughter:

LI Virtue has become weaker since the three 

ancient kings,321 

L2 Only recently have people applied corporal 
penalties.

L3 The Country Magistrate of Taicang was 
declared guilty,

L4 And was sent under escorts to Changan City.

L5 He lamented with regret that he did not have a 
son,

L6 And felt lonely and helpless in his time of 

difficulty.
L7 His youngest daughter was pained to hear her 

father’s sorrow,
L8 Knowing the dead cannot be alive again.
L9 She submitted a request to the imperial palace,

L10 While reminiscing about the ancient song 
entitled ‘The Cock’s Crow’

LI 1 Her sorrow tortured her and tore her heart apart,

L I2 Singing her song of the ‘Morning Breeze’ in a 

touching tone,
LI 3 The Virtuous Saint and Filial Emperor Wen of

320 Lii Deshen, ed., Zhong Rong Shipinjiaoshi, p. 167.

321 Three ancient kings probably refer to Fu Xi Shennong Huangdi i f  (Yellow 

Emperor). See Sima Qian, Shiji, p .l. (annotation).
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the Han dynasty 
L14 Sympathetically moved by her most genuine 

feelings.
L I5 How befuddled were the hundred men!
LI 6 They were no match for only one Tiying.

Ban channelled his sorrow through the last two lines (L15-L16) and criticised his 

‘hundred men’ (his hundred sons and servants). He had been captured because 

his sons had violated the law and his servants had misbehaved. Eventually, he 

was tortured to death in prison.323 His poem on history is not purely a 

description of a historical event or figure, rather it is an expression of his own 

emotions. He described a historical event and figures that resonated with his 

own situation in order to channel and express his regrets.

Cai Zhongdao has suggested that Ban’s poem represents the start of

shi zhiian (historical biography), which is characterised by direct narration 

of one event and the expression of regrets.324 Cai noted that very few poets 

composed this type of poem after the Tang and Song dynasties.325

Yang adopted this biographic style of poetry on history from Ban Gu and 

made his own modifications. His poem, ‘Tianshe weng’ EHllrlii (Old man from a 

farmhouse) is an good example. It subtly shows Yang’s envy of Guan Zhong H  

(725-645B.C.) and Wei Zheng (580-643) because they had met bright 

political leaders. The former had met Duke Huan of Qi ( 7-643B.C.),

while the latter had met Emperor Taizong of Tang (r.626-649). Their

talents were appreciated by these leaders and they were both made prime

322 See annotation in Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.9, pp.2795-2796.

323 For details, see Fan Ye, Hou Honshu, vol.5, pp. 1386.

324 Cai Zhongdao, “Wang Anshi yongshi shi shishi”, in Gaoxiong shida xueboo, vol. 11 (2000), 

P-81-

325 Ibid., p.81.
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ministers. Their luck in having their talent recognised contrasts with Yang’s 

misfortune and sadness at becoming an idle official.

But Yang’s poems are more complicated than that of Ban Gu in terms of 

content (see Appendix 2A). He not only narrates the story of particular historical 

figures, but also links these figures to further historical figures with similar 

experiences. Yang was able to relate a historical episode to another similar 

episode through the speech of a particular figure. This makes his poems richer 

in content, but more difficult to understand. However, it must be noted that a 

few of Yang’s poems, like ‘Ji Mo nii’ S P ll j^  (The daughter of Ji Mo) and 

‘Zhong Lichun’ fU H t#  (Zhong Lichun)326 are also historical biographies, and 

are simpler in terms of content.

The late Han period - poems on history for the expression of historical 

viewpoints (shi lun)

In the late Han period, the historical biography developed from Ban Gu’s 

initial poem, and it became a tool for poets to express their viewpoints that were 

not necessarily related to their own life experiences.

Poetry on history that was used to express personal viewpoints about history 

was called 'shi lun’ (expression of historical viewpoints). The eulogistic

(zan j|f) nature of historical biography changed and became more argumentative 

and critical. Poets delivered novel viewpoints on the historical events and 

figures in these poems.327 This type of poetry seems to have been initiated by 

poets of the late Han dynasty. Wang Can’s (177-217) poetry is a good 

example. Wang composed ‘Yongshi shV Mfcjfelht (Poem on history) around

326 For these two poems, see Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 16-17.

327 Cai Zhongdao, “Wang Anshi yongshi shi shishi”, p.82.
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211B.C. to convey his viewpoints that were inspired when he passed by the tombs 

of three virtuous men.

LI There has been no burial alive since the ancient time,
L2 This is well known by all wise men.
L3 The Duke Mu of Qin killed three virtuous officials,
L4 It is a pity that his deed was useless.

L5 Three men served their bright master since their

twenties,

L6 Received favours that cannot be counted exactly.

L7 The Duke’s request of their burial on his death,
L8 How could they refuse and not follow?
L9 Their wives wept in front of the main doors,

L10 Their brothers cried along the roads.
LI 1 They cried out to Heaven while approaching the tomb,
LI 2 Their tears falling non-stop like a tied rope.
LI 3 Different people have different desires in their lives,
L I4 They were not moved by their brothers and wives.
L I5 They also knew that being buried alive would make

them suffer,

L I6 But their hearts were devoted to their master.
LI 7 They outstripped a hundred men to be heroes while

alive,

LI 8 And set up models for swordsmen after death,

L19 People composed the sad song ‘Yellow birds’ for them,

L20 Which is still recited today.
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In this poem, Wang tries to judge a historical event objectively and shows his 

sympathy for the men who were buried on the death of Duke Mu of Qin 

(r. 659-621B.C.). Shiji records this event,

In the thirty-ninth year [621 B.C.], The Duke of [Qin] Miao [Mu] died 

and was buried in Yong (modern Fengxian county in Shaanxi province)

328 Xiao Tong, comp., Liu chen zhu wenxucin, vol.2, pp.386-387.
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One hundred and seventy-seven people followed him in his death, and 

three good officials of Qin with the surname Ziyu and named Yanxi, 

Zhongxing and Zhenhu, were on the list. The Qin people were 
sorrowful for them and composed the song ‘Yellow bird’ for them.

t + t  a  > mz a e ?  s i & h a  >
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In addition to expressing sympathy, Wang conveyed a strong revulsion at the 

burial alive of the young men. He criticised the Duke’s request, but he also 

understood that the three men had accepted it, and that their virtue in keeping their 

promise was rewarded by a hundred years’ praise.

Obviously, the connection with Wang’s personal experience is weak, but the 

poem acts as a vehicle for the poet to express his views. This poem contributed 

to the broadening of the function of poetry on history in the late Han dynasty. 

Instead of simply being a historical biography, it became a channel for poets to 

express their opinions on historical issues or figures (shi lun) .

Many of Yang’s poems on history inherit the tradition of Wang Can’s work in 

the sense that they convey his viewpoints on particular historical events or figures. 

However, Yang’s comments about history are more specific and direct than 

Wang’s (see Appendix 2B). For instance, his preface to ‘Fangu lang’

(The wolf who looked back) reads,

[Cao] Cao once said to [Cao] Pi, ‘Sima Yi will not be an official; he 
definitely will interfere in your home affairs.’ Cao apparently knew of

329 Huangniao if,fib (Yellow birds): “refers to the documented burial of Duke Mu of Qin in

621B.C., during which three noblemen were buried alive with him, and is therefore one of the 

few datable poems in the anthology.” See Yu, Pauline. The Readings o f Imageiy in the 

Chinese Poetic Tradition, p.77.

330 Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.l, pp. 194-195.
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Yi’s cunningness, but was not able to do anything about it for [his son] 
Pi. Why? [Because] Usurper will be followed by usurper. Is this 

destiny?

SWISH : rH]Ji®#A£tH ■ - J  Sffi£DfSfF . jfô
• M-tii ? \ m m m  ■ ?

Yang cast his judgment on the usurper, Cao Cao (155-220), saying it was 

retribution that Cao’s kingdom would be taken away by another usurper. He 

severely criticised Cao Cao for seizing the throne from the Han emperor.

LI Aman [Cao Cao] relied on his cleverness, ’

L2 He won a hundred battles to open up Jin Zhang, °

L3 He could kill Thousand-mile Grass [Dong Zhuo] ’

L4 But did not kill the wolf [Sima Yi] who looked 0
back.

L5 The wolf who looked back ’
L6 Will destroy your family and sit on your bed.

331

‘The wolf who looked back’ refers to Sima Yi W]Mf§ (179-251) whose ambition 

was noticed by Cao Cao. Cao had heard that Sima Yi resembled a wolf when he 

looked back. He confirmed this by asking Sima Yi to walk in front of him and 

look back.332 ‘Jin Zhang’^ > |t  in L2 refers to two huge projects: the construction 

of the Golden (Jin) Tiger Terrace (in modern Linzhang [£!)$ county of Hebei 

province) and a canal connected to River Zhang. They symbolised the 

establishment of the Wei kingdom as recorded in Sanguo zhi (Records of Three 

Kingdoms). It reads,

331 Zou Zhifang4led., YWZSJ, p. 188.

332 See Fang Xuanling et al., Jinshu, vol.l, p. 120.
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In autumn, the seventh month, [they] began to build the royal ancestral 
shrine of the Wei kingdom. ...In the ninth month, [they] constructed the 
Golden Tiger Terrace, dug a canal to divert the water from the River 
Zhang333 and filled in the River Baigou for water transport.

° .......
m  ° 334

Hence, L2 implies that Cao Cao successfully built up the Kingdom of Wei after a 

hundred battles. But Yang judged that, despite being able to win numerous 

battles Cao Cao was not clever enough to see that he needed to kill Sima Yi. 

This poem seems, therefore, to be an expression of Yang’s historical opinions. 

His direct criticism of Cao Cao is different from the critical comments of Wang 

Can. This poem demonstrates Yang’s very unswerving personality, a 

consequence of which, his poems stand out as being also very blunt. This is one 

of the particular features of his Iron Style.

The Wei Jin Periods- poetry on history for the expression of sentiment 

(vonshuai)

Even though some poems on history can be found in the Han dynasty, Huang 

Rensheng believes that poetry on history was genuinely ‘formed’ (.xingcheng 

in the Wei, Jin and Southern and Northern dynasties.335 Li Han believes that 

during those periods poets started to express their own feelings through poems on 

history.336 These poems are categorised as ‘yong huaV tfclff (expression of

333 River Zhang ;ift: Its source is Mount Jing in modern Nanzhang county of Hubei

province. See Wei Songshan, main ed., Zhongguo gudian shici diming cidian, p.852.

334 See Chen Shou: Sanguo zhi, vol.l, p.42,

335 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.234.

336 Xing Han, “shuoshuo yongshi shi zhongde fanan shi”, in Zhonghua shici, vol. 2005.2, p.59.
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sentiment).337 Cai Zhongdao thinks that Zuo Si’s eight poems entitled ‘Yongshi’ 

tic A  (On history) are the first poems on history that were written by a poet to 

express his feelings.338 This opinion echoes that of Li Han, who states that one 

of Zuo’s major contributions to the development of poetry on history is ‘[his] 

making use of [poems on] history to channel his own sentiment’ ({la jfeg7}c'[ft).339

In fact, in terms of length, approximately one third of most of Zuo’s eight 

poems on history are dedicated to the expression of the poet’s sentiments. For 

instance, in the poem ‘On history’ no. 6, seven lines (L1-L7) are related to Jing Ke 

(d.227 B.C.) and five lines contain expressions of the poet’s own feelings (L8-12),

LI Jing Ke drinks in the city of the state of Yan,
L2 He enjoys the wine and his spirit is high. m m m m »
L3 He sings a sad song to echo with [Gao] Jianli,

L4 Seems to see nobody around him. 0
L5 He does not have the swordsman’s integrity,

L6 But he is different from the people of the world.

L7 He stares loftily and despises the four seas,
L8 Not to mention the rich and powerful people. ?
L9 Although the nobles see themselves as nobles, f f i § f ’
L10 He see them as [worthless as] dust.

L l l Although the lowly see themselves as lowly, *
L12 He weighs them as [much as] a thousand ju n .340 m z m x - m  - 341

The last four lines not only describe the dignity of Jing Ke, but also express the 

poet’s feelings about society. As these lines have no subject, ‘he’ can be

337 Cai Zhongdao, “Wang Anshi yongshi shi shixi”, pp.81-82.

338 Ibid., p.81.

339 Li Han, Han Wei sheng Tang yongshi shiyanjiu , p.67.

340 In the Jin dynasty one jun  was equal to 30 catties, and one catty is 220g. Therefore, one jun  is

equal to 6,600g; one thousand jun  is 6,600kg. See Lou Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.3, 

pp.7023,7775; or Jiang Daren et al., ed.,Yongshi shi zhuxi, p.93.

341 Xiao Tong, comp., Liuchen zhu wenxuan, vol. 2, p.389.
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interpreted as T .  Through Jing Ke, the poet conveys a strong belief that one’s 

value is not decided by one’s social status. He treasured the virtues of the 

common people, over those simply bom as nobles. As a consequence, he did not 

flatter those in power or with wealth, nor did he denigrate those in poverty or of 

lowly status.

Poems on history simply for the expression of sentiment iyong huai) are not 

common among Yang’s collections. Only one or two lines of each poem seem to 

subtly expose his own feelings. For instance, a few lines of his ‘Jingtai yinshi’ 

ffUSEIIIdr (The hermit at Jingtai) read,

I only wish to be called a hermit, ffillflillldr ’
And return to Tuzhou342 Mfzfcj'H ’
And put on a crane-down cloak and ride an ox. ° 343

Yang spoke in the voice of Liang Zhen §P;j§t (9th c.) in order to express his 

longing to be a hermit. Also, a line of his poem ‘Tuan shan ge’ Hllf (Song 

of the silk round fan) reads, ‘Hiding and revealing both have their tim e,’ ((j||Hi=3- 

^THIf).344 This line describes Concubine Ban’s feelings of being at first favoured 

and then abandoned. However, it also expresses the poet’s feelings about the ups 

and downs in his official career. (For details, see Chapter 6.2) Yang thus hides 

his feelings in the words of the historical figures he portrays. Also, Yang

342 See Ye Shan, Ye Babai yizhuan, in SKQS, vol.32, p.813. ‘Tuzhou’ cannot be found in 

Zhongguo gujin diming da cidian rf-1 H  r!n ^  !°j (Shanghai: Shanghai cishu

chubanshe, 2005) 3 vols.; Zhongguo lishi diming da cidian (Tokyo:

Ryoun Shobo, 1980) 6 vols. ; Zhongguo diming cidian (Shanghai: Shanghai

cishu chubanshe, 1990), 1 vol.

343 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.262.

344 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 129.
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dedicates a much smaller portion of his poems to the ‘expression of feelings’ than 

does Zuo Si (see Appendix 2C).

Evidently, Yang’s Iron style poems inherit elements of the three types of 

poetry on history that developed in the Han and Jin dynasties: (a) historical 

biographies {shi zhuan); (b) poems for expression of feelings (yong huai); and (c) 

poems for conveyance of historical viewpoints (shi lun). But, Yang has 

considerably fewer poems for expression of feelings than poems for conveyance 

of historical viewpoints.

The Northern and Southern Dynasties - poetry on history starts to 

become important

Poetry on history during the Northern and Southern Dynasties (420-589) was 

still in its development stage. However, a category of poetry entitled ‘On 

history’ first appeared in the Liang dynasty (502-557). Crown Prince Zhaoming 

BpHfj (Xiao Tong ffljt,, 501-531) compiled twenty-one poems and categorised 

them as ‘On history’.345 These poems are works by poets from the late-Han 

period to the Northern and Southern Dynasties, and are mainly about specific 

events or particular historical figures. One poem describes a single event.346 

Each poem consists of the poet’s commentary and generally provides a satirical 

look at the event being described. 347 Poetry on history thus started to become 

more important in the poetry arena.

This presentation style of these twenty-one poems was not fully adopted by 

Yang. Most of his short poems on history are about one event or a single

345 Xiao Tong, comp., Liuchen zhu wenxuan, vol.2, pp.386-402.

346 Hu Dalei, “Yongshi: geti shuqing zai shijian shang de kuotai- zhonggu yongshi shi shuqing

fenxi”, in Journal o f  Guangxi Normal University, vol. 33.1(1997.3), p.37.

347 Ibid., p.33.
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historical figure, but his long poems usually describe one or two related events or 

figures in addition to events. For instance, his poem, ‘Mudi qu’ t i ^ S ® 348 

(Song of herding rams) is mainly about Su Wu, but contains comparisons with Li 

Ling (d.74B.C.); his ‘Yishui ge’^ /7 K ^ 349 (Song of Yi River) is about Jing 

Ke’s assassination, but it also describes two other failed assassinations and the 

death of Emperor Shihuang. All these related events and figures serve as points 

of comparison or contrast to the main one. Yang’s work, in other words, is more 

complicated, and it can be said that he opened a new world for poetry on history.

The Tang dynasty - the golden period for poetry on history

Poetry on history flourished in the Tang and Song dynasties. In the Tang 

dynasty, almost all the well-known poets, such as Li Bai, Gao Shi iHj5!l

(706-765), Du Fu, Bai Juyi, and Li Shangyin composed poems on history. They 

integrated a historical narrative, a lyrical expression of their personal sentiments 

and a presentation of their arguments into each poem.350 For instance, Gao Shi’s 

poem entitled ‘Yongshi’ (On history) is a five-character quatrain.

LI [Xu Jia ] Still had a rough silk gown to give out, (n jW lilfM i ’
L2 He pitied Fan Shu’s [Ju] poverty. °
L3 Not knowing he was now a known person throughout 5

the world,

L4 He still viewed him as a cloth-gown commoner.

The poem tells the bitter story of Fan Ju ?£lji (d.255 B.C.), who was mistakenly

348 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 166.

349 Ibid., p. 14.

350 Zeng Xianyong, et al., “Woguo lidai yongshi shi luetan”, in Qiongzhou daxue xuebao, 

vol.1994.2, p.91.

351 Peng Dingiu et al., eds., Qucm TangshU vol. 6, p.2241.
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thought by Xu Jia M m  (3rd c. B.C.) as a betrayer. Fan was severely beaten and 

thrown into a toilet. Suffering from broken ribs and teeth, he changed his name 

into Zhang Lu and secretly fled to the state of Qin, where he became prime 

minister. When Xu went on a mission to Qin, Fan pretended to be just a poor

worker. Xu, shocked at his poverty, gave him a rough silk gown, but later

discovered he was in fact the respected Prime Minister, Zhang Lu,

In addition to the historical narration, this poem is also an expression of the 

poet’s sentiment. Tang Ruxun Hf (fl.1624), believed that Gao had

composed this poem while he was young and still largely ignored.

[Gao Shi] Dafu was once down-and-out in his younger years but started
his rise to a high official rank in his later years. I suspect there must 

have been people who ignored him, so he channelled [his frustration] 
through the ancients’ story.

jS A A 'lT ii fe ■ ° 353

Gao seems to have had a similarly bitter experience to Fan Ju. Like Ban Gu’s 

poem, Gao’s poem relates personal experiences to a relevant historical story as a 

way for the poet to express his sentiments. But the poet did not use overt 

emotional expressions, he only suggested his sympathy by using indirect phrases 

like ‘still had’ (shang you fn j^ ), ‘pitied’ (yinglian K H )  and ‘still viewed’(youzuo 

The last two lines are a mixture of the poet’s feelings and opinions. 

Influenced by the Tang poets, Yang’s poems on history also tend to be a mixture 

of sentiments, opinions and historical narrative. For example, his ‘Yishui ge’ 

(Song of Yi River)354 is at once a poetic presentation of Jing Ke’s story, a clear

352 Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.7, pp.2401-2402, 2413.

353 Tang Ruxun, ed„ Tang.shi jie, vol.1, p.513.

354 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 14.
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exposition of his opinions about Jing Ke’s virtue and a subtle expression of his 

feelings of admiration for Jing Ke.

On the other hand, Gao’s selection of a particular episode rather than a whole 

story to narrate set a precedent for the followers, like Yang. In ‘Song of Yi 

River’, Yang selected two episodes (the farewell and the assassination), to set out 

Jing Ke’s biography. However, Yang expressed his feelings and opinions much 

more directly and overtly through the use of exclamations, such as ‘alas!’ C H ^ ), 

and ‘haven’t you seen’ (H ^ F jlJ 355 (see Appendix 2D).

Li Han believes that the poets of the high Tang period generally made use of 

history to express their sentiments and that this was inherited from Zuo Si of the 

Jin dynasty.356 Yang, who was fond of the Tang poets, also used some of his 

poems on history to express his own feelings in subtle ways. For instance, some 

of his poems are full of praise for these hermits who had relinquished power. 

These poems subtly reflect Yang’s sentiments and betray his longing for a 

peaceful life. (See Chapter 6.2.1)

The best-known of the Tang poets who composed poems on history was Du 

Fu. Xu Jianhua g^jHIjji points out that Du Fu’s poems on history were aimed at 

satirizing his own tim es.357 Li Han believes that Du Fu’s ‘Qiuxing’ 

(Autumn inspiration) no. 7 uses the history of the Han dynasty as a metaphor for 

current affairs in the Tang dynasty.358 Also, Xu Jianhua points out that Du Fu’s

355 Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yuefu zhu, p.442.

356 Li Han. Han Wei sheng Tang yongshi shi yanjiu, p .135.

357 Xu Jianhua, “Du Fu Li Shangyin yongshi shi zhi bijiao”, in Du Fu Yanjiu xuekan, vol. 1(1999),

p.42.

358 Li Han, Han Wei shengTang yongshi shi yanjiu, p. 134.
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five poems entitled ‘Yonghuai guji’ Me I f f 1® (On ancient vestiges for 

expression of sentiments) present an image of the poet himself. Du made use of 

the historical figures, Yu Xin, Song Yu, Wang Zhaojun, Liu Bei 0lj$f (161-223) 

and Zhuge Liang (181-234) as a metaphor to describe himself and his

359own situation.

Du Fu’s poems obviously inspired Yang, whose poems on history also 

satirised his contemporary world through allusion to the past. However, the 

dates of Yang’s compositions are not clear, and it is therefore very difficult to 

precisely correlate the content of his poems with the historical events of his time. 

Also, Yang hid his own persona in his poems on history. It is difficult to see the 

poet himself through his descriptions of the historical figures. He seldom 

mentioned himself or his life experiences in his poems, and instead concentrated 

on giving his historical viewpoints. He usually placed himself in the roles of the 

historical figures he described, and he expressed their feelings, which sometimes 

coincided with his own.

In the late-Tang period, the most prolific poets were Hu Zeng and Zhou Tan. 

Hu composed 150 poems on history in a simple and direct language, and used 

historical places as titles.360 Zhou classified his 195 poems on history into ten 

categories according to the dynasty, from the Pre-Qin periods, the Qin, Han, Three 

kingdoms, Jin, and Six Dynasties, up to the Sui dynasty.361 Zhang Zhenlang says 

that poetry on history flourished in the late Tang period, and that poets composed

359 Xu Jianhua, “Du Fu Li Shangyin yongshi shi zhi bijiao”, p.44,

360 Qiu Liangren, “Lun yongshi shi”, in Journal ofHuaqiao University, vol. 1995.2, p. 116.

361 Ibid., p. 116.
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seven-character quatrain poems which often exceeded one hundred lines.362

Zhang believes that the two poets, Hu Zeng and Zhou Xian, represent two 

schools of poetry on history in the Tang dynasty. Hu’s poems have regional 

names as titles, but are not arranged in chronological order, while Zhou used the 

names of historical figures as titles and categorised his poems chronologically, by 

dynasty.363 This chronological arrangement was also adopted by Yang in his 

poems on history. But Yang generally used nicknames rather than the real names 

of historical figures as titles. For example, ‘Hu Yanda’ ££]0[xA364 (The Hun 

with big eyes) refers to An Lushan (703-757) and ‘Lanmian gui’ 11.®  A

365 (The ghost with a blue face) refers to Lu Qi MS® (7-785). Yang’s playful 

personality is illustrated by these humorous titles. He broke with the traditional 

convention of using formal names in the titles, instead creating interesting ones 

that had links to the historical texts. For example, ‘The ghost with a blue face’ is 

derived from two sentences in the texts, “[Lu Qi’s] face was ugly and its colour 

seemed blue; all people saw him as a ghost.” ([llL ]® l& l® D lli#D lI ’ A la .Ml'M

A).366

Jiang Changdong states that the content of the late-Tang poems on

history, generally lamented the downfall of the dynasty, and satirised political 

corruption, and iron rule, while advocating honesty and rectitude. The poets 

longed for the prosperity and a united country and hated chaos and civil wars.367 

These poems served as a very good reference for Yang, who was bom  in the late

362 Zhang Zhenlang, Zhangzhenglcmg wenshi lunji, p. 130.

363 Ibid., p. 144.

364 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.228.

365 Ibid., pp.239-240.

366 Liu Xu et al., Jiu Tangshu, vol. 11, p.3713.

367 Jiang Changdong,“Wan Tang shehui yu wan Tang yongshi shi de zhuti”, in Zhongguo yunwen 

xuekan, vol.1989.1, pp.46-50.
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Yuan period, a time of similar political strife.

The Song dynasty - Poetry on history presents new historical viewpoints,

*shi zan9 (historical supplement)

Li Han noted that, after the mid-Tang period, poets tended to compose poems 

based on reason more than emotion.’368 This was a transitional period, when the 

emphasis of poetry on history shifted from the expression of personal feelings to 

the conveyance of historical opinions, a process that was complete by the Song 

dynasty.

In the Song dynasty, poets such as Wang Anshi, Su Shi (1037-1101),

Fan Chengda (1126-1193), and Lu You (1125-1210) composed

poems on history. In addition, poets like Wang Shipeng (1112-1171)

and Liu Kezhuang (1187-1269) and Chen Pu B M  (1244-1315) each

wrote one hundred to three hundred poems on history (see Appendix 3).

Why was poetry on history so well developed in the Song dynasty, especially 

in the Southern Song period? The modern scholar, Zhang Gaoping 

held that the growth of the publishing industry and a massive undertaking of 

historical studies are the main reasons. The growth of the publishing industry 

boosted the circulation of books and the conveyance of knowledge, which was 

propitious for the composition of poems on history.369 At the same time, the 

historical studies encouraged the poets’ interest in presenting new ideas.

Poets in the Song dynasty concentrated more on scholarly discussion, and

368 See Li Han, Han Wei shengTang yongshi shi yanjiu, p.40.

369 Zhang Gaoping, “Yinshua chuanmei yu Songdai yongshi shi zhi xinbian: yi yimin Chen Pu

yongshi zushi wei li’\  in Wen yu zhe, vol.11 (2007), pp.320-321.
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*̂70their poems presented new perspectives on history. Supporting this view, the 

modern scholar, Ji Minghua, states that one of the most significant characteristics 

of the Song poetry on history is that it subverted orthodox historical viewpoints 

and created various new perspectives on history.371 The Song poets’ presentation 

of subversive and unorthodox opinions in their poems on history demonstrates 

their talents. Fei Gun (fl.l 190-1194) said,

The most difficult thing for a poet in composing a poem on history is to 
create a [new] topic that the historians have missed or not touched. It 
is like [a person] judging a court case without being cheated by the petty 
officers, and he can present the original story using only one or two 

words. [It] Makes people of the later generations [realise that] it is a 

historical supplement while they are reading it. If [a poet is] not wise 
enough, he cannot achieve this. From the Tang dynasty until now, it is 
the poets of our dynasty who are the most skilful at composing this kind 
of poem.

■ -ills* • stsadttwif • > ®6-H5e» -
° s i s k *  ■ - 372

Here, Fei points out that the Song poets were good at composing poems that 

appeal* to be historical supplements (shi zan) containing eulogies and criticism. 

Writing a poem that looked like lshi zan’ was an indication of a poet’s great 

ability and historical knowledge.

The modern scholar, Zhang Xiaoli jiH /hH, listed four methods that the Song 

poets used to present their novel views. The first method was affirmation. 

Wang Anshi’s poem, ‘Mingfei qu’ (Song of Princess Ming) is an

370 Zeng Xianyong et al., “Woguo lidai yongshi shi liietan”, in Qiongzhou daxue xuebao, vol.

1994.2, p.92.

371 Ji Minghua, Nan Song yongshi shi yanjiu, p.58.

372 Fei Gun, Liangxi manzhi, p.75.
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example of this. The poet affirms the stunning beauty of Wang Zhaojun, and 

says it is difficult to portray a beauty’s spirit and manner. Two lines read, ‘Spirit 

and manner can never be presented by a painting, It was an injustice to kill Mao 

Yanshou at that time. ’ 0 )373 Hence, the poet

argues it was a mistake to kill the painter, Mao Yansou (7-33B.C.).

The second is hypothesis. For instance, Zheng Qiao’s ^(5^(1101-1162) 

poem, ‘Zhaojun ci’ H §^|n( (Song of Zhaojun) reads, ‘If [Mao] Yanshou had 

painted a genuine painting with his brush, Who in later generations would know 

[Wang] Zhaojun’. ° )374 Zheng hypothesises

that if Mao had painted honestly, Zhaojun might have been merely a concubine of 

the emperor and might not have married the Huns for peace. If so, her virtue and

name would not have been known throughout the ages.

The third is counter-question. Ouyang Xiu (1007-1072) in his

poem entitled ‘Mingfei qu’ (Song of Princess Ming) raises a

counter-question to challenge the emperor’s blaming of the painter. ‘Even 

though [the emperor] could have killed the painter, Would it have been helpful in 

this situation? (SBIbMSSTF ’ ? )375 This questioning retort carries

the implication that it would have been meaningless to kill the painter, and 

contradicts the general belief that the painter should have been killed for receiving 

a bribe to paint Wang Zhaojun dishonestly.

The final method is negation. Cao Xun’s HHjj (1098-1174) poem entitled 

‘Zhaojun’ (Grievance of Zhaojun) no. 2 reads, ‘On the day [she] left the

emperor with her hands covering [the tears on] her face, she started to regret that

373 Yu Zhiyuan et al., main eds., Zhonghua shishi yongshi shi benshi, p.499-500.

374 Zheng Qiao, Jiajiyigao, in Yingyin wenyuan siku quanshu, vol. 1141, p.507.

375 Yu Zhiyuan et al., main eds., Zhonghua shishi yongshi shi benshi, p.501.
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she did not have gold to bribe the painter.’ (— A  ’

X  ° )376 This negates Zhaojun’s willingness to marry the Huns for peace, and her 

rectitude in rejecting bribery in the palace.

Yang adopted these four methods to convey his special viewpoints through 

his poems on history. He used affirmative subversion. Two lines of his poem, 

‘Dong yangzi’ li/il-J-- (Dong’s foster son) read, ‘Killing the rebel by imperial 

decree, Is killing a rebel not an adopted father.’ (A fS ix M E l * 0 )37?

Yang affirmed that it was right to kill the rebel, Dong Zhuo i f  A  (138-192), and 

subverted the viewpoint that Lu Bu was immoral to kill his adopted father.

He also applied counter-question to his poems. For instance, the last line of 

his poem ‘Gong Laoren’ S!4a A  (The old man Gong) reads, ‘Where in the world 

could the righteousness of the old man be found?’ ( ^ A A f f i t i A '^ ? ) - 378 Here, 

Yang was highlighting the virtue of Gong Sheng SIM?379 (68-11 B.C.) rather than 

expressing a subversive viewpoint.

Yang sometimes used hypothesis to convey his special historical views. For 

instance, the last three lines of his ‘Zougou yao’ (Ballad of the

despicable hound) reads, ‘Why did [you] not save the dog [Han Xin]? It helps to 

control the pheasant [Lu Zhi]. [You] Killed the dog instead and left the pheasant 

crowing.’ ’ $!]£1£It} ° )38° Yang’s hypothesis was

that if Han Xin (7-196B.C.) had not been killed, Lii Zhi (241-180B.C.)

376 Cao Xun, Songyin ji, in SKQS, vol. 1129, p.349.
377 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 178.

378 Ibid., p. 170.

379 Gong refused to serve Wang Mang 5 : ^  (45B.C.-23A.D.) and starved himself to death at the 

age of seventy-nine sui. For details, see Ban Gu, Honshu, vol. 10, p.3085.

380 Ibid., p. 160.
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would not have been able to rise to power quickly, and to dominate the imperial 

palace and later the whole country.381 He implies that Liu Bang was foolish in 

allowing Lu Zhi to kill Han Xin,

Yang also applied negation. For example in his poem ‘Fan Jiangjun’ 

jpi (General Fan), he severely criticised Tian Guang BBt̂  (7-227B.C.). Its last 

two lines read, “The swordsman misled people to their death; among those who 

were misled to their death I sympathise most with General Fan” (^ jid rt^

He completely negates the upright image of Tian Guang who 

killed himself to keep Prince Dan’s assassination plan a secret. Instead, Yang 

argues that Tian misled many people, who died as a result. In his poems, Yang 

therefore uses the same methods of subversion as the Song scholars in order to 

present his unique historical views.

.Tin &  and Yuan dynasties - Poetry on history in Yang’s time

According to the calculation of Fu Xiaojian in the Jin dynasty, 109

poets composed poems on history and on the past, and they wrote a total number 

of 420 poems.383 Four of these poets, Wang Ji B E 0 (ca.1127-ca.1193), Zhao 

Bingwen (1159-1232), Li Junmin (Jinshi title 1200), and Yuan

Haowen fcfj (1190-1257) appear to have been the most important. They 

composed thirty-three, forty-one, ninety-one and fifty-nine poems on history and 

on the past, respectively. The poetic diction in their work is generally potent and 

natural. Also, sixty-seven poems are about paintings of historical figures,384 

which demonstrate the popularity of ait appreciation at that time.

381 See Ban Gu, Honshu, vol. 12, pp.3937-3938.

382 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.158.

383 Fu Xiaojian, “Liao Jin yonsghi huaig shi yanjiu”, pp.49-59.

384 Ibid., pp.35-36.
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In the early Yuan period, poets adopted the poetic tradition of the Song 

dynasty.385 In the mid-Yuan and late-Yuan periods, poets tended to promote 

poetic elegancy and uprightness {yazheng yffcTF). and the restoration of ancient 

styles. Some of them, like Yu Ji adopted elements of Neo-Confucianism from 

Chen Hao, Cheng Yi and Zhu Xi and advocated the orthodoxy of poetry - 

yazheng,386 However, research in this area is still minimal, and poetry on history 

by the Yuan poets awaits further exploration.

Generally speaking, Yang absorbed major features of the poetry of the Tang 

and Song dynasties to create his own novel Iron Style poetry on history. 

Through his poems on history, he expressed his sentiments while at the same time 

presenting his own special perspectives. Furthermore, the total number of his 

poems on history surpasses those of all the other famous poets throughout the 

ages (see Appendix 3).

Yang’s poems on history are scattered throughout the different versions of his 

poetry collections (see Appendix 4). According to Huang, the total number of 

Yang’s poems on history after accounting for duplications is 452387 But my 

findings based on the book compiled by Zou Zhifang, and entitled ‘ Yang Weizhen 

shijV (The poetry collection of Yang Weizhen), indicates that the

total number is 447. This number matches the findings in the three books 

compiled by Lou Puchan’s (fl. 1774).388

385 Huang Baohua, Wen Shihua. Zhongguo shixue shi. Song Jin Yuan juan, pp.364-365.

386 Ibid., pp.370-371.

387 Huang Rensheng, ed„ YWZYYMMCWXSC, pp.414-419.

388 Lou collated all the different versions and compiled them in Tieya gu yuefu, including the Tieya

Yuefu, 10 juan; Tieya yongshi, 8 juan; and Tieya yibian, 8 juan. See XXSKQS, vol. 1325, 

pp.433-527; 528-615; 616-695.
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2.2 The forms of Yang’s poems on history

During the Han dynasty, Ban Gu composed the first poem on history in 

five-character ancient-style form. In the Tang dynasty, poets such as Wei Zheng, 

Wang Wei (701-761) and Gao Shi started to compose poems on history 

using five-character regulated and quatrain verses. However, the poets generally 

used seven-character quatrain or regulated verse to compose poems on history. 

In the late Tang periods, Hu Zeng used the seven-character quatrain to compose 

150 poems on history.389 Zhang Runjing has identified a trend in the use of the 

seven-character quatrain instead of regulated verse for poetry on history at that 

time.390

Also, Zhang Gaoping points out that poems on history from the Northern 

Song dynasty are relatively long in length. Poets of that period tended to 

compose poems in an ancient style and in seveil-character.391 For instance, Ji 

Minghua notes that Wang Anshi and Ouyang Xiu liked to use the seven-character 

style to facilitate the expression of their arguments, and to distinguish their poems 

from the lyrical five-character poems. Their preference for longer lines and 

clearer expression of arguments suggests why Yang also chose to adopt long lines 

in most of his yuefu poems on history.

Yang tended to present historical opinions and arguments in addition to

389 Qiu Liangren, “Lun yongshi shi”, in Journal ofHuoqiao University, vol.1995.2, p .116.

390 Zhang Runjing, Tangdai yongshi huaigushi yanjiu, p.99.

391 Zhang Gaoping, “Shishu zhi chuanbo yu Nan Song yongshi shi zhi fankui. Yi Yang Wanli, Fan 

Chengda, Lu You shi wei li”, in Zhongzheng daxe zhongwen xueshu niankan, vol. 10 (2007.2),

p .128.

392 Ji Minghua, Nan Song yongshi shi yanjiu, p.58.
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expressing his personal feelings. Hence, he used the yuefu form characterised by 

irregular lines to compose his several hundred poems on history. Qiu Liangren 

£n states that the Tang poets usually composed poems on history in the form 

of the seven-character quatrain, but that Yang’s poems on history used the yuefu 

form, which can be viewed as a new development.393 This is why Yang’s poetry 

on history is significant in terms not only of quantity (more than four hundred) but 

also of form (yuefu form). However, Yang was not the first poet to compose 

poems on history in yuefu form. Shi Chong (249-300) composed a yuefu 

poem about the wife of King Zhuang of Chu ^$± 3E  (r.631-591B.C.) entitled 

‘Chufei yuan’ (Grievance of the imperial concubine of Chu).394 Also,

in the Southern and Northern dynasties, Liu Yun|5Pf? (465-517) wrote a yuefu 

poem on history entitled ‘Changmen yuan’ f3̂  (Lament of the Long 

Gate).395 Nonetheless, Yang was the only poet to have composed such a large 

number of poems on history in yuefu form.

But how many poems on history did Yang write that are extant, and how 

many of those poems are in ancient yuefu form? What other forms did Yang use 

in his poems on history?

According to Huang Rensheng’s calculation, more than 390 poems on 

history are in ancient yuefu form, almost forty poems are in small yuefu form 

(five-character quatrain verse), and slightly more than twenty are in 

seven-character quatrain verses.396 Yang’s ancient yuefu form is relatively free

393 Qiu Liangren, “Lun yongshi shi”, p. 117.

394 For details, see Guo Maoqian, comp., Yuefu shiji, vol.2, pp.435-436.

395 See Guo Maoqian, comp., Yuefu shiji, vol. 2, pp.621-622.

396 Huang Rensheng, “Yang Weizhen yongshi shi kaoshu”, in Zhongguo wenxue yanjiu, vol. 34.3

(1994), p.60.
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and consists of three main features:

a. Irregular poetic lines;

b. Five-character or seven-character quatrain;

c. Five-character and seven-character ancient form.397

All these poetic forms can be found in Yang’s yuefu poems on history. In other 

words, Yang’s definition of the ‘yuefu form’ is broad and includes quatrain and 

ancient poetic forms. Also, irregular lines are more common than regular lines 

in Yang’s poems on history. The modern scholar, Guo Yuheng, notes Yang’s 

choice of these forms,

When he composed poems on history, [Yang] Tieya usually used the 
yuefu form or five-character and seven-character regulated quatrain, 

which was very different from the common practice of the 
contemporary poets who liked to used five- or seven-character regulated 

verses.

ASWEtHfWf&'j
H U  - 398

The ‘five-character and seven-character quatrain’ is regarded as a type of ancient 

yuefu forms by Huang Rensheng, as mentioned above.

Although almost four hundred of Yang’s poems on history are in yuefu form, 

most of them have new titles. Comparing all the titles of Yang’s yuefu poems on 

history with the two thousand yuefu titles399 listed in Guo M aoqian’s $ (fl. 

1264-1269) Yuefu shiji (The Corpus of Yuefu Poetry), very few are the

397 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p. 178.

398 Guo Yuheng, main ed., Zhongguo gudai wenxue shichan. Yuan Ming Qing juan, p.272.

399 The calculation of the number of old yuefu titles is based on Guo’s book. Guo compiled all the 

yuefu poems from the Han dynasty up to the Five dynasties. See Guo Maoqian, comp., Yuefu 

shiji. 4 vols., Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, (1979) 2003.
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same.400 For example, Yang only used sixteen old titles in his collection Tieya 

yuefu (Iron Cliff’s yuefu poetry),401 and six in his Tieya yongshi (Iron Cliff’s 

poetry on history). Therefore, Yang used the yuefu format only as a means to 

create his own yuefu poems with new titles. This practice ultimately opened a 

new page in the world of poetry.

Why did Yang favour the yuefu form for most of his poems on history?

As a song-orientated poetic genre, yuefu poetry fitted Yang’s interest in 

music, in particular singing and playing the flute, and had a relatively free style 

that allowed him to have more freedom in composition. The modern scholar, 

Zhang Jing, believes the reason that Yang composed many yuefu poems was that 

the genre has a free style with few constraints. That made it easier for Yang to 

convey his sentim ent402

His love of the yuefu form was probably behind his inaugurating the ‘Ancient 

Yuefu Poetry M ovement’, whose aim was to make up for the poetic shortcomings 

of the late Yuan period and create a new poetic world.403 As the leaders of the 

‘Ancient Yuefu Poetry Movement’ in the late Yuan dynasty,404 Yang and his friend,

400 According to my comparison of the two, Tieya yongshi zhu, which consists of 245 poems on

history, has only 6 titles that are the same as the ancient yuefu titles, and 5 that are similar to 

those listed in Guo Maoqian’s Yuefu shiji', Tieya yuefu zhu has only 16 titles that are the same 

and 11 titles that are similar; and Tieya yibian zhu has 6 that are the same and 5 that are 

similar.

401 This calculation is based on Yang’s yuefu poems compiled by Zou Zhifang, ed„ YWZSJ,

pp. 1-147.

402 Zhang Jing, “Tieya ti: Yuandai houqi shifeng de shenke bianyi”, in Shehui kexue jikan,

vol. 1994.2, p .153.

403 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p. 156.

404 Until now, little research has been conducted on Yang’s promotion of the yuefu movement, but
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Li Xiaoguang (1297-1348), aimed to improve Yuan poetry by restoring the poetic 

traditions of “expression of temperament” (yinyong xingqing 0^Md:£tii)405 and 

eliminating rigid constraints of form and rhyme.406 Yang said that Li Xiaoguang 

also followed him to compose ancient yuefu poems.407 Sun Xiaoli notes that 

Yang changed the poetic style of the Taiding reign (1324-1328) through his 

yuefu poetry.408

In an attempt to achieve these aims, Yang advocated relatively free poetic 

forms and followed the Han and Tang poetic models.409 To show his support for 

the yuefu form, he composed 1,227 of his 1,443 extant poems in yuefu form,410 

and more than four hundred of these are on history.

His yuefu poetry, especially poetry on history, attracted compliments from 

Ming and Qing scholars, like Yang Shiqi f i d r  pf (1365-1444) and Wang Shizhen 

3 E z t ^  (1634-1711). It also drew the attention of modern scholars. John 

Timothy Wixted praises his imitation of yuefu dialects and the Tang poets,

Equally, his poetry went off in an unfettered direction - one rich in 
imagination and beautiful in language - being modelled on verse that

Huang’s book has a chapter on this topic. See Huang Rensheng. YWZYYMMCWXSC, 

pp. 155-214. However, Huang’s belief that Yang promoted yuefu poetry is based on three 

points: first, Yang composed many poems in yuefu form; second, Yang advocated the use of 

poems to reflect the poet’s temperament; third, Yang established the Iron School where more 

than one hundred students followed his poetic ideas.

1,05 Huang Rensheng, “Yang Weizhen de wenxue guan”, in Fudan xuebao, vol. 4 (1997), 

pp.83-85.

406 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p. 173.

407 Preface to Xiaoxiang j i  see Quan Yuanwen, vol.41, pp.310-311.

408 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.286.

409 Preface to ‘Wusheng shiyi’ in Jin Yuan, comp., Yang Weizhen xuwen ji, p. 197.

410 It is based on Huang Rensheng’s calculation. See Huang Rensheng. YWZYYMMCWXSC, 

p.229.
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had been largely ignored since Northern Sung [Song] times: yiieh-fu 

[yuefu] ballads of the Han and Six Dynasties, and the late T a n g  poetry 

of Li Ho[He], Li Shangyin and Han Wo.411

Yang liked yuefu poetry because of its free form which gave his imagination free 

reign and sparked his creativity. The relatively free yuefu form also suited his 

requirements to compose new poetic songs for singing. Therefore, Yang chose 

yuefu as the main form for his poems on history because it enabled him to convey 

his feelings and reveal his temperament, as well as making the poems easy to sing. 

(See Chapter 5.2 for more details.)

2.3 The content of Yang’s poems on history

What content did Yang convey through this free yuefu form?

Leading scholars, Huang Rensheng and Liu Meihua, both have a section on 

Yang’s poems on history in their books. They briefly analyse the content of 

Yang’s poems on history, and categorise his poems to help the reader better 

understand the general content.

Yang wrote several hundred poems endorsing historical heroes and virtuous 

persons, and criticising villains and wicked officials. His descriptions of cunning 

officers from history can be seen as a satirical attack on the officials of his time. 

The Ming scholar, Zhang Mao (1436-1522) confirmed this,

[Yang’s poetry on history] contains endorsement and satire, and it 

describes justice and righteousness by discussing the facts. His poetry

411 John Timothy Wixted, “Poetry of the Fourteenth Century”, in Victor H. Mair, ed., The 

Columbia Histoiy o f Chinese Literature, p.393.
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is gentle and subtle as it explores around two thousand years’ history of 
peace and chaos, prosperity and collapse.

5 m m m m  • m m n m  > ° 412

Zhang Mao noticed that Yang’s poetic content contained praise as well as satire, 

and covered two thousand years of history. Huang Rensheng classified Yang’s 

poems on history into three main categories:

A. ‘narration of history to warn the contemporary world’ (shushi jianjin  jJft

B. ‘judgment of history to satirise the society ’(duanshi fengshi

C. ‘expression of sentiments through history’ (jiegu shuhuai 413

Huang’s classification comprises the main functions of poems on history: 

historical narrative, reasoned judgment and sentimental expression. This 

classification is applicable to all poems on history.

Category A, ‘narration of past history to warn the contemporary world’ can 

be attributed to all written works on history, as all history itself serves as an 

warning to contemporary society to avoid making mistakes similar to those that 

led to past tragedies.

In relations to category B, Huang cites two poems entitled ‘Zhaojun qu’ Bg 

(Song of Zhaojun) as examples. Those poems appear to be expressions of 

sentiment rather than judgment. The last two lines confirm this,

When would we go to capture Rouge ?

Mountain?
A las! When would we go to capture Rouge Rft ̂  M  B|f- ^  ̂  M  Hh

412 Zhang Mao, Fengshan ji, in Yinyin wenyuan ge Siku quanshu, vol. 1254, p. 109.

413 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, pp.264-275.
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Mountain! Ill ! 414

These lines are purely sentimental and express the wish to conquer the Huns 

(Xiongnu the Mongolian tribes residing in northeast China and Mongolia) 

and capture Rouge Mountain (in the southeast of modern Shandan Country, Gansu 

Province). However, the reasons for this kind of expression in this poem are 

unclear. Did Yang wish to express a desire to fight against the Huns, or did he 

want to save the beauty, Wang Zhaojun? There is no judgement contained. 

Therefore, it seems quite inappropriate to put it into category B ‘judgment on 

history to satirise the society’. It should rather be in category C, ‘expression of 

sentiment’.

Regarding category C, Huang cites the poem, ‘Fengjia nti’/MUEjP (A 

daughter from the Feng family), which is a biography of Feng Fang’s /MJj  (2nd c.) 

beautiful daughter. She was most favoured by Yuan Shu ||f$j (?-199), the late 

Han warlord, and as a result she was secretly hung to death by Yuan’s jealous 

wives.415 The entire poem is a historical narrative (category A), and the last two 

lines are very similar to those of ‘Song of Zhaojun’ in category B.

How could a thousand years of solitary ?

indignation be redressed?

Alas! How could a thousand years of solitary PJP52 ! M'iff{rT
indignation be redressed! #  ! 416

These lines reveal Yang’s judgment (category B) on the girl’s death, exclaiming 

that justice is required. They are also expressions of his sympathy for her death

414 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.19.

415 Chen Shou, Sanguo zhi, vol.l, p.210.

416 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 18.
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(category C). This poem serves as a warning to contemporary society, alerting 

men to avoid tragedy by paying more attention to their wives. It is also a 

warning to all the beautiful and chaste women in the world to guard against 

jealousy and to be astute when taking advice (category A).

All these examples show that Yang’s poems on history are quite difficult to 

classify precisely into the three categories A, B or C devised by Huang; each 

poem may consist of elements from all three categories at the same time. 

Nonetheless, Huang’s classification is useful as it provides insight into Yang’s 

poems on history, and in particular highlights the fact that they consist of three 

main elements: narration of history to provide warnings, judgment on history for 

the sake of satire, and expression of sentiments to ‘convey a poet’s m ind’ (chuan 

xin f$>L».417

Liu Meihua on the other hand, classified Yang’s poems on history into four 

types:

(a) poems on ‘historical events’ (Ushi shijian

(b) poems on ‘historical figures ’(lishi renwu Mjfe

(c) poems on ‘historical relics and historical things’ {shiji shiwu

(d) poems ‘showing [the poet’s] historical arguments\b iaoxian  sh illin g :E|,

Liu’s classification is more clear and direct, because it is based on the main focus 

of the poetic content.

Nevertheless, Yang’s poems are not clearly defined by historical figures and 

historical events. Most of his poems narrate historical episodes by portraying

417 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.271.

418 Liu Meihua, Yang Weizhen shixue yanjiu, pp.47-58.
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historical figures. For instance, Liu gave the example of Luzhu xing’ l i ^ f r 419 

(The Song of Luzhu) as a ‘poem on a historical figure’. However, it is also ‘a 

poem on historical events’. It includes the offer of marriage to Luzhu, Shi 

Chong’s capture, and also the implications of Liizhu’s suicide by jumping. 

These events can be traced in the official chronicles:

Chong had a courtesan named Luzhu, who was beautiful and bewitching, 

and was good at playing the flute. Sun Xiu sent a person to ask for her 

[...] Chong was just having a banquet upstairs in the tower; the guards 

appeared at the entrance. Chong said to Luzhu, ‘Because of you, I 
have offended them.’ Luzhu cried and said, ‘Now I will die in front of 
these officers.’ So she jumped from the tower to her death.

■ JU ill ■ - [...... ]9ftIE#
f i ^ B ±  ■ t f h t l l F I  • " j  U S m B  ; r #

° j  S i g r f  ° 420

Also, Liu’s category of ‘poems on historical relics and things’ may cause 

confusion as to what constitutes a genuine description of historical ‘relics’ and 

‘things’. For instance, Liu classified ‘Dilu m a’ UfaJ&IS (Dilu Horse)421 as a 

‘poem on historical things’ based on its poetic title. However, the poem is not 

only about a Dilu horse but also about a historical figure, Liu Bei HOUf 

(161-223). It narrates his successful escape from Tanxi |S>J| (in modern 

Xiangyang M M  city of Hubei province) riding a Dilu horse. Yang’s narration is 

mainly from the perspective of Liu Bei. Furthermore, Yang’s historical 

arguments can be found throughout almost all of his poems on history. There is 

no poem that is aimed solely at delivering a historical argument.

419 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 199.

420 Fang Xuangling et al., Jinshu, vol.4, p. 1008.

421 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 182.
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By contrast to Huang, Liu Meihua does not classify Yang’s poems on the 

paintings of historical figures and historical events as poems of history. How 

should these poems be categorised? It seems difficult to classify them into any 

of the four groups created by Liu. Nonetheless, her classification system is 

pioneering and has given scholars a clearer picture of Yang’s work.

Although Huang Rensheng and Liu Meihua’s classification systems both 

have some deficiencies, they give a general picture of Yang’s poetic content on 

history. In fact, it is quite difficult to classify Yang’s poems on history. He 

usually combines the description of a historical figure with that of an event or vice 

versa. For instance, his poem ‘Hu yanda’ (The Hun with big eyes)422 is

about a figure, An Lushan, but it is also about an event, the Tianbao Rebellion 

(also called the An [Lushan] Shi [Shiming] Rebellion, 775-763). ‘Yishui ge’ 

(Song of Yi River)423 is about the shocking attempted assassination of Emperor 

Shihuang of Qin (259-210B.C.), but it is also a portrayal of Jing Ke. In

order to enable simple and clear classification, I divide Yang’s poems on history 

into three main categories.

Category No. of poems

Mainly on historical figures 362

Mainly on historical events 60

Mainly on other historical elements, such as animals, 25
things, relics or ruins

422 Ibid., p.228.

423 Ibid., p. 14.
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This classification is based on both the poem’s title and the main focus of its 

content. The following section will looks into the content in more details and 

attempts to address a number of questions:

(1) Do Yang's poems cover the entire history of China as mentioned by the 

scholars?

(2) Why are there more poems on historical figures than on historical events?

(3) Do the poems describe historical figures from different social classes? 

These three questions have been neglected by Huang and Liu.

2.3.1 Do Yang’s poems cover the entire history of China?

In total, Yang composed 447 extant poems on history424, which are scattered 

throughout the following collections.

Table 1: Yang’s poems on history in his collections

Collection Poems on history

Tieya Yongshi (Iron Cliff’s poetry on history) 245

Tieya yuefu (Iron Cliff’s yuefu poetry) 130

Tieya yibian (Anecdotes to Iron Cliff’s poetry) 51

Tieya bubian (Supplementary to Iron Cliff’s poetry) 21

Only ‘Tieya yongshi' (Iron Cliff’s poems on history) is arranged chronologically. 

Poems in the other corpuses are scattered randomly. Of all Yang’s poems on

424 The calculation is based on Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ. This total number is close to Huang’s 

estimate that Yang has 452 extant poems on history.
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history, more than half are about historical figures or events during the Han and 

Tang dynasties. Taking the 245 poems on history compiled in Tieya yongshi zhu, 

(lion Cliff’s poetry on history) as a sample, the table below shows the number of 

poems that narrate the main events and historical figures of a particular period 

from Pre-Qin to the Song dynasties:

Table 2: Yang’s poems narrate different dynasties

14 poems 69 poems 39 poems 73 poems 25 poems 25 poems

Spring and 

Autumn 

Period and 

Warring 

State Period 

[14]

Dynasties of 

Qin [1],

Han [43] 

and the Three 

Kingdoms [25]

Periods of 

Wei[6],

Jin [11], 

Southern and 

Northern 

Dynasties[22]

Sui [6] and 

Tang [67]

The Five 

Dynasties and 

Ten Kingdoms 

[25]

Liao [2] and 

Song [23]

(with Northern 

Song[7] and 

Southern Song 

[16])

As illustrated by the table, Yang tried to include the whole of Chinese history, 

from the Spring and Autumn and Warring States periods up to the late Song 

dynasty, in his poems on history. He particularly focused on the Han and Tang 

dynasties. Qing scholar, Yu Wenyi (d,1782), points out the general

features of Yang’s poems on history.

Yang’s yuefu poetry [on history] is tailored to include the entire history.

In other words, Yang selected his themes carefully to cover the main historical 

events of each dynasty.

The modem scholar Liu Qian says that Yang’s poems on history are an

425 Yu Wenyi’s preface to Yang Tieya yongshi gu yiiefu f | g t / K 1(4• See Zou Zhifang 

ed., YWZSJ, pp.505-506,



all-encompassing narrative of important events and important figures from the 

periods of the Spring and Autumn and W aning States to the late Song dynasty are 

generally described in his poems.426 In order to test whether these statements are 

correct, one must look into a single dynasty to see if important events and figures 

were recorded by Yang.

As Yang wrote more poems on the Tang dynasty (618-907) than 011 any other, 

I will take this dynasty as an example. He wrote a total of sixty-seven poems on 

the Tang history (see Appendix 5), most of which cover historical figures rather 

than historical events. He wrote three poems on the early Tang period (618-712), 

twenty-five poems on the high Tang period (712-765), twenty-two poems on the 

middle Tang period (776-835) and seventeen poems on the late Tang period 

(836-907). The following analysis of these poems illustrates features related to 

the content of Yang’s poems on history.

2.3.2 Focus more on historical figures than on historical events

(a) Yang describes historical events indirectly through historical figures

In his poems on history, Yang focuses more on historical figures than on 

historical events. However, he describes major historical events indirectly 

through those historical figures. For instance, the Xuanwu Gate Incident is 

mentioned in his description of Yuchi Jingde (also known as Yuchi

Gong fl.597-648). His poem on Yuchi entitled ‘E ’guo gong’

(The Duke of E State) has a preface that reads,

426 Liu Qian, “Yang Weizhen shige de duoyangxing”, in Journal ofFuyang Teachers College, vol.

2007.3, p.26.
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The Xuanwu [Gate] Incident had a bearing on the very survival of the 
Tang dynasty, and it [was a close-run event that] allowed not even 

one-second break.

ica;£S§ ■ If • 427

A portion of the poem reads,

L3 [In revenge]The wine in the Eastern Palace DiiM— *
made him throw up one shengm  of blood,

L4 The hidden soldiers arose at the main °
entrance of Xuanwu Gate.

L5 A pair of flying geese were shot down in *
Long Forest,

L6 And the General’s single arrow made a great ° 429
contribution to saving the world.

In his description of Yuchi’s contribution, Yang made reference to the Xuanwu 

Gate incident of 626 A.D. Crown Prince Li Jiancheng (589-626), tried

to murder his younger brother Li Shimin ^  (597-649) with poisoned 

wine.430 On the suggestion of his subordinates, Shimin then gathered soldiers at 

Xuanwu Gate with the aim of killing his elder brother. Fleeing to Long Forest, 

Shimin became entangled in the branches of a tree and was almost killed, this 

time by his younger brother, Li Yuanji cif (603-626). Yuchi arrived just in 

time to save Shimin, and together they killed both the Crown Prince and Li

427 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.216.

428 One sheng 0Y )  is one-tenth of a dou (R ). In the Tang dynasty, one large sheng was the

equivalent to 6,000 ml, and one small sheng was 2,000 ml. See Luo Zhufeng, main ed.,

HYDCD.SYB, vol.3, p.7770.

429 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.216.

430 For details of this incident, see Liu Xu et al., Jiu Tangshu, vol.7, p.2417.
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Yuanji.431

Yang did not intend to write a poem explicitly on the Xuanwu Gate Incident,

but referred to it indirectly in his description of Yuchi. Similarly, the Tianbao

Rebellion is also mentioned in his poem ‘Hu yanda’ (The Hun with big

eyes). The following four lines describe the rebellion.

L25 Tongguan collapsed,

L26 Hedong was in trouble,
L27 The young dragon marched north,
L28 The old mule entered the Shu region

These lines narrate the Tianbao Rebellion of 756 A.D. when An Lushan captured 

Tongguan /HH! (in Shaanxi province), and shocked the capital, Chang’an 

[modern Xi’an], of the Tang dynasty. The army in Hedong /TJjfC had to prepare 

to fight against the rebels. The third prince, Li Heng (711 -762) became the

new emperor in Lingwu Iff ift (in modern Ningxia s p i t  region) after his father, 

Emperor Xuanzong, had fled to the State of Shu (modern Sichuan province)433 

In his description of historical figures, Yang made mention of related historical 

events. Nonetheless, his focus was on the figures rather than the events.

All these historical figures and related events that Yang wrote about can be 

found in Jiu Tangshu H jffltr  (Old history of the Tang), Xin Tangshu if?® '!! 

(New history of the Tang), or Zizhi tongjian T=t}aSlli (The comprehensive 

mirror to aid in government). Their inclusion in these texts is a testimony to

431 For details, see Sima Guang et al., eds„ Zizhi tongjian, vol.13, pp.6010-6011.

432 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.228.

433 For details, see Ouyang Xiu et al., comps., Xin Tangshu, vol.l, pp. 150-153; vol.20, pp. 

6419-6421.
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Yang’s rich knowledge of history. Nevertheless, Yang did not narrate every 

major historical event. Important incidents, such as the coronation of Emperor 

Suzong of Tang Hf ^  ^  (r.756-762) during the Tianbao Rebellion; the 

suppression of rebels in Gaoli (modern Korea) and Tufan (in modern Tibet)434 by 

Xue Rengui jp fZ jlr  (614-683); and the successful reign of Emperor Taizong were 

not mentioned.

The fact that Yang wrote a large number of poems on the Tang dynasty 

implies that he had a keen interest in that period. The Tang dynasty was a rich 

and glorious period, in the history of imperial China. Yang appreciated this and 

showed a profound longing for this glorious and united period. However, as 

stated above, his main focus was on historical figures rather than events, and the 

poems therefore generally celebrate the personal virtues of historical figures rather 

than their achievements.

(b) He portrays lesser figures to reveal historical reality and convey hidden 

messages

Yang also used some less important historical figures to convey his opinions 

and to describe significant historical events. For example, he chose two cruel 

executioners, Zhou Xing (7th c.) and Lai Junchen (651-697),435 to

illustrate the cruelties of Empress Wu Zetian whose rule was infamous for its 

torture and cruel penalties. Yang’s narration of the killing of Kong Chaofu JLJfl 

(d.784)436 during a period of rebellion reflected his conviction that being a

434 The rebellions occurred in 670-671 A.D. For details see Xin Tangshu, vol.13, pp.4142-4143.

435 See poem entitled ‘Xiong ru weng’A  A®S (The elder brother enters an urn). Zou Zhifang, 

ed., YWZSJ, p.223.

436 See poem entitled ‘Kong Chaofu’ f l r l l lA  Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.241.
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hermit was much safer than being an official.

Yang even used little-known historical figures to convey messages about 

morality. Most figures he portrayed were active during periods of chaos, war or 

rebellion, and he was interested in linking this with the chaotic period of the 

late-Yuan dynasty. One example is his description of Nan Jiyun ®f 

(d.757),437 who preferred death to surrender. Here, Yang was advocating the 

virtues of loyalty and righteousness. Xin Tangshu (New history of the Tang) 

identifies Nan Jiyun as a loyal and righteous man. However, his biography, only 

a hundred words long, records him as a relatively insignificant figure. 

Despite this lack of acclaim, Yang appreciated Nan’s moral stance and presented it 

to the world through poetry.

Sometimes, Yang depicted an animal in lieu of a historical figure. For 

instance, he did not write a single word on important early-Tang figures, such as 

Li Jing 3^iE|i (571-649) or Fang Xuanling (579-648). Instead, he

provided a detailed description of a horse that the Crown Prince, Li Jiancheng, 

gave to Li Shimin. Through this narrative, Yang illustrated the internal struggle 

for the throne between the two brothers.

2.3.3 Extensive coverage of the upper class rather than the lower 

class

Liu Qian claimed that Yang’s poems on history covered people from the top

437 See poem entitled ‘Nan ba’er’j^f AJnl (The eighth son surnamed Nan). Zou Zhifang, ed.,

YWZSJ, p.232.

438 Ouyang Xiu et al., comps., Xin Tangshu, vol.l 8, pp.5542-5543.
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to the bottom of society, and included accounts of commoners such as hawkers 

and porters.439 However, a review of the collection Tieya yongshi (Iron Cliff’s 

poems on history) reveals that, of the 215 poems on historical figures, only nine 

portrayed commoners. These included servants, physicians, artists, guards and 

commoners without any named occupation. Therefore, the claim that Yang’s 

poems cover historical figures of all social classes appears to be misleading. In 

fact, Yang mainly focused on the upper classes, as shown in the table below.

Table 4: Tieya yongshi mainly cover on the nobility and officials

126 poems on 39 poems on 26 poems 

on

4 poems on 11 poems on 9 poems on

Upper Class (nobility Middle-class Officials in Beautiful girls Hermits People

such as Emperors, officials junior and handsome [who were without

Kings, Queens, positions men [who were well-educated official titles

relatives of the royal and petty members of scholars] or named

family), Prime officers powerful or rich occupations

Ministers, and other without families]

high-ranking officials. rank

More than half of Yang’s poems on history concern royal families or high-ranking 

officials, and one-third are about officials of middle or lower ranks.

Also, taking Yang’s poems on the Tang dynasty (Appendix 5) as examples, 

there are more about royalty and officials than about people without official titles. 

Most of the historical figures in those poems are either from the upper classes or

439 Liu Qian, “Yang Weizhen shige de duoyangxing”, in Journal of Fuyang Teachers College, vol.

2007.3, p.26.
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have some kind of official position. The exceptions are physician, Chen Xianfu 

IMflijflf (fl.786), scholar Wen Tingku (8th c.) and commoner Xun Mo t||S

HI (fl.762-779). Liu Qian’s claims may therefore mislead the reader into 

thinking that Yang’s poems on history focused evenly on historical figures from 

different classes. This is not the case. Well-known, higher-class figures are the 

main subjects of Yang's poems on history.

There are several reasons why Yang focused his attention on the higher end 

of society. Firstly, politics is usually dominated and controlled by those in power. 

Commentary on the political situation at a particular time will inevitably involve a 

description of the arbiters of power at the top of society. Secondly, Yang longed 

to make his own contribution to society as an official, and he craved a high 

position like the historical figures he described. He therefore paid attention to 

the officials whom he wished to emulate. Thirdly, the historical texts that Yang 

referenced to compose his poems would have contained much more detailed 

records on these higher officials than on commoners.

One important question that needs to be addressed is why Yang focused on 

historical figures.

Yang’s poems on historical figures are part of an age-long tradition of poetry 

on history. Ji Minghua, notes that poems on historical figures traditionally 

outnumbered those on historical events. He proposes three reasons to explain 

this phenomenon. Firstly, the restricted length of the poetic form allows for only 

one main focus. Secondly, the historical classics with their vivid descriptions of 

historical figures set a model for many poets. Thirdly, the poets had similar life 

experiences and modes of thinking to many historical figures, and they could 

therefore gain some consolation in their own lives by empathising with those
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figures.440

Ji’s analysis can be applied to Yang’s selection of historical figures as the 

main topics for his poems. As a scholar who had a great interest in history, and 

had studied Chunqiu (Spring and Autumn Annals), Yang was naturally influenced 

by the historical classics. Also, some of the historical figures that he described, 

especially the hermits, had similar life experiences to him. (See Chapter 6.2.1)

Ultimately, it is not easy to make a direct comparison of Yang’s accounts of 

history with those in the official historical records. His focus was on figures 

rather than events, and the way he mixed arguments and opinion with his own 

feelings means that his writing is more subjective. After all, to him, poetry on 

history is a literary work of art, not a historical record.

2.3.4 Poems on the paintings of historical figures

Yang wrote nine poems on the paintings of historical figures. Five poems 

are on Tang figures, including Emperor Xuanzong and Imperial Consort Yang; 

two are on Tao Qian; one is on Tao Hongjing (452-536); and the last one

is on the two beautiful girls nee Qiao of the Periods of the Three Kingdoms. 

Some of these poems reflect his interpretations of the paintings and combined 

these with a description of lives of the historical figures themselves and an 

expression of his own feelings. For instance, ‘Yuanming fu song tu’

El (Painting on Tao Yuanming’s fondling the pine tree) reads,

LI I planted the lone pine myself, 1=1 tit  ’

L2 To preserve its chastity and straightness. °

440 For more details, see Ji Minghua, Nan Song yongshi shi yanjiu, pp.94-96.
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L3 A young tree which remains steadfast in winter,

L4 Who would be there to enjoy it with me in my old
age?

L5 The Marquess of Liu avenged the [termination of 

the State of] Han,
L6 He went in search of the [Immortal] Red Pine.

L7 [I who was born in] A later generation have the

same mind as he.

L8 Viewing success or failure as what comes naturally 
in life.

L9 I return home and fondle the lone pine,
L10 It is still a [pine] tree of the Jin dynasty.

From the title of the poem, one would surmise that the painting depicts Tao Qian 

fondling a pine tree. While fondling the pine, Tao thought of Zhang Liang UH H 

(? - l86 B.C.), who had chosen to become a hermit after helping Liu Bang to 

establish the Han dynasty and take over from the Qin dynasty. Zhang took 

his revenge when the Qin dynasty, which had destroyed his country, the State of 

Han eventually collapsed. Tao had the same desire to lead the life of a 

recluse as Zhang. He fondled the pine and remembered that he lived in the time 

of Jin rather than the Liu Song dynasty (420-479). The action of fondling the 

pine tree of the Jin dynasty illustrates Tao’s loyalty.

This poem also shows how Yang incorporated history and personal sentiment 

as well as his interpretation of the painting’s content into a poem. The cold 

winter is metaphor for the hardship caused by the unfavourable political and 

social conditions. Yang used the pine’s straightness and its resistance to the cold 

as a metaphor for the integrity of Tao Qian, who would not bend his own nature 

by becoming an official in such a chaotic political environment. Yang also 

linked the pine to the story of Zhang Liang, who relinquished power and wealth as
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a marquees in order to follow the Immortal Red Pine.441 In this poem, Yang 

expresses his philosophy on life - to view success or failure in life as something 

that comes naturally. “[I who was born in] A later generation have the same 

mind as he” (L 7 ), refers to the fact that Tao had the same desire as Zhang. But it 

also implies that Yang himself, as part of the ‘young generation’, also had the 

same ambition as both Zhang and Tao to live as a recluse.

Yang’s poems on the paintings of historical figures are no different from his 

other poems on history. He tried to relate the history implied in the painting to 

other stories and used them, ultimately, to express his own opinions. For 

instance, his poem ‘Er Qiao guanshu tu’ (On the painting of two Qiao girls’ 

reading books)442 concerns two beautiful girls nee Qiao, and their husbands, Sun 

Cefj^ffi (175-200) and Zhou Yu (175-210). It also discusses Cao Cao and 

Cai Wenji (ca.177-ca.239). At the end of the poem, Yang made an

exclamation which appeal's to be a comment on his own life experience. It reads, 

“Where can one’s talents, eloquence and wide knowledge be used?”

f f i ® .443

Concluding remarks

Yang’s poems on history were composed mainly in y u e fu  form, which helps 

to distinguish them from the other poems in the same genre. Nevertheless, it is

441 Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.6, p,2048.

442 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.348.

443 Ibid., p.348.
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difficult to neatly classify his poems on history. The categories created by the 

modem scholars, Wang Meihua and Huang Rensheng, illustrate this difficulty. 

My classification is based on the main focus of Yang’s poems: (a) on historical 

figures; (b) on historical events; and (c) on other historical elements.

Yang’s poetry on history covers the main events of the history of imperial 

China from the pre-Qin periods to the late Song dynasty. However, like other 

poems on history, his work focuses more on historical figures than events, and 

more on the upper than the lower classes. Also, Yang exhibited a great interest 

in the Tang dynasty and wrote sixty-seven poems about it.

Having studied the general content of Yang’s Iron Style poems on history, in 

the next chapter I will explore the definition of ‘ Tieya tV (Iron Cliff style/form) 

and 'Tie tV (Iron style/form). Clarification of these definitions is necessary 

because Yang’s more than four hundred poems on history form a large part of his 

*Tieya ti’ (Iron Cliff style/form).
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Chapter Three: The Definition of ‘Tieya ti’ (Iron 

Style/Form): Controversy and Clarification

Yang’s poems on history are called 4Tieya tV £fc i t  f l  (Iron Cliff style), and 

Tie ti f i f f i  (Iron style). Yuan Xingpei H f jfm  wrote:

[Yang] created the unique Tieya ti (Iron Style/form) in the Yuan poetry 
arena. And what best demonstrates the features of ‘Tieya ti’ is his 
yuefu poems. These poems are mainly on history and imitate ancient 

poetry, their content and themes are not that new. However, their 

artistic style presents something new to people.

[|§i6ffllU®77r<tW t!±$s-^=«K iIS - m iS S  ‘§£*81’ 
iff feW ’ ■ liWW®

° 444

Huang Rensheng finds it difficult to define 1Tieya ti’ from this statement.445

However, Yuan raises several points here: first, that Yang created a special ‘Tieya 

tV ; second, that his yuefu poems best illustrated his ‘Tieya tV\ and third, that these 

yuefu poems are mainly on history. Hence, he implies that Yang’s poems on 

history (especially those in yuefu form) best illustrate his special 'Tieya t i \  Deng 

Shaoji also says that of Yang’s poems, his yuefu poetry is the most renowned, and 

that this is characterised by the content of historical stories.446

444 Yuan Xingpei, main ed., Zhongguo wenxue shi, vol.3, p.397.

445 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p. 238.

446 Deng Shaoji, main ed„ Yuandai wenxue shi, pp.496-497.
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However, what is ‘ Tieya tV (Iron Cliff style) ? In order to understand how 

Yang’s poems on history illustrate his ‘Tieya t i \  the definition of ‘Tieya ti’ should 

be clearly outlined.

3.1 Various definitions of ‘Tieya ti’ (Iron Cliff 

style/form)

3.1.1 Confusion in definition

The definition of ‘Tieya ti (Iron Cliff style/form) [or ‘Tie tV (Iron style/form)] 

was not clarified in the Ming and Qing dynasties. Mingshi (History of the

Ming dynasty) states,

Yang Weizhen’s poetry, well-known for a time, was called the Iron Cliff 
Style.

f f f f i f i i t f » 447

This equating of ‘Tie tV (Iron style/form) to Yang’s poetry is supported by Lou 

Buchan,

[Yang] was outstanding and he alone became a master and people 

regarded [his poetry] as Tie ti [Iron style/form].

mmmimmumm- - AfB«f§ -448

Both statements imply that 'Tie tV (Iron style/form) relate to Yang’s poetry, but at 

the same time they also imply that it is his unique poetic style.

447 Zhang Tingyu, et al., eds., Ershisi shi quanyi. Mingshi, vol.9, p.5815.

448 Lou Buchan, ed,, Tieya yuefu zhu, in XXSKQS, vol.1325, p.433.
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Modern scholars are also unable to define ‘Tieya ft’ clearly. Huang 

Rensheng lists seven commentaries by Ming and Qing critics449 and comes up 

with three definitions: Firstly, it is a substitute term for all of Yang poetry.

Secondly, it specifically refers to Yang’s yuefu poetry,450 and manifests the unique 

characteristics of Yang’s yuefu poetry and its influence in literary history. 

Thirdly, it refers to all of Yang’s yuefu poems and those echoed by his friends and 

imitated by his followers. This last definition confirms Yang’s influence in the 

late-Yuan poetry arena. Huang did not reach a conclusion himself, but he 

believed these three definitions were used on different occasions.

Some modern scholars are rather confused about the meanings of ‘Tieya ft’. 

For instance, Zhongguo wenxue shi cf3 H  H  5^ (The history of Chinese 

literature) reads,

Yang Weizhen’s ‘Tieya ft’ uses free and untrammelled old yuefu poetry 

as the main form, which itself signifies a change in [the Yuan] poetic 
style.

f f M U ' f b  ■451

449 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, pp.235-236, 238.

450 Yang’s yuefu poetry includes poems with lines of uneven length, and five-character or 

seven-character quatrain (jueju tg'&f). His ‘Bamboo twig song’ (zhuzlri ;[7f M P ] j and 

1 Palace’ style poetry (gongci are examples of the seven character quatrain form. See 

Zou Zhifang. YWZSJ, pp. 133-134, pp.400-401. It also includes ancient style poems (gushi

but excludes eight-lined regulated verse (lushi and multi-lined regulated verse

(pailii

451 Zhang Peiheng et al., eds., Zhongguo wenxue shi, vol.3, p. 110.
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Scholars seem to interpret * Tieya ti’ as Yang’s yuefu poetry as a form, but then 

they also say it ‘signifies a change in poetic style’, implying that it is a poetic 

style.

Modem scholars are inconclusive on the definition of 'Tie t f  or 'Tieya t i \  

There are two main viewpoints: firstly, it is a poetic form referring to Yang’s 

poetry, especially his yuefu poetry; and secondly, it is a poetic style, which 

includes the work of both Yang and his students. The first viewpoint is led by 

Deng Shaoji, who writes:

For the so-called 'Tie tV or 'Tieya t i \  modem people have different 
explanations. Based on related records, it should refer to or mainly 
refer to [Yang’s] ancient yuefu poetic form.

mm “ « e « r  •

lift - 452

Unfortunately, Deng does not discuss this in depth, but he clearly mentions that 

'Tieya tV mainly refers to Yang’ yuefu poetry. Yan Xuanjun in his

article, also has the same opinion.453

The second viewpoint is that of Zhang Jing, who argues that 'Tieya ti’ is a 

poetic style and is best illustrated by Yang’s yuefu poetry.454 Zhang’s argument is 

backed up by Yuan Xingpei,

He [Yang] tried hard to break through the mid-Yuan poetic style that

452 Deng Shaoji, “Liietan Yang Weizhen shige de tedian”, in Wubei daxue xuebao, vol.1989.4,

p.40.

453 For details, see Yan Xuanjun. “Tieya ti shifeng qiantan”, in Zhongguo yunwen xuekan, 

vol. 1999. l,pp.9-16.

454 Zhang Jing, “Tieya ti:Yuandai houqi shifeng de shenke bianyi”, in Shehui kexue jikcm , 1994.2,

p .151.
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lacked vitality and had the same countenance [pattern] ...and he then 
created the Iron Cliff Style, which was unique in the Yuan poetry arena. 
His yuefu poetry best demonstrates the characteristics of his Iron Cliff 

style/form.

t i f c Uf f l J T• ffi i W |B] Waf a...® WSTTcft
bSSLLS—$i—W “itSKfi” > ftSbita “ffilli" WfeiK - SfTO 
S l l f f t f « 455

These differing definitions of ‘Tieya tV may be due to the ambiguous nature of the 

term, 7F f§ , which can mean ‘form’ or ‘style’ According to Hanyu da cidian 

(Great dictionary of the Chinese language), 7F can mean either 

“ticai” (form of writing) or “shige fengge” |^ f^ J H |§ 456 (poetic style).

Therefore, controversy arises as to whether scholars’ comments refer to a style or 

a form.

The following section tries to elucidate the meanings of ‘Tie t i \  Is it a 

poetic form or a poetic style? If it is a poetic form, does it refer to Yang’s yuefu 

poetry only or all of his poetry? If it is a poetic style, does it mean only Yang’s 

poetic style or the common style of Yang, and his students and followers?

Is ‘ Tie t i9 a poetic form?

According to Huang Rensheng, Yang has 1,443 extant poems, of which 1,227 

are yuefu poems, and 216 are regulated verse (liishi flji gif) .457 Huang’s 

calculation includes around 240 poems in Fugu shiji (Poetry collection of

455 Yuan Xingpei, main ed., Zhongguo wenxue shi, vol.3, p.397.

456 Luo Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.3, p.7290. The eighth explanation of 7F H>.

457 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSQ p.229.
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returning to the past) compiled by Zhang Wan,458 and 338 poems in Gu yuefu 

§ljtj{T (Ancient yuefu poetry) collected by Wu Fu.459 Are all these poems to be 

regarded as ‘Tie ti’ (Eon form) [or ''Tieya ti (Iron Cliff form)]? Does it refer to 

one particular poetic form? In fact, it refers to Yang’s yuefu poetry. The Ming 

scholar Guo Zizhang (1542-1618) wrote:

[From the poems] edited by Wu Fu and Zhang Wan, Tieya yuefu [Yang’s 

yuefu poetry] was called ‘Tieya’ [Iron Elegance], and [his] poems on 

history were also called 1Tieshi’ [Iron History].

5 ’ M i °
460

Yang’s yuefu poetry is thus called ‘Tieya’ (Iron Elegance). ‘Tieya ti’ (Iron 

Elegance form) or ‘Tieya ti’ (Eon Cliff form) seems to refer to a form related to 

his yuefu poetry.

Is ‘Tie tV a poetic style?

How can we distinguish the poetry of one poet from that of another? For 

instance, why do we call Huang Tingjian’s f a j l l l l  (1045-1105) poetry ‘Shangu 

ti’ Ujj^rfft461 (Shangu style) and not ‘Tie ti’ (Eon style)?

Unquestionably, poetic style makes a difference. Even if Yang and other 

poets wrote on the same subject with the same title, theme and poetic form, their

458 See Zhang Wan, Fugu shiji, in SKQS, vol.1222, pp.123-143.

459 Zhang Wan, comp., Fugu shiji, in SKQS, vol.1222, p .124.

460 Zeng Zaozhuang, main ed., ZHDD. WXD.SUYWXFD, vol.5, p.1011.

461 ‘Shangu’ [_Lli=r is a poetic name of Huang Tingjian. His unique poetic style is called, lShangu

ti’ ill U  iff (Shangu’s Poetic Style) by scholars such as Wei Qingzhi 151 flf

(fl. 1240-1244). See Wei Qingzhi. Shiren yuxie, vol.l p.17.
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poems would be very different. Therefore, when critics call Yang’s poetry 'Tie 

ti’ (Iron Style), they are also implying that his poetry is unique. This uniqueness 

is mainly due to his writing style, rather than his poetic content. This style 

distinguishes his poetry from that of others, and thus, it is labelled ‘Tieya ti’ (Iron 

Cliff style) or ‘ Tie ti’ (Iron style), meaning ‘the style of Yang W eizhen’.

In order to examine if 'Tieya ti’ (Iron Cliff Style) [or ‘Tie ti’ (Iron Style)] 

really is a poetic style, in the following section, I now investigate its definition in 

the late Yuan dynasty and the comments made by the Ming and Qing critics.

3.1.2 Definition in the late Yuan dynasty

The label 'Tieya ti’ (Iron Cliff Style) most likely came about as a result of the 

observations of Yang’s friends. In their literary gathering at Qiantang River in 

1344, Zhang Yu (1283-1350) and Li Xiaoguang (1297-1328) called his poetry 

'Tieya’ (Iron Elegance).462 They showed their appreciation of his poetic 

elegance by labelling his poetry 'Tieya’ (Iron Elegance). But the first time when 

Yang’s poetry was regarded as 'Tieya’ (Iron Elegance) by Li Ji was probably in 

1341 463 Yang’s use of 'Tieya’ (Iron Elegance) as a poetic name was most likely 

after this year.

In 1352, Yang called his own poetic style 'Tielong ti’ (Iron Dragon style) in 

his preface to ‘Shenshi jin yuefu’ (Shen’s modern yuefu poetry).

This is because ‘Tielong daoren’ ifc fitjltA  (Iron Dragon Taoist) was one of his 

poetic names.

462 Preface to Lengzhai shiji in Jin Yuan, comp,, Yang Weizhen xtiwen j i , p. 175.

463 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.74.
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I remember several years ago, I was a guest at Tai Lake, [where] I 
composed a poem ‘Tielong yin’ [Song of Lon Dragon]. Then [Shen] 
Zihou composed four poems with the same rhymes as mine in 

succession. All these imitated the Lon Dragon Style and were lofty 

like a sky with changing clouds, I was surprised by this.

Yang’s comment that Shen’s yuefu poetry was “lofty like a sky with changing 

clouds” is similar to Wu Fu’s comments about Yang’s “untrammelled and lofty 

spirit” Thus, ‘Tie ti’ (Lon Style) or ‘Tieya tV (Lon Cliff Style),

which were other words for ‘Tieya’ (Lon Elegance) style and ‘Tielong ti’’ (Lon 

Dragon style) are terms for Yang’s unique poetry style. This is confirmed by his 

student Yang Ji, who said,

Not only do I compose the Tiedi ge (Song of Lon Flute)466 [for you], I 

also closely imitate the *Laotie tV (Old Lon Style).

T t t s - f i s  c a t s * : }  ■ ° 467

’Laotie’^ ^ i  (Old Iron) is another of Yang’s poetic names , and ‘Laotie t i ’ ^

l i c i t  (Old Lon style) refers to Yang’s writing style.

[Yang] Ji sat in his seat and composed the ‘Song of Lon flute’. [Yang] 

Weizhen was surprised and happy, and went east with him. He said to 
his fellow travellers, ‘I have got another Lon from the Suzhou area. If

464 Jin Yuan, comp., Yang Weizhen xuwenji, p .193.

465 Zeng Zaozhuang, main ed., ZHDD.WXD.SUYWXFD, vol.5, p.995.

466 This poem is found in Yang Ji’s poetry corpus. Its first line, ‘T he Taoist o f Iron Cliff plays

the iron flute.” reveals Yang’s poetic name and musical interests. See

Yang Ji, Meian ji, pp.97-98.

467 Zhang Xi, “Meian j i  hou z h f \  in Yang Ji. Meian ji, p.408.

468 Yang has around thirty-one poetic names. See Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p .l.
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you all learn from him, it will be better than studying with me, the Old 

Iron.’

«iiS5K>' UtiiMS ’ : “5
. xff-iin ■> mwwtzm ■ - ”469

Rather than a poetic form, 'Tie tV (Iron Style) clearly referred to Yang’s poetic 

style from the late-Yuan dynasty. Did this definition change in the Ming and 

Qing dynasties?

3.1.3 Perceptions of the Ming and Qing Critics

Scholars of the Ming and Qing dynasties did not define ‘Tieya tV (Iron Cliff 

Style) or 'Tie ti’ (Ron Style), but their observations provide an insight into its 

meaning. The first comment on 'Tie ti was by the Ming scholar, Qian Qianyi £§ 

IHSi (1582-1664). Qian severely criticised the poetry of Yang’s followers,

...those disciples who followed and inherited [his style] were 
[composing] obscure poetry of uneven length [which they] called 'Tie ti 
(Iron Style), and which, in its effeminate way became a fashion.

iwmzm ■ - mxm® • s ^ a t i t  > s s s w t a  - 470

‘Obscure poetry of uneven-length’ was Qian’s way of criticising the poor quality 

of the followers’ poetry, but at the same time, it revealed the features of 'Tie ti 

(Iron style) - uneven length and obscure content as a result of a relatively free 

poetic form (yuefu) and strange diction. Qian did not like the followers’ writing 

of obscure poetry by imitating the so-called 'Tie ti’ (Ron style). His criticism

469 Zhang Tingyu et al., eds., Ershisi shi quanyi. Mingshi, vol.9, p.5832.

470 Qian Qianyi, Liechoo shiji xiaozhuan, in Mingdai zhucwji congkan, vol 11, p.60.
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implied that Yang’s style was also obscure and odd.

It is Yang’s special diction that made his poetry strange and difficult. That 

is probably why Wu Qiao (1611-1695) criticised it as odd.471 So, what is 

‘7/e tV (Iron style)? Quite clearly, it is Yang’s unique poetic style. But what 

was it exactly that his followers imitated? Hints are provided by Feng Ban,

His [Yang’s] language is naturally an Iron Style, but somewhat 

regrettably it is strange.

■ f i f i s t e  • 472

It is Yang’s strange language that made up the ‘7/e tV poetic style; and the 

followers’ exaggerated imitation resulted in their obscure poetry. However, ‘7/e 

tV (Iron Style) which featured odd language brought Yang fame in the Yuan poetry 

arena.

3.1.4 Implication of more than one particular poetic style

As discussed above, ‘7/e tV refers to Yang’s special poetic style. However, 

is it only one poetic style? The answer is clearly negative. T /e tV (Iron Style) 

473 does not refer to one particular' poetic style of Yang.

...critics said Tie ti was soft and effeminate, and recklessly censured and 
satirised it.

471 Wu Qiao, Weilu shihua, in XXSKQS, vol. 1697, p.597.

472 Feng Ban, Dunyin zolu, in Qing shihua, vol. 1, p.39.

473 'Tieya tV (Iron Cliff Style) or "Tie tV (Iron Style) includes different poetic styles. For easy 

understanding, here I call it ‘Style’.

474 Gu Sili, Hanting shihua, in Wang Fuzhi et al., eds, Qing shihua: 43 zhong , vol.l, p.84.
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To some critics, Iron Style is a “soft and effeminate” poetic style. Moreover, as 

discussed previously, Qian Qianyi thought it was ‘obscure poetry of 

uneven-length’, implying that it was an odd and strange style. These criticisms 

indicate that Yang used more than one poetic style; and therefore that, ‘Tie ti’ (Iron 

style) does not refer to a particular style. Critics’ comments reveal at least three 

different styles in Yang’s poetry: resplendent, potent and strange. For example, 

Hu Yinglin (1551-1602) criticised Yang’s yuefu poetry for being “resplendent and 

bewitching” ( f J I M ^ / p ) 475 and “soft and effeminate” ( | ^ ^ ) . 476 But he 

acknowledged some poems as being “potent and undifferentiated, smooth and 

resplendent” (M.M'/MW)-411 The Qing critic Shang Rong jnj§^ (1785-?) believed 

that Yang’s yuefu poetry triumphed through “remarkable beauty” ( ir f i l ) ,478 while 

Yan Junshou (dates unknown) applied “strange and startling” (nf|5^)479

to Yang’s poem ‘Shahu xing’ (The song of killing the tiger).480

These poetic styles may have been modelled on different poets from the past, 

but critics are divided as to whom Yang imitated. Most critics, such as Zhang 

Yu,481 Feng Ban,482 Wu Qiao483 and Lu Ying IH H  (1775-1850)484 are of the

475 Hu Yinglin, Shisou, p.56.

475 Ibid., p.238.

477 Hu Yinglin, Shisou, p.222.

478 Shang Rong, Sanjia shihua, in Guo Shaoyu et al., eds. Qing shihua xubian, vol.2, p .1921.

479 Yan Junshou, Laosheng changtan, in Guo Shaoyu et al., eds. Qing shihua xubian, vol.2, 

p .1808.

480 Zou Zhifang, Yang Weizhen shiji, p .101.

481 Zeng Zaozhuang, main ed., Zhonghua dadian. Wenxue dian. Song Liao Jin Yuan wenxue 

fendian (ZHDD.WXD.SUYWXFD), vol.5, p.983.

482 Feng Ban, Dunyin zalu, in Qing shihua, vol.l, p.39.

483 Wu Qiao, Weilu shihua, in XXSKQS, vol.1697, p.597.

484 Lu Ying, Wenhua lou shihua, in Guo Shaoyu et al., eds. Qing shihua xubian, vol.2, p.2308.
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view that Yang’s yuefu poetry owed a debt to Du Fu, Li Bai and Li He. Ming 

critics like Yang Shiqi argued that Yang’s qincao (songs of the qin zither) was 

comparable to that of Han Yu, while his gongci ^ |p J  (poetry on the imperial 

palace) was as great as Wang Jian’s (jinshi title 775).485 Siku quanshu tiyao 

(Summary of the Collectanea of the four treasuries) reads,

[Yang’s] (Composed) poetry was the best of his generation by its 

strangeness and uprightness, [and] the imitators called it 'Tie ti’ (lion 
Style).

[ S l tW P i f f f B s R  ■ JJA«-IS7E ¥ ; S I S - i S  - • 486

'Tie ti’ is described as an upright and strange poetic style. As critics had such 

different opinions of Yang’s 'Tie t i \  it is therefore unlikely that the poetry referred 

to any one poetic style.

3.1.5 Correspondence to the style of Yang’s students and followers

Qian Qianyi, noted that the students and followers in the late Yuan dynasty 

imitated Yang’s style and composed ‘obscure poetry of uneven-length’, which 

they called ‘Iron style’ licff*.487

Modem scholars, like Huang Rensheng, make use of Qian’s comments and 

define ‘Tie t i \  to include all the poetry of Yang and his followers, implying that it

hoo
is the collective poetic style of the Iron Elegance poetry school. Huang’s 

definition is echoed by Richard John Lynn, who says,

485 Zeng Zaozhuang, main ed., ZHDD.WXD.SUYWXFD, vol.5, p.986.

486 Abstract to Yong’an ji, in SKQS, vol. 1222, p.395.

487 Qian Qianyi, Liezhao shiji, in Mingdai zhuanji congkan, vol. 11, p.60.

488 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.50.
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Yang Wei-chen’s [Weizhen’s] sobriquet (hao) was Tieh-ya [Tieya] (Iron 
Cliff), so his followers constituted a tradition of poetry called the “iron 

style” (tieh-t’i) [Tie ft*].489

Clearly then, 'Tie tV seems also to refer to the poetic style of Yang’s followers.

Gu Sili (jinshi title 1712) stated that Yang Ji and Yuan Kai Ittl/l

(fl. 1370), Yang’s disciples, 490 were the two leading poets of the early Ming 

dynasty but “commentators said that their Tie ti (Iron Style) was soft and 

effeminate” ( I S ^ I im i J l P J ^ ) - 491 Here, ‘Iron Style’ is an effeminate poetic 

style created by Yang and imitated by his followers. However, Gu himself 

disagreed with the comments that lion Style was soft and effeminate. His 

opinion was similar to that of some modern scholars’, namely that ‘Tie t f  (Iron 

Style) is a collective poetic style. For instance, the modem scholar Yang Lian 

writes:

Only Zhang Xian is truly the key person for ‘Tieya tV (Iron Style).

° 492

This implies that the ‘Iron Style’ is a poetic style of Yang and his students. 

Zhang Xian jjHM (14th c.) was the only student who closely inherited Yang’s 

poetic style. Other students learnt from Yang but were incapable of continuing 

his unique poetic style. Zhang Xian wrote about 109 poems on history, 493 and

489 Richard John Lynn, “Mongol-Yuan Classical Verse (Shih)”, in The Columbia Histoty o f

Chinese Literature, p.387.

490 Gu Sili, ed., Yuanshi xuan (chuji), vol.3, p .1976.

491 Gu Sili, Hanting shihua, in Wang Fuzhi et al., eds. Qing shihua; 43 zhong, vol.l, p.84.

492 Yang Lian, Yuanshi shi, p.512.

493 Based on my calculation of the number of poems categorized as ‘p °etry on history’ in his

collection entitled Yusi j i  10 juan; in Yingyin Wenyu ge shiku quanshu, vol. 1217,

pp.365-389.
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many of them use the same titles as Yang’s, for example, ‘Lanmian gui’ jjfPfl 

(The ghost with a blue face) and ‘Hongmen hui’ (The meeting at Hong Gate). 

Some of Zhang’s poems also have long prefaces, in which he expresses his 

viewpoints or explains the backgrounds to the historical events.

Yang called his students ‘Tiemen’ ifc PI (Iron Door [meaning Iron 

School])494, and Wu Fu and Zhang Wan called themselves respectively ‘[Tiejmen 

shang’ [ | m ^ 495 ([Iron] Door Student) and '[Tie]men rerC [ilc]P^A 4% ([Iron] 

Door Person) in their prefaces to Gu yuefu (Ancient yuefu poetry) and

Fugu shiji (Poetry collection of returning to the past). Pan Deyu /'IH llH  

(1785-1839), called Yang’s students 'Tieya tu,’ i l i i ! ^ 497 (Iron Cliff disciples). 

These disciples seldom regarded their own poetry or poetic style as 'Tie ti but 

claimed that they were ‘imitating Tie ti*. For instance, Yang Ji said he “closely 

imitated the ‘Laotie ti’ (Old Iron style)” ( t ^ ] ^ ^ ^ |§ )  498 However, very few 

students were able to imitate Yang’s poetic style. In one line of a poem, Jin Yu 

t£]JI (dates unknown) wrote, “weak sons imitated Tie ti (Iron style)”

H ) 499 criticising Yang’s incapable followers and students.

Yang had more than a hundred students, but only seventy-eight of them could 

compose poetry, and only forty-eight have extant poems.500 Of all these disciples, 

Zhang Xian was the strongest,

494 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.549.

495 Ibid., p.494.
496 Ibid., p.496.

497 Ibid., p.572.

498 Yang Ji, Meian j i , p.408.

499 This is the third line of a poem entitled ‘Ti Tieya shiji hoiT (Inscription after

Tieya poetry collection). See Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.608.

500 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.405.
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Of the several hundred disciples, Zhang Silian [Zhang Xian] was the 
only person to be admitted to the sanctum [of Yang].

MTiSA • A*S«tt3Ig*[3I«]-ArfBE -501

Even Yang himself was disappointed that fewer than ten in a hundred of his 

students were as competent as Zhang Xian, or Yuan Hua from the Wuxia district 

(the southern area of Changjiang in modern Jiangsu province).

Inside my Iron Door, there are more than a hundred disciples from the 
north and south claiming to be capable of composing poetry. But, 
[when I] look for someone like [Zhang] Xian and Yuan Hua of Wuxia, 

there are less than ten people.

°

-t* a  • 502

This is why Huang Rensheng only chose ten disciples as Yang’s 

representatives.

Yang used to describe himself and his followers as ‘my Iron Elegance 

School’ ( ^ H K ) , 504 with the implication that they constituted a school of 

poets with the same poetic style. However, Huang included all those who learnt 

from or imitated Yang, as well as those who echoed with his poems, as members 

of ‘Tieya paV f|$f£/Jjx (Iron Elegance School). 505

501 Gu Sili, Hanting shihua, in Wang Fuzhi et al., eds. Qing shihua: 43 zhong, vol.l, p.84.

502 Yuan Hua, Kechuan ji, in YYWYGSKQS, vol. 1232, p.362.

503 GuoYi |p H  (1305-1364), Zhang Mu, Song (fl. 1368-1398), Zhang Xian, Yuan Hua

(1316-1391), Lii Cheng S M  (I323-ca.l395), Wu Fu, Yang Ji, Jing Xin (14th c.), 

Bei Qiong (1314-?). See Huang Rensheng. YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.406-408.

504 Preface to Yiou j i  —>H ^, in Jin Yuan, comp., Yang Weizhen xuwen ji, p. 177.

505 Huang Rensheng reckons there was a total of 98 members of ‘Tieya pai’ (Iron

Elegance school), including Yang. Of these, 19 were Yang’s friends who wrote poems with
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Huang’s inclusion of all these followers appears to be too broad; some of 

them were simply Yang’s friends, and might not have used the same poetic style 

as Yang. For example, there is the case of Qian Weishan and Li Xiaoguang,

[They] were rare persons who were of the same mind as Yang Weizhen 
but different in their poetic styles.

■ { s i f a s e T - i s i B A  ° 506

Their poetic styles were different from that of Yang’s, so in what sense could they 

be counted as members of Yang’s school? Huang gives no explanation. He 

nevertheless, implies that ‘Iron style’ includes poetry composed by Yang’s friends, 

students and followers imitating Yang’s poetic style.

Although some critics referred to 'Tie ti* or *Tieya ti’ as a poetic form, most 

considered it to be a poetic style. Based on my analysis of comments from Yuan, 

Ming and Qing scholars, I therefore believe that Tieya ti (Tie ti) is a term for 

Yang’s poetic style.

3.2 Iron style reflected by Yang’s students and 

followers

As mentioned in section 3.1.5, the term Tieya ti (Iron Style) is also applied to

him, and 78 were students. See Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.408. However, in 

an earlier article, Huang calculates the total members to be 91 with 71 disciples. See Huang 

Rensheng, “Tieya Shipai chengyuan kao”, in Zhongguo wenxue yanjiu, vol. 1998.2, p.52.

506 Yang Lian, Yuanshi shi, p.513.
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the poetry of Yang’s students and followers, and so an exploration of their styles 

can give a deeper understanding of it. This section investigates the core style 

found in the poems on history written by Yang’s students and followers. Yang’s 

poetry was called as ‘Iron Elegance’, and he also described his followers as ‘my 

Iron Elegance School’. Does this mean that the core component of ‘Tieya tV is 

elegance?

After researching a total of nineteen of their collections, I have discovered 

that there are more than one hundred poems composed by Yang’s students and 

followers (see Appendix 6) in addition to Zhang Xian’s 109 poems on history. 

As Zhang Xian’s poems contain various poetic styles, such as potency and 

straightforwardness, it is difficult to identify the core style of Tieya ti from his 

poems alone. The following section thus focuses on poems by Yang’s other 

students and followers.

3.2.1 ‘ Tieya W (Iron Style) as presented by Yang’s students

Although Yang had more than a hundred students, only a few could compose 

poems. Of the ten great students listed by the modem scholar, Huang Rensheng, 

only a select few have poems on history that are extant. Almost all of these 

poems are on individual historical figures rather than historical events.

These students all had similar writing styles and some exhibited strangeness 

and oddness in their work. For instance, Song X i’s 5}?^! (fl. 1368-1398) poem 

entitled ‘Yangfei juge’ t il  #5 (Song of chrysanthemum named Imperial

Consort Yang) is in a strange style and has odd diction. The poet used diction in 

a similar way to Yang, including elements such as ‘roaming soul’ (youhun 

‘blood’ (xue ifn), ‘dirt’ (wii y f  X and ‘ugly/ugliness’ (chou |^ ) .  He also used iron
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ALL. EC A 507image, such as ‘iron cavalry’ (tieqi ifc lf).

However, elegance seems to be the main essence of the Iron Style presented 

by Yang’s students. For example, Song X i’s other poems which are not on 

history adopt an elegant style rather than strangeness or oddness. In fact, most of 

Song X i’s poems fall into the category: elegance and grace, Siku quanshu tiyue 

(Summary of the Collectanea of the four treasuries) has a comment on his natural 

style,

[Song] X i’s knowledge originated from Yang W eizhen.. .But X i’s poetry 
is freshly plaintive and gracefully tactful, and he alone venerates nature.

•  - 508

Another student, Lu Cheng, also demonstrated poetic elegance rather than oddness 

or strangeness. He applied fresh rather than odd or strange diction. Gu Ying 

also noticed Lii’s careful choice of fresh and graceful diction, writing that his 

poetic themes were fresh and new, and avoided the application of stale diction.509 

Gu implies Lii’s fresh and elegant poetic style.

Lii’s poetry had an elegant style as did that of Yang’s beloved student, Yuan 

Hua. Gu also noted Yuan Hua’s elegant poetic style,

He usually can compose a song or poem, which is purely elegant in 
nature, and especially praiseworthy.

° 510

507 Song Xi, Yang’an ji, in SKOS, vol. 1222, p.405.

508 Preface to Yong'an ji, in SKQS, vol. 1222, p. 1-2.

509 Gu Ying, ed., Caotang yaji, see SKQS, vol. 1369, p.358.

510 Ibid., p.455.
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Unfortunately, Yuan’s poetry corpus entitled Kechuan j i  qHHIft (Collection 

possibly worth passing on) does not contain a single poem on history.511 

However, his other poems are generally straightforward and elegant, like Yang’s 

zhuzhi ci poems.

The poems on history of Yang’s talented student, Guo Yi, are also in an 

elegant style. His ‘Jieyu yuan’ (Grievance of the Jieyu Concubine)

reads,

LI The clouds of the palace hang over the

well-decorated door,

L2 While the [reflection of the] moon in the Milky Way

falls onto the golden palm-shape plate.
L3 Dew on flowers generates the surrounding mist;
L4 Insects in the shadow disturb the sound of autumn.
L5 His Majesty did not use the silk round fan,

L6 Leaving [her] alone in frustration on an autumn night.

L7 This beautiful person cannot be found again,
L8 Abandoned, one thinks of her in vain.

The poet uses the images of ‘cloud’, ‘moon’, ‘dew’, and ‘sound’ to describe a 

lonely night in autumn. He skilfully embellishes these images by ‘cloud of the 

palace’ (gongyun), ‘moon in the Milky Way’ (hanyue), ‘dew on flowers’ (luhua) 

and ‘sound of autumn’ (qiuxiang) to portray a beautiful but lonely night scene. 

Guo does not use odd or strange diction, nor did he create thrilling or breathless 

atmosphere. He presents a quiet and lonely night, and subtly describes Ban 

Jieyu’s sorrow in L6 and L8 by the use of some symbolic diction: ‘alone’ (du)

511 Based on my checking in his collection, Kechuan j i , in SKQS, vol. 1232, pp.361-382.

512 Gu Ying, ed., Caotang yaji, see SKQS, vol. 1369, p.352.

512
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‘frustration’ (huanghuang) and ‘abandoned’ (qijuan). Ban had been abandoned

by the emperor and felt lonely and frustrated on an autumn night. The poem 

beautifully portrays Ban’s tragic status through the use of elegant natural imagery.

The poems on history written by Yang’s students thus demonstrate poetic 

elegance, which seem to be the essence of ‘Iron Style’. The Ming and Qing 

scholars’ criticisms on Yang’s students’ (or Iron Door’s) soft and effeminate or 

odd and strange poetic styles, therefore, seem to be merely their subjective 

opinions.

The ‘Iron Style’ poems of Yang’s students are generally elegant. However, 

why were they criticised as being odd and strange? Is this also at the core of 

Iron Style (Tieya ti)?

Yang Ji, one of the four famous poets of the early Ming dynasty, wrote 

poems on history that demonstrate similar characteristics to those of Yang’s poetry. 

His poetic style provides hints about the nature of the core of Yang’s ‘Iron Style’. 

His poem ‘Cike’ (Assassins) no.l reads,

LI In autumn, he cried for the soul of Nie Zheng ’
L2 In the coldness, he soaked up Jing Ke’s blood.

L3 For revenge and for repaying a debt of gratitude, ’

L4 He stabbed someone and then killed himself. §yA$§l=i$& ° 513

Yang Ji’s poems on history apply odd and strange diction. Words such as ‘soul’ 

{hurt), ‘blood’ (xie), ‘soak’(z/) and ‘kill’ (sha) create a sense of violence and 

bloodiness. Yang Ji liked to use thrilling diction just as his teacher did. 

However, the relatively poetic descriptions and application of images of nature, 

such as ‘autumn’ (qiu) and ‘coldness’ (hart), save this poem from being too odd.

513 Yang Ji, Meian ji, p.263. The subtitle of this poem is ‘bishou’ t i t  (dagger).
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Yang Ji also utilised symbols to glorify the two famous assassins, Nie Zheng 

(7-397B.C.) 514 and Jing Ke. In a metaphor, Ji says that ‘in the coldness, he 

soaked up Jing Ke’s blood’ symbolising his (the assassin’s) brave spirit and 

sacrificing virtue were transplanted from Jing Ke. This kind of symbolism 

enriches the poetic content and provides more room for imagination.

However, the Iron Style presented by Yang Ji is not simply odd. It also has 

a tendency towards straightforwardness. His ‘Cike’ no. 2 reads,

L I Playing [the zhu] in the morning, there is no sound 
music from Qin,

L2 Playing [the zhu) in the evening, there are all 

melodies of death.
L3 Who would have known the lead inside the body 

[of zhu used to assassinate the Emperor],
L4 Was a main reason why the great hero’s eyes were 

blinded?

Despite using images of ‘death’ (si) and ‘blindness’ (hud), this poem is not that 

violent and bloody. Using subtle descriptions, Yang Ji reveals the reason for Gao 

Jianli’s i l - j ( U . 2 2 1 B C - 2 1 0 B . C . )  blindness. Gao was an official for the State 

of Yan, which was terminated by Emperor Shihuang of Qin. He played a Yan 

melody only to show his loyalty to his state. Gao intended to assassinate 

Emperor Shihuang and therefore agreed to be his musician. To protect Emperor 

Shihuang, Gao was made blind by Qin court attendants; and the only tool he could 

use for assassination was the lead he hid inside his stringed musical instrument,

514 For Nie Zheng’s biography, see Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.8, p.2522-2526.

515 Yang Ji, Meian ji, p.263. The subtitle of this poem is ‘Zhu’H  (Stringe musical instrument

zhu).
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the zhu fjj|.516 That is why the poet says it was the lead that blinded Gao's eyes. 

The ‘lead’ symbolises Gao’s resolve to assassinate the emperor, and thus the 

ultimate reason for his blindness.

Although Yang Ji tended to develop a straightforward style, his poems on

history generally demonstrate strangeness. They are full of odd diction while

being straightforward in terms of narration. Yang Ji was even able to earn the 

title of ‘Little Yang’, which meant he was comparable to Yang Weizhen, the ‘Old 

Yang’.

In Kuaiji, [Yang Ji] met Yang Lianfu, who playfully asked Ji to compose 

a poem using his poetic name ‘Iron Flute’ as a title. Ji replied, ‘Not 
only can I compose poems, I can also imitate the Old Iron Style.’ The 

next day, he wrote a poem that was very similar to Yang’s in 
style. .. .Thereby, they were addressed as ‘Old Yang’ and ‘Little Yang’ at 

that time.

’ { « » « ° m a ■■r  T i t s g i t  >

-jaB'ifi-...SStlBffi- J - r /M# j  zm -
517

If Yang Ji was the best imitator of Yang, then it is possible to say that his strange 

poetic style represented the core of ‘Iron Style’. Nevertheless, Qing critics 

generally believed that Yang Ji, one of the ‘Four Talents’ 518 of the early Ming 

dynasty, closely imitated the resplendent and effeminate style of the late Yuan 

period.519 Zhu Yizun thought that the effeminate style that Yang Ji had inherited 

from the Yuan poets was the reason that he was appreciated by Yang.

516 For details, see Sima Qian. Shiij, vol.8, pp.2536-2537.

517 Yang Ji, Meicin ji, p.404.

518 The other three talents are Gao Qi (1336-1374), Zhang Yu 5(1^ (14,h c.) and Xu B i ^ j

(7-1379?). See Yang Ji, Meian ji, p.410.

519 Yang Ji, Meian ji, p.410.
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Mengzai [Yang Ji] had still not rid himself of the practice of the Yuan

poets, therefore Tieya [Yang Weizhen] highly appreciated him.

- 520

Zhu Yizun implied that the ‘Iron Style’, demonstrated by Yang Ji, was effeminate. 

However, his comments run quite contrary to my findings. As evidenced by the 

poems above, Yang Ji’s poetic style was relatively strange and straightforward, but 

not effeminate. If Yang Ji is one of the best presenters of Iron style, it is no 

exaggeration to say that strangeness and oddness are the core styles of '‘Tieya tie’ 

(Iron style).

Therefore, lTieya TV demonstrated by Yang’s students includes diverse 

writing styles. In order to have a clearer picture, the next section investigates 

‘Tieya tF as presented by Yang’s followers.

3.2.2 iTieya tV (Iron Style) as presented by Yang’s followers

‘Iron style’ influenced poets in the late Yuan dynasty, especially those who 

were influenced by Yang while attending social or literary gatherings. 

Examining their poems helps to clarify the core style of 'Tieya t i \

For example, Xiang Jiong was one of the poets whom Yang had visited and 

invited to compose poems in order to promote Zhejiang poetry.521 Xiang is on 

the list in Gu Ying’s collection entitled, Caotang yaji (Elegant

collection of thatch hall). The style of his poem on history, the ‘Wu gongyuan’ 

(Grievance of Wu palace), is similar to Yang’s in terms of diction.

LI The embroidered crossbeams were powdered with *

520 Yang Ji, Meian j i , p.397.

521 See Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p. 105.
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wine-like yellow,
L2 While the pepper-red imperial walls stretched

out in dark-green;
L3 Leaning by eaves, the trees looked like ghosts,
L4 The snakes called out at night in the deep grass;
L5 The skeletons had no more tears, f S f tE i f f i f l  ’
L6 [As] The ancient grievance lay buried under the S I S S E J B "

stone door. 523

In this poem, Xiang applies odd diction and strong colours which may be another 

of the unique features of Tieya ti (Iron Style). Diction in words ‘skeleton’ 

(dulou), ‘ghost’ (gui) and ‘snake’ (she) create a sense of tragedy and a mysterious 

atmosphere. Strong and sensational colours like ‘wine-like yellow’ (Jiuhuang) 

and ‘dark-green’ (<hongqing, also called ganqing IMHf), symbolise the downfall of 

a country, while ‘pepper-red imperial wall’ and ‘embroidered crossbeam’ 

reminded one of its resplendent palaces and periods of prosperity.

Is Iron Style characterised by the use of such sensational colours? As these 

strong colours are similar to those used by Yang, the answer appears to be in the 

affirmative. Unfortunately, Xiang has only one poem on history for examination 

despite Gu Ying saying that Xiang had great knowledge.524

Another poet, Zhang Wo (fl. 1356), who had close connections with

Yang525 was also influenced by Yang’s poetry. His ‘Ti Zhaojun chusai tu ’ jl!H§

522 Pepper-red imperial walls (Jiao-bi If)!it): The wall painted by the mixtued materials of red

peppers and clay. This generally refers to the chambers and houses where the queen and 

imperial concubines dwelt, or the imperial palace. See Lou Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, 

vol.l, p.2613.

523 Gu Ying, Caotangyaji, see YYWYGSKQS, vol. 1369, p.338.

524 Ibid., p.337.

525 Qiao Guanghui, Fan Hua, “Shilun Yang Weizhen de jiaoyou yu chuangzuo”, in Yancheng 

Shizhuan Xuebcio, vol. 1997.2, p.15.
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H t b i ! ®  (On the painting of Zhaojun’s leaving beyond the frontier) exhibits a 

potent style similar to Yang’s. This poem reads,

LI [The land covered with] yellow sand was
like a boundless sea under high-hanging 

gloomy clouds,
L2 Where stood the Yan Mountains without a

single plant growing in Spring, just icy 

snow.
L3 People grew up as ferocious as an owl,
L4 Eating meat on carpets with heroic courage.

L5 With horn-shaped bows and

feather-decorated arrows and striped knives, 

L6 [They] jumped onto and rode fast horses
that leaped and ran in flying steps.

L7 Their black flags set up beneath the sun, one 
was startled by the whirling frost,

L8 Saying the messengers had come to the Han

dynasty.

L9 A beautiful girl in the Han palace had a
seductive countenance,

L10 Her moth-like pretty eyebrows showed her
worries and her hair was not creamed,

L I 1 Her hands stroke the pipa guitar and its

sound echoed inside the sandalwood.

L I2 Each sound whimppered to express her
anguish.

L I3 The Mongolian tent was not warm and she
kept dreaming of her home town,

L I4 The moon always shone on the border but it

was not a good night.

L I5 The weather was cold and a grey mink was
granted to her 

LI 6 The grape wine brimming in the two pots

was poured out.
L I7 Inside the golden door and the jade palace, a

heart was [shaking] like a waving flag.
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L I8 One thought of the mist and water far away 
in Chang’an.

L I9 They danced and sang inside the Mongolian 

tents and called to the dogs and mastiffs.
L20 She pitied herself for being unable to hear 

the harmonious sound of the flute again.

L21 The painter who received bribes was unable 

to escape death,
L22 As his brushes transformed the beauty into 

ugliness by a slight move.
L23 The old friends in the palace did not receive 

love and favour [from the emperor]

L24 Although she lamented being in the North, 

she was most favoured.
L25 The strategy of marriage to the Huns for 

peace failed, which made them arrogant,

L26 Wars thousand miles away, and the Huns 

were up to all kinds of troubles.

L27 The old generals in the court wore the 
embroidered robes of Shu,

L28 Inside the jade tent sat the nobility
surrounded by pennants and red flags,

L29 The minorities’ music and the blue-eyed 

tribes were all around the countryside,

L30 On the tomb of the phoenix, snakes and 
dragons coiled.

L 31 The North wind moved the earth and blew 

to the tangle heads grass,
L32 Left alone in her dark tomb, the foxes called 

out.
L33 Her spirit wandered for a thousand years, 

who could beckon it?
L34 Alas! Her spirit wandered for a thousand 

years, who could beckon it?

m m  m 0

+ n  526

The powerful description creates a tense scene (L3-L7) and the narration of these

526 Gu Ying, ed., Caotang yaji, see Yingyin wenyuan siku quanshu, vol. 1369, p.325.
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portentous historical events (L21-L26) gives the poem its potency. The 

presentation - duplicated poetic lines and reduplicated compounds - is exactly the 

same as in Yang’s work. Again, the poet applied odd diction to portray strange 

images in the same way that Yang’s students did. Images like ‘snake’, ‘dragon’, 

‘fox’, ‘mink’, ‘owl’, dogs’ and ‘mastiffs’ rarely appeal' in poems on beauty. 

There are examples of strange description, such as “Her moth-like pretty 

eyebrows showed her worries and her hair was not creamed” (L10) to portray her 

sadness at leaving her home country, and “Left alone in her dark tomb, the foxes 

called out.” (L32), which describes the loneliness of her death. These 

descriptions appear to be very fresh and new to portray the respectable beauty 

Wang Zhaojun. However this strange style also looks very much like Yang’s.

Also, the poem is potent because of its rich content and deep-seated 

m eanings.527 Sikong Tu W] 0  (837-908) described this category as 

'"xiong-hwi’ (potent, undifferentiated),

Reverting to the empty brings one into the Mfill A>¥ ’
undifferentiated;

Accumulating sturdiness produces the potent. WJMMWi °
It contains the full complement of all things. iff ’
Stretching all the way across the void.528 ° 529

Stephen Owen states that this style “can be manifest only in the impression of

,)530energy.

The poem on Wang Zhaojun shows “the impression of energy” by its

527 Cao Lengquan, ed., Shipin tongshi, p.2-6.

528 Stephen Owen, Reading in Chinese Litercny Thought, p.303.

529 Cao Lengquan, ed., Shipin tongshi, p .l.

530 Stephen Owen, Readings in Chinese Litem iy Thought, p.306.
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powerful descriptions and rich content with that embraces the “full complement of 

all things”. The powerful descriptions of the Huns’ arrogance (L3-L8), Wang 

Zhaojun’s sadness at leaving her country (L9-L14), and the various wars started 

by the Huns (L25-29) all contribute to the poem’s potency.

In addition, the poem has a deep theme which comes through especially in 

the last few lines, in which, the poet laments the empty sacrifice of Wang Zhujun. 

The repeated lines, “Her spirit wandered for a thousand years, who could beckon 

it?” (L33, L34), are an expression of the poet’s strong sympathy for Wang 

Zhaojun, whose marriage to the tribal chief for the sake of peace was in vain. 

The Huns were still stirring up trouble and the old generals of the Han dynasty 

found it necessary to defend the country again.

In his choice of diction, Zhang used many duplicated compounds. 

Examples of these are ‘tan-tan’ K  (sound echoed inside sandalwood), 

‘sheng-sheng'WtWlL (each sound) and (brimming). Yang’s poetry

also contains the same kind of duplicated compounds and duplicated poetic lines 

(See chapter 5.2.3).

As well as their similar poetic styles, Zhang Wo and Yang had experienced 

similar setbacks in their lives. Yang’s talent was not recognised in his official 

career, while Zhang’s scholarship was not recognised and he failed the civil 

examinations several times.531 It seems that ‘Tieya ti’ was a suitable style for 

those scholars who had experienced grievances or setbacks in their lives, as the 

adoption of oddness and strangeness in their poems served as a means of verbal 

protest in the face of life’s unfairness.

In addition to Zhang, Liu Ji’s M S? (1311-1375) poems also demonstrate a

531 Gu Ying, ed., Caotcmg yaji, see Yingyin wenyuan siku qucinshu, vol. 1369, p.324.
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very strange style in terms of the choice of odd diction. Examples are words 

such as ‘poison’ (du f | ) ,  ‘die’ (si ^E), ‘drown’ (ni ?f|), ‘perish’ (mie M ), ‘deform’ 

(can $1), ‘body’ (quti H f§ )  and ‘stumble’ (zhi Sp), which appear in his poem

t 532Yongshi (On history) no. 6, and evoke a sense of ugliness rather than

beauty.

Lin Jiali believes that Liu Ji has a ‘strange and odd, resplendent and

beautiful’ (qijue meili style.533 His comment suggests that Liu Ji used

diverse poetic styles. Furthermore, Huang Rensheng believed that Liu Ji’s 

ancient yuefu poetry was influenced by Yang’s work.534 As he was a follower of 

‘'Tieya t i \  Liu’s diverse styles also illustrated the variety of poetic styles contained 

in ‘Tieya t i \

Some Yuan poets imitated the way that Yang narrated in the voices of 

historical characters, which may be another of the special features of Iron Style. 

For example, Ma Lin 3§|H (fl.1354) wrote two poems entitled ‘77 Zhaojun chusai 

tiC (On the painting of Zhaojun’s leaving beyond the frontier),

which was composed in the voice of Wang Zhaojun, thus giving the reader an 

in-depth understanding of her feelings of bitterness on leaving her home country. 

The first poem reads,

L I The grass is yellow, the sand is white, the 
horses are as numerous as clouds,

L2 The sorrowful sound of a reed-whistle can be 
heard everywhere when the sun is setting;

L3 This departure finally allows my heart’s full 

devotion to the country,

532 Song Xi, Yong ’on ji, in SKOS, vol. 1222, pp.431-432.

533 Liu Ji, Liu Ji ji, preface p.8.

534 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.211.
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L4 There is no need for the three divisions of the

Han army to toil. 535

Ma Lin put himself in the position of Wang Zhaojun and narrated her sadness at 

leaving her country for good.

Gu Ying never commented on M a’s poetic style but simply said, ‘[Ma] loved 

literature and favoured elegance in order to enhance his family’s prestige’ jnj 

Jpg; » That Ma favoured elegance may also explain his tendency

to compose graceful rather than odd and strange poems. M a was a relative of Gu 

Ying,537 and he is believed to have been an active participant in the social and 

literary gatherings held at Gu’s place. Ma probably met Yang occasionally and 

was influenced by his Iron Style. M a’s use of in-voice narration suggests that 

this is probably another of the unique features of Iron Style. His straightforward 

poetic style, characterised by direct narration, plain description and simple diction, 

reconfirms the fact that ‘Tieya ti’ has diverse characteristics. The core of 1Tieya 

tV (Iron Style) is not simply poetic elegance; it also incoiporates strangeness and 

potency.

However, not all poets of the late Yuan and early Ming periods were strongly 

influenced by Yang Weizhen. Poets believed to have been Yang’s followers 

actually wrote very few poems on history. Liu Bing Hlj'M (14th c.), Qian 

Weishan538, and Guan Shimin ||H |f§j(539 (14th c.) had only have two to three

535 Gu Ying, Caotang yaji, in SKQS, vol. 1369, p.408.

536 Ibid., p.407.

537 Ibid., p.407.

538 Liu Bing and Qian Weishan are on the list of members of the Iron Elegance Group. See 

Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, pp.393, 395.

539 Guan Shimin is believed to have been one of Yang’s disciples. See Huang Rensheng,
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poems in their collections, which are entitled Liu Yanbing ji  

(Collection of Liu Yanbing), Jianyue songfeng j i  }X H  M  Ife540 (Poetry 

collection: moonlight on the lake and breeze among pine trees), Yinqiao j i  

541 (Poetry collection: the sound of earthworm’s aperture) respectively.

Concluding Remarks

It seems that ‘Tieya tV is a diverse poetic style as demonstrated by Yang’s 

students and followers. It consists of different poetic writing styles presented in 

special ways including, for example, narration in the voice of historical figures, 

and the usage of reduplicated compounds. If these features form the core of 

4Tieya tV (Iron Style), it follows that they should also be found in Yang’s poems 

on history as well.

Moreover, Yang’s ‘Tieya tV (lion Style) was an influence on the poetry arena 

of his time. The first four lines of Zhang Jian’s poem entitled ‘Ciyun ji tieya’ 

IlitFificiit (Poem sent to Iron Cliff using the same rhymes) read,

LI Mr. Iron Cliff becomes more abstruse when ’
getting old,

L2 His fu  poetry resembles Xiangru’s and 1

reaches the sky;
L3 Once his extraordinary writing changes, the ’

people of the Wu542 area imitate him,

YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.404.

540 For poems, see Qian Weishan’s Jiangyue songfeng j i  (12 juan) in SKQS, vol.1217.

541 For poems, see Guan Shimi’s, Yinqiao j i  (10 juan) in SKQS, vol. 1231.

542 ‘Wu’ ^  refers to the southern part of modern Jiangsu province and the northern part of 

modern Zhejiang province. Lou Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol. 1,p. 1521, explanation
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L4 And his big brush writes and edits books for °

the next generations. 543

This poem is an evidence of Yang’s great literary achievements and important 

position among the Yuan scholars. The third line reveals the uniqueness of 

Yang’s poetic and writing style, which changed the literary arena in the Wu 

districts. Zhang’s description of Yang as “more abstruse” in the first line implies 

that his poetry is esoteric and ambiguous, which is probably due to the peculiar 

features of his unique Iron Style.

no.4.

543 Gu Ying, Caotang yaji, in Siku quanshu, vol.1369, p.417.
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Chapter Four: The Constituents of Iron Style 

Poetry on History: Imitation and Creation

This chapter explores the constituents - the various styles of Yang’s poems on 

history. Yang’s poetry consists of different poetic styles, a fact that drew praise 

from Ming and Qing scholars. For instance, Yang Shiqi applauded Yang’s 

xianglicin poetry. He appreciated its ‘graceful and resplendent, rich and 

untrammelled’ ($111 fit i ll)  language, which he likened to the words of an 

immortal.544 However, Lu Rong (1436-1494) was critical, stating that all 

Yang’s poems on the boudoir used ‘lewd and indecent’ diction.545 Yang’s 

poetry seems to have been greatly appreciated by one critic, while disparaged by 

another.

Hu Yinglin declared Yang’s five-character quatrain yuefu poetry and 

xianglian style poetry to be “beautiful and untrammelled, deep and 

straightforward” Hu is one of the scholars who applauded some

of Yang’s poetic strengths, while at the same time pointing out his weaknesses.

Gu Qilun (fl. 1666) appreciated Yang’s “outstandingly resplendent

diction” ( f ^ ^ M I l )  and “regretful and sorrowful tone” (H fltM i^X  and noted 

that Yang was especially good at yuefu poetry.547 However, Li Tiaoyuan jg

544 Postscript to Fugu shiji, in Zhang Wan, comp., Tieya xiansheng fugu shiji, p.l (after p .142).

345 Lu Rong, Shuyitan zayi, p .l 13.

346 Hu Yinglin, Shisou, p.241.

347 Gu Qilun, Guo ya pin, in Mingdai zhuanji congkan, p. 142.
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(1734-1803) disliked Yang’s “startling and odd” ( | ^ © 548 language.

While the comments of these critics are varied, they all imply that Yang’s 

poetry could be graceful, resplendent, untrammelled, lewd, straightforward, potent, 

undifferentiated, effeminate, eccentric, strange and startling, all at the same time. 

These comments facilitate our understanding of Yang’s diverse styles, however, it 

must be remembered that most of them refer to only some, but not all, of his 

poems.

Since Yang’s Iron Style consists of various poetic styles, and it is not possible 

to explore all of them, this thesis will concentrate on six main styles: qi frf 

(strange), xiong /a|I (potent), bai [=3 (straightforward), yci Jfi (elegant), li f§  

(resplendent) and yi (untrammelled). Of these, strangeness, potency, 

elegance, and straightforwardness are most commonly found in Yang’s poems on 

history, and the resplendent and untrammelled styles are more popular in his other 

poetic genres. More specifically, resplendence is found in his poems on boudoirs 

while the untrammelled style appears mainly in his poems on mountains and lakes, 

and those concerning immortals.

(a) Consequence of his personality: a reflection of his mind and 

personality

In fact, all the poetic styles mentioned above may be regarded as a reflection 

of Yang’s mind and personality. In the section on ‘style and nature’ in The 

Literary M ind and the Carving o f  Dragons, Liu Xie j§PJj|!§ (ca.465-ca.522) wrote:

When the emotions are moved, they express themselves in words; and

548 Wu Xiqui, Li Tiaoyun shihua pingzhu, p. 192.
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when reason is born, it emerges in a pattern. However, people differ in 
talent, in physical vitality, in scholarship, and in m anner... All these are 
partly the outcome of temperature and nature, and partly the result of a 

process of training. ... and in style and form, he is destined to be either 

graceful or vulgar, and few can be what is contrary to their training.549

Literary works such as poems are verbal expressions stimulated by emotions and

reason. And their writing styles and patterns are reflections of the writer's

temperament and nature, and a consequence of his training. Therefore, different 

writing styles depend on the different temperament and nature of the writer. 

Poetry is thus an artistic presentation of personality. Joseph R. Allen said,

For both Li [Baijand Du [Fu], the writing of poetry was the veritable 
creation of the individual personality in art, rather than art as a social, 
philosophic or aesthetic exercise.550

This statement could also be applied to Yang, who not only imitated Li Bai and 

Du Fu, but also insisted that poetry was a reflection of temperament and based on 

personality.551 Yang’s poetry, regardless of the different poetic content or themes, 

was also an artistic creation of his personality. Different poetic contents and 

themes show his various interests, while different writing styles on the same 

poetic theme illustrate his different personalities: a combination of his 

temperament and nature, and the consequence of his training.

Even though Yang’s poetry on history is largely restricted to historical figures 

and events, it exhibits various writing styles, and reflects different facets of his 

personality. For instance, his untrammelled style originated from his pursuit of

549 Liu Xie, [Shih, Vicent Yu-chung, trans.] The Literary Mind and the Carving o f Dragons: a

Study o f Thought and Pattern in Chinese Literature, p,307.

550 Joseph R. Allen, In the Voice o f Others: Chinese Music Bureau Poetry, p. 166.

551 Huang Rensheng, “Yang Weizhen de wenxue guan” , in Fudan xuebao, vol. 1997.4, pp.83-85.
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freedom, his love of travel around mountains and lakes, and his dream to be a 

roaming immortal. His strange style not only betrayed his imitation of Li He, 

but also showed his appreciation of wildness and strangeness. It also reflected 

his sometimes wild behaviour, such as once using a courtesan’s small shoe to hold 

a wine cup.552 His wildness can be put down to the fact that he wilfully ignored 

traditional etiquette at the time of his setbacks.

Yang had a complicated personality. He strictly observed the teachings of 

Confucianism but also exhibited wild behaviour; his thoughts were rooted in 

Confucian morality, but he also longed for immortality. He wished to become an 

official, but his talent was not recognised. He fought for the people and workers, 

but was made an ‘unconventional official’. Perhaps due to these kinds of 

contradictions, his Iron Style is also a mixture of various styles, earning him a 

good reputation as well as criticism.

(b) Result of modelling on various Tang poets

Apart from a reflection of his complex mental state, Yang’s Iron Style is also 

the result of his modelling his poems on the work of different Tang poets. Siku 

quanshu zongmu tiyao H  jipL^; f t  tU §  D111- (Summary of all books in the 

Collectanea of the four treasuries) notes Yang’s imitation of the Tang poets,

Yang loomed over a generation with his talent. He took advantage of 

its [Yuan poetic] shortcomings and strived vigorously to correct them. 
His [poetry is] rooted in Qinglian [Li Bai] and Changgu [Li He]. It is 

powerful, vigorous and potent [in style], and he was able to create his 
own literary world. His best [poems] perhaps surpass those of the 
ancient poets, but his worst [ones] descend into a demonic taste. 
Therefore, his poetic charm shone for a time, but those who criticised

552 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.587.
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him also appeared everywhere,

n m t i s e - i s ^ T f - . • t a w a s  - a ©  -

S  • gSHBM • J tS #  ̂ i f r S A  ■ ■ S d tS
MB*—a# ■ fflpifcm «553

This passage indicates that Yang inherited much from Li Bai and Li He, but that 

he was also able to develop his own poetic style. Some of his poems compare 

favourably with those of the ancient poets, others do not.

Yoshikawa Kojiro believed that Yang’s resplendent, liberal and imaginative 

poetry was modelled on the writing techniques of Du Fu, Li Bai and Li He, as 

well as the yuefu poetry of the Han, Wei and Six Dynasties.554 Similarly, the Yuan 

poet, Zhang Yu, believed that Yang’s Iron Style was a model of the style of poets 

from the Han and Wei periods, and resulted from his imitating the styles of Du Fu, 

Li Bai and Li He. Zhang said,

Lianfu [Yang Weizhen] demonstrated his talent in this area, and imitated 

[the style of poets in the] Han and Wei periods; and he made [his style] 

a cross between [that of] Shading [Du Fu] and the two Lis [Li Bai and 
Li He].

’ ± j£ )it$ t ’ r fn f t^ 1 t[ t tM ]  * ' ^ J f ]
z . m  • 555

In fact, as noted above, Yang did imitate several major Tang poets in basing his 

poetry not only on history but also on other topics. For instance, he wrote five 

poems entitled, ‘Xichun ti’ #|f^Pffj|556 (Enjoying Spring) that imitate Du Fu’s

553 Yong Rong et al., eds., Qinding siku quernshu zongmu tiyao, vol.4, p.448.

554 Yoshikawa Kojiro, “juyon seiki zenhan: genshi no seijuku” (The first half of the fourteenth 

century: the prosperity of Yuan poetry), Yoshikawa Kojiro zenshti, vol.15, p.435.

555 Preface to Tieya xiangsheng gu yuefu, see YYWYGSKQS, vol. 1222, p.3.

556 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.379.
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style,557 and another four ‘W uti’ t e H f 558 (Untitled) poems that imitate Li 

Shangyin’s. The preface to these poems reads, ‘Four untitled poems imitating Li 

Shangyin’

Critics have not explained why they thought Yang’s poems were modelled on 

Han Yu’s work. However, David Hinton wrote, “Han [Yu] favored narrative 

structure and prosaic language. His poems tended to be long, with extended 

descriptive passages and great attention to detail.”560 Some of these features can 

be found in Yang’s poems on history. The application of strange and odd diction 

is another similarity between Han Yu and Yang.

Scholars were in disagreement about whose style Yang’s poetry derived from. 

But they generally agreed that his poetry was mainly rooted in the work of the 

three Tang poets, Du Fu, Li Bai and Li He. Scholars have implied that the Tang 

poets’ influence accounts for Yang’s diverse poetic styles and helped him to 

nurture his own Lon Style. John Timothy Wixted believes that Yang was 

modelled his work on the Tang poets of the ninth-century.

Yang Weichen [Weizhen] wrote series of poems on history, women,
immortals, filial piety, and other diverse topics. As a poet so indebted
to ninth-century models that were considered decadent, Yang was 
himself criticised for being a ‘literary devil [goblin]’ (wenyao) by his 
contemporary, Wang Wei [Wang Yi] (1323-1374).561

Modern scholar's agree with the Ming and Qing scholar's that Yang imitated the

557 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.85; and Lou Buchan, ed., Tiya yibian zhu, p.673

558 Zou Zhifang, ed„ YWZSJ, p.381.

559 Ibid., p.381.

560 David Hinton, ed., Classical Chinese Poetry: An Anthology, p.252.

561 John Timothy Wixted, “Poetry of the Fourteenth Century”, in Victor H. Mair, ed., The

Columbia Histoiy o f  Chinese Literature, p.393.
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late Tang poets. Richard John Lynn quoted Wang Shizhen’s comments on 

Yang’s close imitation of “Fei-ch’ing [Wen T ’ing-yiin] and Ch’ang-chi [Li Ho 

(790-816)]” ,562 with whom he is in agreement. Also, Zhang Jing believed that 

the powerful expressions and fabulous imagination in Yang’s poetry were all 

imitations of Li Bai, Li He and some other Tang poets, aside from his modelling 

on the yuefu poetry of the Han Wei periods.563 Zhang’s position is supported by 

Yan Xuanjun.564

In short, the work of Li Bai was a model for Yang’s untrammelled style, Du Fu 

inspired his poetic potency; Li He’s poetry influenced his poetic strangeness; and 

the works of Li Shangyin and were models for his resplendence.

(c) Combination of special traits in Shijing and yuefu poetry 

Yang’s various writing styles also were a combination of special traits in 

Shijing (Book of Poetry) and yuefu poetry (Chapter 5.2 has more details). Yan 

Xuanjun says that Yang’s simple and genuine, fresh and potent poetic style was 

due to the influence of yuefu poetry.565 Yan refers to the style of Yang’s yuefu 

poems in general, not specifically to his poems on history. In the West, scholars 

such as Richard John Lynn believe that Yang emulated yuefu poems of the Han 

and Wei dynasties, noting:

Yang is known for his success at emulating the ancient ballad form 
(yiieh-fu) of the Han and Wei eras and for his brilliant adaptations of the

562 Richard John Lynn, “Tradition and the Individual Ming and Ching views of Yuan Poetry”, in

Studies in Chinese Poetiy and Poetics, vol. 1, p.354.

563 Zhang Jing, “Tieya ti: Yuandai houqi shifeng de shenke bianyi”, in Shehui Kexu Jikan,

vol.1994,2, p .151.

564 Yan Xuanjun, “Tieyati shifeng qiantan”, in Zhongguo yunwen xuekan, vol. 1999.1, p. 11.

565 Ibid., p. 12.
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styles of the T ’ang poets Tu[Du] Fu, Li Po[Bai], Li Ho[He], and Wen 
T ’ing-yiin [Tingyun].566

Lynn here suggests that Yang’s special style is an imitation of yuefu poetry as well 

as an adaptation of the styles of the four famous Tang poets.

However, the creation of a certain style depends on several factors. As Liu 

Mingjin believes, a style is formed by writers’ personalities, their hatreds and 

loves, the content and themes they intended to convey, the general aesthetic 

interest at the time they were alive, and the trends in literary development.567 

Liu’s analysis is echoed by Wang Lianqi, who believes that Yang’s poetic and 

calligraphic style is a mixture of his personalities, personal interests, life 

experiences as well as the influence of the social environment at that time.568 

However, both Liu and Wang overlook the fact that a poet’s style can be modelled 

on those of others, as Yang’s Iron Style was indeed modelled on other styles.

The following section explores the constituent elements of Iron Style - the 

diverse writing styles - in Yang’s poems on history and traces their formation.

4.1 Strangeness (qi) modelled on Li He’s Poetry

Yang’s poetic strangeness was mainly modelled on Li He’s work, although 

some critics have different views. His strangeness is similar’ to the idea of ‘qi* 

isf expounded by the Tang scholar, Sikong Tu. Sikong explained the poetic

566 Richard John Lynn, “Mongol-Yuan Classical Verse (Shih)”, in The Columbia History o f

Chinese Literature, p.387.

567 Liu Mingjin, “Lun Tieya tie”, in Xueshu yuekan, vol.3 (1985), p.73.

568 Wang Lianqi, “Yuan Zhang Yu, Yang Weizhen, Wen Xin shiwen juan ji xiangguan wenti

kaoliie”, p.99.
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style, ‘qing-qV (lucid and wondrous) in two lines,

The spirit gives forth ancient marvels,
So limpid if cannot be held back.569

% ?FBjiBt°570
* * - 571Owen believes that this style is associated with “a surprising freshness”, while 

Cao Lengquan affirms that it refers to 'qi-yV i i f l l  (wondrous and abnormal). 

However, what is I agree with Zu Baoquan m m  that new poetic themes

or fresh poetic diction that give the reader a sense of wondrous freshness are the

572main features of 'qi*.

Siku quanshu zongmu states that Yang’s strange and vigorous yuefu poetic 

style came from the work of Bao Zhao (405-466); its changeability

resembled that of Li Bai, and its secluded beauty and strangeness was from Li 

He.573 Yan Junshou suggests that Yang’s yuefu poetic strangeness and oddness 

were comparable to Li He’s.574 Yang Lian notes that Yang’s poetic strangeness

575shows an imprint of Li He and Li Shangyin, while Deng Shaoji opines that 

Yang imitated Li He’s poetic style.576 Scholars basically believe that Yang’s 

strange poetic style was modelled mainly on the poetry of Li He, which is 

classified as strange.577 J. D. Frodsham writes;

569 Stephen Owen, Readings in Chinese Literaiy Though, p.338.

570 Cao Lengquan, ed., Shipin tongshi, p.58-59.

571 Stephen Owen, Readings in Chinese Literaiy Though, p.339.

572 Zu Baoquan, Sikong Til shipin jieshuo, p.73.

573 Abstract to Tieya gu yuefu, in Yingyin Wenyuange siku quanshu, vol. 1222, p.2.

574 Yan Junshou, Laosheng changtan, in Guo Shaoyu et al„ eds. Qing shihua xubian, vol.2,

p. 1808.

575 Yang Lian, Yuanshi shi, p.508.

576 Deng Shaoji, Yuandai wenxue shi, p.494.

577 Xin Wenfang, Fu Xuancong, main ed., Tang caizi zhuan jiaojian, vol.l, p.289.
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[Li] H e’s unique style, bearing a strangeness of tone which led an 
eleventh-century critic to dub him ‘the demon-poet’. ‘Weird’, 

‘astonishing’ and ‘demonic’ are all adjectives frequently applied to his 

verse.578

Yang’s strangeness had more or less the same characteristics. He created a 

strange tone by his strange but vivid descriptions, odd metaphors, and thrilling 

and eccentric diction, which all imitate Li He’s work and provide readers with a 

sense of wonder. This style is best illustrated by the yuefu poem ‘Hongmen hui’ 

(The meeting at Hong Gate).

LI In Heaven, the pass was in mist, AMSlII ’
L2 On Earth, the gate was in mist; ’

L3 The Eastern Dragon delivered sunshine 0  0  ® i t M  °
while the Western Dragon rained.

L4 Listening to music and drinking wine in the
roaring ocean of sorrow;

L5 Blowing green fire to the bird-nest were the 0
two yayu monsters.

L6 There are not two crows [suns] shining in ’

the sky eternally;

L7 The remaining stars and a broken moon °
opened up the rest of the sky.

L8 There sat a guest endowed with the aura of ’
the Son of Heaven,

L9 Whose left thigh had seventy-two dark

spots arranged in a chain of pearls. Wf °

L10 The roar of an army of one hundred ’
thousand men shook the roof tiles;

L l l  Someone drew his sword in front of the

578 J.D.Frodsham, Goddesses, ghosts, and demons: the collected poems o f  Li He (Li Chang-ji, 

790-816), p.xxxi.

570 Yan Junshou compares this poem to Li He’s. See Yan Junshou, Laosheng changtan, in Guo 

Shaoyu et al., eds. Qing shihua xubian, vol.2, p.l 808.
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people and his face was raging red.

LI 2 The general dismounted and had the
strength to move mountains;

LI 3 His heroic spirit rolled up the Yellow River 

and flowed out from his wine.
L14 The light of his sword reached the sky and 

chilled the dying comet,
LI 5 To draw a line dividing the mountains and 

rivers the following morning.
L I6 The general yelled for his dragon-horse

[and] took the guest away,
L17 And the jade wine cups were smashed, as

c o n
stones crashed from Heaven.

The feast at Hong Gate celebrates the famous meeting between Xiang Yu and Liu 

Bang. Xiang Yu resented Liu Bang, who threatened his leadership and secretly 

wished to kill him. During the feast, Xiang Yu’s advisor, Fan Zeng f a t1!  

(277-204 B.C.), gave several signals to Xiang to kill Liu, but Xiang hesitated. 

Fan Zeng then summoned Xiang Zhuang Iff^t (2nd c. B.C.) to entertain the guests 

with a sword dance and stab Liu to death. Xiang Zhuang's uncle, Xiang Bo 

(?-192 B.C.), saw through their ruse and started a sword dance to block Xiang 

Zhang. Liu’s strategist, Zhang Liang, realised Liu’s perilous situation and 

summoned Liu’s chief guard, Fan Kuai, to help.

Fan Kuai rushed into the feast tent in full armour and stopped the dance. 

Xiang Yu was impressed by his bravado and gave him an urn of wine and a 

shoulder of pork. Fan then praised Liu's devotion and reminded Xiang of his 

promise to allow the first person who successfully conquered Xianyang, the 

heartland of Qin, to become king. Later, Liu, using the excuse of going to the

580 For details, see Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.l, pp.314-315.

581 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.10.

581
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latrine, escaped from the tent in Fan’s company. After they had gone, Zhang 

Liang returned to the tent to apologise for Liu's early departure, and offered Xiang 

and Fan Zeng a pair of white jade discs and a pair of jade wine cups, respectively, 

on behalf of Liu. Xiang was pleased, but Fan Zeng smashed the cups on the 

ground in anger. Fan Zeng predicted that the unsuccessful assassination would 

only lead to Xiang's failure in the future.582 His prediction turned out to be true. 

Yan Junshou compares Yang’s poem to Li H e’s,

The meeting at Hong Gate’ etc...can unashamedly be compared to 

Changji’s [Li He’s] works.

H f F  • 583

He points out the similarities between Yang’s and Li He’s poetry, showing his 

great appreciation.

The poem’s strangeness comes from Yang’s choice of odd diction and strange 

metaphors with symbolic meaning. He uses 'yayu' ffo584 (monsters) to

symbolise Fan Zeng and Xiang Zhuang, implying they were evil; ‘Eastern 

Dragon’ and ‘crow of sun’ allude to Liu Bang’s orthodoxy, while ‘Western 

Dragon’ and ‘comet’ to refer to Xiang Yu’s unorthodox leadership and his future 

failure.

By applying the terms ‘aura of the Son of Heaven’ to Liu and ‘comet’ to

582 For details, see Sima Qian, Slnji, vol.l, pp.312-315; and William H. Nienhauser, trans. The

Grand Scribe's Records, vol.l, pp. 190-194.

583 Yan Junshou, Laosheng changtan, in Guo Shaoyu et al„ eds. Qing shihuci xubian, vol.2,

p. 1808.

584 Yayu ^Imj: It was believed to the largest of all the animals. It has a dragon’s head, horse’s tail 

and a tiger’s claws. Its body was said to be 400-chi [feet] in length. See Ren Fang, Shuyi ji, 

in SKQS, vol. 1047, pp. 618-619.
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Xiang, Yang discloses his pro-Liu attitude,585 as comets symbolised disaster and 

failure. Comet “is in charge of cleaning, removing the old and putting on the 

new” ’ l ^ i t ^ ^ T ) .586 There was a belief that the appearance of a comet

portend the downfall of a country, as noted by Duke Jing of Qin (547-490

B.C.)587 It was also said a comet would point to the west in the morning^MnSn 

they met at Hong Gate) and to the east at night.588 This belief corresponds with 

Yang’s intention to ascribe the comet to Xiang (Western Dragon).

Yang was also implying Liu’s superiority to Xiang by his comet imagery, as 

“the body of a comet does not have light, it relies on the sun and shines.” ( H f iM  

* M  S  ffn^Tfe)*589 In other words, the light [power] of a comet is not real, but 

the light of the sun is eternal. This is an allusion to Liu Bang rather than Xiang 

Yu as being the legitimate ruler.

Yang also used other metaphors like “In Heaven, the pass was in mist” and 

“On Earth, the gate was in mist” to describe the warfare of the late Qin dynasty, 

and “remaining stars and broken moon” to imply that there were severe power 

struggles between heroes other than Xiang Yu and Liu Ban. Yang successfully 

created the image of a powerful hero, General Fan, while evoking the tense 

atmosphere and dangerous situation at Hong Gate. For this reason, Chen 

Quanzhi (jinshi title 1604) says that this poem is comparable to Li H e’s

585 This kind of attitude is also apparent in the tenth line of this poem, which describes only Liu’s

potent army. Although Liu had an army of a hundred thousand men, Xiang had four times as 

many, four hundred thousand. See William H. Nienhauser, trans. The Grand Scribe's 

Records, vol.l, p .190. However, Yang did not mention this.

586 Fang Xuanling, Jinshu, vol.2, p.323.

587 See Appendix 7E; Yan Ying, Yanzi chunqiu, in Siku jiacang , vol. 69. p.399.

S8S Fang Xuanling, Jinshu, vol.2, p.323.

589 Ibid., p.323.
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poem on the same topic (lizhui Li He J* D. Frodsham believes

that,

[Li He’s] painstaking craftsmanship, his determination to make his 

language fresh and novel, seems to indicates the influence of Tu Fu [Du 
Fu].591

Frodsham makes two points here. First, he says that L i’s language is ‘fresh and 

novel’ which affirms the strangeness of L i’s poetry; second, he points out that Li 

was influenced by Du Fu. The first point is also applicable to Yang, whose 

poetic style was an imitation of Li H e’s; the second point indicates the origin of 

both Yang’s and Li He’s poetic styles -  Du Fu.

Imitation of Li He’s poetic lines

In addition to the style, Yang’s imitation of Li He is obvious in the following 

ways. The first few lines (LI, L2 and L5) of this poem are inspired by L i’s 

poems, “The Heaven is dazing dark, the earth is completely lost”592 ( ^ ^ 5 ^ ,  ffe 

jjgfig)593, ancj “The sound of laughter and green fire rise from the nest”

590 See Chen Quanzhi, Peng chuong rilu, p.400. The poem entitiled ‘Hongmen hui’ (The 

meeting at Hong Gate) is neither found in Li He’s collection nor in Qucin Tangslri. Scholars 

probably refer this to Li’s ‘Gong mowu ge' (Song of a gentleman not dancing),

which focused on the sword dance at Hong Gate. See Quan Tangshi, vol. 12, p.4409. J.D. 

Fordsham has an explanation on this poem. See his book, Goddesses, Ghosts, and Demons- 

the Collected Poems o f Li He, pp.247-248.

591 J.D.Frodsham, The Poems o f Li Ho (791-817), p.xliv (introduction).

592 Cheung Suk-hong translated these line as ‘The earth is completely close up” . See “A Grammar 

of the T ’ang Poetic Journey”, Harvard University, PhD thesis, 1991, p.45. But, ‘mi mi’ (?§ 

§ j)  in this poem means ‘the appearance of being lost and confused’ (M ^ iS ) .  See Lou 

Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.2, p.2093, explanation no.5. Therefore, I believe it 

means: the earth was covered with thick mist or fog which made it appear lost.

593 See poem, ‘Gong wu c/zwne/z’-^iStH i31] (Gentleman do not go out), in Quan Tangshi, vol. 12, 

p.4429.
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D^JjljfS).594 The image of the ‘yayu’ monster is also found in L i’s poem.595 

Even the last line (L17) is an imitation of L i’s “Stones break, the sky startles and 

autumn rains stops” Yang’s student, Wu Fu said,

This poem basically uses Li He’s poetic style but the energy surpasses it.

« 597

Like Li He, Yang also preferred “a lyric free from the exacting rules of parallelism 

and tonality.”598 He got rid of tonal constraints and tonal patterns of regulated 

verse by using the relatively free yuefu form. As a result, this poem has short 

and long lines. L I and L2 has three Chinese characters, while L9 has nine.

Another of Yang’s poems, ‘Shahu xing’ (The song of killing the tiger), 

resembles Li He’s poetic style and is considered by Yan Junshou to be “strange 

and dangerous.”599 The description of the danger involved in killing a tiger is 

breathtaking,

LI My husband joined the army,

L2 I followed my husband.

L3 Even in dreams I feel pain for my husband’s
old seal's from swords and arrows,

L4 Not to mention [the pain of] seeing his
whole body feeding the wolves and tigers.

L5 I draw my sword and swear to Heaven, and

594 See poem, ‘Shenxian (Song of the divine string), in Quan Tangshi, vol. 12, p.4433.

595 See poem, 1Gong wu chumen’ (Gentleman do not go out), in Quan Tangshi, vol. 12, p.4429.

596 A line of a poem entitled ‘Li Ping konghou yin’ I (Song of Li Ping playing the 

Konghou harp), in Quan Tangshi, vol. 12, p. 4392.

597 Wu Fu et al., comps., Tieya xiansheng gu yuejit, p.7.

598 Pauline Chen, “Du Fu, Li Ho and Li Shangyin: The Development of a Dictive Voice in Late 

Tang Lyric Poetry”, p.66.

599 Zeng Zaozhuang, main ed., ZHDD.WXD.SUYWXFD , vol.5, p.990.
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L6

L7

L8

L9

L10

Heaven [sympathetically] roars,

In my eyes, the tiger is smaller than a rat.

The ghost of the tiger gives a bloody yell 

and there is a sound from the suffering soul 
[of the husband];
Moonlight shines in the night and pierces 
the earth of the new mound.
Pitifully, she [the woman in Mount Tai] did 

not avenge her family for three generations. 

The woman in Mount Tai is not worth a 

mention.

I f °  

600

This poem describes Liu Ping’s wife, nee Wu, who killed a tiger to avenge

her husband’s death.601 This event happened in 1270 during the Southern Song 

dynasty and was recounted in Yucinshi (History of the Yuan dynasty).602

Yang composed this poem in a powerful and wondrous style. The fifth line, 

“I draw my sword and swear to Heaven, and Heaven sympathetically roars” 

vividly describes W u’s anger and strong determination to seek revenge; the sixth 

line, “In my eyes, the tiger is smaller than a rat” evokes her strength and bravery 

in killing the tiger. It is apparent that Yang very much appreciates the bravery 

and heroics of the tiger-killer, and contrasts it with the weakness of the lady in 

Mount Tai. This lady’s father-in-law, husband and son were all killed by tigers. 

However, unable to avenge these three generations of men, she simply cried in 

front of their graves.603

However, Yang often used more than one poetic style in a single poem. He

600 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 101.

601 See Appendix 7F, Yang’s preface to this poem.

602 For details, see Song Lian et ah, eds., Ershisi shi qucinyi. Yucinshi, vol. 6, pp.3624-3625.

603 Wang Meng’ou, Daxiao Daiji xuanzhu, pp.307-308.
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combined strangeness and potency. Poems such as ‘The meeting at Hong Gate’ 

and ‘The song of killing the tiger’ are written in a strange style, but also have 

potency in their powerful descriptions. For instance, in ‘The meeting at Hong 

Gate’, Yang describes the sharpness of the general’s sword by saying its light 

reached the sky and threatened the dying comet. Also, he depicts the general’s 

strength by claiming his heroic spirit rolled up the Yellow River. These powerful 

descriptions and Yang’s terrific conveyance of the tense atmosphere of the 

encounter contribute to the poem’s potency.

Similarly, in ‘The song of killing the tiger’, Yang equates the ‘tiger’ to a ‘rat’. 

He describes the lady’s anger and determination to exact revenge by saying ‘the 

Heaven [sympathetically] roars’. This powerfully conveys the strong feelings of 

the lady. Coherent poetic development accounts for the poem ’s smoothness, 

while the powerful descriptions account for its potent style.

The strange poetic style is also the result of the poem’s odd diction. By 

using a thrilling diction, such as ‘blood’, ‘ghost’, ‘wolves and tigers’, ‘scars’ and 

‘suffering soul’, Yang creates a remarkably mysterious atmosphere. Liu Meihua 

points out that Yang liked to use spooky words, such as ‘blood’, ‘bone’ and 

‘ghost’604 Her observation tempers Li Tiaoyuan’s comment that the poetry is 

“too dangerous and strange” (^C l^f^),605 and Wu Qiao’s charge that Yang’s 

diction is creative but odd.606

Yang’s choice of diction is similar to that of Li He, and for this reason, the

604 For details, see Liu Meihua. Yang Weizhen shixue yanjiu, pp. 104-150.

605 Wu Xigui, ed., Li Tiaoyuan shihua pingz.hu, p. 192.

606 Wu Qiao, Weilu shihua, in XXSKQS, vol. 1697, p.597.
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Ming scholar, He Liangjun, said that was simply an imitation of Li He.607 Even 

if Yang did imitate Li He, he also created his own strange style. Yan Junshou 

says,

I especially love to read his [poem] ‘The song of killing the tiger’, 
which gives the feeling of excitement when fighting with short weapons. 

It really is very strange and startling, and definitely good enough to 

inspire talent and deep reflection.

mmm - w  * ■ mmm * ^
° 608

Yan Junshou described the poem as “extremely strange and startling” in that it 

conveyed the sense of breathless danger involved in killing the tiger. He noticed 

the strangeness created by Yang.

However, not everybody appreciated Yang’s imitation of Li He’s style. 

Qian Qianyi said that Yang’s imitation made his poetry stiff and inflexible.609 Lu 

Jiugao (1732-1794) even declared Yang’s ‘eccentric and strange’

Ji|) style to be an ‘evil obstruction’ (SHI )̂ in the poetry arena.610 Similarly, 

Their comments are not as radical as those of Wang Yi Tipp (fl. 1368-1398), who 

severely criticised Yang’s ‘obscene’ and ‘strange’ poetic language,

[Yang] makes use of obscene diction and strange words to rip up 
[destroy] benevolence and righteousness, to subvert name and reality, 

and to muddy the sages’ teachings.

JAlHStSiH-fS • ’ >SILfiA2:it - 6,1

607 He Liangjun, Siyouzhai congshuo, in XXSKQS, vol. 1125, p.696.

608 Zeng Zaozhuang, main ed., ZHDD.WXD.SLJYWXFD, vol.5, p.990.

609 Qian Qianyi, Liechao shijixiaozhuan, in Mingdai zhuanji congkan, vol.l 1, p.60.

610 Lu Jiugao, Shixue yuanyuan kcio, in Guo Shaoyu ed„ Qing shihua xubian, vol.2, p .1357.

5H Zeng Zaozhuang, main ed., ZHDD. WXD.SUYWXFD, vol.5, p.985.
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Wang even regarded Yang’s writings as bewitching like a fox, and called him a 

‘literary goblin’ C>£#^),612 a criticism echoed by Pan Deyu. These scholars’ 

remarks seem exaggerated, for not all of Yang’s poems are odd and strange. By 

contrast, Yan Junshou greatly praised Yang’s poems,

Reading Yang Tieya’s poems can stimulate a person’s intellect and 

enhance his spiritual intelligence. There is a need for such kind of 

poetry after [Li] Changji.

f l f t u t #  ■ W A t g f f l A M  - H A W f  • ° 613

Yan here implies the similarity between the two poetic works, as well as Yang’s 

inheritance of Li He’s special style.

4.2 Potency (jdong)  influenced by Du Fu

Yang’s potency comes from his smooth and powerful descriptions, which are 

illustrated mainly in his yuefu poetry, and especially in his poems on history.614 

Wang Shizhen commented,

The air [energy] of Iron Cliff yuefu poetry is smooth and powerful.

• 615

Smooth and powerful descriptions are facilitated by the use of short and long lines, 

and different tones and rhythms (see Chapter 5.2.1), such as those seen in ‘The

612 Ibid., p.985.

613 Ibid., p.990,

614 ‘Poetry on history5 in Yang’s case is considered to be type of yuefu poetry.

615 Wang Shizhen, Yuyang jinghua lu jishi, p.339.
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meeting at Hong Gate’ and ‘The song of killing the tiger’. However, Yang’s 

potency can be seen even in poems with regular* lines, for example ‘Xiake ci’ 

(Poem on a knight-errant). Gu Qilun (fl. 1666), wrote:

His ‘Poem on a knight-errant’...[shows] how magnificent and

i ! 616magnanimous it is!

Gu did not, however, explain why this poem is potent. The poem reads,

LI In order not to let my comrades die,
L2 I plan to avenge my kingdom by death. 

L3 The Tai’e sword flies out from its sheath, 

L4 Aiming at Jia Chong’s head. 617

During the Three Kingdoms period, Jia Chong JfTt. (217-282), the treacherous 

marquees, killed the fourth emperor of the Wei kingdom, Cao Mao, for Sima Zhao 

(211-264) and helped Sima’s son to establish the Jin empire. Also, Jia’s 

daughter, Empress Jia Nanfeng (257-300), planned to kill the Crown

Prince, Sima Yu WJJ§$11 (278-300), to secure monarchical power, but she failed. 

This led to the execution of Nanfeng herself and the innocent Zhang Hua 

(232-300), the Tai’e Sword owner.618 Jia Chong did not directly cause the death 

of Zhang, so why was the Tai’e sword aimed at him? Who does the 

knight-errant represent? These questions remain a mystery.

While the theme of the poem is obscure, its style is potent in the sense that it 

powerfully describes an upright knight-errant who planned to sacrifice himself for

616 Gu Qilun, Guoya pin, in Mingdai zhuanji congkcin, vol. 16, p .143,

617 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 114.

618 Fang Xuanling, Jinshu, vol.4, pp.963-964, 1069-1077.
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the country. It also describes the legendary sharp sword “flying out from the 

sheath” (L3). The Tai’e sword symbolises the knight-errant’s fearlessness and 

chivalrousness, which evokes a feeling of heroic potency.

Another poem, ‘Jianke pian’# J ^ | §  (Writing on a swordsman), is very 

similar to the ‘Poem on a knight-errant’,

LI 
L2 
L3 
L4

The poetic theme is not clear but the description in the first two lines is powerful. 

This poem seems to glorify the Han general, Han Xin, who marched to the west 

and conquered the state of Zhao in 205B.C.620 His strength and potency are 

illustrated by the powerful narrative tone. He started the ‘western expedition’ 

and was able to make all the enemy soldiers surrender overnight. Yang’s 

powerful and exaggerated description renders this poem potent.

Poems like ‘The meeting at Hong Gate’ and ‘The song of killing the tiger’ 

also contain powerful descriptions. Yang created this potent style by a 

combination of his powerful descriptions of grand historical scenes and exciting 

historical events with his use of rising and falling rhythms. Xu Yingrong 

commented on Yang’s poetic potency,

619 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p .l 14.

620 For details, see Ban Gu. Han shu, vol.7, pp. 1866-1868.

Last night, he went on a western expedition, ’

And the western soldiers all surrendered. °
If a man studies swordsmanship, ’
He has no need to imitate Jing Ke. ° 619
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His poetry is full of energy and rhythm, and it has the potency of a swan 
flying beyond the clouds in the sky.

K & fif  - S « S  ■ ” 621

Im itation of Du Fu and Li Bai

Yang's potent poetic style can be seen as an imitation of Du Fu’s poetry, as 

they both have the same characteristics of smooth and powerful vitality.

Yuan Haowen said that D u’s poems were potent in style, with a smooth and 

powerful vitality; rich in content like an expansive and endless ocean; and 

variable in expression like changeable cloud and sunlight.622 Modelled on Du 

Fu’s work, Yang’s poems on history are also rich in content and changeable in 

style. Song Qi (998-1061) had the same opinion as Yuan; he said that Du 

Fu’s poetry had “potent and powerful content, in one thousand vocabularies and 

ten thousand expressions”. » ^ p ^ iS ! ^ ) 623 Yang’s poetry may not be

as powerful as Du Fu’s, but some of his poems are close to it in terms of their 

potency.

Yang’s imitation of Du Fu is quite obvious. Hu Yinglin said Yang’s 

‘xingman’ M iH  (Poetry of sudden inspiration) is an imitation of Du Fu’s 

work.624 However, Weng Fanggang (1733-1818) mocked Yang’s failure

to imitate well.625 Yang’s poetic potency is thus the result of his modelling on 

Du Fu’s poem. One of Du Fu’s poems on history, ‘Bazhen tu’A P ^ i l  (Eight 

military formations), reads,

621 Xu Yingrong’s preface to Tieya shiji sanzhong See Zou Zhifang, ed.,

YWZSJ, p.515.

622 See Appendix 7G; Yang Lun, ed., Dushi jingquan, p .l 154.

623 Ouyang Xin et al., Xin Tangshu, vol. 18, p.5738; Yang Lun, ed., Dushi jingquan, p .1136.

624 Hu Yinglin, Shisou, p.238.

625 Weng Fanggang, Shizhou shihua, pp.234-235.
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LI His achievement was the highest in [the formation 

of] the three kingdoms,
L2 His fame was heightened when he designed the 

eight military formations.
L3 A river flows but a stone does not move.
L4 His only regret was missing the chance to 

swallow [capture] the kingdom of Wu.

The powerful description and potent narrative tone of this poem set a model for 

Yang. This five-character quatrain powerfully and vividly describes the 

achievement of Zhuge Liang. L3 alludes to the fact that although dynasties 

change like the flow of a river, Zhuge’s achievement is like a rock that does not 

move. Du Fu uses *tun’ §  (swallow/ capture) to portray Zhuge’s ambitious 

plan, and lsh i’%: (miss/missing) to describe his greatest regret.

Scholars believe that D u’s poems are a reflection of the social and cultural 

conditions of his period as well as of his response to these conditions.627 For 

instance, McCraw notes, “He [Du Fu] recorded the almost-fatal fall of a dynasty,

the despoil of her cities, and the near collapse of high civilization in war and

628barbarism.” However, their comments apply more to Du Fu’s poems on the 

contemporary events of his time than to his poems on history. This poem, like 

another poem, ‘Shu xiang’ (The chancellor of Shu) composed in 760 A.D,

629 is a passionate description of Zhuge Liang; however, apart from his admiration

626 Peng Dingqiu et al., eds., Quan Tangshi, vol.7, p.2504.

627 Owen writes, “For Tu [Du] Fu’s reader the poem is not a fiction: it is a unique, factual account 

of an experience in historical time, a human consciousness encountering, interpreting, and 

responding to the world.” Stephen Owen, Traditional Chinese Poetry and Poetics: Omen o f  

the World, p. 15.

628 David R. McCraw, Du F u’s Laments from the South, p. 14.

629 For more details of this poem, see David Hawkes, A little Primer ofTu Fu, pp.103-105.

626
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for Zhuge Liang, D u’s sentiments are not that clear. The social conditions and 

culture of the Tang dynasty are hardly found in these poems.

Du Fu’s poems on history, such as ‘Ye xianzhu miao’ fllpfejiilll (Pay a visit 

to the shrine of the late emperor), garnered praise,

His feelings are magnanimous and passionate, tender and touching; its 
[the poem’s] air [energy of expression] is strong and powerful as it is 
full of energy; its diction is firm and rhythmic; its tone is inspiring and 

vigorous like the sound of bells. ... [Du] composed poems simply by 

argument and discussion, and others did not have this kind of great 

capability.

KSPtlf'Ktif® ■ - JttJWMt
f l t t l  ° 630

This comment clearly states the elements that constitute Du Fu’s potency: 

magnanimous feelings, powerful expression, firm and melancholy diction and 

vigorous tone. Yang imitates D u’s powerful expression and vigorous tone.

However, not every scholar has noted the fact that Yang’s potent style was 

also influenced by Li Bai’s poetry. Li Bai used imaginative description and 

exaggerated metaphors to convey the strength and potency of historical figures. 

‘Xiake xing’ (Song of Swordsman) is an good example of this. It is the

description of a swordsman in the State of Zhao.

LI The guest of the State of Zhao wore the plain-silk 

hat ribbon,

L2 His sharp sword, Wugou,631 shone like frost and

630 Yang Lun, ed., Dushi jingquan, p.599.

631 Gou f&J (hook) is a kind of tool that looks like a sword but is curved. ‘Wugou’^l&J (Wu’s

hook) was made by an artisan in the State of Wu during the Spring and Autumn Warring
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snow.
L3 His silver saddle reflected the colour of his white 

horse,

L4 Which ran as quickly as a shooting meteor,

L5 He could kill a person in ten steps [by superb 
swordsmanship]

L6 [People amassed along] a thousand miles [of 
road] could not prevent him from leaving.

L7 He shook his clothes and left abruptly after the 

dispute had been settled,

L8 Hiding his body and concealing his identity.

L9 He went to drink at the residence of the Lord of 
Xinling in his free time,

L10 Taking off his sword and placing it horizontally in 
front of his knees.

L I 1 He offered broiled meat and let Zhu Hai eat,
L I2 And held a wine cup urging Hou Ying to drink.

L I3 After three cups he made a promise,
L I4 Which made the Five Great Mountains632 seem 

lighter.
L I5 After his eyes were blurred and his ears were 

flushed with drink,
L I6 His impulsive will could induce the birth of a 

white rainbow.
L17 He brandished his golden chained ball to save the 

State of Zhao,

LI 8 This shocked Handan City [Capital Of Zhao] at 
the very beginning.

L I9 These two heroes for the past thousand years,
L20 With their reputation shining in Daliang City

^  Imu

m

Periods, who was very famous for casting hooks. Wugou, later generally refers to a sharp 

sword. For details, see Lou Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.l, p .1523.

632 The Five Great Mountains, also known as the ‘Five Sacred Mountains’, are Mount Tai ^5 in 

Shandong province, Mount Heng Iff in Hunan province, Mount Hua Ijl in Shenxi province, 

Mount Heng fM in Hebei province and Mount Sung 3§5 in Henan province. See Luo Zhufeng, 

main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.l, p .166; and Wei Songshan, main ed., Zhongguo gudian shici 

diming cidian, p.99.
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[Capital of Wei],
L21 Their fragrant chivalrousness lingered on, even

after they had died,
L22 They matched outstanding heroes in this world!

L23 Who could write [their contributions] in a f t t W M T  ’
pavilion?

L24 It is the one633 who wrote the Canon of Supreme

Mystery until his hair turned white. 634

Exaggerated metaphors are used here to portray the swordsman’s potency: his 

ability to kill a person within ten steps and the inability of a thousand enemies to 

stop him moving. Also, his chivalry is exhibited by the fact that he kept his 

promise, something that weighted more heavily than the Five Great Mountains. 

These metaphors exhibit the potency of the swordsman. Furthermore, his ability 

is underscored by the fact that he rescued the state of Zhao, shocking the people 

and earning an excellent reputation in the state of Wei.635 In this poem, Li Bai’s 

description draws on imagination rather than historical facts, thus creating a sense 

of potency.

Who is this swordsman? The poem has given rise to discussion regarding 

the identity of the historical figure whom Li Bai was aiming to describe. Some 

modern scholars, such as Su Zhongxiang believe that Li Bai was

glorifying Zhu Hai (3rd c. B.C.) and Hou Ying (7-257B.C.),636

arguing that the swordsman is in fact Zhu Hai. However, the swordsman’s 

appearance described in this poem does not match that of Zhu Hai in the historical

633 Yang Xiong (53 B.C.-18A.D.), who wrote a book on philosophy, Taixuan jing

(Canon o f  Supreme M yste iy) in his old age. See Ban Gu, Honshu, vol.l I , p.3566, 3584.

634 See Peng Dingiu et al., eds„ Quan Tangshi, vol.5, p. 1688.

635 See Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.7, pp.2381-2382.

636 Su Zhongxiang, Li Du shixuan, pp .127-128.
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records.637

This kind of ambiguity can be found in some of Yang’s work, such as his 

‘Poem on a knight-errant’. It is impossible for the readers to discern exactly who 

it is that the poet is writing about. His ‘Poem on a swordsman’ is also 

ambiguous; the identity of the hero described cannot be confirmed.

Furthermore, Li Bai’s powerful and imaginative descriptions may have also 

been a template for Yang. For instance, Li Bai uses ‘frost and snow’ to describe 

the sharpness of the sword, Wugou, and ‘shooting meteor’ as a metaphor for the 

speed of the white horse. His powerful imagination is demonstrated by his 

ability to describe humanity, using metaphors from nature. Yang displays the 

same powerful and imaginative types of descriptions in his poem ‘Yu meiren xing’ 

] | J | |  A f r  (Song of the Beauty Yu). This poem contains similar examples of the 

use of exaggerated metaphor to describe the potency of a historical figure.

LI The General with the power to move mountains 5

was haughty like a tiger;
L2 His divine horse stepped on the world like a Q

dragon.
L3 The General sang the song of the State of Chu ’

after defeat,

L4 The Beauty could promise herself a death. i l  A —‘A f t  §  jrF 0
L5 She hurriedly slew herself by a sword to thank i t " M ’

her precarious master;
L6 Unwilling to be like the Wild Pheasant and to A '^l^£f£li!'fA ll§ ’ 

serve as a slave to the enemy.
L7 Her love-blood on the riverbanks was blown 

away by [the wind in] the black rain

L8 To become the fragrant flowers of Spring, and to i b #  T? ^  /J§ A  

moan [for her master] in the territory of the Han 638

637 For details, see Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.7, pp.2378-2381.

638 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.20; Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yuefu zhu, p.446.
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dynasty.

The poem vividly depicts the potency of Xiang Yu (232-202B.C.) through its use 

of exaggerated similes. In other words, his vitality was as strong as a tiger’s, and 

his strength was able to move mountains. His divine horse stepping all over the 

world signifies the numerous battleships that gave Xiang success at sea. 

However, Yang switched to an elegant poetic style when he described how 

Consort Yu (also known as Beauty Yu, 222BC-202B.C.), Xiang’s beloved 

concubine, killed herself.639 To avoid being captured as a slave by Liu Bang, as 

Lii Zhi had been enslaved by Xiang Yu,640 and to avoid possible insult, Consort 

Yu chose to die in front of her lover. Yang called Lii Zhi ( ‘Zhi’ literally means 

‘pheasant’) a ‘Wild Pheasant’ to express her wildness and cruelty.641

Consort Yu proved her loyalty to, and deep love for, Xiang Yu by dying. 

The poet again uses exaggerated metaphor in the last two lines, with the imagery 

of Consort Yu’s ‘blood of love’ being carried by the wind and black rain falling 

into the soil. This blood then nurtured the flowers, which blossomed in the 

spring and lamented Consort Yu’s lover in the territory of the Han dynasty. The

639 There is no historical record of Yuji’ suicide, but her decision to choose her death is obvious

from a song she composed in response to Xiangyu. See annotation in Sima Qian, Shiji, 

vol.l.p.334.

640 Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.2, p.571; and Ban Gu, Hanshu, vol.7, p.1812.

641 She tortured her husband’s beloved concubine, Lady Qi to death by chopping off her limbs and 

blinding and deafening her before dumping her into a toilet. She also murdered two princes 

and directly caused the deaths of other princes. More specifically, she killed her husband’s 

third son, Liu Ruyi §?!j#DiS;(208-194B.C.), Prince of Zhao, and starved the sixth son, Liu You 

P J^(d .l81B .C .), also Prince of Zhao, to death. For details, see Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.2, 

pp.397,402-404.
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powerful portrait of Xiang Yu’s energy and the magnificent description of Consort 

Yu’s heroic death for loyalty are good illustrations of Yang’s potency, one of the 

constituents of his Iron Cliff Style.

Yu Wenyi (16877-1782?), states that Yang’s yuefu poetry on history

covers history throughout the ages.

[Yang’s] Ancient-style yuefu poetry presents a summary of the complete 

history [of China], with its in-depth and far-reaching content, which is 
created from his beliefs and embellished by the arguments in his 

prefaces. These are all vigorous and vehement, and strength overflows 

from each poetic line. On reading his poems, the reader is stimulated 

and can visualise his characters.

■ j p g '

* f f i A t S J t W t  > » 642

Yu states that Yang’s yuefu poems on history are potent, have deep and 

far-reaching content, and contain vigorous and vehement arguments. However, 

these comments apply to only some of Yang’s poems on history. The following 

section explores those of Yang’s poems on history that are not “vigorous and 

vehement”, but elegant and untrammelled.

4.3 Elegance iya) resembles Li Shangyin’s style

Sikong Tu’s Shipin §#pp (Commentary on poetry) does not mention elegance 

specifically. However, it has a category called ‘dianya’ iKt/ffi (decorous and 

dignified), which corresponds to the ‘elegance’ that I describe in this section. 

The first four lines of this category reads,

642 Yu Wenyi, Preface to Yang Tieya yongshi gu yuefu. See Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.506.
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LI With a jade pot he purchases spring [wine],

L2 Appreciates rain under a roof of thatch. 3Sfeayiny»a
L3 Fine scholars are his guests,

The second and the fourth line are examples of ‘elegance’. Stephen Owen

Ch’iao [Qiao] Li [ f i f^ ]  interprets the first four lines as an alternation 

between tien [dian] (“decorous”) and yci (“dignified”). He 
characterises the first line as ''tien-mei’ [dian-mei] “decorously
beautiful”, the second line as ‘feng-ya’ a “poetic dignity”; the

third line as ‘tien-tse5 Jfitf!!] [dian-ze], “decorously normative”, the 
fourth line as lya-jun’ [ya-run] “gentle and generous dignity”.645

Poetic elegance contains elements of dignity and beauty. Did Yang’s poems on 

history show these kinds of quality? Considering that Yang’s poetry was also 

described as ‘Iron Elegance’, it seems natural that elegance is an important 

constituent of his Iron Style.

Yang’s poetic elegance is well illustrated in the poems, ‘Chunxia zaci’ 

(Poetry on a knight-errant in spring). In this work, Yang demonstrates the 

same poetic characteristics as are found in Li Shangyin’s poetry: the “diction is 

lucid and beautiful” (tpltf/lfjii;),646 and the expression is “tactful and circuitous” 

(§1 Ml Efe J/f )•647 These may be the reasons why Hu Yinglin (1551-1602) 

appreciated the ten poems of ‘Poetry on a knight-errant in spring’, declaring their

643 Stephen Owen, Reading in Chinese Literary Thought, p.315.

644 See Appendix 7H; Cao Lengquan, ed., Shipin tongshi, p.25.

645 Stephen Owen, Reading in Chinese Literaiy Thought, p.316.

646 Zhongguo shehui kexue yuan wenxue yanjiusuo, ed., Tangdai wenxue shi, vol.2, p.386.

writes:

647 Ibid., p.390.
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superiority to the work of Wen Tingyun and Han W o,648 and specifically 

mentioning their elegance. Hu Yinglin stated that Yang’s ‘Poetry on a 

knight-errant in spring’ was so good that even if famous poets like Li Bai, Han Wo 

and Wan Tingyun lowered their level to write on the same topic, Yang may not 

lose to them.649

Does Yang’s poetic elegance also apply to his poems on history? A number 

of Ming and Qing scholars did not mention any elegance in Yang’s poems on 

history; they only talked about strangeness or potency. However, I have 

discovered poetic elegance in Yang’s poems on history. The following section 

explores this.

Poetic elegance typically fills the reader with a sense of refinement through 

the use of beautiful diction, which creates an elegant poetic scene. This sort of 

poetic elegance is commonly found in Li Shangyin’s poems on history, such as 

‘Sui gong’ (The Sui Palace) and ‘Guo Chu gong’ rfa (Passing the Chu

Palace).650 Yang’s specialty was his ability to adopt this poetic style in his 

poems on history, which are normally supposed to be constrained by historical 

facts. His poem entitled ‘Li furen’ A  (Lady Li), which portrays the 

stunning concubine of Emperor Wu of Han >H ^  (r.!41-87B.C.), best

demonstrates his elegant style. It reads,

LI Never in other generations was there such a —fdzA ’

648 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.533.

649 See Appendix 71; Hu Yinglin, Shisou, p.242.

650 See Peng Dingqiu et al„ eds., Quan Tangshi, vol. 16, pp.6161, 6195. For analysis of thes two 

poems, see Stephen Owen, The Late Tang: Chinese Poetiy o f the Mid-Ninth Century 

(827-860), pp.427-430.
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beautiful person,
L2 Her gorgeous countenance resembled the 0

Goddess of the River Luo.
L3 The [curved] spring moon was the cross bow of A f ^ i l l  A f x  ’

her eyebrows,
L4 The [clear] autumn water was the whiteness of i[x F °

her eyes.

L5 Her song was [as beautiful as] jade-like iM tH !  ’

blossoms,
L6 Her dance was [as attractive as] jade-like °

branches.
L7 In love, the emperor could not restrain himself. S I tT °
L8 The jade-like branches were trampled overnight, ’

L9 The jade-like blossoms withered in the morning, I j l i l — ’
L10 How could the emperor’s heart be filled with US’ zE A  A  f5j

joy? ^  ?
L l l  It looked like the person was here but in reality ’

she was not,
L12 She came slowly in an elegant manner but left A M M  A °

in a hurry.
L I3 Pure dew condensed on the lotus leaves, ’

L14 The sunlight was reflected while the golden Bjf °
rainbow vanished.

L I5 The mountain was covered by rain, ’

L I6 The sea was covered by rain, ’
L I7 How could her whisper in a dream be clearly FJ ^  BfJ cjn

heard? I p  ?
L I8 The reflection of the setting moon disappeared A /A  ’

in the Hundred-sons Pond,

LI 9 While the spiritual breeze blew making the M M  —‘ W  H
colourful clouds fly. ° 651

Yang portrays Lady Li’s beauty through elegant images and beautiful diction. 

‘Goddess of River Luo’, ‘spring moon’, ‘sutumn water’, jade-like blossoms’ and 

‘jade-like branches’ are all beautiful images that create a sense of dignity,

651 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, pp.41-42.
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reflecting the natural endowments of Lady Li. They are also elegant metaphors 

that describe her stunning beauty. Meanwhile, examples of beautiful diction, 

such as ‘lotus’, ‘pure dew’, ‘sunlight’ and ‘golden rainbow’ in L I3 and L14, make 

the scene more like a painting than a historical narrative.

Yang also creates roundabout expressions by using symbolic diction and 

portraying elegant scenes. For instance, he evokes the brevity of life through his 

imagery of ‘pure dew’ on the ‘lotus’ , and the disappearance of a ‘golden-rainbow’ 

due to the reflection of ‘sunlight’. Also, L I 8 alludes to the love story of 

Emperor Gaozu of Han JJtiSEfil (Liu Bang, r. 202-195B.C.) and Lady Qi J$c(2nd c. 

B.C.).652 The lonely reflection of the moon in the Hundred-sons Pond, where 

Gaozu and Lady Qi used to celebrate the Chinese Valentine’s day (on the seventh 

day of the seventh month of the Lunar calendar), symbolises the separation of 

Emperor Wu and Lady Li by death. In addition, LI 9 hints at the disappearance 

of Lady Li, leaving only clouds hanging in sky. Such indirect expressions make 

the meaning of the poem deeper, and the content richer.

Beautiful poetic scenes and indirect expressions create elegance in Yang’s 

poetry. That is probably why Zhang Yu and Li Xiaoguang in appreciation 

labelled Yang’s poetry ‘Tieya’ (Iron Elegance) during their literary gathering at 

Qiantang River in 1344.653 It is clear, then, that Yang’s elegant poetic style also 

applies to his poetry on history.

Despite being restricted to the historical facts, Yang was able to compose 

elegant poems on history. This is illustrated in ‘Luoye ci’ (Poem on

652 For details, see Ge Hong. Xijing zaji, in Siku jiacang, vol. 93, p.206.

653 Preface to Lengzhai shiji in Jin Yuan, comp., Yang Weizhen xuw enji, p. 175.
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falling leaves), which indirectly describes the licentiousness of Wang Chang 

(Wang Jipeng zE U E i, d.939) through the imagery of beautiful natural scenes.654 

For example, L6 reads, “But one leaf fell on the wind and fluttered” (—

JUJU) symbolises the demotion of the Grand Tutor, Ye Qiao Ifll! (10th c.). 

“Wind” is a symbol of the power of nature, and refers to the divine right. Ye was 

demoted by imperial decree issued by the King who enjoyed this divine right. 

‘Fell’ represents ‘demotion’, while ‘leaf’ refers to Ye Qiao ( ‘Ye’ literary means 

‘leaf’). Meanwhile, L9 “The spring swallow on the top tower flew into the 

Lingxiao Palace” is an metaphor for Chang sleeping with his

father’s maid, Li Chunyan (10th c.).

This poem avoids erotic and effeminate descriptions. It is simply a 

depiction of natural scenes, and uses trees, roots, leaves, the wind, the sun and the 

spring swallow to symbolise historical episodes. These beautiful natural images 

create an atmosphere of quiet elegance and purvey a sense of poetic dignity. 

Elegance is thus another of Yang’s diverse writing styles and another constituents 

of his Iron Style (Tie ti).

4.4 Straightforwardness influenced by Yuan Zhen and 

Bai Juyi

Yang’s poetry also inherited the characteristic of straightforwardness and the 

use of simple expressions. These came from folk songs: songs that reflected the 

lives and customs of people. Qiao Yi (b. 1692) commented that Yang’s

654 For the whole poem and detailed analysis, see Chapter 5.2.1 and Chapter 6.2.4
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yuefu poetry was modelled on that of Yuan Zhen jc lE  (779-831), Bai Juyi, Zhang 

Ji (ca.765-ca.830) and Wang Jian, but that his creativity was much lower 

than theirs and was on the bottom rank .655 Qiao here was implying that Yang’s 

poetic style was simple and straightforward like that of these Tang poets. 

Examining Yang’s poetry, one finds that many of them contain simple and 

straightforward descriptions. This is especially true of his zhuzhi ci (Bamboo 

twig song) poems.

The straightforward style is most noticeable in Yang’s zhuzhi ci poems

Yang’s straightforward poetic style as characterised by clear poetic themes, 

direct portrayals and simple diction is particularly apparent in his twenty zhuzhi ci 

(Bamboo twig song) poems. ‘Xihu zhuzhi ci’ (Bamboo twig song

of the West Lake) no. 4 reads,

LI I urge you not to climb up the south peak; *
L2 I urge you not to climb up the north peak. °

L3 There are clouds around the south peak, and ’

rain at the north peak ;656

L4 The clouds and rain both hasten my sorrow. 15P P I f H M fH ° 657

The theme of this poem is clear: it factually describes a girl who misses her lover. 

She believes her lover is equally lovesick, so she urges him not to climb up to the

655 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.562.

656 Here ‘clouds and rains’ is an allusion to ‘sexual desire’. It originates from the romantic story 

of King Xiang of Chu @ ft^ (298 -263B .C .) and the goddess of Mao Mountain, who 

commanded the clouds and rains. For details, see Song Yu’s (fl. 290-223 B.C.)

Shennii fit (Fu prose poem of the goddess), in Xiao Tong, comp., Littchen zhu

wenxuan, vol. 1, pp.349-351.

657 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 133.
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high mountains, where the clouds and rain will only remind him of their intimacy. 

Such implications of sexual desire in a female voice are not rare in Yang’s poems. 

Simple diction and direct portrayal are illustrated in the content of the first three 

lines by the repetition and restructuring of several words: quan HJj (urge or 

persuade), lang IP (you), mo M  (not), slicing J i  (climb up), gao (high), feng  

(mountain), nan (South), bei jb  (North), yun f t  (clouds), yu pjf (rains). 

Hu Yinglin said that this poem is as ‘wanli’ M U  (tactful and beautiful) as Liu 

Yuxi’s work .658 However, the poetic structure of this poem is very similar to that 

of the anonymous poet’s yuefu poem entitled ‘Jiangnan’ LCpJg (South of the 

river) . 659 It reveals the influence of yuefu poetry on Yang.

Some of Yang’s poems on history do demonstrate a straightforward poetic 

style. One example is ‘Maiqie yan’ I t ^ c ^ f 660 (A speech on buying a 

concubine), which is regarded as a poem on history by Hu Yinglin .661 Using 

simple and straightforward diction, it describes a woman’s dignity in refusing to 

be bribed. The identity of the woman that Yang portrays in this poem is 

unknown. However, the ‘Song of white hair’ in L4, was composed by Zhuo 

Wenjun (150-115 B.C.), who tried to persuade her husband, Sima

Xiangru (179-117B.C.) not to marry a concubine. Xiangru was

touched by the poem and gave up his plan .662 From the narrator’s tone, it looks 

as if Yang may have been speaking in the voice of the girl whom Sima Xiangru 

intended to marry.

658 Hu Yinglin, Shisou, p,242.

659 Guo Maoqian, comp., Yuefu shiji, vol.2, pp.384.

660 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 124.

661 Hu Yinglin, Shisou, p.230.

662 Ge Hong, Xijing zaji, in Ji Xianlin et al., main ed., Sikti jiacang, vol. 93, p.207.
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LI Buying me with a thousand taels of gold, ’
L2 I promise you my body but not my heart. nPJ§':P rF ;L> °
L3 I hear that the gentleman has a wife, ’
L4 She sings the ‘Song of white hair’ every night. ° 663

In a straightforward way, this poem reveals Yang’s Confucian morals: it describes 

the girl’s ( ‘my’) dignity and kind-heartedness in persuading ‘the gentleman’ to 

love his wife. Adopting the voice of the heroine, Yang says her body can be 

bought by a thousand taels of gold, but her heart is not for sale. Based on this 

poem, Gu Qilun compares Yang’s morality to that of Tao Qian, saying explicitly 

that both of them exhibited similar qualities of virtue and dignity.664 Dorey J. 

Levy notes, “the presence of straightforward personal references is a distinctive 

feature of the poems of the Shih Ching \Shijing], and of yiieh-fu (yuefu) as 

well.” 665 This poem is obviously influenced by the straightforward expression 

found in Shijing and yuefu, but here Yang hides his own identity in that of the 

heroine.

Wu Fu is of the view that Yang applied satire to his poems .666 His comment 

can be applied to ‘Sangyin qu’ (Song of the shady mulberry).

LI Since my husband left to guard the frontier, [=1 ’

L2 The way to the shady mulberry is blocked.
L3 Though the general [my husband] roars like a 

tiger,
L4 Your young wife [I] can’t help seducing Qin ° 667

663 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 124.

664 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.542.

655 Dore J, Levy, Chinese Narrative Poetry: The Late Han Through T ’ang Dynasties, p,60.

666 See Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yuefu zhu, p.435, 491.

667 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 115.
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Gong.

Yang mocked the wicked general, Liang Ji (?-159) and ridiculed the

lewdness of his wife, Sun Shou # N| |  (2nd c.). While her husband was away, 

they were no longer able to visit the mulberry field, a favourite rendezvous for 

lovers (and probably used here as a metaphor for physical intimacy). As a result, 

Sun Shou had an adulterous affair. The phrase ‘roars like a tiger’ refers to 

Liang’s great power in the Eastern Han dynasty (25-220), in spite of which his 

wife had an affair with his favourite official, Qin Gong (2nd c . ) .668 Yang 

obviously wanted to satirise Liang and Sun. The poem’s content is based on 

history, but its poetic style is as straightforward as a folk song. Yang’s long 

poems tend to be strange, potent and elegant, while his short poems (quatrain) 

appear to be more direct and simple. However, his short poems on powerful 

swordsmen or knights-errant are an exception to this.

Yang’s poetic straightforwardness is also illustrated in other poems, such as 

‘Changmen yuan’ (Lament in the Long Gate), and ‘Yinping nii’ (The girl

with a silver jar), which describe the sadness of Ajiao, and the death of Yinping 

(12th c.) respectively. This p o e m ‘Baitou yin’ S l P v  (Song of W hite Hair) also 

demonstrates Yang’s poetic straightforwardness, while its content is similar to that 

of Shijing (Book of Poetry). It reads,

L I Reciting the Song of White Hair on a long night, 6  I P v  5

L2 [Knowing] New strings will be put on an old zither. r n m m m  •
L3 Do not use [a string of] one-day love — 0  I f  5

668 Fan Ye, Hou Honshu, vol.5, pp. 1180-1181.
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L4 To mistakenly tie a hundred-year vow [of love]

This poem appears to be composed in the voice of Zhao Wenjun, who tried to 

prevent her husband’s marriage .670 It seems to be describing the night when 

Zhao composed ‘Song of white hair’ for her husband. She instinctively knew 

that ‘new strings’ (a new girl) would replace her (old string) and become 

Xiangru’s wife (put on the zither). However, she urged her husband not to make 

the mistake of believing that his one-day love for the girl would turn out to be a 

long-term relationship like that between a husband and wife. This poem 

resembles a folk song with simple diction and a direct message, and it is believed 

to have been modelled on Shijing (Book of Poetry). Tieya gu yuefu tiyao 

(Summary of Iron Cliff’s ancient poetry) states,

Is ‘Song of White Hair’.. .any different from the aim and idea written by 
poets in the Book of Poetry?

e s M - g  g M J I  ? 671

This proves that Yang closely imitated Shijing (Book of Poetry). Not only is his 

writing style modelled on it, but also his subtle means of persuasion and the 

Confucian teachings of ‘gentleness and tenderness, honesty and sincerity’ (>J1[

15) are both traditions in the Book o f  Poetry,612 His student, Wu Fu, believed 

Yang’s poetry “reserved kind remonstration” ( H  ^ ) and “delivered 

exhortation” (fjj)i£$jj) . 673 A number of scholars noticed that Yang modelled his 

way of expression and his straightforward poetic style on Shijing,

669 Zou Zhifang, ed., Yang Weizihen shiji, p. 129.

670 Ge Hong, Xijing zaji, in Ji Xianlin et al., main ed., Siku jiacang, vol. 93, p.207.

671 Yong Rong et al., eds., Qinding siku quanshu zongmu tiyao, vol.4, p.448.

672 Zheng Xuan et al., ed., Liji zhushu, in Yingyin Wenyuange siku quanshu, vol. 116, p.309.

673 Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yuefu zhu, in XXSKQS, vol. 1325, p. 435.
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Hu Yinglin appreciated Yang’s five-character quatrain poems on history, 

especially short ones, such as the ‘Song of white hair’, and ‘Jiao Zhongqing qi’ 

Hfcfjpgp (The wife of Jiao Zhongqing). Hu said these poems demonstrate that 

Yang was an artistic person .674 However, Hu did not appreciate those poems that 

contained long arguments. For him, Yang’s arguments do not enhance the 

attractiveness of his work, rather, they detract from it .675

Hu’s comments affirm my previous statement, that Yang tended to use more 

direct and straightforward expressions in his short poems, while his long poems 

tend to be strange and potent. Hu distinguished the difference in content 

between the two: the long poems contain more arguments, but the shorter ones 

focus on historical description and the expression of personal sentiments. Finally, 

Hu’s comments about Yang’s long poems being inferior do not apply in every case. 

Long poems such as ‘The meeting at Hong Gate’, which are comparable to Li 

He’s work, are unmistakably not inferior.

4,5 Resplendence (//) similar to Wen Tingyun and Li 

Shangyin’s work

Lu Jiugao (1732-1794) commented that Yang especially liked to imitate Li 

He and Wen Tingyun .676 He also believed that Yang’s resplendent style was the 

result of his imitation of Wen Tingyu and Li Shangyin (813-858), rather than Li

674 See Appendix 7J; Hu Yinglin, Shisou, p.238.

675 See Appendix 7K; Ibid., p.238.

676 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.562.
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He.

[Wen’s] characteristic poetic style is dense and beautiful, rich but 
restrained. And it is similar to the poetic styles of Li Shangyin and 

Duan Chengshi [ca.803-863].

tseiaxsf'ittjijtsiiifu •
« ° 677

The Qing scholar, Shang Rong, said that Yang’s poetry was ‘strange and 

resplendent’ .678 He noticed that Yang combined more than one poetic style. 

Yang’s imitation of Li He’s strangeness and Wen’s beauty results in his own 

strange and resplendent poetic style. This element of strangeness has already 

been discussed. The following section will focus on Yang’s poetic resplendence.

Yang’s resplendent poetic style can be seen in his youxian shi jHfLiiUp 

(Poetry on the roaming immortals) . 679 This view is supported by Weng 

Fanggang (1733-1818) , who commented that these poems contained “strange 

sentiments” (isf-W) and were “splendidly colourful” (Ifef^ ) . 680 Yang seems to 

have favoured the use of different colours in his diction. Liu Meihua, says that 

Yang’s poetry employs more than thirty different colours , 681 including red, 

yellow, green, gold, silver and purple. Gu Qilun comments that Yang’s yuefu 

poetry has extremely resplendent diction, but is written in a ‘tone of regret and 

sorrow’ (IH/Hjffll^D-682 This criticism is not always time, as the tone of some of 

his yuefu poems on history is quite playful and lively.

677 Zhongguo shehui kexue yuan wenxue yanjiusuo, ed., Tangdai wenxue shi, vol.2, p.650.

678 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.571.

679 Colourful imagery is found in Yang’s twenty ‘Quatrains on the roaming immortals'. See Zou

Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 144-146.

680 Weng Fanggang, Shizhou shihua, p.236.

681 Liu Meihua, Yang Weizhen shixue yanjiu, p.105-114.

682 Gu Qilun, Guo ya pin , in Mingdai zhuanji congkan, vol. 16, p. 142.
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So, is this resplendent style also to be found in Yang’s poems on history? 

Hints are provided in the comments of Ming and Qing scholars. Hu Yinglin

683wrote that Yang’s yuefu poetry is overly ‘resplendent and bewitching’ and 

‘soft and effeminate’ .684 As Yang’s poems on history are mainly in yuefu form, 

Hu’s comments thus imply that these poems are resplendent and effeminate. Is 

this criticism justified?

Packed images and colourful diction

Although it is unfair to say that all Yang’s poems are ‘soft and effeminate’, it 

is possible to observe a resplendent poetic style in his poems on history. These 

poems are packed with colourful diction, allusions and metaphors, all of which 

make them resplendent and also account for their similarity to the poems of Li 

Shangyin and Wen Tingyun. Paul F. Rouzer comments that Wen’s poem, 

‘Jiming dai ge’ (Song: cockcrow dike) , 685 “outlines the rise and fall of

the Southern Court through the superimposition of images.” 686 Likewise, four 

lines (L3 to L6 ) of Yang’s poem ‘Jingzhen ci’ (Song of the warning

pillow) are densely packed with fabulous imagery.

L I The sleepless dragon,
L2 Awake after awakening.

683 Hu Yinglin, Shisou, p.56.

684 Hu also said Yang’s ancient-style poems were too argumentative and that his five-character and

seven-character regulated lines were just average. See Hu Yinglin. Shisou, p.238.

685 See Peng Dingqiu et al., eds., Quan Tangshi, vol. 17, p. 6694. For detailed analysis of this poem,

see Paul F. Rouzer, Writing Another’s Dream: The Poetry o f  Wen Tingyun, pp.118-122.

685 Paul F. Rouzer, Writing Another’s Dream: The Poetry o f Wen Tingyun, p. 119; for detailed 

analysis of this poem, see pp.118-122.

T f m m
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L3 Corals and round-wood were shaking the °
golden bell.

L4 The five-flower precious bamboo mat and a ’

lotus screen,

L5 Copper plate had a snow-white powder that I I M l l l f t f f 0

released a fresh and faint fragrance.
L6  The copper balls flew onto the tower wall like ’

crashing thunder,
L7 To warn and awaken the garrison guards at °

midnight.
L 8  Thereby [the Kingdom of] Wuyue set up its ’

domain and opened up the flatland,
L9 And [his] four generations and three kings were °

able to have a good sleep on their sleeping 687

mats.

This poem describes the founder of the Kingdom of Wuyue, Qian Liu 

(852-932), who was extremely cautious at night. He stayed awake most of the 

time when he was leading his troops in battle. ‘Four generations’ refers to the 

reigns of his two sons, Qian Yuanguan (r.932-941) and Qian Hongzuo |§

(r.941-947), and his two grandsons, Qian Hongzong (947-948) and

Qian Hongchu (r.948-978). ‘Three kings’ probably refers to the three

rulers with posthumous names, ‘Zhongxian wang’ ^  Iff (The Loyal and 

Devoted King), ‘Zhongxun wang’ 3E (The Loyal and Humble King), 

‘Zhongyi wang’ f£, f i  EE (The Loyal and Virtuous King), respectively . 688 

Together, they kept the Kingdom of Wuyue in existence for seventy year's 

(907-978).

Some of the lines in this poem are reminiscent of Yang’s boudoir poetry. 

The diction chosen (for L3-L5, and L9), for example, is similar' to that in Yang’s

687 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.261.

688 For details, see Ouyang Xiu, Xin Wudai shi, vol.3, pp.835-844.
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‘Xianglian bati’ (Eight topics on the boudoir). In this poem, the

images of ‘coral’ (3fipi§), ‘golden bells’ ‘five-flowers’ (E lk X  ‘precious

bamboo mat’ (JiFlf), ‘lotus screen’ ‘copper plate’ (HHD, ‘snow-white

powder’ (H p^), ‘faint fragrance’ (W^iD and ‘sleeping m ats’ (f3rl^ ) are common 

elements of the boudoirs.

This imagery with its colourful diction, including ‘gold’, ‘snow-white’ and 

‘copper’, creates Yang’s resplendent poetic style, a style that is close to that of 

Wen Tingyun. Yang’s poetry was compared to ‘a courtesan with heavy make-up’ 

( M i # : ! ® ) 689 by Zhu Tingzhen (1841-1903). However, he was

probably referring only to Yang’s poems on boudoir, not all his yuefu poems. 

This resplendent style is very similar to Wen Tingyun’s . 690

Yang’s resplendent style can be observed in other poems, such as ‘Wuwang 

qiuge’ E i E ^ I f ^ 691 (The song of five princes playing woollen b a lls ) ,

LI The Milky Way washed the jade [stars and ’
makes them drift] to the silver bank,

L2  [Where] Cloud mists became dragons or tigers. I t  °
L3 [When] the golden thread of the Yellow Platform IS /ll ’

cucumbers was cut off,

L4 The five stems of green calyxes grew to five b °

flowers.

689 Zhu Tingzhen, Xiaoyuan shihua, in XXSKQS, vol. 1708, p.4.

690 Zhou Ji (1781-1839) once described Wen Tingyun’s ci poetry as ‘formal attire’ (ifiHit),

implying a resplendence through dense and colourful imagery. Zhou Ji, Jiecun zhai lunci 

zazlni, in Cihuo congbian, vol.2, p .1633. Wen’s ci poetry has the same style as some of his 

shi poems.

691 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.229.
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L5 Emperor Rang was not in the [region that had]

southern barbarian customs,
L6  As the Li brothers had a close blood

relationship.
L7 When they were wondering where to play

woollen balls after drinking,
L8 The Heavenly person [Emperor Xuanzong] in a

yellow dress was the third brother [among five 
of them].

L9 In shock, the ten fu 693 bed quilts were split into

floss-silks,
L10 And the west wind blew [at night] into the

screen imprinted with golden cocks.
L ll  Among the five horses was a dragon, but the

dragon became a pig [while sleeping].

L12 While the big wrapped infant694 was in the
golden carriage,

L I3 The black mule took [the Emperor] on a
thousand-mile journey along the road to the

69*5Cancong area.
L14 Would the male fox still be able to carry away

692 Jing-man M SI: ‘Jing’ Iff] refers to the State of Chu, which was in modem Hubei Province.

See Lou Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.l, p .1029. ‘M a n 'll  refers to a deserted area 

without political and legal systems, while ‘manren' i f  A  refers to the uncivilized minion ties 

in the South. See HYDCD.SYB, vol.2, pp.5152-5153.

693 Fu (tg: One. fu  was equal to 2 chi (feet) and 2 cun (inches) in the time of the Zhou dynasty.

Honshu reads, “[A piece of] Cloth or silk of 2 chi (feet) and 2 cun (inches) are called f it” pffr 

lM ^ S )  See Ban Gu, Honshu, vol.4, p. 1149. One chi in the Warring States 

Period is the equivalent of 23.1cm and I cun is 2.31cm. See Luo Zhufeng, main ed., 

HYDCD.SYB, vol.3, p.7761. Therefore, one fu  is the equivalent of 50.82 cm (23.1cmx2-|- 

2.31cmx2), and ten fu  is therefore 5.082m.

694 This refers to An Lushan who used to address the Imperial Consort Yang (Yang Yuhuan fJlEE

JJt, 719-756), as ‘mother’ and was wrapped up as a big infant by her to celebrate his birthday 

in 751A.D. For more details, see Sima Guang et al., eds., Zizhi tongjian, vol. 15, p.6903.

695 Cancong SfTift' is believed to be the name of the first ruler of the Shu State, who invented

sericulture. Therefore, Cancong Road refers to the Shu region, which is in modern Sichuan 

Province. See Lou Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.2, p.5152.
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the female fox?
L15 What could be done when the Liangzhou Song

had broken? M ?

L I6  Up until now that Prince Ning [Li Xian] is

remembered by the jade flute. I f  °

Almost every line of this poem contains allusions to historical episodes. For 

example, ‘Yellow Platform cucumbers’ in L3 relates to Empress Wu Zetian’s 

ambition to become the female emperor. This ambition drove her to poison her 

eldest son, Li Hong (652-675), the Crown Prince, at the age of twenty-four 

sui, despite his filial and kind-hearted nature. Her second son Li Xian 

(654-684) was clever enough to realise he might become the next victim, and he 

composed the ‘Huanggua ci’ff/jifipj (Song of cucumbers) for the court musicians 

to sing. Through the song, he tried to persuade his mother not to kill her four 

sons. Eventually, however, he was forced to commit suicide at the age of 

thirty-two sui..691

Wu Zetian’s cruelty to her sons contrasts with Emperor Xuanzong’s kindness 

to his brothers. ‘Green calyxes’ in L4 refers to the Hua’e xianghui lou f h l f  

fH (Tower of Flowers and Calyxes that Shine on Each Other) built by Xuanzong. 

This tower was open to the five princes and Xuanzong often invited them for 

feasts there . 698 ‘Five stems’ and ‘five flowers’ symbolise the five princes, 

namely Li Xian (679-742), Li Hui (ca.684-724), Li Fan (?-726), 

Li Ye (?-734), and Li Longti (ca.692-?).6"  Yang tried to portray

the close relationship of the brothers.

696 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.229.

697 See Liu Xu et al., Jin Tangshu, vol.3, p. 2828-2832; and Sima Guang at al„ eds„ Zhizhi 

tongjian, vol 15, p.7037.

698 Liu Xu et al., Jiu Tangshu, vol.9, p,3011.

699 Ibid., p.3009.
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‘Rang wang’ litM  (Emperor Rang) in L5 literally means ‘the emperor who 

yielded’, and refers to the Crown Prince, Li Xian. Xian yielded his position to 

his younger brother, Li Longji (685-762), the third son of Emperor

Ruizong of Tang Iff ^  ^  (662-716). When Longji became Emperor

Xuanzhong, he made Xian Prince Ning instead of demoting and exiling him to the 

barbarian lands (L5) . 700 Emperor Xuanzong had such a close relationship with 

his brothers that he even had made a big bed quilt so he could sleep with them ,701 

hence the reference to ‘ten fu  bed quilts’ in L9.

The last two lines describe Xuanzong’s pain. The ‘Liangzhou Song’ (L I4) 

was written by his lover, Imperial Consort Yang, which was performed at the 

palace .702 The ‘Jade flute’ (L15) reminded him of the happy times he had spent 

with Imperial Consort Yang and his eldest brother, Prince Ning. Three of them 

used to play musical instruments together: Prince Ning played the jade flute, 

Imperial Consort Yang played pipa and Xuanzong played the Jie $1 drum .703 

After the Tianbao Rebellion, Xuanzong played the song again on his jade flute in 

remembrance of his lover and his eldest brother.704

Like W en Tingyun’s work ,705 this poem is densely packed with imagery, 

such as ‘jade’ (ZE), ‘silver bank’ (IHM), ‘Yellow Platform’ ( w l l ) ,  ‘golden thread’ 

( ^ l & ) ,  ‘big bed quilts’( y 'c ^ ) ,  ‘floss-silk’ ($g) ,  ‘yellow dress’ ( w ^ ) ,

700 For the details of this historical event, see Ouyang Xiu et al., comps., Xin Tangshu, vol. 12,

p.3596-3598.

701 Liu Xu et al., Jiu Tangshu, vol.9, p.3010.

702 Yue Shi, Yang Taizhen waizhuan, p.77.

703 Ibid., p.54.

704 Ibid., p.82.

705 For more details about Wen’s life and poetry, see Hauichuan Mou, Rediscovering Wen Tingyun: 

A Historical Key to a Poetic Labyrinth, p.220.
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‘golden-cock screen’ ‘golden carriage’ ( f f  ̂ | | ) ,  and ‘jade flute’ (3 l|ei)

creates the image of a rich royal family, ‘Huang’ f f  (yellow) has the same 

pronunciation as ‘huang’ H  (royal), and thus the colours yellow and gold 

represent the royal family, especially the emperor {huangdi M'S?). Furthermore, 

all the emperor’s carriages and dresses were yellow ,706 and therefore ‘yellow 

dress’ in L 8  also refers to the emperor.

Wang Guowei zE lIlf i (1877-1927) commented on the splendour of Wen’s 

ci poetic style, describing it as “a golden partridge on the painted screen” (WJFT-tE? 

j! ! £ § ) . 707 Yang shows a similar degree of splendour in this poem, with his choice 

of colourful diction, particularly silver, yellow, and golden. It is no wonder that 

scholars compare his resplendent poetic style to that of Wen Tingyun.

However, Li Shangyin’s poetry is also well known for its ambiguous poetic 

expressions. Tang Caizi Chuan JUtT~t{$- (Biography of the Tang talents) reads,

Shangyin was skilful at composing poetry which is resplendent and 
potent [in diction], and strange and ancient [in style]; its diction is 

complex and its meanings are hidden.

B U S I S  - .S S c a i iW S  - i t * * *  - 708

Because of Shangyin’s complex diction and hidden meanings, his poetic content 

appears ambiguous .709

706 For details, see Liu Xu et al., Jiu Tangshu, vol.6, p. 1932-1938.

707 ‘A golden partridge on the painted screen’ is a line from Wen Tingyun’s ci

poem entitled ‘Genglou zi’ (The water clock) See Peng Dinqiu et al., eds., Quan

Tangshi, vol.25, p. 10066. However, Wang Guowei used it to describe the style of Wen’s ci 

poems in general. See Wang Guowei. Renjian cihua, in Cihua congbian, vol.4, p.4241.

708 Xin Wenfang, Fu Xuancong, main ed., Tang caizi zhuan jiaojian, vol.3, p.277.

709 Liu says, “Li Shang-yin’s poetry is especially noted for its ambiguity of reference.” See Wan 

Liu, “Poetics of allusion: Tu Fu, Li Shang-yin, Ezra Pound, and T.S. Eliot”, p. 98.
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Yang demonstrates similar ambiguity in his poems. He subtly mocks 

Xuanzhong and An Lushan in L l l  and L14. ‘Dragon-pig’ in L l l  is an allusion 

to An Lushan. In legend, An Lushan was transformed into a pig with a dragon’s 

head while he was sleeping and he was called as ‘dragon-pig ’710 by Emperor 

Xuanzong, In L l l ,  ‘dragon’ and ‘horses’ are metaphors for the ‘emperor’ and 

‘five princes’ respectively, while ‘pig’ seems to refer to An Lushan. But, the 

metaphor “dragon became a pig”, can also be viewed as a satirical description of 

Emperor Xuanzong (dragon), who was too foolish in his old age to see through 

An’s ambition. Xuanzong (the dragon) became a ‘pig’ [target for slaughter] in 

An’s rebellion, and to escape from slaughter he fled to Sichuan.

In L14, ‘Xionghu’ (male fox) refers to Yang Guozhong (d.756)

who had an illicit relationship with his cousin, the Lady of the State of Guo ^  

(d.756).711 However, this may also be a satirical description of An Lushan, who 

indirectly took the life of a stunning beauty, Yang Yuhuan. ‘Hu’ M  (fox) has 

the same pronunciation as ‘hu’ ££} (Northern barbarian), while ‘d ’ lltff (female) 

appears to refer to Yang Yuanhuan, who is believed by some historians to have

7 17had a special relationship with An Lushan.

However, this poem is an ambiguous narrative that has hidden layers. The 

metaphor, ‘male fox’, first appears in the poem ‘Nanshan’ j^f l_Lf (South 

Mountain) 713 in the Shijing (Book of Poetry). Here it is a satire on Duke Xiang

7,0 An Lushan became a pig with a dragon’s head while in a drunken sleep, and was named 

‘dragon-pig’ by Emperor Xuanzhong. See Yue Shi, Yang Taizhen waizhuan, p. 69; Li Fang et 

al., ed., Taiping guangji, vol.5, pp. 1702-1703.

711 Ouyang Xiu et al., comps., Xin Tangshu, vol.l 1, p.3495.

712 An Lushan was able to enter the palace freely. He ate with Imperial Consort Yang and

sometimes stayed overnight. Their special relationship was known by people outside the 

palace. For details, see Sima Guang et al., eds., Zizhi tongjian, vol.15, p.6903-6904.

713 See Zhu Xi, ed., Shi jizhuan, p.60.
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of Qi (r.686-697B.C.), who had an affair with his beautiful step-sister,

Wenjiang ^  (7th c. B.C.), the wife of Duke Huan of Lu H  fM

(r,711-694B.C.). Duke Xiang was finally killed after he had assassinated

Huan .714

Coincidently, Duke Xiang’s incestuous affair appears to parallel that of 

Emperor Xuanzhong, who took his daughter-in-law, Yang Yuhuan, to be his 

imperial concubine, and whose addiction to her encouraged An Lushan to rush to 

power. The Tianbao Rebellion caused him to flee to Sichuan and made him 

unwilling to order the death of Yang Yuhuan ( ‘cftfH) . 715

Yang’s ambiguous expressions leave more freedom for the readers’

imagination and curiosity, in the same way that Li Shangyin’s poems Wuti t e f g  

(Untitled) 716 have been subject to diverse interpretations and explanations

throughout the ages.

But Yang also tended to model his poetry on that of other Tang poets, such as 

Li Bai and Li He, and made allusions to their work as well. Those allusions 

enrich his poetic content and give him his unique style. For instance, L2 of this 

poem, “Cloud mists became dragons or tigers.” seems to be inspired by Li Bai’s 

poetic line, ‘The cloud dragon and wind tiger all return reciprocally.’ (fS fSJIlfm il 

X [e | ) - 717 However, Li Bai may have gained his inspiration in turn from a line in 

Yijing HIM (Book of Changes), ‘clouds (the breath of heaven) follow the dragon; 

wind (the breath of earth) follows the tiger.’ (ftt#£jf| 0 718 LI of this

714 For details, see Sima Qian. Shiji, vol.5, pp. 1483-1484.

715 For details, see Ouyang Xiu et al,, Xin Tangshu, vol. 11, p.3495.

716 Peng Dingqiu et al., eds., Quan Tangshi, vol.16, pp.6163, 6168-6169.

757 The poem entitled sHu wuren’ fifJfitA., in Quan Tangshi, vol.5, 1688.

718 Li Dingzuo, Zhouyi jijie, p. 14; Sima Qian. Shiji, vol.7, p.2127.
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poem, “The Milky Way washed the jade [stars and makes them drift] to the silver 

bank” is an allusion to Li He’s poetic line,

The Milky Way moves at night where the stars drift ’

back,
AQ [y -Wl 7 J 9While the clouds floating along the silver bank 

imitate the sound of water ’

Yang not only uses the same diction as Li He, but also imitates him in depicting 

the Milky Way. Therefore, even though Yang’s resplendent poetic style is 

mainly an imitation of Wen Tingyun’s and Li Shangyin’s styles, the influence of 

Li He cannot be ignored. Lu Jiuguo’s comment that Yang’s resplendence is 

modelled on Li He proves, to a certain extent, to be correct.

Finally, this poem ‘Five princes playing woollen balls’ is yet more evidence 

that Yang’s Iron style is a mixture of different poetic styles. This poem is 

resplendent, but it also appeal's to be strange. This is exhibited by such 

expressions as “the dragon became a pig” (L l l )  and “big wrapped infant” (L12). 

These phrases refer to historical facts, but do so in a humorous and satirical way.

4.6 Untrammelled style (yi) resembles Li Bai

Yang Shiqi lauded the ‘graceful and resplendent; beautiful and untrammelled’ 

(juanli junyi language of Yang’s xianglian poetry (poetry on the

719 The poem entitled ‘Tianshang yao’^ _ t l S  (Song of the Heaven), in Quan Tangshi, vol. 12, 

p.4399.
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boudoir), which he thought came from a fairyland. Shiqi did not elaborate 

on this comment, nor did he cite any examples. His comment is the direct 

opposite of Lu Rong’s criticism that Yang used ‘merely lewd and indecent diction’ 

( M i l ^ l * !) .722 Based on my research, Yang’s boudoir poems appear to be in an 

effeminate and resplendent style, resembling the styles of Wen Tingyun and Li 

Shangyin. However, Shiqi’s comment indicates that an untrammelled style is 

another one of the constituents of Yang’s Iron Style.

What is an untrammelled style? It is similar to Siku Tu’s poetic category of 

‘Piaoyi’ (drifting aloof)723, and is characterised by freedom from constraint, and 

the natural expression of a far-reaching mind .724 Owen says,

Its primary characteristics need little comment: it moves with things but
79 Shas no attachments, no signs of care.

But Zu Baoquan believes that when a poet uses exaggerated diction to reflect his 

‘potent and far-reaching dream’ (IfB M ^ ' it creates a poetic style

that gives a sense of drifting aloof.726 In other words, a use of ‘exaggerated 

diction’ implies that the poet has a great imagination.

Looking at Yang’s poems, it is not difficult to see that his untrammelled style 

is probably the result of his pursuit of freedom and his unbounded spirit, as well

720 It includes eight poems named ‘Xianglian bati’l^ iS fA II  (Eight topics on the boudoir), and 

twenty poems entitled ‘Xuxiang j i ’ (Collection of supplement to poems on the

boudoir). See Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, pp. 390-392,402-405.

721 Yang Shiqi’s ‘Postscript to Fugu shiji’, in Zhang Wan, comp., Tieya xiansheng fugu shiji, p. 1 

(the page after p. 142).

722 Lu Rong, Shuyuan zayi, p.l 13.

723 Stephen Owen, Readings in Chinese Literaiy Thought, p.348.

724 Cao Lengquan, ed., Shipin tongshi, pp.77,79.

725 Stephen Owen, Readings in Chinese Literacy Thought, p.349.

726 Zu Baoquan, Sikong Tu shipin jieshou, p.90.
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as his imitation of Li Bai. An example of his pursuit of freedom is the fact that 

he loathed to be tied to the use of couplet parallelism and rhythms at the end of 

almost every other line. His longing to be a roaming immortal and an 

unbounded person are demonstrated by his constant travels and his propensity to 

dress as a Taoist. His modelling on Li Bai is evident in the imitation of L i’s 

poetic lines.

Wang Anshi commented that Li Bai’s poetry is “potent and unrestrained, 

elegant and graceful” (lll^EilI^ ) . 727 Wang Shizhen clearly distinguished the 

poetic styles of Li Bai and Du Fu. He said that the poems which make us feel 

like a fairy in the clouds are by Li Bai, but those which make us sigh are by Du 

Fu .728 The former was elegant and untrammelled, while the latter was outstanding 

and potent. Wu Qiao (1611-1695) and Feng Ban (1602-1671) both believed that, 

“It [Yang’s yuefu poetic style] originated from the two L i’s (Li Bai, Li He) and Du 

[Shao]Ling (Du Fu)” - t t O T I ) , 7® but “he [Yang] established

his own [style of] poetry after Tai Bai” Cfe 0 ̂ fj>;1 /JF|e—‘̂ J-730 Chen Shanxue 

PilillNP believed that Yang’s changeable poetic style was definitely a reflection of 

Li Bai’s influence .731 They noted that Yang’s potency imitates that of Du Fu, 

while his untrammelled style is modelled on Li Bai’s style.

Yang’s untrammelled style, characterised by his vivid imagination and 

exaggerated diction, is obvious in his poems about mountains and lakes. His 

great imagination surprises his readers, and is similar to that of Li Bai’s style.

727 See Yang Lun, ed., Ditshi jingquan, p .l 153.

728 See Appendix 7L; Yang Lun, ed., Dushi jingquan , p.l 155.

729 Wu Qiao, Weilu shihua, in XXSKQS, vol. 1697 p.597; Feng Ban, Dunyin zalu, in Qing shihua,

vol. 1, p.39.

730 Ibid.

731 Yang Weiizhen. Yang Tieya xiansheng wenji, Chen Shanxue’s ‘preface to Yang Tieya 

xiansheng j i ’, p.5.
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For example, Yang’s poem Lushan pubu yao (Ballad of the Lu

Mountain waterfall) captures the beauty of nature and tells an episode from the

history of the Han dynasty. Yang composed this poem during his trip to Jiangxi

>XjH3 province with Guan Yunshi JStllPH (1286-1324), the famous qu song lyric

writer, in 1344.732

The Milky Way suddenly cracks like the Huzi733 

dyke,
Water rushing to the front of the Five Elders Peak.

I suspect it is an immortal weaving plain silk,
The silk has slipped from the axle of the loom and 

hangs down from the blue sky.
734I plan to take a pair of Bingzhou scissors,

To cut out a painting of glassy vapour.
I meet with Yunshi zi [Guan Yunshi] 735 

Who looks like the immortal that catches the moon.
His throat is so thirsty for wine at night;
He rides on a whale and drinks up the ocean which 
dries and turns into mulberry fields.

Then it [the water] unexpectedly changes into one 

hundred thousand zhang736 of 
[A white] jade rainbow hanging upside down from a

732 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.90.

733 This is the name of a dyke in modem Puyang JitPJI county in Henan Province, and it is 

believed that the Yellow River flowed through its cracks during the Han dynasty. See Sima 

Qian. Shiji, vol.l, p. 183; vol.2. pp.493-497.

734 In the southwest of modem Taiyuan in Shanxi Province [See Wei Songshan, main ed., 

Zhongguo gudian shici diming cidian, p.334], which is famous for producing scissors of good 

quality. See the explanations for the ‘Bingzhou knife’( j f j ’NZJ) and ‘Bingzhou scissors’ (iff 

fl'IHD, in Lou Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.l, pp.772-773.

735 Yang’s friend, Guan Yunshi, was good at writing smqu  dramatic lyrics. See Wang Deyi et al., 

eds., Yuanren zhuanji ziliao suoyin, vol.2, p .1239. This poem makes fun of his friend in a 

playful and lively tone. It evidences that not all of Yang’s poems are in a sorrowful tone.

736 Zhang one zhang in the Song and Yuan dynasties is the equivalent o f 3.12 metre. Lou

Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.3, p.7764. One hundred thousand zhang is therefore

312,000 metres.

j e  sfex m  m  > f f t
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clear and cool abyss. xjy 737
M  °

This poem clearly shows Yang’s great imagination. He is astonished at the 

beauty and potency of the waterfall, and believes that it has been created by an 

immortal. He compares the appearance of the waterfall to an immortal’s woven 

silk, which has slipped down from Heaven; and its height of a million feet to a 

jade rainbow hanging upside down from an abyss. He vividly depicts the power 

of flowing water saying that it cracked the Huzi dyke. At the same time, this 

poem shows Yang’s great interest in, and knowledge of, history. The cracking of 

the Huzi dyke occurred only once: during the Yuanguang j c  reign 

(134-129B.C.) of the Emperor Wu in the Han dynasty . 738 Despite its 

insignificance, Yang knew about this event and used it in his poem.

Also, he portrays the beauty of the water by likening it to the Milky Way. 

His use of diction in creating this fabulous scene is beautiful. Examples of 

diction such as “plain silk”, “a painting of glassy vapour”, “[white] jade rainbow 

hanging upside down” show a high degree of creativity and imagination. Yang’s 

tremendous imagination was obviously inspired not only by Li Bai but also by Du 

Fu. Two of D u’s poetic lines read,

How could I get a pair of sharp Bingzhou scissors, ’
To cut out the Wusong River and obtain one half °

737 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.45.

738 For details, see Ban Gu. Honshu, vol.6, pp. 1679-1685.

739 Peng Dingiu et al., eds., Quan Tangshi, vol.7, p.2305.
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However, these two lines are believed to have originated from the Jin poet, Suo 

Jing (239-303), who praised Gu Kaizhi’s (344-405) painting on

water and mountain , 740 saying,

I regret that I have not brought the Bingzhou *
scissors,
To cut one half of the patterned silk of the § 5 /-I S UC ̂  °

River Song and bring it back. 741

Inspired by these lines, Yang created the beautiful image of cutting out ‘a painting 

of glassy vapour’. Moreover, Yang’s untrammelled style is mainly modelled on 

that of Li Bai whose Wang Lushan pubu shui (Watching the water

of the Lu Mountain waterfall) contains a vivid depiction of the same spot that 

Yang is describing,

Water flies straight down three thousand feet, 1=T~F ̂  ̂  ̂  ’
I suspect it is the Milky Way falling down from ° 742

the ninth layer of Heaven.

Li Bai imbues the waterfall with vitality, creating an exquisite scene through 

comparison with the Milky Way. This imaginative description seems to have 

inspired Yang, who not only imitated Li Bai’s poetic style but also his generous 

spirit. Yang’s ‘Wuhu you’ (Roaming on the five lakes) demonstrates

this kind of spirit as well as a care-free manner. A portion of it reads,

The double-deck pleasure boat does not need to H ip  ̂ ’

7,10 Xiao Difei et al., Tangshi jianshang cidian, p.510.

741 Ibid., p,510.

742 Peng Dingiu et al., eds., Quan Tangshi, vol.6, p. 1837.
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go to the Peng Hill Fairyland743,
The beauties, Xishi and Zheng Dan, sit at both °

ends.
The Taoist lies on the boat and plays his iron ’
flute
And looks up to the blue sky [and the clouds] ° 744

which flow backwards.

Yang’s fantasy of having two historical beauties, Xishi (506 B.C.-?) and Zheng 

Dan (6 th c. B.C.) sitting with him demonstrates his wildness, while the fact that he 

is reclining on the boat reveals a debonair personality.

This style can also be seen in Yang’s poems on the roaming immortals, such 

as Xiao youxian /J\ $§ fill (Quatrains on the roaming immortals), which 

demonstrates his lofty sentiments and incredible imagination. Wu Fu described 

these poems as having “lofty and far-reaching sentiments” Here,

we take ‘Quatrains on the roaming immortals’ no. 10 as an example.

It is now the three hundredth autumn since I left, ’

Having roamed through the universe and reached 0

the tenth continent,
I do not know which generation my family ''F liclS  5

members belong to now,
Tomorrow morning I plan to ride on a crane over ° 746

the peak.

This poem illustrates Yang’s carefree attitude towards a worldly life and his desire

743 ‘Penglai shan’ H ^ L l]  (Mount Penglai) is also called ‘Penqiu’ UBIT-Er] (Peng Hill), which 

was believed to be located in somewhere opposite to the northeastern shore of the East Sea. 

See Dongfang Shuo, Hainei shizhou j i , in SKQS, vol. 1042, p.279.

744 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.43.

745 See Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yuefu zhu, p.455.

746 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 145.
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to pursue a free life like that of the immortal, Wang Qiao There are three

immortals named Wang Qiao , 747 but Yang is referring here to the eldest son of 

King Ling of Zhou H I  (?-545 B.C.), the Crown Prince Ji Jin jBEIf 

(565-546B.C.).748 Among the three, he was the only one who rode on a crane 

and flew to the Heaven. Therefore, Lu Buchan said, ‘Wang Qiao, the eldest son 

of King Ling of Zhou, named Jin.’ (EE^jf ’ id! ° ) 749 This carries

symbolic meaning as there are similarities between Ji Jin and Yang. Firstly, both 

loved music. Ji Jin was good at playing the reed pipe, while Yang was famous 

for playing the flute. Secondly, both pursued freedom. Ji Jin chose freedom 

rather than a princely life and was indifferent to fame and wealth, while Yang 

chose the life of a recluse over an official career. Yang longed to be free from 

the trappings of life, and live like an immortal.

The portrait of Ji Jin reflects Yang’s ‘far-reaching dream’ to pursue freedom 

and live the life of a hermit. These poems on the roaming immortals clearly 

demonstrate an untrammelled style. However, can this style also be found in 

Yang’s poetry on history? The following section explores this.

A sense of freedom and far-reaching dream

Yang’s untrammelled style, suitable for the description of nature and 

panoramic vistas, and a free life of immortals, was greatly restricted by the factual 

nature of history. Despite this, however, Yang tried to incorporate this style into 

his poems on history.

747 They are the Crown Prince, Wang Zijin; the county magistrate of Ye ^  prefecture in the Han

dynasty, Wang Qiao; and Wang Qiao of Wuyang SE^H in Qi State. See Ying Shao, Wang 

Liqi, ed., Fengsu tongyi jiaoz.hu, pp.81-82.

748 See Liu Xiang, Liexian zhuan, in Ji Xianlin, ed., Siku jiacang, vol. 93, p.346.

749 Lou Buchan, ed., Tiya yuefu zhu, p.525.
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Here, we take Yang’s ‘Yuxue qu’ MUfffi (The song of rain and snow) as an 

example. The untrammelled style of this poem comes from a sense of freedom 

evoked by the spacious earth and sky, and the wildness of an unbounded world. 

Some of the lines, such as, ‘the sky is endless blue’ and ‘the earth is

endless white’ (ffe)£)£), are derived from the yuefu poem entitled ‘Chile ge’ 

f£  (Song of Chile) . 750 The poem describes a panoramic vista of nature 

consisting of the endless blue sky, endless white earth and heavy snow.

The sky is endless blue,
The earth is endless white,
The snow falls heavily in the second and the 

third month.
The rain falls on me in Yellow Bamboo and 

wets my clothes,
The Heavenly Son is not in the Yellow Bamboo 

countryside.

The sky is endless blue,

The earth is endless white,
The girl called Wu Zhao 
Occupies the court grandly with her tall crown 
and big shoes,
Officials of the Tang household believe it was 

an auspicious omen to have snow in the third 

month.

Yang cleverly connects the snow in the Tang dynasty to that in the ancient Zhou 

dynasty (1046-256B.C.). He aims here to satirise Empress Wu Zetian ^ P J J ^  

(624-705). The Heavenly Son, King Muwang of Zhou JSJfJSrE (976-922B.C.), 

went hunting in Pingze ^ ; l j l  at Yellow Bamboo, a legendary place. As it was

750 For details, see Guo Maoqian, comp., Yuefu slriji, vol.4, pp.1212-1213.

751 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, pp.223-224.

^ c l r l r  ’

*
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snowing heavily and very windy, he stayed there. He composed a poem to show 

his sympathy for the commoners who were suffering because of the heavy 

snow . '752 The first two lines of the poem read, “When I went to Yellow Bamboo 

and [?] people were feeling an oppressive cold.” (^cti.Tprt'T ’ □ J t f ^ K )-753

Snow in the third month of the eighteenth Sisheng |p ] ^  year (701 A.D.) was 

regarded as auspicious by the supporters of Empress Wu Zetian. She mounted 

the throne and established her own Zhou dynasty (690-705) in the tenth month of 

that year. '754 By juxtaposing the resplendent imperial dress of Wu Zetian with 

the months of snow, Yang indirectly satirises her indifference towards the plight of 

civilians. In other words, Yang satirizes Wu Zetian by comparing her, the 

Empress of the Zhou dynasty, with King Muwang, Emperor of the ancient Zhou 

dynasty. At the same time, this poem also reveals Yang’s far-reaching dream of 

having a political leader who is deeply concerned with the livelihood and 

suffering of common people. The poem’s sense of freedom is illustrated well by 

the two lines, “The sky is in its endless blue, The earth is in its endless white.” 

To Yang, the world had no boundaries.

This sense of freedom is also found in Yang’s poem ‘Liizhu xing’

(Song of Liizhu). Four lines of this poem read,

At the top of the tower was a banquet that had not »

ended,

When the shine of the armour turned the top of ^ 7*6 —‘/ i  IJSSlfil 0 

the tower into snow.
A tiny Sacred Pearl threw herself from the —E M lftflll ’
painted railings,

752 See Guo Pu, ed., Mu tianzi zhuan, in YYWYGSKQS, vol. 1042, p.260.

753 Guo Maoqian, comp., Yuefu shiji, vol.2, p.357.

754 See Sima Guang et al., eds., Zizhi tongjicin, vol. 14, pp.6554-6557.
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To become a shooting star with an eternal flame. - f h f g J I  ̂ M  ° 755

With his great imagination, Yang made the soldiers’ shining armour become “a 

strip of snow”, thus implying the sudden arrival of many soldiers. As a strip of 

snow, they froze the warm atmosphere of the banquet on the top of the tower. 

Yang beautifies a chaotic and thrilling scene by use of his fabulous imagination.

He also expands the restricted space of the tower so that it encompasses the 

natural world and even the universe, and this provides a sense of freedom. 

However, Yang hints that this freedom may be achieved through death by using 

the imagery of a “shooting star with an eternal flame” to symbolise Liizhu’s death, 

which earned her a star-like, eternal fame [eternal flame] in history. This 

imagery expands the dimensions of the story from the tower to the universe, and 

from the present to the future. Luzhu’s suicide by jumping to her death for her 

beloved master, Shi Chong, in the present, was to be glorified throughout the ages 

(into the future). Yang cleverly shows his admiration by calling Liizhu (literally 

means ‘green pearl’) a ‘sacred pearl’ because of her sacred qualities.

The capture of Shi Chong was most likely an unpleasant scene, with guests 

and servants screaming in shock and running around, and Liizhu jumping to her 

death. However, Yang uses his impressive imagination to create a beautiful but 

sad story with a far-reaching implication.

Untrammelled style is more applicable to other genres

The untrammelled style is not as common in Yang’s poetry on history as it is 

in his poetry on mountains and lakes. This style, distinguished by great 

imagination and sense of freedom, is more suited to his poems that contain

755 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 199.
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descriptions of scenery, such as ‘Ballad of Lu Mountain waterfall’ and ‘Roaming 

on five lakes’.

Kukai Zg'M  (774-835), in his book Wenjing mifu lun t i  J?T m  

(Discussion on the secret rules mirrored by literature) , 756 explains why an 

untrammelled poetic style is generally suited to poems on mountain and lakes,

After a journey by boat, one need to have a good sleep right away; when 

one has slept sufficiently, one will see many clear scenes, and 
mountains and rivers fill one’s mind. These merge together to become 
an inspiration. At that time, one has to sweep away all works, and 

devote oneself entirely to one’s feelings and inspiration. In this way, if 

one produces any [poetic] work, it will be remarkable and
7S7untrammelled.

W iiU lk > °  1 ’ J l L i j j f f i ' R  - £ f f n £ i i  ■

S P tg * *  - WffltW • Hitt - ’ if °758

Greatly restricted by complicated historical facts and complex biographies, poems 

on history provide poets with less space for imagination, and less freedom for 

‘drifting aloof’. This explains why the untrammelled poetic style is not common 

in Yang’s poems on history.

Concluding remarks

‘Tieya t'C (Iron Style) does not refer specifically to one particular poetic style, 

but consists of different poetic styles: potent, strange, elegant, straightforward, 

resplendent and untrammelled, to name the important ones. All these diverse

756 Wenjing mifii lun The original Japanese title is ‘Bunkyo hifuron’ (,TA £  X O

hbJ).
757 Stephen Owen, The End o f the Chinese Middle Ages: Essays in Mid-Tang Literary Culture,

p .112.

758 Wang Liqi, ed., Wenjing mifu lun jiaozhu , p.306.
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styles make up Yang’s special Iron Style, which is best represented by his yuefu 

poetry. Poems on history, which are mainly in yuefu form, also illustrate his Iron 

Style well. This chapter has shown that these styles appear in Yang’s poetry on 

history. Interestingly, one single poem on history can contain a combination of 

diverse poetic styles. For instance, Yang’s ‘Hongmen hui ’ (The meeting at Hong 

Gate) is dominated by strangeness but also has elements of potency, while ‘ Jianke 

pian’ (Writing on a swordsman) is potent but also straightforward in style.

These different poetic styles, the main constituents of Iron Style, are 

generally believed to be modelled on the work of the Tang poets, and Yang’s Iron 

Style, thus, integrates their various styles. More specifically, the poetic 

strangeness is modelled on Li He’s style; the potent and untrammelled styles are 

from Du Fu and Li Bai, the resplendent and elegant poetic styles are similar to 

those of Wen Tingyun and Li Shangyin; and Yang’s straightforwardness is mainly 

influenced by Shijing and Liu Yuxi’s ‘Bamboo twig songs’.

Lou Buchan praised Yang’s ability to create his own unique Iron style after 

other poetic styles had already been established by other poets.759 Yang’s poems 

on history gained a good reputation during his lifetime. Yang Shiqi stated that 

Yang’s literary contribution was ‘representative of a generation’ (yidai renbiao —  

R A A ) ,760 while some critics pointed out that Yang’s ancient style yuefu poetry 

was ‘superior throughout the ages’. (guanjue gujin ^ t § A A ) - 761

759 See Appendix 7M; Lou Buchan, ed„ Tieya yuefu zhu, in XXSKQS, vol. 1325, p.433.

760 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.498.

761 Ibid., p.498.
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Chapter Five: The Presentation of Yang’s Iron 

Style Poetry on History: Illustration of His 

Personality and Interests

In this chapter, I investigate the presentation techniques seen in Yang’s Iron 

Style poetry on history and explore the main features of his Iron Style in these 

poems. These features are the fruits of Yang’s personality as well as his interest 

in history and drama. They make Yang’s poems on history quite different from 

traditional poetry of this genre and contribute to his unique Iron Style.

Firstly, Yang’s poems have a very close relationship with his prefaces, and 

the official historical texts. Of Yang’s 447 poems on history, 102 have prefaces. 

Of these, ninety seven are long prefaces, while five are short ones. The aims of 

these prefaces are mainly: (a) to challenge official opinion, for example the 

preface to ‘Song zhongchen ’ (The loyal official of the Liu Song

dynasty); (b) to make up for the omissions in the records, such as the preface to 

his poem ‘Pinji xiong’ ^ h U ltf763 (Potent female fowl); and (c) to explain his 

novel views, such as the preface to ‘Fan Jiangjun’ (General Fan).764 To 

understand Yang’s poems properly, one needs knowledge of the historical events 

or figures described, particularly, he often created connection between poems by 

relating them to the same historical events.

762 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.202.

763 Ibid., p. 152.

764 Ibid., p. 158.
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Secondly, Yang’s poems reveal his great interest in music and songs. Also, 

his use of the Tang mutual rhyming system shows his admiration of the Tang 

poets and their work. However, he did not compose regulated verses based on 

the rigid rhyming rules of the Tang era because his carefree nature gave him a 

preference for a freer rhyming system.

Thirdly, his interest in drama can also be seen in his poems 011 history. He 

not only took on the roles of historical characters in his voices, but he also 

presented his poems in the form of dramatic development. All these features 

make up Yang’s special Iron Style, and provide insight into his personality and 

interests.

5.1 Expression of historical viewpoints through 

close interrelationships

To read Yang’s poetry on history in depth, the reader should also study his 

prefaces and the historical texts. Lin Shuenfu comments on the relationship 

between the prefaces and ci poems in the work of Jiang Kui’s H  § | 765 

(1155-1235?). Although ci I f  and shi iff poems are very different, Lin’s 

comment acts as a good reference. He says,

The structural value of a song preface lies in its referential function, by 

which I mean that a preface refers the lyrics of a song to concrete

765 For an annotation of Jiang Kui’s ci poems, see Huang Zhaohan et al., eds., Jiang

Baishi ci xiangzhu Taibei: Taiwan xuesheng shudian, 1998, 718 pages. I

contributed nine articles on the subject of annotating Jiang Kui’s ci poems on plum blossoms 

and willows.
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objects in the poets experiential world.766

In Yang’s case, it is difficult to discern the poet’s experiences in the world, as each 

of the prefaces to his poems on history is mainly a discussion on the historical 

events or figures. These cannot easily be related to the poet’s own life. 

Nonetheless, his prefaces can serve as references for the readers to better 

understand both the content of the poetry and Yang’s historical perceptions. The 

relationship between Yang’s poems, on the one hand, and his prefaces or the 

historical texts, on the other, can be explained using Joseph Allen’s categories.767

Allen classifies the yuefu genre according to the process of intratextuality 

writing,768 listing six categories: continuation, amplification, ornamentation, 

extension, transformation and negation. Allen refers to these categories in 

reference between one yuefu poem and a former yuefu poem on the same topic, 

but I will make use of these categories to analyse the close relationships 

between Yang’s poems, prefaces, and the historical texts. Analysing these 

close relationships helps us to fully understand Yang’s views on history.

5.1.1 Relationship between poems and the historical texts

By applying Allen’s categories to the analysis, it is easier to see how Yang 

incorporated the historical records into his own poems.

Transformation

766 Shuenfu Lin, The Tranformation o f the Chinese Lyrical Tradition: Chiang K'uei and Southern 

Sung Tz’u Poetry, p.65.

767 Joseph R. Allen, In the Voice o f Others: Chinese Music Bureau Poetry, p.223.

768 Ibid., p.209.
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Allen defines ‘transformation’ as an ‘intratext turned on itself to undo itself’, 

and he says it ‘has an appropriate poetic pedigree related to its subversive 

quality’.769 Allen takes the example of Xiao Hui’s (fl. 500) version of Luofu’s 

poem to explain transformation. In the poem, Luofu is transferred from a chaste 

lady who rejected the governor’s courtship, to a lady who accepted and ‘toasted 

the governor’.770 In Xiao’s version, Luofu’s image is subverted. We can say 

that, if Luofu story is A A , after transformation it becomes BB.

Similar examples of transformation can be found in Yang’s poems on history. 

He tried to transform the negative image of a particular historical figure to a 

positive one. His poem, ‘Nucai bian’ (Poem on mediocre minions) is a

good example,

LI The sons of the Guo family,
L2 Were all mediocre minions.

L3 Fortunately [Guo] Yao was filial and reverent,

L4 He was so different from his other plump and 

wealthy siblings,

L5 The son of the wet-nurse IL 'S 'tP ’
L6 Was arrogant and extravagant.

L7 The Commandant of Justice in the Army killed 

him at Changan market.

L8 The young Minister [Guo Xi] stationed his 

troops in Bin Prefecture,

L9 And let his tiger-and-monster-like soldiers kill 

people during the daytime.

L10 The sons of the Guo Family

LI 1 Were indeed not mediocre minions ’JT4&SL ’
L12 He [Guo Xi] listened to Commandant Duan the 0 771

next day.

769 Joseph R. Allen, In the Voice o f Others: Chinese Music Bureau Poetiy, p.219.

770 Ibid., p,220.

771 Lou Buchan, ed., Tiya yongshi zhu, p.587.
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The poem title, "nucaV (mediocre minions), and L2 are based on the negative 

comments made by Guo Ziyi $|S-7*jli (697-781) about his sons.

My sons are all mediocre minions. They do not appreciate their 

father’s Commandant, but pity the son of their mother’s wet-nurse. 
W hat are they if not mediocre minions!

■ s a s m t i - ■ m x t m
M  ! 772

Guo’s criticised his sons because of an incident that occurred in 768 A.D. when 

his sons complained about the Commandant’s arbitrarily killing the son of their 

mother’s wet-nurse, who had violated a prohibition in the barracks,773

Using transformation, Yang converts Guo’s negative comments (L2) into 

positive ones. L10 and L l l ,  ‘The sons of the Guo Family, Were indeed not 

mediocre minions’ ( f  Pltc-p ’ Tf"!f^J0> reverse the negative image of “mediocre 

minions” into a positive image. Yang’s also makes positive comments in L3 and 

L4, saying that Guo Yao f|5HH (8th c.) was “filial and reverent”. Yang praises 

Yao, saying, “He was so different from the other plump and wealthy siblings”. 

Here, Yang is summarising the historical record on Yao,

He has a quiet personality, a great appearance and a handsome 
countenance... When [Guo] Ziyi concentrated on military expeditions, 
Yao stayed at home to take care of the household affairs, and he 
received not a single criticism from his juniors and seniors. All his 
younger brothers embellished their ponds and houses, rode in luxurious 

carriages and wore resplendent dresses, while Yao was alone in leading 

a simple and unadorned life.

772 Sima Guang et al., eds., Zizhi tongjian, vol. 15, p.7198.

773 See Appendix 7N; Sima Guang et al„ eds., Zizhi tongjian, vol. 15, p,7198.
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“Filial” refers to Yao’s willingness to take care of the household affairs for his 

father; while “reverent” (L3) refers to his cautious speech and the care he took 

when handling household matters. Yao led a simple life in sharp contrast to the 

extravagance of his younger brothers’.

Also, LI 2 provides evidence to support the transformation in L10 and L l l .  

Guo Ziyi’s younger son Guo Xi f  [SB# (8th c.) did not have proper control over his 

soldiers, who robbed and killed people in Bin Prefecture (in modern Shaanxi 

Province). Commandant Duan Xiushi fx  #  (718-783) punished those 

soldiers by death, and went to visit Guo Xi, accompanied only by one old soldier. 

Guo Xi’s armed soldiers showed their hatred of Duan, but Duan made Xi aware of 

the serious consequences of his soldiers’ violent deeds. As the head, Xi would 

be held responsible for their misbehaviours, and would thus ruin his father’s 

reputation. Xi took Duan’s advice and thenceforth exercised strict control over 

his soldiers.775

Yang thus transformed Guo Ziyi’s comments from negative to positive and 

supported this with two pieces of evidence. His positive comments illustrate that 

he had a rich and sophisticated knowledge of history, and thoroughly understood 

the historical records concerning Guo’s sons. This kind of transformation gives 

the reader a complete picture of the historical figures described, and at the same 

time, Yang’s novel perceptions attracted the attention of scholars. Sometimes 

Yang overturned not only the viewpoints of historians but also those of the

historical figures themselves. This poem is an example. Yang appears to have

774 For details, see Ouyang Xiu et al., Xin Tangshu, vol.15, pp.4609-4610.

775 For details, see Ouyang Xiu et al., Xin Tangshu, vol. 16, p.4849.



been trying to attract the attention of scholars with his novel and subversive 

views.

In addition to the transformations, Yang also summarised the historical event 

in his poetic lines (L5-L7). By abbreviation, theses lines link up the historical 

texts and Yang’s poem. Yang thus shows the reader that poems on history need 

not simply be works of literature, but can be closely connected to the historical 

texts through the use of counterargument and different perceptions, or even 

transform the image of a particular historical figure. Yang was trying to show 

readers the power of poetry, and used this power to convey his views and 

demonstrate his knowledge as a historian. He hoped that his talents would be 

recognised, particularly as he was an idle official at that time and had no 

opportunity to demonstrate his talents in his official life.

Negation

In Allen’s definition, ‘negation’ refers to texts ‘which negate another word to 

which they are actually or implicitly attached.’ It refers to the ‘non-existence of 

a given intratext.’776 Allen gives the example of Yin M ou’s (fl.575) version of 

Luofu’s story. In his poem, Yin is ‘avoiding an engagement of the Luofu 

theme’.777 In other words, in Yin M ou’s version, the theme of Luofu is not clear 

as description or mention of Luofu has been negated. The only clue to Luofu’s

7 7 0

existence is in the phrase ‘a lovely beauty comes out from the Qin house’. It 

is not easy for readers to identify if the poem is about Luofu or not. If Luofu 

story is AA, this represents a change from AA to A Q  by negation.

776 Joseph R. Allen, In the Voice o f Others: Chinese Music Bureau Poetry, p.220.

777 Ibid., p.221.

778 Ibid., p.221.
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Yang also demonstrates this kind of negation in his poems on history, for 

instance, his ‘Tuan shan ge’ (Song of the silk round fan). There is no

mention of Concubine Ban in the poem,

LI A silk round fan is still a silk round fan,
L2 [We]Did not see it in the autumn wind,

L3 Hiding and revealing both have their time,
L4 Dancing in [the household of the Master of]

Yang’a were the two swallows.

Except for the diction of ‘silk round fan’ and ‘two swallows’, which allude to the 

sorrow of Concubine Ban (48-2B.C.), the poem does not provide any other 

historical reference to Ban or even mention her name. Ban was the imperial 

concubine of Emperor Cheng of Han (r.33-7B.C.) and carried the title of

‘Jieyu’,

In the early reign of the emperor, she was selected for the imperial 
palace. At the very beginning, she was not summoned often, but soon 
became greatly favoured by the emperor and granted the title of ‘Jieyu’ 

[Imperial Concubine of Handsome and Fair].

t t O S P t i d S A t i 'g  • " 780

‘Two swallows’ is a metaphor relating to Empress Zhao Feiyan M U  

(32-1B.C.) and her sister, Zhao Hede (d.7B.C.).781 ‘Feiyan’ literally

means ‘flying swallow’. Both of them were skilful and beautiful dancers in the

779 Zou Zhifang, ed., Yang Weizhe shiji, p. 129.

780 Ban Gu, Honshu, vol.12, p.3983.

781 For more details, please refer to Sima Guang et al., eds., Zizhi tongjian, vol.3, pp. 996-997,

1002.
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household of Master Yang’a,782 and attracted the full attention of the emperor.783

Afterwards, the emperor paid a private visit to the household of Master 

Yang’a and liked the singing dancer Zhao Feiyan. She was summoned 

to the palace and was greatly favoured. She had a younger sister [Zhao 
Hede] who was also summoned..,.Queen Hui and Jieyu Concubine nee 
Ban lost the emperor’s favour.

mk ■ • ummmmmm * Bxn ■ a #  ;
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After the sisters had moved to the palace, Ban started to become ignored and 

composed a poem entitled ‘Yuan shi’ (Song of grievance),785 which is also

known as ‘Tuan shan ge’ (Song of the silk round fan). In that poem, she likened 

herself to a ‘silk round fan’, which was once new and beautiful, and always 

accompanied the emperor in the summer, but was abandoned in the autumn.

Yang’s poem ‘Tuan shan ge’ on Concubine Ban omits most of the important 

historical facts, including the name of Ban herself. He just uses ‘two swallows’ 

as a metaphor for Zhao Feiyan and her sister. The content of the poem shifts 

from Concubine Ban to the round silken fan. This type of negation blurs the 

theme, and gives the reader more room for imagination, and space to explore the 

historical facts behind the poem.

782 Yang’a [>|puj refers to the Master of Yang’a county in Pingyuan. See the annotation by Yan

Shigu 1-645), in Sima Guang et al., eds., Zizhi tongjian, vol.3, p.996. However, it is

also the name of a famous dancing courtesan in the ancient period. Later, it becames the title 

of a dance song. Luo Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.3, p.6957, explanation no.2.

783 For details, please see Ban Gu, Honshu, vol. 12, p.3988.

784 Sima Guang et al., eds., Zizhi tongjian, vol.3, p.996.

785 See Appendix 70 ; Xu Ling, ed., Yutai xinyong jianzhu, vo l.l, p.26.
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5.1.2 Interweaving between poems and prefaces

The relationship between Yang’s poems and prefaces can also be explained 

by Allen’s continuation, which usually takes the form of expansion and 

abbreviation.

Allen uses Fu Xuan’s (217-278) version of the Luofu story as example. 

This version contains “more elaborate language” than the original (expansion), 

while Fu Zai’s (531-585) version is the same story but “drastically reduced” 

(abbreviation).786 Put simply, if the original story of Luofu is AA, the continued 

version can be A (by abbreviation), or AA++ (by expansion). Here, Allen is 

referring to the relationship between different yuefu poems on the same topic. 

However, I use the term ‘continuation’, to discuss the relationships between 

Yang’s poems on history and his prefaces.

Yang started his story-telling or argument in his prefaces and ‘continued’ 

them in his poems. His prefaces are in fact part of his poems on history, a 

channel for his viewpoints and a descriptive narrative of historical events or 

figures. Traditionally, the poem had been the main content, and the preface was 

supplementary to it. Yang broke this convention by making his prefaces part of 

his poems, and closely relating them to his poetic content. Allen notices the 

intratextuality elements in Yang’s poetry. He said,

I have also drawn on the comments of a late yuefu poet, Yang Weizhen 
(1296-1370). Yang, who wrote intratextually and ambitiously in the 
genre, has a corpus of more than four hundred yuefu poems, many of 

which are prefaced by his own comments. Yang’s comments are 

especially useful since he speaks so self-consciously of the intratextual

786 Joseph R. Allen, In the Voice o f Others: Chinese Music Bureau Poetry, pp.212-213.
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nature of a genre.787

Yang’s poems on history are unique in having both and short prefaces that are 

closely related to the poem and historical texts. These prefaces serve as a 

continuation to Yang’s poems and the historical texts and enable the poet to 

express his viewpoints. Yang made use of expansion and abbreviation to 

continue the stories of, and his comments on, historical figures or historical 

events.

Continuation by means of ‘expansion’

Some of Yang’s poems are expansions of his prefaces, which mainly contain 

his commentary on the historical event. For instance, the preface to the poem, 

‘Fan Jiangjun’ (General Fan), reads,

The gatekeeper of Yi788 Gate [Hou Ying] had died but was glorified for 

ten thousand generations. I thought that [Tian] Guang in his old age 

was absurd to mislead people. His single death does not deserve 

sympathy. Instead, the deaths of [Crown Prince] Dan and [General] 
Fan Yuqi deserve sympathy.

* F 1 S £ [ § » ] - 5 E « S t a :  ° - - 5 P F £ 1 $  -  ' e J ' l f  #

• 789

In this preface, Yang criticises Tian Guang, stating that his death did not deserve 

sympathy, but those of General Fan Yuqi (7-227B.C.) and Crown Prince Dan 

did.790 Yang does not give any reasons for his criticism. He continues the

787 Joseph R. Allen, In the Voice o f Others: Chinese Music Bureau Poetry, p.210.

788 Yimen The east wall gate of the capital, Daliang in the State of Wei (445-225B.C.)

during the Warring States Period. See Luo Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.l, p. 1372.

789 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 158.

790 For the details, see Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.8, 2528-2536.
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criticism in his poem, in which he provides more information and justifies his 

criticism.

LI [Hou] Ying cut his neck cut his neck [to death],

L2 Had earned everlasting [honour] and

everlasting [success],
L3 By succeeding Lord Xinling;
L4 [Tian] Guang cut his neck cut his neck [to

death]
L5 Had caused the loss of the wasted [deserted]

General [Fan] 791 and wasted [effort],

L6 Leading to the death of the person [Jing Ke]

who played around with drinkers.
L7 [Cao] Mo should not be allowed to step in the

arena at Ke.
L8 The State of Yan should not be allowed to

offend against Qin.
L9 The swordsman misled people to their death,

L10 Among those who were misled to their death, I
sympathise most with General Fan.

Yang explains his comments in the preface through detailed narration in the poem. 

The first three lines relate the story of Hou Ying { f i l l  (7-257B.C.), who 

committed suicide for the sake of Lord Xinling fM llli ' (7-243B.C.) after offering 

his advice on how to make use of the armies of the State of Wei in order to help 

the besieged State of Zhao. Lord Xingling then stole a commander’s tally from 

the King of Wei and led an army to help Zhao.793 Hou earned everlasting

791 Wasted General: This refers to the abandoned general Fan Yuqi (fl. 237-233 B.C.) of

the State of Qin, who fled to the State of Yan but whose head was wanted by Emperor 

Shihuang. See Sima Qian. Shiji, vol.8, pp.2532-2533.

792 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 158.

793 For details, see Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.7, pp.2380-2381.
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success and honour after his death for proposing this successful plan to Lord 

Xingling and then keeping it confidential by committing suicide. These three 

lines explain Yang’s comments in the preface concerning why the gatekeeper was 

glorified for ten thousand generations.

Also, L4 to L6 explain why Yang states in the preface that Tian Guang did 

not deserve sympathy. Tian Guang on the grounds of his old age, turned down 

Dan’s request to assassinate Emperor Shihuang, but he recommended Jing Ke, 

and killed himself to keep the assassination plan confidential. To gain the trust 

of Emperor Shihuang of Qin, and also to have an opportunity to meet him, Jing 

Ke asked for the head of Fan Yuqi, the most wanted of the deserted generals of the 

State of Qin. General Fan then killed himself in order to offer his head to Jing 

Ke. However, the failed assassination, not only caused Jing Ke to be tortured to 

death, but also led to the execution of Crown Prince Dan and the termination of 

the State of Yan.794 In effect, General Fan had died in vain.

The last four lines (L7-L9) echo with Yang’s preface and are also closely 

linked to the historical records. Yang cited the successful threat made by Cao 

Mo H ( f l . 6 9 3 - 6 6 2  B.C.), general of the State of Lu, to recapture the cities he 

had lost to the Sate of Qi during the Warring States Period.795 Yang assumed that

794 For details, see Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.8, p.2528-36.

795 Cao Mo a general of the State of Lu, lost three battles to the State of Qi. Duke Zhuang 

of Lu (693-662B.C.) was frightened after his military failures and agreed to sign a

treaty of alliance with Duke Huan of Qi (d.643B.C.). On the day of the signing,

Cao Mo stepped into the arena of Ke and threatened Duke Huan of Qi with a dagger to make 

him return all the cities that Lu had lost to Qi. When Duke Huan agreed, Cao Mo threw 

away the dagger and stepped down to his original position, greeting him as if nothing had 

happened. For details, see Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.8, pp.2515-2516.
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if Cao Mo had not been allowed to step into the arena, Qi would not have lost the 

three cities. Similarly, he believed that, if the State of Yan had not offended the 

State of Qin by sending an assassin, a number of deaths and the termination of the 

State of Yan itself could have been avoided. The poem not only justifies Yang’s 

commentary in the preface, but also demonstrates the strong connections between 

the preface and the historical texts. Therefore, in terms of content, the poem is 

an expansion of Yang’s preface.

Continuation bv means of abbreviation

In addition to justifying and rationalising his comments, Yang used his 

poems to sum up the historical stories he described in his prefaces. This kind of 

continuation is achieved by means of abbreviation. The poem entitled ‘Song 

zhongchen ’ 5 ®  15 (The loyal official of the Liu Song dynasty) is a typical 

example of this. The preface helps the readers to understand the historical 

background,

[Yuan] Can guarded the Stone City, and he and his son both sacrificed 

themselves for it. The commoners grieved over their deaths and 
composed a folk song for them, ‘Stone City chooses to die for Yuan Can 
rather than survive like Chu Yuan.’ The respective loyalty and 
disloyalty of the Song officials were clearly exposed by this folk song. 
Death for loyalty is valued in the sacred classics. According to the 

commentary of Pei Ziye, Yuan Jingqian [Yuan Can] only had the loyalty 

of an ordinary man. If this were the case, then all the [Liu] Song 
officials who had died for loyalty would have been neglected. The 
death of [Yuan] Can made his bones fragrant [respectable] for ten 
thousand generations. The survivors, such as [Chu] Yuan would only 

[have the reputation] of a stinking fox and a fusty rat. Even if they 
lived for a hundred years, what would be their value?

■ r E B I
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This preface provides a very detailed background to the poetic content, and shows 

one possible reason for the poem’s composition- Yang’s admiration for Yuan Can 

lUffl (420-477). Pei Ziye (fl.464-549) was the grandson of the famous

historian, Pei Songzhi (372-451). As a historian himself, Pei criticised

Yuan Can for not being wise enough to root out the wicked officials or skilful 

enough to handle the political changes. He said that Yuan’s choice to die for the 

small city represents the loyalty of just an ordinary man, meaning he had let down

797the people and ignored his own responsibilities to the country. Yang 

completely disagreed with Pei Ziye and said that Yuan’s death was a token of 

loyalty, which merited his glorification for ten thousand years.

If viewed separately, this preface is a detailed commentary on Yuan Can who 

chose to die for his kingdom, and on the disloyal official (Chu Yuan 

435-482) who served two dynasties. While the preface presents a summary of 

the historical text, the poem itself is, in turn, a simplified version (or a summary) 

of the preface. It reads,

LI The loyal officer of the [Liu] Song dynasty,

L2 The death of Yuan Can [for loyalty],

L3 [Became] a folk song of the Stone City.

L4 To be in charge of the rights and wrongs of a country,
L5 When one writes his biography, there is no need for 

the Dirty Historian Shen [Yue],

796 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.202.

797 See Pei’s annotation in Sima Guang et al., eds., Zizhi tongjian, vol.9, pp.4208-4209.

m  Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.202.
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During the Liu Song dynasty, Yuan Can planned to help the royal family to kill the 

rebellious General-in-chief, Xiao Daocheng HfMhic (427-482) with the help of 

the other officials, but his plan was disclosed by Chu Yuan.799 W hile Yuan was 

guarding the Stone City, he was accused by Xiao of being a rebel and was killed 

after the collapse of the Stone City.800 Shen Yue (441-513), who served 

three dynasties, the Liu Song (420-479), Southern Qi (479-502) and Southern 

Liang (502-587), was despised by Yang as a ‘Dirty Historian’ for his disloyalty to 

the Liu Song. In the last line, Yang implied that Yuan Can’s loyalty would be 

glorified throughout the ages, and did not need a disloyal historian to record it. 

This line echoes the preface, in which Yang states that Yuan’s death made him 

respectable for ten thousand generations.

Yang presents an episode of this story in his preface, so that the reader can 

easily understand the abbreviated content of the poem. Therefore, the poem is a 

continuation of the preface by means of abbreviation. It looks like a summary, 

as all details, such as the identity of Yuan Can, the definition of ‘loyal official’ and 

the content of the folk song are also recorded in the preface.

Furthermore, the first line of the poem ‘The loyal officer of the [Liu] Song 

dynasty’ summarises a speech made by the Emperor Wu of the Southern Qi 

dynasty, Xiao Ze SfEjt (440-493), which appeal's in the Nan Qi shu 

(History of the Southern Qi).

Shizu [temple name of Xiao Ze ] said, ‘Yuan Can certainly is a loyal 

official of the Liu Song Family.
- 801

199 Sima Guang et al., eds., Zizhi tongjian, vol.9, pp.4205-4207.

800 Ibid., pp.4205-4207.

801 Xiao Zixian, Nan Qi shu, vol.3, p.896.
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Xiao Ze was the eldest son of Xiao Daocheng. Daocheng accused Yuan Can of 

being a rebel and killed him, but ironically, his son Ze appreciated him as a loyal 

official for the Liu Song dynasty. Yang used Ze’s comment as the first poetic 

line and the title of this poem to satirise Xiao Doacheng, As can be seen, Yang’s 

prefaces and poems are integral to one another, and are better read as a single unit. 

The prefaces serve as an abbreviation or expansion of the poetic content and thus 

create interrelationships.

Yang expanded the limitations of poetry by greatly increasing the length of 

his prefaces, and enriching their content. He displayed an original presentation 

technique in which the prefaces play an important role in presenting the historical 

events or figures, or conveying his own personal viewpoints. Poetry is one way 

by which a scholar can show his talents, but Yang also wanted to demonstrate his 

rich knowledge of history as well as his skills in presenting his poetry. He may 

have also intended to attract the attention of senior officials in the hope of 

resuming his official life. In summary, by using these continuation texts, Yang 

was able to express his viewpoints more thoroughly, and differentiated his poems 

from the work of other poets.

5.1.3 Development of a new thematic line

Yang sometimes developed new thematic lines based on the historical story 

depicted in his poems or prefaces. This kind of development can be compared to 

Allen’s ‘extension’.
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Allen defines ‘extension’ as ‘drawing out of a thread from an intratext and 

developing it into a new thematic line.’802 Allen uses the same example of 

Luofu, and says that her ‘feminine charms are extended to merge with those of 

palace ladies that populate Six Dynasties poetry.’803 Liu Xiyi’s version extends 

the story even further by making Luofu adopt the role of Qiu H u’s wife.804 If 

Luofu’s story is AA and the story of Qiu Hu’s wife is ZZ, then extended one is 

AAZ. This kind of extension is common in Yang’s poems on history.

Yang intentionally created a strong connection between his poems, his 

prefaces and the historical texts. For instance, the title of his poem ‘Pinji xiong’ 

(Potent female fowl) is a quotation from Honshu (History of the Han),

When the female fowl potently crows, the master will not be florious.
*  • 805

This line implies that the interference of women in politics will lead to the ruler’s 

failure. However, in this poem, Yang uses ‘potent female fowl’ to express the

dignity of the empress dowager of the State of Chu. The preface is a summary of

Bo Ying’s (6th c.B.C.) biography as recorded in Lienii zhuan

(Biographies of women).

Lienii Zhuan (Biographies of Women): Bo Ying was the daughter of 
Duke Mu of the Qin state, and the mother of King Zhao of the Chu State. 
After King [Helli] of Wu entered Ying806 city, he took as his wife the
wife of King Zhao of Chu, and he intended to take Zhao’s mother as his
wife too. [Bo] Ying [threatened to] kill herself by the sword, and the

802 Joseph R. Allen, In the Voice o f  Others: Chinese Music Bureau Poetry, p.217.

803 Ibid., p.218.

804 Ibid., pp.218-219.

805 Ban Gu, Honshu, vol.2, p. 1371.

806 Ying i|5: The capital of the State of Chu, which was in modem Jiangling >XPH county of Hubei 

province. See Wei Songshan, main ed., Zhongguo gudian shici diming cidian, p.558.
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King gave up [his plan to take her as his wife] when he knew that she 
could not be offended. I composed this ‘Potent female fowl’ now to 

make up for its absence in yiiefu poetry.

m&m: im ’ mmx * • [̂BsnmAiB« #b§be
a *  ■ Rmmnmm  °  m i m » » mn t mm  * mmm 
m * ™ 1

This preface clearly sets out the background and thus makes the poem easier to 

understand. The poem itself describes the fear and loneliness of Bo Ying, and is 

an extension of the preface.

L I The female fowl was potent, »
L2 There was a bold, bear-like lady surnamed Qin, »

L3 [Seeing] The King of Wu entering the State of °
Chu and making wives of the imperial harem.

L4 The female fowl was potent, 0

L5 To hold the sword tight and let it whistle at night, °

stirring a tragic wind.

L6 Who could she follow when her husband had died ?
and her son had fled?

L7 People said the Qin fowl knew how to follow the A ’

phoenix,

L8 But they did not know the female fowl was 0
808pursuing the lonely flying dragon.

Line three of this poem is taken from the historical records in Wu Yue chunqiu 

(Spring and autumn annals of the states of Wu and Yue),

King [Helii] of Wu entered Ying city...[W u Zixu] immediately let Helii 
take the wife of King Zhao of Chu, Lady Wang, as his wife, to insult the 

king and officials of the State of Chu.

807 Zou Zhifang, ed., Yang Weiizhen shiji, p. 152.

808 Ibid., p. 152.
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This explains why L7 reads, ‘People said the Qin fowl knew how to follow the 

phoenix’. People thought Bo Ying knew how to follow the ‘phoenix’, the wife 

of King Zhao, and was forced to sleep with Helii. However, if she were insulted, 

she actually planned to follow her late husband. Lienii zhucin reads,

Helii successfully conquered the state of Chu and entered its capital and 
palace making the whole imperial harem his wives. Every single 
imperial courtesan was terribly frightened. Bo Ying protected herself 
firmly and loyally, and gentlemen praised her for her chasteness.

H M S t e  ■ A M ’S ' S .  ’ ’  I P F f W  ’  ■ U H l I -  ■

■8,0

Generally speaking, this poem is an extension of the preface, or to be more 

accurate, an extension of the historical record in Wu Yue chunqiu and Lienii zhuan. 

However, only L3 is directly related to the historical record, and the other lines 

have been developed into a new theme: the lonely and frightening experience of 

Bo Ying. Instead of focusing on her chasteness, Yang portrays her loneliness and 

helplessness. Her husband had died and her son had fled, so she had to hold onto 

the sword tightly to protect herself.

Yang portrays Bo Ying’s toughness and loyalty, describing her resistance to 

insults and her pursuit of the ‘flying dragon’. The ‘dragon’ is a symbol of the 

emperor, and ‘flying’ implies ‘going to the heaven.’ Hence, ‘flying dragon’ 

refers to her late husband, King Ping of Chu (r.528-516B.C.). All these

terrible nocturnal feelings ascribed to Bo Ying are a product of Yang’s creativity,

809 Zhao Ye, Wu Yue chunqiu, in Siku jiacang, vol. 46, p. 19.

810 For details, see Wang Zhaoyuan. Lienii zhuan buzhw, in Xushu siku quanshu, vol. 515, 

pp.700-701.
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and the poem serves as an extension to his preface and the historical texts.

Yang linked his poems on history very strongly to the historical facts. He 

used his great imagination to extend his poems and connect one historical episode 

to another. For instance his, ‘Changmen yuan’ (Lament in the Long Gate) reads,

LI Ajiao had beautiful eyes,
L2 Ajiao was accommodated in a golden house.
L3 The jade-like grass of the Golden house was still

green like in Spring,
L4 But Autumn grass had grown overnight in the 

Long Gate [Palace],

L5 The talented scholar of Shu,
L6 A hundred catties811 of gold,
L7 He received my gold and composed the rhymed 

prose [fa poem], Long Gate, for me.

L8 It told of my sorrow at the passing of spring,
L9 Making the Emperor feel sad for autumn while 

reading it.
L10 The waterway in Linqiong812 flows from the 

east to the west as usual,

L I 1 And [he] did not know that a lady there sighed 
for her white hair.

This poem does not have a preface, but it is an extension of a story about Emperor 

Wu of Han, recorded in Hanwu gushi (The story of Emperor Wu of

Han) and Yiwen leiju H  SC IP’ 15 (Collection of literature arranged by

811 Catty f p  One catty in the Western Han dynasty is the equivalent of 248 grains. One hundred 

catties therefore means 24.8 kilograms. See Luo Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.3, 

p.7776.

812 Lingqiong county is modern Qionglai county in Sichuan province. See Wei

Songshan, main ed., Zhongguo gudian shici diming cidicm, p.550.

813 Zou Zhifang ed., YWZSJ, p.167-168.
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categories). When Emperor Wu was aged four,

[The Eldest Princess] pointed to her daughter [and asked the Emperor], 

‘Is it alright to have Ajiao [as your wife]?’ [The Emperor] smiled and 
replied, ‘If I could have Ajiao as my wife, I would build a golden house 

to accommodate her.

However, none of the historical texts record Emperor W u’s building a golden 

house for Ajiao. This is a good example of Yang’s poems on history sometimes 

being based on literature rather than the historical texts.

Yang describes the beautiful eyes of Ajiao (Empress Chen), which are part of 

her pretty countenance (LI). He also describes the grass around her two abodes: 

the Golden House of the past and the Long Gate Palace of the present (L3-L4). 

These two abodes symbolise her first being loved and then rejected by Emperor 

Wu of Han (156-87B.C.), respectively. According to the historical record, Ajiao 

stayed at Long Gate Palace till her death.816 The poem tells of her lament. The 

last two lines extend Ajiao’s story and merge it with the story of Zhuo Wenjun, the 

beautiful wife of Sima Xiangru. Linqiong is the place where Zhuo Wenjun’s 

family lived. Zhuo Wenjun, the beautiful daughter of the rich Zhuo family, 

eloped with Xiangru, a poor scholar, after he had seduced her with his qin zither

■ 817music.

Sima Xiangru helped Ajiao to win back the Emperor’s heart by composing a 

rhymed prose, but ironically he neglected his wife, Zhuo Wenjun, who composed

814 Ouyang Xun et al., ed„ Yiwen leiju, vol.l, p.303.

815 Anonymous, Hanwu gushi, in SKQS, vol. 1042, p.284.

816 Ban Gu, Hcmshu, vol. 12, pp.3938-3949.

857 Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.9, pp.3000-3001.
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a poem entitled ‘Baitou yin’ [=1 (Song of white hair) to prevent him from 

trying to marry a concubine.818 The last line, in particular satirises Sima Xiangru 

for making his wife lament.

Yang links Ajiao’s sorrow at being deposed by Emperor Wu of Han to Zhuo 

Wenjun’s sadness at being ignored by her husband. L10 and L l l  are both the 

story of Zhuo Wenjun, and they are an extension of Ajiao’s story. Yang extended 

Ajiao’s story to encompass that of Zhuo Wenjun not only because of “the talented 

scholar of Shu” (the key person to both stories), but also because the two ladies 

suffered a similar plight - neglect by their husbands. This is an example of the 

development of a new thematic line by extension.

Except for Ajiao being deposed to the Long Gate, this poem narrates stories 

from literature, not from the official records. In these stories, Ajiao paid a 

hundred catties of gold to Sima Xiangru to compose the ‘Long Gate rhymed 

prose’, in order to win back the love of Emperor Wu.

Xiangru composed the rhymed prose \fu poem] to awaken the Emperor, 
and Empress [Chen] was able to recapture the Emperor’s love.

■ [ P i t ] g j H « f f #  o ™

Therefore, “Making the Emperor feel sad for autumn while reading it” (L9) is 

derived from a mixture of stories from literature and the poet’s imagination. 

Strictly speaking, this poem consists of very few historical facts, and is mostly 

based on legend.

Yang consciously connected his poem to these stories, and extended the story

818 See Appendix 7P; Ge Hong. Xijing zaji, in Siku jtocang, vol. 93, p.207.

819 See preface to ‘Changmen fu’ (Prose poem on Changmen), in Xiao Tong, comp., Liuchen zhu 

wenxuan, vol.l, pp.293.
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of Ajiao by merging it with that of Zhuo Wenjun. Through this extension, Yang 

shows his special poetic techniques. He was knowledgeable enough to easily 

link any historical figure he had portrayed to another. For instance, his poem ‘Li 

Furen’ ^?-A A  (Lady Li) extends the story of Lady Li to that of Li Ling.820 

Yang was not only able to discern their similarities and connections, but could 

also put two different stories in one poem. However, although he was a historian, 

Yang sometimes blurred stories from literature with the actual historical accounts. 

Why did he combine them? Was he incapable of realising that some were 

fictional stories?

To my understanding, Yang had sufficient knowledge to distinguish historical 

fact from fiction. The reason he combined them is simply because he understood 

the nature of poems on history. Yu Zhiyuan explains the nature of poetry on 

history,

They are all on history, but are essentially poems, which are not 

equivalent to history

It is quite obvious that Yang viewed his poems on history as poems rather than as 

historical accounts. It is difficult to know whether or not his use of stories from 

literature was motivated by the need to deliver a specific argument.822 The 

sorrows of Ajiao and Zhuo Wenjun may have reflected the setbacks that Yang 

experienced in his own official career. As there is no trace of the exact 

composition date and background to this poem, further exploration of this 

question is not possible.

820 For his biography, see Ban Gu, Honshu, vol.8, pp.2451-2459.

821 Yu Zhiyuan et.al., ed., Zhonghua shishi yongshi shi benshi, p.3 (preface)

822 Ibid., p.3 (preface).
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Allen uses the different types of intratextuality as a typology to describe the 

yuefit genre.823 I have made use of his terms, the categories of intratextuality, to 

explain the relationship between Yang’s poems and his prefaces, as well as the 

ways in which Yang relates these to the historical texts or literary works. Yang is 

probably the first poet to have really cared about the prefaces to poems on history 

and to have shown concern about the connections between poems, prefaces and 

historical texts. To Yang, the preface was an essential part of a poem on history, 

and it helped to provide enhancement and supplement to the historical text. He 

challenged the conventional understanding of the poem itself as one single unit.

5.1.4 Interrelation between different poems

In addition to the close interrelationship between Yang’s poems, prefaces and 

the historical texts, there are also strong linkages among his different poems. 

Some of these combinations of linked poems can be viewed as an integral whole. 

For example, consider 'Jianke pian’ (Writing on a swordsman)

LI Last night, he went on a western expedition, 
L2 And the western soldiers all surrendered.
L3 If a man studies swordsmanship,
L4 He has no need to imitate Jing Ke.

This poem was compiled by Wu Fu. The preface is dated 1346, so the poem was 

therefore composed before that year. It is about the prowess of Han Xin, who

824

Joseph R. Allen, In the Voice o f  Others: Chinese Music Bureau Poetiy, p.209. 

Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 114.
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successfully conquered the State of Zhao.825 Yang also mocked Jing Ke’s poor 

swordsmanship.826

Later, Yang altered LI of this poem “Last night, he went on a western 

expedition” to “the guest who had gone on a western expedition” which he 

included in another poem ‘Qiqiao ci’ A  A  I t] (Poem of pleading for skills), 

whose composition date also precedes 1346. It reads,

LI The stars in the sky meet again, A i lM f t lS f  ’
L2 [But] the guest who had gone on a western 0

expedition had not yet returned.
L3 [I] attentively pleaded for a favour, ’

L4 [Hoping] Supernatural magpies helped me to m m m x m  ° 827

fly over the [Milky Way].

This poem may have been composed later than ‘Jianke plan’ (Writing on a 

swordsman). It is quite difficult to classify it as a poem on history as the content 

is obscure. Here, Yang has merged the story of Han Xin’s expedition with the 

legend of a cowherd and a weaver girl.828 At the same time, ‘Jianke pian’ is also 

closely linked to another poem entitled 'Jianke ci’ ^Jj ^  | h] (Poem on a 

swordsman) through the line, “Last night, he went on a western expedition”.

LI The man capable of defeating ten thousand A A H A if f t  ’
enemies

825 See Lou Buchan’s annotation to ‘Jianke ci’ (Poem on a swordsman). Lou Buchan,

ed., Tieya yibian shu, p.665.

826 Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.2, p .l 109.

827 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 124.

828 For the details of the story of the cowherd and weaver girl. See Feng Yingling: Yueling guangyi,

in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu, vol. 164, p.784.
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L2 Laughed at the stupid stratagem of Jing Ke, ’
L3 Last night, he went on a western expedition ’
L4 And captured Li Zuoju alive. ° 829

This poem gives more details on the expedition, but has more or less the same 

content as ‘Jianke pian’. Li Zuoju (2nd c. B.C.) was a famous general

of Zhao State, and was highly respected by Han Xin. The King of Zhao did not 

adopt L i’s strategy and this led to his defeat in battle. Li was captured but 

treated as a teacher by Han Xin, who humbly asked for his advice on how to 

conquer the states of Yan and Qi. 830

This poem was compiled by Zhang Wan between 1364 and 1367, therefore, it 

must have been composed later than ‘Jianke pian’. Huang Jin j |f / l l  (14th c.) 

commented, “It is this guest who is a great man.” ( i f c h ^ ^ ^ j l i : ^ ) 831 Huang 

was referring to the one who conquered the west as ‘guest’, which matches Yang’s 

description of “The guest went on a western expedition” in ‘Qiqiao ci’ (Poem of 

pleading for skills). These poems are therefore interrelated.

Yang composed ‘Jianke pian’ and then, based on its first poetic line, he 

composed another poem, ‘Jianke ci’, in which he provided more historical details. 

Also, he wrote the ‘Qiqiao ci’ in the voice of a woman to narrate the story that the 

guest had not returned. He intentionally linked his poems one by one building 

up a puzzle and presenting a full picture of a particular historical event or figure.

Yang’s poems are so interrelated that similar examples can easily be found.

829 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.363.

830 For more details about Li Zuoju, see Sima Qian. Shiji, voi.8, pp.2615-2619.

831 Wu Fu et al., comp., Tieya xiansheng gu yuefii, p. 117.
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For instance, ‘Jingtai yinshi’ M llP lld r832 (The hermit of Jingtai) is linked to 

another poem ‘Tiezhu xing’ ^ ^ f f 833 (Song of Iron chopsticks) through the 

figure of Song Qiqiu (887-959), who was regarded as ‘absurd and

loathsome’ after his death. 834 In some cases, the preface to poem A can even 

remind the reader about another poem B. Together A and B provide an entire 

picture of, and can show the contrast between, two historical figures in similar 

circumstances. For example, in his preface to the poem ‘Yihu zi’ (A

righteous falcon),835 Yang shows his appreciation for Cao Cao’s generosity in 

releasing Guan Yu (160-220) despite Guam’s refusal to surrender.836 Yang 

compares Cao’s generosity with Yuan Shao’s (?-202) cruelty. Yuan killed 

two great men, who had also refused to surrender. It reads,

Cao Cao was suspicious and jealous [of people], he killed people just 

like [trimming] grass and bushes. But he treated [Guan] Yu alone with 
righteousness, and offered him grants and gifts, and saw him off to the 

West. His followers wanted to chase [Yu], but Cao Cao said, ‘Every 
person has his choice of master!’. From this, I knew that Cao would 
be able to rule powerfully over the central plains, as he was in a class 
above Yuan Benchu [Yuan Shao]. Benchu killed two valiant men in 
one day, which made the other swordsmen leave his company. How 

could he be regarded as a hero?

- f i A S S i  ■ S U J tB *  - 

f e & a K iiA  ■ S 0 : r • j  - #
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832 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 179.

833 Ibid., p.264.

834 For details about Song Qiqiu, see Quyang Xiu, Xin Wudaishi, vol.3, p.116-161,111,111.

835 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 182.

836 Chen Shou, Sanguo zhi, vol.4, pp.939-940.

837 See Fan Ye, Hou Honshu, vol.7, pp. 1891-1892.

838 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 182.
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This preface is applicable to another poem ‘Yiri sha erlie’ — 0  (Killing

two valiant men in one day),839 which describes the cruelty of Yuan. Hence, the 

two poems ( ‘A righteous falcon’ and ‘Killing two valiant men in one day’) can be 

viewed together. With this technique, Yang was able to present the whole picture 

of the historical figures he portrayed and to fully convey his opinions as a 

historian - in this case that Cao Cao was a more suitable ruler than Yuan Shao.

The interrelations between Yang’s different poems appear as intertextuality. 

Durey says, “Intertextuality, or dialogism ...is the interplay or interweaving 

between writers, texts, and other texts,”840 Durey’s definition is derived from 

Mikhail Mikhailovich Bakhtin’s ‘dialogism’, which explains the relationships of a
CM I

poet’s and his created characters through dialogues. Yang’s poems are 

interwoven with each other. Through the interlacing of these intertexts, Yang 

presents the genuine nature of history that all events were related and historical 

figures are interrelated.

Considering the close interrelationships between prefaces and poems, and 

poems and historical texts and also the strong connections between the poems 

themselves, it is clear that Yang carefully planned the composition of his various 

poems on history. As he left no clue as to the dates of his compositions, it is 

difficult to discern any possible hidden meanings in his poems. However, he 

created a completely new poetic world, in which the poem itself was no longer a

m  Ibid., p. 179,

840 Jill Felicity Durey, Realism and Narrative: the Hero and Heroine in Eliot, Tolstoy and Falubert,

1993, p,102.

841 For details, see Mikhail Mikhailovich Bakhtin; Caryl Emerson trans. Problems o f  

Dostoevsky’s Poetics, pp.40-43, 47-77; and Bakhtin’s another book The dialogic imagination, 

pp.275-289.
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single entity, but was at the centre of a network that connected a poem to its 

preface, related historical texts, and other poems.

5.2 Pursuit of musical function and rhyming freedom

Robert Von Hallberg said, ‘a song [poem] is a series of both sounds and 

signs’842, indicating the important role of sound in poems. He mentioned T.S. 

Eliot’s (1888-1965) view of his own poetry,

Eliot said that his own poems began not with something to say but with
0 4 0

a particular rhythm.

Von Hallberg’s book, Lyric Powers, sparked my suspicion that Yang also said 

something through his poetic musicality. Yang was a music lover and composed 

about ten poems related to musical instruments.844 He was a musician himself and 

was proficient at playing the flute. Indeed, one of his poetic names was ‘Iron 

Flute’. The most significant characteristic of Yang’s yuefu poetry is its musicality, 

which comes from the rhymes he used, his long and short lines and his duplication 

of compounds and lines. Yang wrote:

I composed ancient yuefu poetry, which not only sounded like the bells 

and musical stones, but also could serve as a persuasion and warning.’

’ 1 m " 845

842 Robert Von Hallberg, Lyric Powers, p. 145.

843 Ibid., p. 143.

844 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.26-33.

845 Zhang Wan, comp., Tieya xiansheng fugu shiji, p. 109.
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That is probably why the Ming scholar, Song Luo (1634-1713) said, “Yang 

Tieya’s poetry on history has a rising and falling pattern in its rhyming melody.”

° )846 Song indentified the musical characteristics of 

Yang’s poetry on history, which seems to have been composed to be sung. Qian 

Qianyi alluded to Yang’s use of music and songs in his yuefu poems,

He [Yang] was so proud of his own old yuefu style [poetry], which he 
believed had no matching precedent. If we check his lines and songs, 

we can see that this is no exaggeration.

Qian noted that Yang’s poems have a close relationship with songs and music. 

For example, Yang himself always sang his own poem on history, ‘Hongmen hui’ 

(The meeting at Hong Gate).847

Yang’s poems on history were part of his yuefu poetry, and therefore seem to 

have been closely linked to music and songs. This partially explains why one of 

the unique traits of Yang’s poetry on history is its musical and lyrical component, 

as rhyme and line length are important factors in making a poem easy to sing.

Yang demonstrated his own unique style through his line construction. This 

included the use of lines of irregular length and a relatively free adoption of 

rhymes for the convenience of singing. The following section explores Yang’s 

rhyming style and the irregularity of his line length.

846 Song Luo, Mantang shuoshi, in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu (jibu), vol.421, p .125.

847 Wu Fu et al., comp., Tieya xiansheng gu yuefu, p,7; also see Chen Yan, ed., Yuanshi jishi, p.36.
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5.2.1 Pursuit of a carefree rhyming pattern

To examine the rhyming style of Yang’s poems on history in context, it is 

important to look at the rhyme system of the late-Yuan dynasty.

According to Wang Li, the rhymes used in the late-Yuan, and the Ming and 

Qing dynasties were a modification of those used during the Tang dynasty, which 

are now known as ‘Pingshui yun ^ z K a l  (Rhymes from Pingshui County) or 

'Shi yun’ (Rhymes for poetry).848 ‘Pingshui’ is another name for

Pingyang county (in modern Linfen City in Shanxi Province).

Because the rhyme book was published there, it was called ‘Pingshui Rhymes’. 

Pingshui rhymes, in turn were based on the rhyme book entitled Libu yunlue m  

pI5hR0^ (Rhymes for the Ministry of Rites)849 authored in 1037, mainly by Ding 

Du T H : (990-1053). Pingshui rhymes contain a total of 106 categories of 

rhymes. Those categories are divided as follows: fifteen in groups A (upper) and 

fifteen in group B (lower) of the level tones; twenty-nine in a rising tone; thirty in 

a departing tone; and seventeen in an entering tone. This book was used in the 

Yuan dynasty, and it can help us to understand Yang’s use of rhymes. As a late 

Yuan poet, Yang was expected to adopt the Pingshui rhymes.

However, Huang Rensheng believes that Yang intentionally used a rhyme 

book authored by Wu Yu (poetically named Cailao jinshi title 1124) 

for his yuefu poems,850 meaning that Yang adopted ancient rhymes. Huang 

bases his belief on Zhang Yu’s statement,

848 Wang Li, Hanyu slrilU xue, p. 41.

849 Luo Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.l, p. 1129.

850 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.228.
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Of this generation, [the persons] good at using Wu Cailao’s rhyme book 
to compose their poetry of ancient words are Li Jihe [Li Xiaoguang] and 
Yang Lianfu [Yang Weizhen]. Hence they are called [by people of this 
generation] writers.

wmz. •

- 851

‘Wu Cailao’s rhyme book’ refers to the book entitled Yunbu fitfS  (Supplementary 

to rhymes), which was compiled by Wu Yu in the Song dynasty. This book is a 

collection of the ancient rhymes used in the literary classics, such as Shijing 

(Book of Poetry), Shangshu joj® (Book of History), Llji (Classic of Rites), 

Shiji £ 1 5  (Records of the Grand Historian), Chuci (Songs of the South), 

Zhanguo ce fjc iS flt (Strategies of the Warring States), Xunzi 1r)-p, Zuoshi 

chunqiu (Zhuo’s Commentary on Spring and Autumn Annals) and

Daode jing  j l l t l lH  (Classic of the Way and its Power). The preface to Yunbu 

reads,

The Song scholar, Wu Cailao, was very knowledgeable and fond of the 
ancient period. So he collected all the old rhymes found in the ancient 
classics, biographies, and works of philosophy and history. He divided 

them into four tones, and explained the pronunciation and meaning of 

each one. He compiled these in a book which is entitled, 

‘Supplementary to Rhyme’.

W #  - • 852

For this reason, Siku quanshu tiyao reads, ‘The promotion of ancient rhymes was

851 Zhang Yu’s preface to Tieya xiansheng guyuefu. See Wu Fu et al., comp., Tieya xiansheng gu 

yuefu, p .l (preface).

852 Wu Yu, Yunbu, in SKQS, vol.237, p.57.
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actually started by [Wu] Yu.’ ( B f ^ i l f ^  ’ I f  ll]f|c#p).853 This book contains the 

rhymes of about fifty ancient classics. These rhymes are divided into 206 

categories as follows: twenty eight in group A (lower) and twenty nine in group B 

(lower) of the level tones; fifty five in a rising tone; sixty in a departing tone; and 

thirty four in an entering tone.854 Many of the categories are mutual to the 

others.

As Yang was fond of the historical classics, one might consider it natural that 

he would choose the ancient rhymes for his poems on history. However, I have 

some doubts about this assumption. Do Yang’s poems really use the ancient 

rhyming system? The following section investigates this assumption and 

explores the main characteristics of Yang’s use of rhymes. The methodology I 

use for this investigation is divided into a number of steps:

(1) Analyse a random selection of Yang’s poems on history for analysis. 

For ease of understanding, I will endeavour to choose poems already 

mentioned elsewhere in this thesis;

(2) Identify the rhymes of the selected poems one by one;

(3) List the different categories of these rhymes according to both the 

Pingshui rhymes (the rhymes generally used in the Yuan dynasty) and the 

Yunbu (rhymes used in the ancient times);

(4) Identify and tabulate ‘mutual rhymes’ (tongyun @ 1 1 ).855 Pingshui 

rhymes and Yunbu both have their own mutual rhymes: rhymes in one 

category which are mutually interchangeable with those in another. 

For instance, if a poet uses rhymes from category X in a poem, and

853 Ibid., p.56.

854 My calculation based on Yunbu.

855 Wang Li, Hanyu shilti xue, p.333.
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rhymes in category X are mutually interchangeable with rhymes in 

category Y, he also can use rhymes from category Y in the same poem;

(5) Identify the Tang mutual rhymes based on Wang Li’s Hanyu shilil 

xue (The poetic rules of the Chinese language).856 I

pursue this investigation because I believe that Yang was an aficionado of 

the Tang dynasty. He liked Tang history and was greatly influenced by 

Tang poets;

(6) Tabulate my findings for comparison, and to show at a glance the ways in 

which Yang used rhymes.

Using this methodology, I will examine the ways in which Yang used rhymes, and 

also consider whether or not he adopted ancient rhymes.

Due to the limited scope of this thesis, the following section can only 

examines some of Yang’s poems on history. Nonetheless, even in these random 

samples, it is possible to discern a number of key characteristics of Yang’s use of 

rhymes.

Yang’s use of rhymes is mainly based on the relatively free rhyming system 

found in ancient style poetry (gufeng 1^'jK). This is consistent with the facts 

that Yang favoured ancient style poetry and had a carefree personality. For 

example, 'Jianke pian’ (Writing on a swordsman)857 rhymes every alternate line. 

‘Ge’^o and ‘ke’ijPJ are rhymes from the same category ( ‘ge’i ^  category) in the 

Pingshui rhymes. And in the ancient rhymes (Yunbu), ‘ge’Pl̂  and ‘ge’^  are 

mutual categories.

However, Yang’s poems have additional rhymes to those occurring every

856 Ibid., p.331-334.

857 See Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 14.
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other line making it suitable for singing and recital, as Yang used rhymes based on 

his own personal taste. He did not like to use rhymes regularly, either every 

alternate line or every line. Instead he changed the rhyme to suit the poetic 

content. Some of Yang’s poems rhyme almost every line. For instance, his 

poem, ‘Yinping nii’ (The Girl with the Silver Jar) has rhythms belonging to the 

‘geng’J Î tone of the level group B (lower). The poem reads,

LI The father in the Yue family *
L2 Is the fortified city of this country;

L3 The despicable person in the Qin family H&LWL ’
L4 Is the cause for the downfall of this country. °
L5 Heaven did not grant my wish,

L6 So my father and brother were killed.

L7 Alas! I Yinping

L8 Could have saved my father like Tiying858

L9 If I who am alive cannot redeem those in death, ’
L10 It would be better not to be alive.
LI 1 The well of a thousand feet859

L12 [Swallowed] A jar of one foot, -R.M ’
L13 And the water in the jar cried like the Jingwei

bird. 860

(Note: The highlighted lines are not rhymed.)

This poem relates to an episode from history, the death of Yinping §[!$£ (12th c.), 

literally means ‘silver ja r’. She committed suicide after her father, Yue Fei -fefPt; 

(1103-1142), and brother, Yue Yun (1119-1142), were imprisoned and then 

killed by Qin Hui (1090-1155) despite their innocence. Yang glorifies

858 For the story of Tiying, see Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.2, pp.427-428.

859 Chi (Foot): One foot in the Song and Yuan dynasties was the equivalent of 31.2 cm. ‘One

thousand feet’ is therefore 312 metres. See Luo Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.3, 

p.7764.

860 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.280.
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Yue Fei and scolds Qin Hui through the voice of Yinping. ‘Jingwei’ was

the name of a legendary magical bird. It is believed that the young daughter of 

Emperor Yan (27,h c. B.C.) who travelled on the East Sea and was drowned. 

After her death, she was transformed into this magical bird, which constantly 

gathered twigs and stones from the West Mountain to fill up the sea.X61

The rhymes in the poem T h e  girl with the silver iar,S62

If Yunbu rhyming is applied to this poem, only two lines rhyme. On the 

other hand, if Pingshui rhymes or Tang mutual rhymes are used, only a few lines 

are out of rhymes.

Une Word Rhyme Yunbu863 Pingshui

rhymes

Tang mutual 

rhymes863

Tone

Category Mutual

LI 3 Fu Yu 19 Yu 19 and Yu 

J9 are mutual 

rhymes

Rising Oblique

L2 3 Cheng Wc Geng/^

Qing #  and 

Zheng are 

mutual rhymes

Level Even

L3 3 nu n - - Yu m Level Even

L4 3 Qing (1 Yang

m

Jiang 

Tang fjf

Geng Geng J^, 

Qing $  and 

Geng are 

mutual 

rhymes

Level Even

L5 4 Ling - - Qing W Level Even

L6 5 Xiong 52, Yang

Pi

Geng fit Level Even

L7 4 Ping )fS Xian Qing W Level Even

861 Guo Pu ed., Shanhai jing, in SKQS, vol. 1042, p.27.

862 For the whole poem and more about it, see Chapter 4.4.

863 Wu Yu, Yunbu. 5 juan; in SKQS, vol.237, pp.55-132.

864 For the Pingshui rhyme, 1 use the version edited by Yu Zhao ^BB (fl.1800). See Yu Zhao,

comp., Zengguang shiyun jicheng. 5 juan.

865 To check the mutual rhymes of the Tang period, 1 use Wang Li’s Hanyu shilii xue as reference.
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L8 5 Ying % - - Geng Level Even

L9 5 Si 5E Zhi &£ Zhi §  

Zhi i t  

Wei

Qi m

Hui

Zhi Sft Rising Oblique

L10 4 Sheng Zhen f t Zhun 

Ying 

Zheng I f  

Jing ©J 

Jing f?. 

Zheng |g  

Deng la

Geng fit Geng

Qing H  and 

Geng are 

mutual 

rhymes.

Level Even

Lil 3 Jing # - - Geng ff» Rising Oblique

L12 3 Ping Xian Xian tlif

Yan®|

Yan

Qing M 

Geng H  and 

Zheng are 

mutual rhymes.

Level Even

L13 7 Ming t*| - - Geng Level Even

Based on the Pingshui rhymes, this poem has a beautiful rhyming pattern with 

almost every line rhyming. The only lines that do not rhymes are LI, L3, L9 and 

LI 1. If one applies the Tang mutual rhymes to this poem, all lines rhyme except 

for L I, L3 and L9. Of these three lines, LI and L3 are mutual rhymes.

Did Yang allow these few lines (LI, L3, L9) to fall out of rhyme accidentally?

Robert Von Hallberg says, “When words cohere musically they allude to 

significance beyond paraphrase.” 866 Yang was a musician, and I therefore 

believe that it was not accidental. One point of interest is that the rhymes 

changed in these lines, lines which appear to be thematically important.

L I, “The father in the Yue family” referring to Yue Fei, is the subject of the 

first two lines. LI is also a pivotal line that connects to the evil deeds of the

86(1 Robert Von Hallberg, Lyrics Power, p. 143.
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villain from the Qin family and the death of Yinping.

L3 “The despicable person in the Qin family” is the subject of L4 to L8. It 

refers to Qin Hui, who was the cause of the downfall of the country, for the death 

of Yinping’s father and brother, and for Yinping’s sorrow.

L9 “If I who am alive cannot redeem those in death” is the climax of this 

poem. Yinping’s decision to commit suicide for her father is lauded by the poet 

in L ll to L13. The change of rhyme in these three poetic lines shows Yang’s 

keen concern for both the musical and rhyming structure of his poem. It seems 

that he deliberately used Tang mutual rhymes in order to highlight key thematic 

lines. In other words, he changed the rhymes not merely for musical effect, but 

to match a change in poetic content.

If one applies Pingshui rhymes, LI 1 does not fit the pattern. However, this 

line ‘The well of a thousand feet’ does not carry any significance. It just appears 

at the beginning of the poet's commentary on Yinping's death.

Another of Yang's poems, ‘Luoye ci' (Poem on falling leaves) also exhibits 

rhymes almost every line.

Rhymes in ‘Poem on falling leaves’

LI The fine tree of the late King ’
L2 Had its jade-green leaves fully grown.
L3 It was planted in the eastern wall
L4 When the sun in spring was extremely bright. #PirH3B§ °

L5 Its roots had not spread nor had it withered by ’

the end of the year,
L6 But one leaf fell on the wind and fluttered. — 0
L7 The Imperial Palace of Treasure and August, ’
L8 Was replete with wizards and goblins; •
L9 The spring swallow on the top tower flew into ’

the Lingxiao Palace,
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L10 [Leaving] The leaf to fall into the ditch with its ° 867
water flowing far away.

All lines of this poem rhyme neatly except for three lines (LI, L3 and L7).

line Word Rhyme Yunbu Pingshui

rhymes

Tang mutual 

rhymes

Tone

Category Mutual

LI 4 Shu ffl - - Yu m Rising Oblique

L2 4 Qiao m - - Xiao Iff Level Even

L3 4 Yuan fs Yuan TC Yuan f t  

and Xian $£ 

are mutual 

rhymes.

Level Even

L4 4 Shao IB - - Xiao Iff Level Even

L5 7 Diao 'M - - Xiao Iff Level Even

L6 7 Piao Xiao Iff Xiao 

Yao if" 

H ao £

Xiao Iff Level Even

L7 3 Dian - - Xian H Departing Oblique

L8 3 Yao & Yu gg Yu !§f

Lao #£

Xiao Iff Level Even

L9 7 Xiao Uf Xiao Hi Xiao 5? 

Xiao<& 

Hao§|£

Xiao Iff Level Even

L10 7 Tiao - - Xiao Iff Level Even

Using the rhymes in Yunbu (Supplementary to rhymes), only three lines of 

this poem rhyme, and they have different rhymes. It cannot therefore be 

regarded as a ‘rhyming’ poem. However, if the Pingshui rhymes or Tang mutual 

rhymes are applied, all rhymes are in the category, ‘xiao’ the tone of level

group B (lower), and the only lines without rhymes are LI, L3 and L7.

8fl7 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.266. For more about the whole poem, see Chapter 4.3.

8(18 For details, see Yu Zhao. Zengguang shiyun jicheng , pp.69-72.
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L I, “The fine tree of the late King”, is a metaphor for the good officer, Ye 

Qiao (10th c.). During the reign of the ‘Late King’, Wang Yanjun 

(r.926-935), Ye was highly respected and well treated,

L3, “It was planted in the Eastern Wall”, alludes to the time when Ye started 

to serve the Crown Prince, Wang Chang. ‘Eastern Wall’ refers to the ‘Eastern 

Palace’ where the Crown Prince lived.

L7, “The Imperial Palace of Treasure and August”, is the place of the wizards 

and goblins who gave advice to Wang Chang. Ye Qiao was demoted and 

repatriated.

These three lines coincidentally represent the three stages of Ye Qiao’s political 

life.869

Are these three lines out of rhyme by accident? Again, this seems unlikely. 

The way in which Yang used rhymes seems to be planned rather than accidental. 

He changed the rhymes depending on the poetic content. Also, if  one applies 

Tang mutual rhymes, L3 and L7 mutually rhymed in different categories.

Adoption of mutual rhymes of the Tang dynasty

Yang adopted the mutual rhyming system of the Tang dynasty, which 

allowed him more freedom in his use of different rhymes. As shown in the 

tables, Yunbu also contains mutual rhymes in various categories; however, they 

would not have enabled Yang to make his poem rhythmical.

Yang’s rhyming seems to have been modelled on that of the Tang dynasty. 

As discussed previously, the poem ‘The girl with the silver ja r ’ has four lines (LI, 

L3, L9, L l l )  that are out of rhymes, using the Pingshui rhyming system.

869 For more analysis, see p.287 of this thesis.
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However, if one applies the Tang mutual rhymes, there are only three lines (LI, 

L3, L9) that do not rhyme. The poet's adoption of the Tang mutual rhyming 

system not only demonstrates his pursuit of freedom in his poetry but more

870importantly, it fits the fact that yuefu poetry was created to be sung. For

example, in the poem, ‘Lanmian gui’ (The ghost with a blue face), Yang applies

Tang mutual rhymes from the categories of ‘zhi' (upper level tone), ‘zhi' 

(rising tone) and ‘zhi’ X  (departing tone), to make almost every line of the poem 

rhyme. These rhyming categories were mutually interchanged in the Tang 

dynasty.871

Rhymes ‘The ghost with a blue face'

LI The ghost with a blue face,
L2 Was cunning and mysterious.
L3 The ladies in the Guo family,
L4 All ran away to avoid him.
L5 But the emperor saw him as having special 

charms.

L6 The ghost with a blue face,

L7 In the rebellion of [Zhu] Ci,
L8 The ghost sent an ambassador [to his death].
L9 The ghost was so scared,
L10 But he was still able to kill Cui Ning with the 

Sword of Heaven.

LI 1 The general who rescued the Son of Heaven 

came to pay his respects,
L I2 The wicked [ghost] was demoted,
L I3 [To a place] several thousand miles away,

L14 The ghost with a blue face,

L I5 Died in Lizhou.

870 Hans H. Frankel, “Yiieh-fu Poetry”, in Cyril Birch, ed., Studies in Chinese Literary Genres, 

pp.69-70.

871 Wang Li, Hanyu shilii xue, p.332.

872 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, pp.239-240.

i i f i «
HUM ’

• 872
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If one applies Pingshui rhymes to this poem, the rhyming pattern is a little 

strange. There are three categories of rhymes: (A) three lines (L I, L6 and L I4) 

have rhymes in the ‘Wei’ category, are mutually rhymed with the other four 

lines (L8, LI 1, L13 and L15) in ‘Zhi’ &R category; (B) three lines (L3, L4 and 

L I2) rhyme in the ‘Zhi’ category; (C) another three lines (L7, L9 and L10) 

rhyme in the Geng Two lines (L2 and L5) do not rhyme. The content of 

each set of lines does not carry any special meanings.

Applying the ancient rhymes in Yunbu, this poem appears to be not properly 

rhymed. There are only four poetic lines (L7, L8, L10, L I5) that have rhymes 

from different categories. Thus, it is doubtful that Yang wanted to use ancient 

rhymes in his poems.

Une Word Rhyme Yunbu Pingshui

rhymes

Tang mutual 

rhymes

Tone

Category Mutual

LI 3 Gui fc - - wei m Rising Obliqu

e

L2 3 Wa - - Nil - -

L3 3 ji m - - Zhi £  

Wei (ft 

Qi fi? 

Jiam

Hui&

Wei H ,  Zhi 

Zhi n ,  

and Zhi m. 

are mutual 

rhymes.

Level Even

L4 3 Bi m Departing Oblique

L5 7 Mei ffi Zhi M 

Wei M 

J i »

Departing Oblique

L6 3 Gui & - - Wei f t Rising Oblique

L7 3 Bing & Yu ft Yu IS 

Mof£

Geng ^  

Qing W 

Zheng

Qing fif , 

Geng (It are 

mutual 

rhymes.

Level Even

L8 3 Shi Yu §§ Yu®

Lao$£

Zhi W, 

Wei p |

Rising Obliqu

e
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Q \n  

XieM 

Hui m

L9 3 Jing - - Zheng M Level Even

L10 7 Ning ^ Zhenft Zhun

Wen D%] 

Bian ff? 

Jiong j@ 

Zheng &  

Qin

Qing W Level Even

LI 1 7 Zi T - - Zhi & Rising Obliqu

e

L12 3 Pai - - Jia m Level Even

L13 3 Li m - - Zhi &£ Rising Obliqu

e

LI4 3 Gui & - - Wei m Rising Oblique

L15 3 Si JE Zhi Zhi g  

Zhi i t  

Wei M 

Qi

Hui Mi

Zhi & Rising Obliqu

e

If one applies Pingshui rhymes to this poem, there are more lines rhymed, as 

seven lines (L I, L6, L8, LI 1, L13, L14 and L15) rhyme in the mutual categories. 

On the other hand, if the Tang mutual rhymes are applied, rhymes basically appear 

every poetic line except for five lines (L2, L7, L9, L10 and L I2). Of these, L7 

and L10 have mutual rhymes in another category, and L2, L9 and L I2 are out of 

rhymes. On investigation, the five lines that are out of rhyme appear to be a 

brief summary of Lu Qi’s life.

L2 contains a precise description of the ‘ghost’, Lu Qi. It explains why the

n * 7 ^  0*7 A

Guo ladies hid themselves and also why the emperor favoured him. This

Ouyang Xiu et al., Xin Tangshu, vol.20, p.6354. 

s74 For details, please refer to Ouyang Xiu et al., Xin Tangshu, vol. p.6351-6352.
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line is the main focus of an introduction (L1-L5) of Lu Qi.

L7, L9 and L10 provide examples of the ghost’s evil deeds and demonstrate 

how ‘vicious and mysterious’ he was. He slandered Cui Ning (8th c.) in

Zhu Ci’s 7^>lft (742-784) rebellion875 (L7) and misled the emperor to kill Cui 

(L10). L7 and L10 are related, so they rhyme in another category.

L I2 describes the results of his misdemeanours - the end of his official life as 

a chancellor and his expulsion from the capital. Therefore, it makes more sense 

to say that Yang is applying the Tang mutual rhyming system in this poem.

Carefree alteration of rhymes

Yang altered his rhymes in a carefree manner. According to Wang Li, this 

kind of rhyme alternation resembles that of ancient style poetry, and was adopted

876 - *by some of the Tang poets, such as Li Bai. There were no restrictions 

regarding where the rhyme could be changed.877

It can be said that it is carefree without any fixed restrictions in terms of 

the number of lines between each alteration of a rhyme.

■ 878

However, there was also another type of rhyme alteration pattern which did have 

some regulations regarding the rhyme changes. The aim of this type of alteration 

was the imitation of ancient style poetry. It mandates alternates rhyme every 

four lines (but not that rigidly), and uses rhymes of even and oblique tones

875 Sima Guang et al., eds., Zizhi tongjicin, vol. 16, pp.7361-7362.

876 Wang Li, Hanyu shilii xue, p.350.

877 Ibid., p.351.

878 Ibid., p.351.
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R7Qalternately.

Yang’s poetry on history resembles ancient style poetry in the sense that it 

uses rhymes of even and oblique tones alternately. He also alters his rhymes 

regularly (every a certain number of lines) Let us consider, for instance, the 

poem ‘Qiaojia qie ’ (The concubine of the Qiao family). This depicts a

beautiful girl, Biyu 1I3£ (?-697) who was taken away against her will by Wu 

Chengsi jf̂ TpCis] (d.698). She committed suicide by jumping into a well after 

reading a poem from her lover, Qiao Zhizhi (d.697). The poem reads,

Rhymes in the poem ‘The concubine of the Qiao family*

LI The Shi family has a beauty named Luzhu, ’
L2 While the Qiao family has a belle named Biyu °
L3 Whose countenance is like a spring flower, l l f e _ h # T b  ’
L4 Whose chasteness is like winter hardwood. °

L5 The tower of the Golden Valley ’
L6 And the Parrot Well, S U S #  ’
L7 Buried the reflection of a pair of white jades. — 0  ° 880

If the ancient rhymes in Yunbu are applied to this poem, there are no rhymes 

in the same category. Also, if Pingshui rhymes are applied, only the last two 

lines have rhymes from the same category. Only by applying the Tang mutual 

rhyming system can the reader discern the rhyming pattern of this poem. Every 

even line rhymes except for L6 (which rhymed with L7 in another category).

IJne Word Rhyme Yunbu Pingshui

rhymes

Tang mutual 

rhymes

Tone

Category Mutual

LI 5 Zhu - - Yu m Level Even

879 Ibid.. p.353.

880 Zou Zhifang, ed„ YWZSJ, p. 227.
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L2 5 Y u $ Zhi f i Shu fijif 

Jie

Wu^J 

Z h i |i  

Qi H

W o;* Wo >/: and Wu 

l̂ i are mutual 

thymes

■

Entering Oblique

L3 5 Hua G e lt Ge ^  

G e lt

Ma J® Level Even

L4 5 Mu /f: - - WuM Entering Oblique

L5 3 Lou $§ Yu ft Yu J®, 

Mo f !  

Yu JS

You Level Even

L6 3 Jing -jf- - - G BE Rising Oblique

L7 7 Ying 17 Yang 71? Dang ;A, 

Jiang I f

Cfcngtt Rising Oblique

was 

mutual 

rhyme in 

ancient 

times)

The rhyme changes in L6, meaning that the poem is divided into two sections: 

section one (L1-L4) is a portrait of the beautiful Liizhu and chaste Biyu; section 

two (L5-L7) shifts the focus from these two girls to the places where they ended 

their lives. “A pair of white jades” in L7 is an allusion to their purity and 

chasteness. ‘Jade’ not only implies beauty, but also signifies a good nature. In 

five-character ancient style poetry, it was up to the poet whether he rhymed the 

fifth line or not.881 This poem illustrates that Yang adopted both Tang mutual 

rhymes and the rhyming system of ancient style poetry in his yuefu poetry on 

history.

Applying the system in Yunbu, there are only four ancient rhymes used in this 

poem. These rhymes are also from different categories and are not mutually

881 See Wang Li, Hcmyu shilil xue, p.366.
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interchanged. If Yang had been using ancient rhymes intentionally, the rhyming 

pattern would not be like this.

Doubts whether Yang used ancient rhymes in Yunbu

Yang generally used rhymes in a carefree manner. Contrary to the opinions 

of some scholars, however, he did not use ancient rhymes. For instance, the 

rhymes in the poem, T h e  ghost with a blue face’ mentioned above do not seem to 

follow any model. Almost every line rhymes according to the Tang mutual 

rhyming system, except for five ( L2, L7, L9, L10 and L12), which do not rhyme. 

Of these five, L7 and L10 are rhymed in other category and their content is 

related.

If Yang did not use the ancient rhymes, why is it that Zhang Yu said that 

Yang was good at using W u’s rhyme book Yunbu to create poetry with ancient 

words? There are two possible explanations.

First, Zhang was referring to Yang’s usage of the ancient words compiled by 

Wu Cailao in his book rather than the ancient rhyming system itself. Zhang 

stated that Yang created his poetry “with ancient words” (guyu ’S'gp), he did not 

say he created it “with ancient rhymes” (guyun ’SffM)* Although Huang 

Rensheng believes that Zhang was referring to Yang’s use of ancient rhymes, he 

does not actually give any examples of Yang’s yuefu poem that use ancient rhymes. 

Nevertheless, I have discovered that Yang intentionally used ancient words, like 

zha 0^ and led $Jf, meaning ‘sigh’ and ‘benefit’ respectively in his poems (see 

Chapter 6.1 and 6.2.1 for details).

Second, Zhang was referring to Yang’s ability to apply ancient rhymes to his 

yuefu poems. However, Yang used those rhymes only occasionally. There is 

therefore some doubt whether Yang favoured the use of ancient rhymes.
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On the other hand, his carefree use of rhymes can also be viewed as a 

modification of the rhyming system of ancient style poetry. The poem, ‘An old 

man from a farmhouse’, is another example that shows how Yang adopted a 

relatively carefree rhyming pattern. In this poem, he used the rhymes in the 

categories of ‘Dong’ 4F- and ‘Dong’

Rhymes in the poem ‘An old man from a farmhouse*.

LI I was originally a farmer from Shandong,
L2 I was truly an old man from a farmhouse,
L3 I became an orphan at a young age, E'kSJtt ’
L4

OO')
And served in the army for the Duke of Hefen, “

L5 But I was a teaching assistant in the Eastern 
Palace.883

L6 Your Majesty had overwhelming achievements as 

well as the celestial abode of an emperor,
L7 You forgave my rebellion that was an arrow and 

hook against you,
L8 And took me in your strategy-planning tent. SIEAte* •
L9 I should have received the death penalty for my sin, *
L10 But instead I became a voice for Your Majesty *
LI 1 That I had not a single word concealed,
L12 Nor an imperial decree not followed.
L13 Grinding myself because of your kindness and 

exerting myself because of your benevolence,
izm mm •

L14 I sent Your Majesty two hundred memoranda, mm •

xx2 Dou Jiande 3? (573-621), warlord in the Sui Dynasty, once occupied Heyang and

Fenyang (in modem Shanxi Province). For a detailed biography, see Ouyang Xiu et al., Xin 

Tangshu, vol. 12, pp.3696-3703, and Liu Xu et al., Jiu Tangshu, vol.7, pp.2234-2243. 

xx;* Donggong The palace of the crown prince. Lou Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.l, 

p.2501. Here it refers to the crown prince, Li Jiancheng, the eldest son of Emperor Gaozu of 

Tang (r.618-626), Li Yuan (565-635). Li Jiancheng was designated crown

prince in 618 A.D. See Ouyang Xiu et al., Xin Tangshu, vol.l, pp.6-7.
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L I5 And Your Majesty compared me to a good official. HErL ’
L16 I committed myself to be the capable Ji and Qi884 ’
L17 And would not like to be the loyal Bigan885 and 

Longfeng886,
L18 Your Majesty acquiring [the world] by  military 

horses,
ElTM±f# •

LI9 Should reward the Duke of E887 who made 
meritorious contributions,

mm •

L20 But ruling [the country] after alighting my horses T f f i h  •
L21 It was my turn to show loyalty.
L22 One dou-ladle of rice cost only three to four green 

copper coins,
L23 And nineteen persons888 were free from injustice, 

penalties and prison.
L24 The dancers danced to celebrate the auspiciousness, ’
L25 While the musicians played and sang,
L26 I, the old official, offered wine as a sacrifice and 

Heaven smiled.
L27 Would it be silly to kill this old man from a

farmhouse? O
jgjj .

884 Ji and Qi Two capable administrative officials in the periods of the ancient emperors,

Yao H  (2357-2255 B.C.) and Shun f t  (2255-2205 B.C.). See Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.2, p.505.

885 Bi Gan t t  “F : A loyal official whose heart was cut out by the tyrant, Zhou 

(r.l075BC-1046B.C.), the last emperor of the Shang dynasty. See Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.l,

p. 108.

886 Longfeng §1 : A loyal officer whose surname was Guan [# |. He made earnest 

remonstrations and was killed by the tyrant Jie 2^ (1728-1675 B.C.), the last emperor of the 

Xia dynasty. Guo Maoqian, comp., Yuefu shiji, juan 37, vol.2 p.547; Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.8, 

p.2569.

887 Duke of E’guo: This refers to Yuchi Gong, who saved the life of the Prince of Qin, Li Shimin 

(later Emperor Taizhong, 599-649), protected Emperor Guozu (566-653) during the Incident 

at Xuanwu Gate on 2nd July, 626, and was granted the title ‘Duke of E’ (E'guo gong)

See Ouyang Xiu et al., Xin Tangshu, vol. 12, p.3754; Liu Xu et al., Jiu Tangshu, vol.8, 

pp.2499-2500.

888 Nineteen persons: This number is based on the corpus, Tieya yongshi zhu, edited by Lou

Buchan. See Tieya yongshi zhu, p.574. It states 29 in the corpus edited by Zou Zhifang. 

See YWZSJ, p .217. According to Xin Tangshu, it was 29 prisoners in 630 A.D., the fourth 

year of Emperor Taizhong’s reign. See Ouyang Xiu et al., Xin Tangshu, vol. 12, p.3869.
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L28 Your Majesty compared me with Zhuge Liang PlTfcfcElfSlJE ’
L29 Who was originally a farmer from Nanyang, i f t t & t t t l t j f t  •
L30 The old man from a farmhouse, B B #-g ’
L31 Had his mulberry field, ’
L32 Which he retired to cultivate. sralwl# ’
L33 He received a meal from his farmhouse wife.
L34 And called for his son [to eat with him] T “¥ ’
L35 I was not willing to be far away from my noble 

master,
L36 But wish Your Majesty’s great name be known for

ten thousand years. *  ■
L37 Do not forget the trembling heart of Prince Xiaobai 

in the State of Ju [as a political refugee].
L38 I also dare not forget
L39 Feeding the cows in the State of Qi [like Ning Qi], ■
L40 And being caught and sent under escort from the 

State of Lu.
S f f S f r t '  • 889

The table below shows that Yang’s use of Pingshui rhymes in this poem is 

relatively carefree: he applies some rhymes to almost every line (L1-L5, L25-L30), 

some every other line (L18-L25), and some every third or fourth lines (L6-L12, 

and L15-L17). This special system of rhyming does not appear to have any rules 

and seems quite free.

Line Word Rhyme Yunbu Pingshui

rhymes

Tang mutual 

rhymes

Tone

Category Mutual

LI 5 Nong Yang H Jiang 

Tang ^

Dong £• Dong and 

Dong ^  are 

mutual rhymes

Level Even

L2 5 Weng jct Yang p§ Dong ^ Level Even

L3 4 Gu - - Yu It Level Even

L4 4 Gong - - Dong ^ Level Even

L5 5 Gong K Zhen Jf Zhun Dong ^ Level Even

X8g Zou Zhifang, ed., Yang Weizhen, pp.217-218.
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Zhen ^

Yin

Hen

Geng

Geng

Qing

Qing

Zheng M

Deng 2

(Dong 

Jiang >X 

mutual 

rhymes)

L6 7 Ji - - Zhi !f$ Entering Oblique

L7 4 Qou $6] You X You X ,  

You M  

Yang &  

(mutual 

rhymes.)

Level Even

L8 5 Zhong Zhen H Dong M Level Even

L9 4 Shou *§ Yu Yu ^

Lao ft?

You W Rising Oblique

L10 4 She § Xian Wt Ruan Pit, 

Xian 3i. 

Yan f$, 

Yan (I?

Xie M Xie

Xian f$, 

and Xian ££ 

arc mutual 

rhymes

Entering Oblique

LI 1 4 Hui Z h i £ Zhiflg 

Zhi z  

W e im  

Qi W  

Hui u

Wei * Departing Oblique

L12 4 Cong ££ Yang Pi - Dong Level Even

L13 4 Li Mb - - J i f f Departing Oblique

L14 7 Feng M Yang Pi Dong £- Level Even

LI5 6 Chen S Xian Xian fill,

Y anf?

Y ani^

Zhen Rising Oblique

L16 4 Qi m z h im Shu f»jij 

Jie ®

Wu 7j] 

Z h i ^

J i f f Departing Oblique
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Qi rM

Ll 7 7 Feng } i Yang Pi Dong ^ Level Even

L18 5 Dc Wu W- W o;*

Zhuo

Z h \U Entering Oblique

L19 3 Gong Yang Pi Dong ^ Level Even

L20 3 Zhi - - Zhi Level Even

L2I 3 Zhong Jj& Yang p§ Dong ^ Level Even

L22 7 Jian - - Xian SS Departing Oblique

L23 7 Kong Yang Pi Dong ^ Level Even

L24 3 Shan - - Xian gfc Rising Oblique

L25 3 Gong X - - Dong M Level Even

L26 7 Rong S Dong tfr Zhong Dong ^ Level Even

L27 8 Weng Yang Pi Dong M Level Even

L28 7 Liang ^ - Yang Departing Oblique

L29 7 Nong H Yang Pi Dong Level Even

L30 3 Weng & Yang Pi Dong M Level Even

L31 3 Tu ± - Yu m Level Even

L32 3 Geng Geng Zhen J| Geng ^ Level Even

L33 5 Fu $§ Y u® Yu

Zhu ^

You ^ Rising Oblique

L34 5 Er - - Zhi j£l Level Even

L35 5 Zhu $ You Hou [ft 

You K)

Y ul* Level Even

L36 9 Gu # Yu SR - Y u |g Level Even

L37 7 Ju M - - Yu Rising Oblique

L38 5 Wang S - - Yang % Departing Oblique

L39 4 Qi W Z h i £ Z h iig  

Zhi Z  
Weifflfc 

Qi W
Hui JJc

Qi W Level Even

L40 4 Lu f t - - Yu !g Rising Oblique

The table shows that the ancient rhyming system in Yunbu produces few rhymed 

poetic lines in this poem. The main ancient rhyme category used here is Yang PH, 

which is not mutually rhymed with any of the other categories. If Tang mutual



rhymes are applied, however, more lines of the poem rhyme: L7, L9, L28, L33 

and L38 rhyme in mutual rhymes of the ‘You’ tone,

Yang uses rhymes in the ‘Dong’ or ‘Dong’^  categories, when he is 

mainly narrating the early life (such as L I, L2, L4, L5, L8, L29 and L30) and 

political achievements (to say L12, L14, L21, L23, L25 and L26 ) of Wei Zheng. 

Interestingly, those poetic lines without rhymes, such as L6, L15, L I 8 and L37, 

are those that relate to Emperor Taizhong of Tang. Is this simply a coincidence? 

Von Hallberg says,

The challenge to a poet is to compose a text that is compelling not so 
much in two separate ways - semantically and sonically - but in one way 

that draws sign and sound into collaboration. The challenge to a critic 

is to recognise and then characterise their interaction.890

Yang took much care when composing his poems on history. Even the use of 

allusion in this poem is well planned, so accidental and random use of rhymes 

seems to be unlikely. For example, he made an allusion to Guan Zhong because 

he knew that Guan and Wei Zheng - the two great prime ministers in different 

dynasties - had lived similar lives. As he took so much care, it would seem 

unlikely that his rhyming patterns were merely random.

Based on Yang’s cautious use of allusions and the fact of musical talent, I 

propose that he was trying to create poetic lines semantically and sonically 

consistent with the rhyming pattern. In ancient poetry, if a poet changed the 

rhymes, the poetic meanings might or might not have changed, but in Yang’s 

poems the meanings and rhymes changed altogether.

However, Yang’s relatively free rhyming style may best be explained by his

890 Robert Von Hallberg, Lyrics Power, p. 145.
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carefree personality and his love of music. There is a possibility that he 

composed his poems to be sung. Zhu Yizun said,

[Yang] was quite indulgent as regards music, and he usually brought
with him singing courtesans whenever he went out.

- 891

Also, as language inevitably changes over time, poets sometimes adopt rhymes in 

their own dialects.892 It is possible that Yang used dialect in his rhyming, and 

this would be difficult to verify using the books of rhymes. Also, some words in 

his poems that might not sound as if they rhyme may in fact have rhymed in his 

time.

Wang Li says that ancient style poems which were composed after the Tang 

and Song dynasties were all influenced by Tang poetry. Poets imitated the

893rhyming patterns, poetic couplets and sentence structures of Tang poems. 

However, Yang did not utilise these rhyme patterns. Even though Yang adopted 

Tang ‘mutual rhymes’, his rhyming system was quite unique. Fran§ois Cheng, 

writes “odd lines remain unrhymed” in Tang regulated verse. 894 In his poems on 

history, Yang rhymed not only his even lines, but also his odd ones. Cheng also 

states that “the poet must choose a word with the tone referred to as ‘level’, the

895plainest, and longest, of the four tones of old Chinese.” Yang, however, 

chose not only the level tone, but also the rising, departing and entering tones.

891 Zhu Yizun, Baoshu ting ji, vol.3, p.742.

892 Conversation with Professor Huang Kunyao the author of Yinyi chanwei E ffl

(Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1997), by email dated 29th November, 2007.

893 See Wang Li, Hanyu shili xue, p.304.

894 Frangois Cheng, Chinese Poetic Writing with an Anthology o f Tang Poetry, p.47.

895 Ibid., p.47.
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MacLeish says, ‘Tone is always important in any true poem: it is ignored at 

the reader’s peril.’ 896 Yang was aware of the changes of tone in some of his 

poems, and used these to showcase his musical talent. Moreover, contrary to the 

belief of some modern scholars, the ancient rhymes compiled by Wu Yu in Yunbu 

(Supplementary to rhymes) do not work in Yang’s poems. For this reason, it is 

doubtful that Yang favoured the use of ancient rhymes.

Yang’s rhyming pattern appears to be carefree, as he changed the rhymes 

wherever he liked, applying rhymes to every line, every alternate line, or every 

third lines. However, it seems clear that he sometimes planned his rhyming 

patterns carefully to highlight a few thematic poetic lines. Examples include 

‘The girl with the silver ja r ’ and ‘The ghost with a blue face’. Also using 

different rhyming categories, he tried to separate his description of one historical 

figure from that of another. This can be seen in ‘An old man from a farmhouse’. 

This kind of ‘carefree rhyming system’ can be regarded as Yang’s unique style, his 

Iron Style rhyming system. This is probably a way by which Yang expressed his 

strong personality via his poetry.

5.2.2 Pursuit of musical function by using irregular line length

Generally, most of Yang’s poems on history combine lines with five or seven 

characters. However, he occasionally inserted lines of different length - three, 

four, six, eight, nine, ten or eleven characters - so as to allow himself more 

freedom to be creative and flexible in his compositions. The use of irregular line

896 Archibald MacLeish, Poetry and Experience, p.97.
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lengths shows that Yang was unwilling to be bound by conventional verse 

regulations.

In addition, a poem with an irregular poetic structure can be more easily set 

to music and sung. Wu Fu, mentioned that Yang himself regarded his more than 

five hundred mixed ancient style poems as the ‘remaining sound’ (yisheng jji 

3^)897 of yuefu poetry. The first feature of yuefu poetry is its suitability for 

singing,898 and Wu was thus implying Yang’s poetry had a musical function.

Wang Li divides the ancient style poetry into seven categories.899 Of these, 

poems of the three-seven-character mixed line and three-five-seven-character 

mixed line categories are the ones most commonly found in Yang's yuefu poetry 

on history. For instance, T he  ghost with a blue face’ is a three-seven-character 

mixed poem, in which there are many short poetic lines of three characters.

No. of poetic lines 12 3 Total: 15

Characters in each line 3 7 Most lines have 3 characters

Also, Yang added lines of four characters to his poems, such as his ‘Poem on 

falling leaves’.

No. o f poetic lines 2 4 4 Total: 10

Characters in each line 3 4 7 M ost lines have 4 or 7 

characters

Interestingly, Yang incorporated more lines of three characters than of seven

X47 Wu Fu et al., comp., Tieya xiansheng gu yuefu, p.l (preface).

Chen Shiping, Yuefu: yousheng de shipian, p.5.

They are four-character line, five-character line, seven-character line, five-seven-character 

mixed line, three-seven-character mixed line, three-five-seven-character mixed line and 

multi-character-mixed line. See Wang Li, Hanyu shili xue, p.304.
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characters. Wang Li states that three-seven-character poems are poems that have 

lines of mostly seven characters mixed with a few lines of three characters.900 

However, Yang’s poetry contains many lines of three or even four characters.

Most of his poems on history are three-five-seven character poems, such as 

‘The Concubine of the Qiao family’, which has a mixture of lines with three, five 

and seven characters.

No. of poetic lines 2 4 1 Total: 7 ' .

Characters in each line 3 5 7 Most lines have 5 characters

His ‘An old man of a farmhouse’ also is a three-five-seven character mixed poem, 

but it contains lines of four, six, eight and nine characters too.

No. of poetic lines 8 9 8 1 8 1 1 Total: 36

Characters in each 

line

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Most lines have 4-character. 

But lines with 3, 5 or 7 

characters are also common.

‘The Girl with a Silver Jar’ is also mixed and has a few four-character lines.

No. of poetic lines 6 3 3 1 Total: 13 ;

Characters in each line 3 4 5 7 Most lines have 3 characters

These five examples illustrate that Yang’s poems on history usually contain poetic 

lines with a minimum of three and a maximum of nine characters. In fact, 

Yang’s shortest poetic line is made up of only two characters, while his longest 

consists of thirteen characters.901 Irregular line length is a common feature of

900 Wang Li, Hanyu shilii xue, p.308.

901 This discovery is based on my research of his more than four hundred poems on history.

Examples of these poetic lines can be found in Zou Zhifang, YWZSJ, pp. 158, 170, 200, 274.
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ancient style (gufeng) poetry. 902 However, according to Wang Li, 

three-five-seven-character mixed ancient style poetry contains mainly in lines of 

seven characters, with some lines of three or five characters. Also, they are even 

less likely to have lines of four or six characters.903 An interesting feature of 

Yang’s poetry on history is his incorporation of many lines with four characters. 

These four-character poetic lines are very common and popular* in the Book o f  

Poetry, thus confirming its influence on Yang.

Wang regards the seven-character poems that contain lines of two, three, four, 

five, six, or eleven characters as ‘prose that is rhymed’, as the changing length of 

the poetic lines make it more like prose.-904 This is therefore a good description 

for Yang’s poems on history with their irregular line lengths. So, why did Yang 

favour the irregular* poetic lines? Li Tiaoyuan wrote:

The musical [yuefu] poetry must have long lines followed by short lines; 
the long lines are [composed] for their soft and meandering sound, and 
the short ones for their fast tone and quick sound.

• 905

This explains why Yang favoured irregularity in line length in his yuefu poetry. 

The use of long and short lines facilitated the incorporation of his poems in songs.

902 Wang Li, Hanyu shili xue, pp.304-316.

903 Ibid., p.310.

904 See Wang Li, Hanyu shili xue, p. 17. Zhang Gaoping, has a section discussing the ‘prose-style 

poem’. He points out that the Song poets liked to use a prose style in their poetry because it 

allowed freedom of creation and presentation. He also says that these prose- style poems can 

be found in seven-character ancient style poetry, as noted by Wang Li. See Zhang Gaoping, 

So?igshi zhi xinbian yu daixiong, pp.172-182.

905 Wu Xigui, Li Tiaoyun shihua pingzhu , p.30.
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5.2.3 Reduplications for songs and modelling on Shijing

The use of reduplications of words and poetic lines can help to make a poem 

more musical. This is because reduplicated lines fit songs with a repeating 

melody, while reduplicated words are easy to memorise.

Reduplications are commonly found in Shijing, the earliest collection of 

ancient Chinese poetry. For instance, ‘Caiwei’ ^ M  (Picking thorn-ferns) 

contains the lines,

When I set out in the past, ilf

The willows were fresh and green; ®fi/P$cflsc

Now I am returning, * 7

The rain and snow fall heavily.
Long and tedious is my marching ;
I am hungry, I am thirsty. 906

In these six lines, one finds reduplicated compounds like 'yi y f  fljcfSc, JeifeV  

fjtfpk and 'chi chV M M -  ‘Yi yi* literally means “supple twigs and tender 

leaves”, but here it symbolises a feeling of reluctance and sadness at parting; ‘fe i 

feV  refers to heavy rain and snow; ‘chi chi’ M S  means Tong’ or ‘far away’; 908 

it refers to the rough road that made marching slow. Reduplicate compounds in 

Shijing are mainly used as adjectives. Reduplicated adjectives are common in 

Yang’s poems on history, such as ‘cang cang’ I f l f ,  the endless blue [sky], ‘mang

9Q6 Translation modified from Bernhard Karlgren, trans., The Book o f Odes, p. 112.

907 Zhu Xi, ed., Shi jizhuan , p. 106.

908 Base on Zhu X i’s annotations. See Zhu Xi, ed., Shi jizhuan, p. 106.
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mang^tiytz, the endless white [earth],909 and ‘e e ’ straight-up [white hats].

910

Some reduplicated compounds in Shijing are onomatopoeic words. The 

first line of ‘Guan ju ’ (Guanguan-yelling ospreys) reads, “Guan guan

yelled the ospreys” (HHIHUfWI). ^ uan i l l !  *s the sound made by a

couple of ospreys.911 Onomatopoeia is very common in Shijing. Hans H. 

Frankel believes that onomatopoeia is also a common feature of the poetry of the 

Southern and Northern Dynasties.912

Yang’s poems on history contain many onomatopoetic words. Examples 

include ‘pang pang’ the sound of heavy snow, and ixiao xiao’ f t , 914

the sound of wind. This may be regarded as another consequence of the 

influence on Yang of Shijing and the yuefu poems of the Southern and Northern 

Dynasties.

However, although Yang’s poetic construction appears to have been 

influenced by Shijing, some of the reduplicated words found in his poetry on 

history are different from those in Shijing. In Shijing, poets used reduplicate 

compounds mainly as adjectives; but in Yang’s poems, he created duplicated verbs 

and used duplicated adjectives as nouns. For instance, his poem, ‘Fan Jiangjun’ 

is a good example.

909 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.223-224.

910 Ibid., p .14.

9U Zhu Xi, ed., Shi jizhan, p .l.

912 “Onomatopoeia, however, is less common in the Han ballads than in those of the Southern and 

Northern Dynasties.” See Hans H. Frankel, “Yueh-fu Poetry”, in Cyril Birch, ed., Studies in 

Chinese Literary Genres, p.90.

9,3 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.224.

914 Ibid., p. 14.
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LI [Hou] Ying cut his neck cut his neck [to death], i i «  ’
L2 Had earned everlasting [honour] and everlasting

[success],
L3 By succeeding Lord Xinling; BKfMISS
L4 [Tian] Guang cut his neck cut his neck [to death] >
L5 Had caused the loss of the wasted [deserted] General AJSJIS ■

[Fan] and wasted [effort].
L6 Leading to the death of the person [Jing Ke] who

played around with drinkers.

The reduplicated compound ‘wen w en’fy}\\%}\\ in LI and L4 is a verb, which means 

‘to cut one’s neck with a sword’ or ‘to cut the neck until one dies’. ‘Yong yong’ 

zKzK in L2 is an adjective meaning ‘everlasting’, but here it is used as a noun; 

‘everlasting honour and success’. 'F e ifeV JUJU (literary means ‘waste’) in L4 is 

an adjective meaning ‘abandoned and wasted’, but in this poem, it is used as noun: . 

‘abandoned general and wasted effort’.

Apart from being verbs, adjectives or nouns, these kinds of reduplication 

sometimes appeal* as the names of the subject of a poem. In the poem ‘Tiexiang 

ge’ (Song of Iron Elephant), for example, ‘Xiang’ (Elephant) refers to

‘Tiexiang’(Iron Elephant), the name of a noblesteed.

Alas Xiang! Alas Xiang! I will die with you, ’

Alas Xiang! Alas Xiang! I am dying! ! 916

The poem, ‘Zaishan fu’ (A tiger in the mountains), also has this type of

repetition. “Alas Tiger! Alas Tiger! Does it matter even if you have died?” (J^ 

In this poem, ‘Tiger’ 918 refers to Kong Rong JLif£

915 Ibid., p. 158.

916 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.278.

917 Ibid., p. 180.
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(153-208), who was granted a title as lHubi zhonglang jicing’ UPfj# 

(Leader of Court Gentleman as Brave as Tiger). As a political opponent of Cao 

Cao, he was executed.919 Reduplication can be found regardless of the type of 

historical figure portrayed. In summary, another of the special features of Yang’s 

Iron Style poetry on history is his heavy usage of reduplication. This feature is 

also evidenced in the poems of Yang’s followers. (See Chapter 3.2.2)

Nevertheless, Yang’s significant features is his creation of ‘illusional 

reduplicated words’: putting two identical characters side-by-side and creating the 

illusion of a reduplicated compound, but where the two characters are in fact 

nouns or words in separate phrases. Let us consider the poem, ‘Yuezhi wangtou 

yinqi ge’H  (Song of the drinking vessel using the head of King

Yuezhi), as an example,

The black wind assailed the Hu dike but MJ H1̂ -  °
[water in] the Hu dike did not flow.

The yellow cloud pressed down the sun and f t  1IM 0  0  iM I ° 920
the sun seemed to fall.

Actually ‘H u’ is the name of the dike and appears in two different phrases, but 

Yang puts them together to make it look like a reduplication. Similarly, Ti ri’ 0  

0  contains two identical nouns in two separate phrases, which are put together to 

give the appearance of a reduplicated compound. Actually, this feature is quite 

common in ancient style poetry. An example is ‘My king loves the people and

918 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 180 ( preface).

919 For details, see Fan Ye, Hou Honshu, vol.8, pp.2261-2278.

920 Ibid., p. 166.
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the people don’t know’ (IfflilAA^tfs)921 by Bai Juyi. Here, ‘ren A’ and 

‘ren A ’ are in two separated phrases but appear as a reduplication. This 

composition style is commonly found in Yang’s yuefu poetry, and it is further 

evidence of his poetic talents and his fondness of ancient style poetry. It also 

demonstrates that he had quite a playful attitude regarding his compositions.

Frequent usage of reduplication not only creates a beautiful sentence 

structure, aesthetically pleasing to the eyes, it also has the practical function of 

making the poem easy to use as song lyrics. The frequent repetition of poetic 

lines has the same function. In addition, repetition enables the poet to create 

emphasis. For instance, Yang’s poems, ‘Yiri sha erlie’ (Killing two valiant men 

in one day), and ‘Jumna huang’ (The gentleman’s horse is yellow) both contain 

lines that are duplicated. The reduplicated poetic lines in the first poem 

emphasise the cruelty of Yuan Shao, who killed two talented and upright persons, 

Zang Hong 3 $ ^  (7-195) and Chen Rong (d.195), on the same day,922

dooming to failure his battles with Cao Cao. LI and L8 are duplicated,

LI Killing two valiant men in one day, — 0  ’
L2 Making the blue sky rain and the frost flutter

today.
L8 Killing two valiant men in one day, — 0  *
L9 Ten defeats in battle have been decided ° 923

today.

The second poem is a description of Cao Cao. The reduplication draws the 

reader’s attention to focus on Cao. L5 and L10 are repeated,

921 See Peng Dingqiu et al., comp., Quan Tcingshi, vol.13, p.4700.

922 For details, see Fan Ye, Hou Hanshu, vol.7, pp. 1891-1892.

923 Zou Zhifang, ed., Yang WizJien shiji, p. 179.
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L5 The person named Aman,
L6 Broke through the siege and fled.
L I0 The person named Aman,

L l l  Had Lu Bu killed.

By duplicating lines (L5 and L10), Yang not only emphasised his main focus, but 

he also made the poem easy to remember and suitable to be sung to a repeating 

melody. This probably explains why he used so many duplicated lines in his 

poems on history.

Yang thus demonstrated to his readers that poetry on history can be as 

creative as other genres. Not only can not it be musically functional, it can also 

contain interesting structures and verbal patterns. Also, the content of poems on 

history may be bound by the historical facts, but poets are nevertheless free to 

enjoy playing with language.

Duplicated poetic lines are common in the Shijing. This poetic style is 

called fu  ta tJEilr (connected repeating), in which the second line is almost a 

duplication of the first with only one or two words changed. Shijing often uses 

this kind of pattern. For instance, ‘ You nil tong ju ’ (There is a girl

with me in the carriage) describes the eldest daughter of Prince Qi, M eng Jiang ]£

There is a girl with me in the carriage,
Her face is like a Hibiscus flower,
We will roam, we will ramble,
Her girdle-gems are Qiong and Ju jades

There is a girl going along with me,
Her face is like a Hibiscus flower,

924 Ibid., pp. 177-178.
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We will roam, we will ramble, 
Her girdle-gems tinkle.

Yang’s creation of reduplicated poetic lines derives from the Shijing. He took 

the writing style of the Shijing and skilfully applied it to his poetry on history. 

Poems in Shijing are thought to have been composed by scholars and ordinary 

people for singing, and it is quite clear that Yang intended to make his own poems 

suitable for singing too.

5.3 Interest in drama, and dramatisation of poems

In addition to the above, another significant feature found in some of Yang’s 

poems on history is his theatrical narration of historical figures and events. 

Yang’s poems on history demonstrate the following four characteristics: (1) Yang 

narrates in the voice of characters to express their private sentiments; (2) he 

carefully selects historical episodes to fit the limited space of the poem; (3) he 

mixes genuine history with imaginary facts to achieve dramatic effects or to 

highlight certain themes; and (4) he uses a dramatic content structure. The 

following section explores each of these four features in depth.

5.3.1 In the voice of characters to express private sentiments

One unique feature of Yang’s Iron Style poetry on history is the use of 

different voices in description. He adopts the voices of a narrator as well as the 

voices of different characters, making them sound like a theatrical script. As

925 See Bernhard Karlgren, trans., The Book o f Odes, p.55-56.

926 Zhu Xi, ed., Shi jizhuan, p.52.
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mentioned above, Yang’s poems on history exhibit some elements of 

intratextuality. Joseph R. Allen says,

By writing intratextually the poet chose to write in the voice of the 
intratext, not in his own. The intratextuality of the yuefu genre allowed

0 9 7
the poet to experiment in fictional modes, themes, and personae.

Yang wrote in the voices of different characters when describing a historical event 

or figure. Shih Chungwen wrote:

In the Yuan drama, where monologues and soliloquies are frequent, 

actors often find themselves in the position of narrators or lyrical poets 

speaking directly to the audience.928

This is also found in Yang’s poems on history. For example, he adopted the 

identities of the noble-steed horse and Liu Bei in the poem, ‘Dilu ma’

(Dilu noble-steed horse).

LI
L2

L3

L4

L5
L6

■Master with big ears,
Yelled Alu.
Alu tried hard to lift up my body worth a 
thousand pieces of gold. M  °

Water in the River Tan was too deep to see its 

bottom,
Alu jumped over more than thirty feet. ■—
You, sir, did not see him on the Dangyang ’

Bridge,929

927 Joseph R. Allen, In the Voice o f Others; Chinese Music Bureau Poetry, p.224.

928 Shih Chungwen, The Golden Age o f Chinese Drama: Yuan Tsa-chii, p.27.

929 Liu Bei was chased by Cao Cao’s army to Dangyang Bridge, and Zhang Fei together with

twenty cavalry soldiers saved him by destroying the bridge and stopping the army in their 

chase. For details, see Chen Shou, Sanguo zhi, vol.4, p.943.
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L7 When crossing the River Mian,930 >^7jvit; »

L8 A pair of [ytryt] wings931 was indeed military |5§M 0

protection.
L9 How could one know Alu’s contribution would

□ - 932
be no less than those of [Guan] Yu and [Zhang] [MLfl T  0

Fei.

The first two lines are in the voice of the narrator. However, they sound as if 

they could be in the voice of a dilu horse, especially when one compares them 

with the narrator’s voice in lines L6 to L9. ‘Master with big ear's’ 

refers to Liu Bei, who had ears so large that he could see them when he looked 

sideways,933 and who was indeed the master of a noble-steed dilu horse.934 

‘Alu’ H lH  refers to the dilu horse, it is an imitate form of address between 

master and servant.

L3 is in the voice of Liu Bei, who is saying A lu tried hard to lift up my 

body worth a thousand pieces of gold’ L4 and L5 are

written in the voice of Liu Bei, but they may also be interpreted as being in the 

voice of the poet, the narrator. From L6, the voice changes to that of the poet, 

who compares the contribution of the dilu horse with those of Guan Yu and Zhang 

Fei ijUff! (?- 221). This voice switch is common in the scripts of stage dramas.

930 In the twenty-fourth year, when Liu Bei had crossed over the River Mian and settled down, he

sent Huang Zhong Tpf,̂  (d.220) to defeat Cao’s army, which was led by Xiehou Yuan 

>1$ (?-219). For details, see Chen Shou, Sanguo zhi, vol.4, p.884. Therefore, victory in this 

battle was not due to the contributions of Guan Yu, but of Huang Zhong.

931 ‘Yuyi’ 3318  ̂ This literally means ‘wings’, and alludes two persons, Yu 35 and Yi |3£. ‘Yu’ 

refers to Guan Yu and ‘Yi’ refers to Zhang Yide 'JHHm (also Yide -saliO, the courtesy name 

of Zhang Fei. For their biographies, see Chen Shou, Sanguo zhi, vol.4, pp.939-944.

932 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 182.

933 Chen Shou, Sanguo zhi, vol.4, p.872.

934 Ibid., p.876 (annotation).
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The poem appeal's to be a speech of two characters (Liu Bei and the narrator) even 

if the first two lines are not in voice of the horse Alu.

Monologues were used extensively in Yuan drama,935 and Yang’s poem 

reflects this. He spoke a monologue in the voice of the character in the poem 

entitled ‘Bu Liang Pi’ (Supplementary to records on Liang Pi). The

voice is that of Liang Pi (5th c.), the Chief Minister of the Judicial Review (la) of 

the Sui dynasty, who is addressing a piece of gold as if it were a person.

LI Your gold comes, >
L2 But now I bid you farewell
L3 Your edge was not sharp t o  -
L4 But could cut my neck, m m m  >
L5 Your liquid was not poisonous, -
L6 But could hurt my skin. nm m u  °  ■

In Xining gffip937 prefecture (in modern Qinghai province), the tribal chieftains 

fought against each other to acquire gold, a symbol of repute. When Liang 

became a prefect, they tried to give him a gift of gold. Liang, however, refused 

to accept a single piece. He expressed sorrow at their fighting for gold and 

concerned that he might be murdered for his own gold.938 In the poem, Yang 

illustrates Liang’s honesty by speaking in Liang’s voice about the harmful nature

935 Shih Chungwen, The Golden Age of Chinese Drama; Yiian Tsa-chii, p.26.

936 Zou Zhifang, ed„ YWZSJ., pp.209-210.

937 In Yang’s poem, Liang Pi was described as the Prefect of ‘Anning’ This appears to be

a mistake as the historical record in Suishi states that he was the Prefect of ‘Xining’

The error may have been made by Yang himself, or more likely by an editor who later copied 

‘Xi !§ ’ as ‘An

938 For details, see Wei Zheng et al„ Suishu, vol.5, p. 1479.
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of gold. It is of course interesting that he treats the gold as a human interlocutor. 

This level of imagination and creativity makes Yang’s poems on history stand out 

from other poets’ work.

Yang’s use of the voices of characters can also be seen in ‘Tianshe weng’ 

0 3 #  I ! 939 (Old man from a farmhouse). It is in the voice of Wei Zheng 

(580-643), who relates his own biographical details. Also, in ‘Tiexiang ge’,940 

Yang narrates in the voice of Qu Duan (7-1131), who laments his own 

pending death and that of his fine horse, Iron Elephant.

Because it was composed in the voices of the characters, Yang’s poetry is 

dramatic. The narratives were written from the viewpoints of the characters 

themselves. This creates a sense of empathy for the historical figures in the 

mind of the reader, who is able to vicariously experience and feel what they had 

felt. This kind of presentation prevents the poem from becoming too mired in 

historical facts, and makes it more interesting to read. It is, after all, easier for a 

poet to describe in depth the sentiments of the characters in a particular historical 

situation than to relate the details of the historical event itself.

However, Yang tended to use in-voice presentation only for those historical 

figures that had a good reputation. He never spoke in the voices of nefarious 

officials or rebels. Yang may have felt ashamed to associate himself with 

historical Figures of ill repute by speaking in their voices or adopting their 

identities. Therefore, the use of in-voice presentation for certain historical 

figures reveals Yang’s feelings of admiration and love toward them. For his 

poems about disloyal or wicked officers, he chose to present their biographical 

details in the voice of a third person narrator. His poem ‘The ghost with a blue

939 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 217-218.

940 Ibid., p.278.
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face’ is a typical example of this: Yang presented the evil deeds of Lu Qi in the 

narrator’s voice. Lin Shuenfu wrote:

The story in drama and narrative presents a world of interaction between 
and among men, or between men and their environment... In contrast, a 
lyric contains only a single voice, which does not speak to present a story, 

although it is still a direct presentation.941

Yang’s poetry on history is a presentation of historical stories, which are made up 

of the interactions between historical figures, and between historical figures and 

their environments. Yang presents the stories in the voices of different characters 

in different poems. Thus, according to Lin’s definition, Yang’s poems on history 

are not lyrics. However, as modem scholars like Zhao Wangqin point out, 

poems on history are also for the expression of personal feelings (yi shi yonghuai 

J^5£lk1ff)-942 Therefore, to a certain extent, they are also lyrical.

The in-voice description in Yang’s poetry on history was influenced by yuefu 

poetry and is most likely an inheritance from the yuefu poetry of the Han dynasty. 

The poem ‘Moshang sang’ (The roadside mulberries) incorporates the

voices of different characters. The last fifteen lines (L21-35) read,

L21 A prefect comes from the south,

L22 His five horses paw the ground. E . f S I t M  •

L23 The Prefect sends his sergeant forward:

L24 (Ask:) “Whose is the pretty girl?’’ m m m m m ?
L25 ‘T he Qin clan has a fair daughter,

L26 She is called Luofu.”
L27 “Luofu, how old is she?”

L28 “Not yet quite twenty,

441 Lin Shuenfu, The Transformation o f  the Chinese Lyrical Tradition, p. 143. 

1,4̂ Zhao Wanqin, Tangdai yongshi zushi kaolun, pp. 1-2.
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L29 A bit more than fifteen.” °

L30 The Prefect invites Luofu, {i£f^t§}fl§£ :
L31 “Would you like to ride with me?” r ?  J
L32 Luofu comes forward and rejoins: :
L33 “The Prefect is so foolish!” —f°J® ?

L34 The Prefect has his own wife, l i lW ^  ’

L35 Luofu has her own husband.” 943 ! j  944

L21-L23 are in the voice of the narrator, and L25-26 are in the voice of the 

servant replying to his master’s (the Prefect’s) inquiry. L24 and L27 are in the 

voice of the prefect asking about Luofu. L28 and L29 are in the voice of the 

servant answering his master’s question. L30 and L32 are in the voice of the 

narrator, and L31 is the prefect’s voice again. Finally L33-L35 are in the voice 

of Luofu rejecting the governor’s proposal. Yang’s narration style was 

influenced deeply by the yuefu poetry of the Han dynasty, but the adoption of this 

kind of multi-voices narration in his poetry on history is his unique style.

5.3.2 Skilful selection of historical episodes for limited space

Another reason Yang’s poetry is dramatic is that he skilfully selected the 

historical episodes he portrayed. He displays talent in selecting and describing 

the most significant events - events which best illustrate the nature of the 

historical figures. For instance, in ‘Yishui ge’ (Song of the River Yi),945

Yang depicts Jing Ke as a tragic hero by carefully selecting two scenes from the 

historical records that relate to him: his farewell (L1-L5) and his assassination

943 John Minford, and Joseph S.M. Lau, eds.. Classical Chinese Literature: An Anthology of

Translations, vol. I, p.388-389

944 Guo Maoqian, comp., Yuefu shiji, vol.2, p.410-411.

945 Zou Zhifang, Yang Weizhen shiji. p. 14.
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(L6-L12). His life as a swordsman and the long preparation for his plan to 

assassinate Emperor Shihuang of Qin are excluded. The farewell scene shows 

Jing Ke’s devotion and willingness to die for Crown Prince Dan and portents a 

tragic ending.

LI The wind was whistling JH/1I/H ’
L2 Through the waves of the River Yi. ’
L3 The white hats of the intelligentsia rose straight 

up as they saw off the guest.

L4 The horse neighed in the capital of the Yan HPIft ’
State because it had grown a horn overnight.

L5 The swordsman sorrowfully sang and pulled °

out his sword [from its sheath].

The selection of these two historical scenes gives the reader a very good

impression of Jing Ke. He is trustworthy and keeps his promise, brave in the

face of death, and righteous to the extent that he is willing to die for his confidant. 

Yang also tried to shift the blame for the failure of the assassination to the fact that

Jing Ke did not have a capable assistant.

L6 It was a dagger from lady Xu, t  ’
L7 That Chiba [flute-like instrument] was indeed

sharp.
L8 The bright eyes met the point of the dagger in

the scroll [of a map].

L9 And the gentlemen [standing] on the ground
sweated heavily like rain,

L10 The dagger failed to hit [the emperor] but hit h t i - ^  f »  •
the copper pillar.

L l l Nothing could be done when the invited guest

did not come [for assistance],
L12 The thirteen-year-old little boy had a face as
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pale as earth.

‘Gentlemen’ refers to the officials at the court. The ‘thirteen-year-old little boy’ 

refers to Jing Ke’s assistant, Qin Wuyang (240-227B.C.) who shocked the

people by becoming a fearless killer at the young age of thirteen.946 The 

assassination scene demonstrates Jing Ke’s bravery, particularly as Yang contrasts 

to the stunned reaction of the thirteen-year-old boy and the officials at the court, 

and also describes the tense moment when Jing Ke grabbed the dagger. This 

careful selection of historical events enables Yang to more easily persuade the 

reader of Jing Ke’s goodness.

L22 Alas! Although Jing Qing is only a 5

swordsman,
L23 He died for a swordsman’s righteousness °

without suspicion in his heart.

Yang’s talent for selecting historical scene is one of his strengths. For instance, 

in ‘Mudi qu’ (Song of herding rams),947 Yang selects just two main scenes from 

all the records on Su Wu: W u’s detention in a cold northern district to herd rams, 

and his conversation there with Li Liang (d.74B.C.).948 These two scenes amply 

demonstrate W u’s loyalty to the emperor, and also explain why his portrait was 

painted on the Unicom Pavilion. They also enabled Yang to persuade the reader 

that the Unicorn Pavilion was not only for officials who contributed to the 

establishment of the empire, but also for extremely loyal officials, as loyalty was 

esteemed as a precious virtue. Yang was not able to present the whole story, due

946 Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.8, p.2533.

947 Zou Zhifang, ed.t YWZSJ, p. 166.

948 For details, see Ban Gu, Hanshu, vol.8, pp.2464-2465.
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to the limitations imposed by the medium of poetry, so he selected his favourite 

historical episodes to present his own impressions of a particular figure.

Yang’s careful selection of historical scenes gives an insight into his 

viewpoints on those political events and historical figures. A typical example is 

his poem on Han Xin entitled ‘Zougou yao’ (Ballad of the despicable

hound),949 in which Yang selects to narrate only the tragic death of Han Xin, who 

was executed secretly by Empress Lii Zhi in the Palace of Everlasting 

Happiness.950 Despite Han’s great contribution in conquering the world for Liu 

Bang, Yang chose to narrate only his death. He wanted to present his opinion 

that Han should have been allowed to live in order to resist the expanding power 

of Lii Zhi. Yang uses metaphors to show Han’s great contribution. An example 

is “Calling the dog to chase the deer” which means ‘asking Han to

conquer the world’. The description of Han as a ‘despicable hound’ (running 

dog) is a satire on Han, However, it seems to be more of an attack on the master 

of the ‘despicable hound’, Liu Bang (247-195B.C.), who allowed the ‘dog’ (Han 

Xin) to be killed after ‘it’ had helped him to win the world.951

If one writes a script for a play, which has to present a story in a limited time 

and space, it is important to select the scenes for narration carefully and skilfully. 

Similarly, for a poet, the length of a poem necessarily restricts the amount of 

historical detail it can contain. Selecting just a few scenes to present a story is 

not easy, but Yang managed it skilfully.

949 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 160.

950 For details, see Sima Qian. Shiji, vol.8, pp.2628-2629.

951 For details, see Ban Gu, Honshu, vol.7, p. 1861-1878.
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5.3.3 Imaginary facts for dramatic effect and to highlight themes

In order to create a dramatic effect and to highlight certain poetic themes, 

Yang added an extra element, imaginary facts, to his poetic content, which as a 

result became more than merely the narration of historical facts. These 

imaginary facts serve as ornamentation and help to make certain themes stand out. 

Yu Zhiyuan points out that poets write poems on history to convey certain

* 952arguments, which sometime may be at odds with the actual historical events. 

Therefore, Yang included imaginary facts in his poetry to convey his viewpoints 

more clearly and put across his argument more effectively.

In his poems on history, he endeavoured to stick to the historical facts, and 

was very tactful about how he applied his imagination. Of course, the ‘historical 

facts’ Yang presented are his own perception of the facts and are therefore wholly 

subjective. He carefully selected these ‘facts’ to convey a certain message, 

philosophy, or sentiments to his readers.

Imaginary facts are skilfully integrated with historical facts to provide a 

dramatic effect and to underline a particular message he wished to convey. 

Examples of such mixtures of fact and imagination are commonly found in Yang’s 

poems. For instance, in ‘Mudi qu’ (Song of herding rams), the first four lines 

narrate historical facts. These facts illustrate Su W u’s suffering and his supreme 

loyalty to the country. They are followed by imaginary facts (L5-L6);

L I The young man herding rams,
L2 Endured stars and frosts for nineteen years,
L3 He hacked the ice for drinks,

L4 Chewed snow as food.

952 See Appendix 7Q; Yu Zhiyuan et al., ed., Zhonghua shishi yongshi shi benshi, p.3 (preface).
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L5 Granting me the title ‘Left Prince of Virtue’, 953 ’

L6 Offering me the position ‘Prince Of the Q

Dingling954 Tribe’,

There are no historical records showing that the Huns planned to grant Su Wu a 

title, even though Li Ling and Wei Lii (1st c. B.C.) gained the titles of ‘Right 

Prince of Lieutenancy’, and ‘Prince of the Diling Tribe’ respectively after their 

surrender. The imaginary detail that Su Wu refused to be granted any title is 

followed by the genuine fact that he preferred death to surrender in order to 

safeguard the dignity of his country (L7-L8). These imaginary descriptions 

serve to create a great contrast between Su Wu and the two men who surrendered. 

They dramatically highlight Su’s righteousness and loyalty.

L7 But I pledged to die hugging my integrity, H F ’
L8 And to die without being tied for surrender, ’
L9 And my old friends at home will offer me wine as a

spring sacrifice. 0
L10 The setting sun cannot be brought back, ’

LI 1 W hile morning dew cannot last long °
L I2 A captive was caught alive in the frontier [to covey ^  »

the sad news],
LI 3 While Su’s news [of survival] was conveyed by the i^{g!r6llir>l§ °

returning goose.

L14 He sobbed and wailed until he almost swooned, ’

953 Left Prince of Virtue : Zuoyi zhi probably refers to the title ‘Zuoyi zhizi’

of the Huns, which literally means ‘Zuo xianwang’ (Left Prince of Virtue).

However, these titles are not mentioned in Hanshu. Li Ling and Wei Lii were made 

‘Youxiao wang’ (Right Prince of Lieutenancy) and ‘Dingling wang’T l H .  (Prince

of the Dingling Tribe) respectively. Ban Gu, Honshu, vol.8, p.2457.

954 Dingling T M , also Dingling ~f appeal’s to be another tribe of the Huns, according to the

annotation by Yan Shigu. Ban Gu, Honshu, vol.8, pp.2463-2464.
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L15 Will he be honoured in the Unicom Pavilion955? 0 956

Yang then transforms Li Ling’s speech in the official historical record, “Life is 

like the morning dew, how come you made yourself suffer like that so long” (A^fe

to L l l  in his poem, “[While] morning dews cannot 

last long” . Prior to this, Yang adds L10, "The setting sun cannot be brought 

back”, so that L i’s actual historical speech is interspersed with Yang’s own 

creative imagination. L10 symbolises the fact that what a person has done 

cannot be brought back. Su cared about his own deeds because he knew that the 

life of a human, like the morning dew cannot last long (L ll) , but one’s virtue can.

Finally, L I 2 to LI 4 are a narration of historical fact: the capture of a man 

alive, as well as the news of Emperor W u’s death, which made Su Wu cry in 

desperation. The last line (L I5) is a comment from the poet, ‘Will he be 

honoured in the Unicorn Pavilion?’. The pattern of imaginary facts as 

ornamentation interspersed with historical facts in this poem is shown below.

HF IF HF IF HF A
• )

L l-4 L5-6 L7-8 L9-10 L ll-1 4 L15

(HF: Historical facts IF: Imaginary facts A: Argument)

This poem demonstrates Yang’s talent in mixing his imagination with historical

955 Unicorn Pavilion (Qilin-ge also written as ‘Lin-ge’ § |fi] in this poem, was built by

Emperor Wu of Han after he had caught a unicorn. The tower was named ‘Unicorn Tower’

because the picture of a unicorn was painted on it. This tower was later reserved for pictures 

of officials who made great contributions to the country. See the annotation by Zhang Yan 3H 

H  (dates unknown), in Ban Gu, Honshu, vol.8, p.2469.

956 Zou Zhifang, ed„ YWZSJ, p. 166.

957 Ban Gu, Honshu, vol.8, p.2464.
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facts. He inserted imaginary facts in three places: in the first place (L5-6), he 

aims to highlight Su W u’s loyalty and chastity in refusing to be tempted by wealth 

and power; in the second place (L9), he illustrates Su W u’s determination to die 

for his country and his readiness to receive a spring sacrifice from his family and 

friends; and in the third place (L10), he emphasises the brevity of life and muses 

that what has happened cannot be changed. Yang’s insertion of “The setting sun 

cannot be brought back” not only portrays a beautiful poetic scene, but also 

echoes Li Ling’s sentiment, “life is like the morning dew”. Yang contrasts the 

qualities of Li Ling and Su Wu. Li realised that life is short, so he finally 

surrendered; Su Wu also realised life is short, but he chose death for his country 

over surrender for the sake of wealth and power.

Imaginary facts can also be seen in the poem, ‘Yishui ge’ (Song of the River 

Yi). This poem narrates a historical episode, in which Jing Ke assassinated 

Emperor Shihuang. However, Yang skilfully merges the historical facts with 

figments of his imagination. For instance,

L5 The swordsman sorrowfully sang and pulled 0

out his sword [from its sheath].

L8 The bright eyes met the point of the dagger in [If 4 1 @ ’
the scroll [of a map].

L9 And the gentlemen [standing] on the ground PM °958
sweated heavily like rain.

These lines are all imaginary facts created by the poet for dramatic effect. The 

official historical records only mention Jing Ke singing a valedictory song on the 

bank of River Yi to all the officials who had come to see him off, but make no

958 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 14.
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mention of him unsheathing his sword.959 L8 and L9 portray the dangerous and 

tense atmosphere surrounding the assassination: the bright eyes of Emperor 

Shihuang meeting the point of a dagger; and all the officials standing at the court 

sweating. These dramatic descriptions enable readers to experience the tension 

of the moment when Jing Ke attempted to kill Emperor Shihuang.

By restructuring historical facts in this way, Yang wrote his poems on history 

as poetry, and not as history. Sometimes, Yang rearranged several historical 

episodes in such a way as to create a new episode. For instance, according to the 

historical record, Zhang Liang was given a book on military strategy by the Old 

Man of Yellow Stone,960 and he met the Gentlemen of the Blue Sea in the East 

who recommended a strong man to him. Shiji (Records of Grand Historian) 

reads,

Meeting the Gentleman of the Blue Sea in the East. He found a strong 

man who made him an iron hammer that weighed one hundred and
961twenty catties.

" 962

But in this poem, Yang conflates these two by saying, “The Gentleman of the Blue 

Sea especially bequeathed to him a book on military strategy” 

fft).963 It is difficult to say if Yang’s conflation of these two episode was a

careless mistake or intentional. It proves, at least, that that poetry on history 

cannot be seen as objective history, but, rather, is creative writing with a historical

959 Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.8, p.2534.

960 Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.8, pp.2034-2035, 2048.

961 Catty ff: One catty in the Qin dynasty is 253g, therefore, 120 catties is equal to 30,360g (or

30.36 kg). See Lou Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.3, pp.7774.

962 Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.6 p.2034.

953 Zou Zhifang, Yang Weizhen shijiji, p. 14.
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theme. Yang’s poetry on history generally comprises a mixture of historical facts 

and imagination, and concludes with his main argument.

In fact, the combination of historical facts and imagination is not Yang’s 

invention; it is a traditional writing style found in some other poems on history. 

For instance, Ban Gu’s poem ‘Yongshi’ (On history) also imaginatively

portrays Tiying’s sadness and anxiety, and emphasises her filial piety in requesting 

that she be sold as a slave to mitigate her father’s sentence. The imaginary 

description of Tiying’s deep sorrow (L10-L12)964 is in fact a reflection of Ban’s 

own feelings.

In this poem, Ban Gu’s imagination focuses on the heroine’s feelings, which 

of course are difficult to verify from the historical record. Yang’s imagination, 

on the other hand, constructed historical details, whose reality can be proved or 

disproved by close reading of the historical texts. Their incorporation again 

shows that Yang’s poems on history are poems rather than history. Yu Zhiyuan 

wrote:

What I would like to say is that poetry on history owes its composition 

to history, but is ultimately poetry, not history...because of this, it 

allows each generation to compose different poems about the same 
historical facts or the same historical figures.

SI IM3 S  f t  I f  H  ft  Wfi= I f  > {ATS^SlIliK fftlift ° ■ ■■fB’ftftnitt • f t

Yang’s poems on history are inspired by history, but are ultimately creative pieces 

of work. He incorporates not only the historical facts and stories from literature, 

but also figments of his own imagination as ornamentation. These 

embellishments help him to push his main arguments and poetic themes. What

y64 For the whole poem and more about this poem, see Chapter 2.1.

965 Yu Zhiyuan et al., main eds., Zhonghua shishi yongshi shi benshi, p.4 (preface).
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is unique is that Yang’s imaginary facts are skilfully integrated with the historical 

facts to the extent that it is sometimes difficult to distinguish one from the other.

5.3.4 Dramatic content structure for dramatic effect

Yang’s poetry on historical events is like a drama in that it has a prelude, a 

climax, a turning point and an ending. One example is the poem ‘Hefei zhan’ 

(Battle of Hefei). Several battles took place between 208 A.D. and 253 

A.D. in the Battle of Hefei (in modern Anhui province),966 Yang selected Sun 

Quan’s unsuccessful occupation of Heifei city. In his poem, he focused only on 

the exciting escape of Sun Quan, and presented him as hero, both because of his 

successful escape and also his ability to gain the support of the loyal and good 

officials, Gu Li (fl.208-214) and He Qi (?-225).

L1 You gentleman have not seen [the hero at] IIPFJtL'Ht

Changban Hill in Dangyang County 

L2 Fighting against his destined enemy, ’

L3 A million enemies dared not advance. H l f
L4 You have also not seen [what happened at] ’

the Xiaoyao Pier,
L5 With a force of ten thousand men, ’
L6 Soldiers at the boundary dared not challenge —‘IPcX

the man with the purple moustache.

L7 [Running away with] The green halter, Ilf St IS *
L8 The shaky bridge had broken boards

preventing the horse from galloping ahead,

L9 The directorate, Gu Li [lending a hand],
L10 Was indeed a good official of the King.
L l l  [Officials in] The large ship killed a cow to

reward the soldiers and addressed His 

Majesty,

For details, see Chen Sou, Sanguo zhi, vol.5, p .1120-1138.
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LI 2 I While the official] He Qi wept [for joy] with ° 967
a pair of eyes streaming with tears.

The first three lines of the poem are a prelude to the main content. They relate 

the bravery of the Shu Han general, Zhao Yun (?-229), who rescued Liu 

Bi’s son from the clutches of a thousand enemies in Dangyang County (modem 

Danyang City in Hubei Province).968 The main content is Sun Quan’s escape to 

Xiaoyao Crossing (in modem Hefei City, Anhui Province), where the shaky 

bridge prevented his horse from galloping ahead, but ten thousand soldiers dared 

not come forward to challenge him.969 This resembles the climax of a dramatic 

plot - there is no way ahead and enemies are amassing behind. The turning point 

comes when Guli told Sun to hold his halter tight as he beat the horse’s rear to 

make it jump over the broken bridge. It ends with the happy reunion of Sun and 

his official, He Qi (?-225), who cried with joy for his King’s successful escape. 

The plot development of this poem is just like a drama or a short story.

Dramatic content structure in Yang’s poetry on history

Prelude Event Climax Turning Ending
Point

The plot development of ‘Battle of Hefei*

Prelude

Zhao’s 
bravery and 
strength in 
Dangyang

Event

Sun being 
trapped at 
Xiaoyao 
Pier

Climax

Shaky bridge 
in front, the 
enemy was 
behind

Thrning

Point

Gu Li hitting 
Sun’s horse 
and making

Ending

All officials 
celebrating 
their King’s 
safe return,

%7 Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yonshi zhu, p.560; Zhou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 193.

968 For details, see Chen Shou, Sanguo zhi, vol.4 p.948-949.

969 See Chen Shou, Sanguo zhi, vol.5, p. 1120 (annotation).
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County it jump over 
the broken 

bridge

while He Qi 
weeps for joy.

L1-L3 L4-L6 L7&L8 L9& L10 L11&L12

This dramatic structure is more common in Yang’s poems on historical 

events than in his poems on historical figures. Let us consider, for instance, the 

poem “Hongmen hui” (The meeting at Hong Gate).970 The first seven poetic 

lines - from L I, “In Heaven, the pass was in mist, On Earth, the gate was in mist” 

to L7, “The remaining stars and a broken moon opened up the 

rest of the sky.” ( H M ® ^  - describe the sky and the earth. The poet

uses the metaphors of two crows [suns] shining in the sky and two dragons, the 

eastern and western dragons, to represent the intense competition between Xiang 

Yu (232-202B.C.) and Liu Bang (247-195 B.C.) to conquer the world. These 

lines also serve as a prelude to the exciting meeting between those two potential 

rulers of the country.

The plot develops with their meeting at Hong Gate (L8-L10), and reaches a 

climax with Liu Bang as an assassination target at the Hong Gate. The climax is 

in L ll :  “Someone drew his sword in front of the people and his face was raging 

red” A®#Pifii)- Xiang’s advisor, Fan Zeng (277-204 B.C.) summoned

Xiang Zhuang (2nd c. B.C.) to perform a sword dance with the aim of stabbing Liu 

to death. Liu was in grave danger. Xiang Bo also started to perform a sword 

dance to block Zhuang, as he thought the murder of Liu was immoral. The 

turning point (L12-L15) comes when the strategist Zhang Liang called to Fan 

Kuai for help. Fan then rushed into the tent to stop the sword dance.

The ending (L17-L18) is when Fan Kuai took Liu away secretly on

970 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 10-I t .
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horseback, leaving an angry Fan Kuai to smash the jade wine cups given to him 

by Liu as a present.971 ‘The meeting at Hong Gate’ is presented in the historical 

records as a dramatic event. However, in the poem, Yang makes it even more 

dramatic by the use of flamboyant descriptions and imaginative narrative. Shih 

Chungwen says, “Political intrigue, a favourite subject of the Chinese, abounds in 

plays dealing with historical materials.”972 The meeting at Hong Gate and the 

political intrigue surrounding the attempted murder of Liu Bang are given 

dramatic treatment by Yang through the structure of his poem.

Concluding Remarks

In conclusion, Yang’s Iron Style poems on history have a distinct style of 

presentation of history, which enables them to be easily indentified and classified 

as ‘Iron Style’. Yang’s unique poetic characteristics can be summarised as 

follows:

Firstly, Yang’s prefaces are not only there to explain the poet’s reasons for 

composing the poem or to provide a general background of the poem, they also 

interconnect with the poems and the historical texts. The relationship between 

Yang’s poems, prefaces and the historical texts can be categorised by Allen’s 

terms - abbreviation, expansion, extension, negation and transformation. 

Through these interrelationships, Yang was able to make a thorough presentation 

of his viewpoints. Yang presented most of his poems on history as a unit closely 

linked with their prefaces and the historical records.

In addition, some of Yang’s poems are also strongly interconnected with each

971 For details, see William H. Nienhauser, trans. The Grand Scribe's Records, vol.l, pp. 190-194.

972 Shih Chungwen, The Golden Age o f  Chinese Drama: Yuan Tsa-chii, p.34.
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other and fit together like a puzzle to form a whole. The different descriptions of 

a particular historical figure or event in different poems enable the reader to view 

it from different angles and hence gain a full picture.

Secondly, through his poems on history, Yang shows the reader that he had a 

carefree personality and a love of freedom. He was talented in music and thus 

pursued more freedom in terms of poetic rhyming. He adopted a carefree 

rhyming style as well as the Tang mutual rhymes, further illustrating his carefree 

personality. Yang’s poems also have a strong musical feel as they contain 

repeated lines and reduplicated compounds, making them easier to memorise and 

sing. However, it is doubtful that Yang favoured the use of ancient rhymes, 

because with the Tang mutual rhymes he was able to make his poems more 

rhythmical. This also helped him to highlight important poetic lines and clearly 

separate sections with different poetic themes. Yang was fond of music and 

songs and liked to sing his poems at social gatherings or on journeys. There is 

no doubt that he also tried to make his poems on history suitable for singing.

Thirdly, Yang presented the historical events in his poems as drama. This 

phenomenon can be explained by his love of drama, and the influence on him of 

popular plays in the Yuan dynasty. He was adept at presenting theatrical 

narrative and dramatic scenes by adopting the voices of both the characters 

themselves and also a subjective narrator. He also skilfully selected his 

historical episodes in order to convey his own personal message or overall 

philosophy.

Finally, some of his poems had a dramatic structure consisting of a prelude, 

an event, a climax, a turning point and an ending. Yang also included imaginary 

facts for dramatic effects or to highlight certain themes. It is perhaps not 

surprising that Yang’s poetry contains elements of his imagination, as his poems
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on history are, after all, poems rather than historical accounts. Nonetheless, 

Yang demonstrates his abundant knowledge of history by skilfully combining 

imaginary facts with actual historical ones.

Historical events can be thought of as drama written on the stage of history. 

Yang’s poems on history naturally tend to have a dramatic structure. In addition, 

the popularity of drama in the Yuan dynasty and Yang’s own love of plays also 

had a bearing on the dramatic nature of his poetic structures.

In summary, Yang’s poems on history are a fruit of his personality, his 

interest in music and drama, as well as his pursuit of freedom. Although his 

poetic presentation was influenced by Shijing and yuefu poetry, he was able to 

open a new poetic world in the literary arena.
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Chapter Six: The Essence of Iron Style Poetry 

on History: The Poet’s Mind

Poetry can sometimes be the creation of a poet’s mind and, as such, a 

reflection of his interests, beliefs and philosophy. In short, a poet’s mind is at the 

root of his own styles.

Yang’s interest in history stimulated his creativity and enabled him to tolerate 

dissatisfaction with the development of his career. His love of history is best 

illustrated by the fact that he used ‘Tie’ (Iron) in many (fifteen) of his poetic 

names, and also that he called himself tTieshV $fc5£ (Iron Historian) . 973 Yang 

called himself this because he had studied at Iron Cliff Hill, and also because 

‘iron’ symbolised his dream of safeguarding and speaking up for justice and 

fairness .974 Huang Rensheng wrote:

Yang Weizhen called himself ‘Iron Historian’.. .This probably derives 
from the uprightness and selflessness of the ‘Iron Faced Censor’, Zhao 
Yuedao [Zhao Bian jgj[ ^ , 1008-1084], or the uprightness and 

impartiality of the ‘Iron Liver Censor’, Tie Yi [11th c,] in the Song 

dynasty.

i i l l J l  ri t £ j ......
’ S ig l f p S  r iifffp *  J WlfJIEffi - 975

Yang’s love of history was also tied up with his dream of becoming a censor in his 

future career, a dream which he never realised. Paul F. Rouzer writes:

973 SunXiaoli, YWZNP, p. 1.

974 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.50.

975 Ibid., p.50.
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Most educated Chinese men, products as they were of a Confucian 
educational system, saw themselves as public figures, concerned with 
the well-being of nation and empire. To them, history was an essential 

(perhaps the essential) tool for a public career.976

This statement is applicable to Yang who wished to become a competent official 

through the study of history. Yang’s love of political history was probably also 

influenced by his family and upbringing and was no doubt strengthened when he 

passed the jinshi examination. Evidence of his great interest in history can be 

seen in his Tieya yongshi (Iron Cliff’s poetry on history). Stephen

Owen writes:

Yang Weichen’s [Weizhen] interest in history found poetic expression in 
another collection, the “Yung-shih shih” (Poems on history) . 977

In 1330, Yang was removed from his post as the Tiantai County Magistrate 

against his will, and was forced to go back to Kuaiji, where he composed poetry

978every day, accumulating up to a thousand poems. Writing poetry was 

probably the only way he could continue to pursue his interest in history and 

channel his deep-seated grievances. Undeniably, his great interest in history and 

the disappointments he had suffered from setbacks in his career motivated his 

production of poems on history at that time.

Yang’s love of history is well illustrated in his preface to the poem ‘Qiaojia

976 Paul F. Rouzer, Writing Another’s Dream: The Poetry o f Wen Tingyun, p.95.

977 William H. Nienhauser, et al. eds., The Indiana Companion to Traditional Chinese Literature,

p.917.

978 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 192; or Wu Fu, comp., Tieya gu yuefu, in Yingyin Wenyuange siku

quanshu, vol. 1222, p.3.
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xu’ (Son-in-law of Qiao family) . 979 In the preface, Yang laments that

there was nobody who was able to capture Cao Cao’s head after he had been 

defeated in Wulin 980and his army trapped in deep mud. It illustrates that Yang 

was keen to express his opinions and feelings about historical events. The poem 

shows Yang’s admiration for Zhou Yu981 and Lu Su H'Jffij' (172-217), who 

successfully persuaded the King, Sun Quan, to fight against Cao Cao,

Because of his love of history, Yang composed many poems on the subject. 

Most of these are complied in the Tieya yongshi (Iron Cliff’s poetry on history) 

and are categorised into eight juan. The inspiration for many of his poems on 

history was born of a great passion for reading historical texts and often 

disagreeing with the commentaries of historians. For instance, he composed 

‘Cezhong shu’ MiJPffl (The rat in the toilet) for Li Si P^Ff (ca.280-208B.C,), 

In the preface, Yang noted,

I composed ‘The rat in the toilet’ for Li Si to mourn the fact that he was 
one of the Three Lords but was not even comparable to a toilet rat. 
Also, I sighed for this old and absurd person, who followed the traitors 
and trapped himself in the death penalty.

WSK-fftii ° 983

Yang composed this poem to express his criticism of Li Si. He seems to have 

believed that Li should have cherished his position rather than becoming involved 

in a rebellion. This preface shows that Yang’s composition of poems on history

979 See Appendix 7R; Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 192.

980 Chen Shou, Sanguo zhi, vol.5, pp .1283,1293.

981 For his biography, see Chen Shou, Sanguo zhi, vol.5, pp. 1259-1267.

982 For the historical record, see Chen Shou, Sanguo zhi, vol.5 pp.1117-1118, 1262 (annotation).

983 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.157.
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was stimulated by historical figures or events that he would have encountered 

while reading the historical classics.

6.1. Yang’s views of history
It is generally understood that most poets compose poems intentionally to 

record their lives, express their sentiments, channel their grievances, convey their 

opinions or achieve some specific aims. Owen posited that,

A poet inscribes his identity in a poem just as all humans inscribe 

identity in lives. This identity is role surrounded by rich echoes of 
complication, contradiction, and desire, echoes which always remind us 

that the self is more than its role .984

Yang composed poems on history as a way of inscribing his identity. By writing 

these poems, he was able to continue his historical inquiries and express his views 

on history.

Zuo zhuan (Commentary of Zuo) states that there are three types of 

achievement that can make a person’s name remembered for all time: morality, 

deeds and words. 985 Stephen Owen then offers three possible means to reach 

this end:

Three possibilities are raised: trust a historian; struggle for political 

power; or give your energies to writing .986

984 Stephen Owen, “The self’s perfect mirror: poetry as autobiography” in Lin Shuenfu and

Stephen Owen eds., The Vitality o f the Lyric Voice: Shih Poetry from the Late Han to the Tang, 

p.87.

985 Du Yu, ed., Chunqiu Zouzhuan jijie, vol.3, p. 1011.

986 Stephen Owen, “The self’s perfect mirror: poetry as autobiography” in Lin Shuenfu, The

Vitality o f  the Lyric Voice: Shih Poetry from the Late Han to the Tang, p.71.
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Whether someone has achieved ‘morality’ in his or her life depends on the 

judgment of later historians when recording that person’s deeds. It is unlikely 

that Yang trusted the judgments of future historians, or believed he could be 

glorified in hindsight because of his morality. On the other hand, Yang was 

prevented from struggling for political power, and was left idle for a long time. 

He had no chance of achieving memorable ‘deeds’ in the political arena. 

Therefore, only the last choice was available to him; to “give his energies to 

writing” and achieve lasting fame through words.

Yang hoped to be an outstanding commentator and expressed viewpoints that 

were very different from those of other famous historians and poets. These 

special views can be found in some of his poems on history.

Firstly, some of Yang’s opinions on historical figures contradict those of 

the Grand Historian, Sima Qian (ca. 145-90 B.C.).

This can be seen, for example, in the preface to his poem ‘San Zouzi’H lfF p  

(The three Zou gentlemen),

The Grand Historian (Sima Qian) wrote a biography of Meng Ke stating 
that he had more knowledge than all the scholars within the gates of the 

Jixia wall [in the state of Qin]. On reading Sima Qian’s book, I closed 
it and sighed many times. Ultimately, Meng was appreciated after the 

Qin and Han dynasties. However, I feel particularly strange about 
Qian’s commentary on the third Zou gentleman named Yan. He said 
that Yan had authored a hundred thousand words, which were all broad 

in content but not orthodox; and he summarised that its main points 
were certainly humanity and justice, which are the basis for the proper 

relationship between emperors and officers, and also for the six other 

relations. How could Yan be worthy of this place? If these words do
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not apply to Meng Ke, to whom do they apply?

*5&£r[B]JSS]fliSt! > JUSSTKf! - I«3t*' ’ -
> i * + a t  - g s  

’ f e i E A i i i i t l ! ° •

i f  tn  - © H t i U f S ! 987

Yang disagreed with Sima Qian that Yan’s “hundred thousand words” were about 

“humanity and justice” and were the “basis for the proper relationship between 

emperor and officers, and also for the six other relations”. Yang may have

believed that this kind of Confucian teaching could be found in Meng Ke’s

(Mengzi’s) work. When Sima Qian said that the work of Gentleman Yan, the 

Yin-yang philosopher, also contained such kind of themes, Yang thought that this 

was a criticism of Mengzi.

Yang’s poem opposes Qian’s respect for the two gentlemen .988 Instead, it 

mocks these two gentlemen, Zou Ji (3rd c.B.C.) and Zou Yan

(fl.305-240 B.C.) for their wickedness in gaining positions of power. Two lines 

clearly express Yang’s criticism of these gentlemen. They read,

(Zou) Ji as a qin musician cunningly interfered in 

national affairs.
(Zou) Yan introducing [the theory of] ‘Beyond the 3 |  ° 990

Sky ’989 to deceive the blind and deaf.

987 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 153.

988 For details, see Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.7, pp.2344-2345.

989 In Zou Yan’s theory of ‘Beyond the sky’, he argued that China was simply one of the 

eighty-one parts of the world that together were called ‘Chixian shen zhou (Cixian 

divine continent). China itself was divided into nine states or districts (zhou jHj). In addition to 

China, he believed there were nine other continents (zhou ;Hi) similar in size to China, each of 

which had its own nine states or districts. See Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.7, p.2344,

990 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 153.
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However, Meng Ke, the third gentleman from Zou State, was not as wicked as 

them and was unable to climb up the political ladder.

Sometimes, Yang even challenged the comments of the Grand Historian. A 

typical example is his questioning of Qian’s definition of ‘great principle’ in the 

records of Lu Zhonglian (fl.305-245 B.C.).

Lu Zhonglian had a lofty manner and profound viewpoints. He was 
[the kind of] talented man who can only be found once every thousand 
years. He was not like the official-scholars from the Warring States 

Period. The great and virtuous deeds of his life were as bright as the 
Sun and the Moon. His controversial speech prevented the states of 
Liang and Zhao from taking Qin as their king. The Grand Historian 
criticised his [Lu’s] intentions and said that they did not fit the great 
principle. I do not know what the Grand Historian’s definitions of 

‘great principle’ and ‘not great principle’ are?

To present this viewpoint, Yang composed a poem entitled ‘Tianxia shi’ A T d r  

(The world scholar) to glorify Lu. Yang aimed to demonstrate his own talents 

and sophisticated views on history by contradicting the respected historian.

Secondly, Yang’s comments on historical figures oppose previous 

comments.

Yang tried to stand out not only by conveying viewpoints that contradicted 

Sima Qian, but also by offering comments that opposed those given previously by 

poets or historians. However, this was a common practice among Song scholars, 

who tended to proffer their special historical views - views that subverted the

991 Ibid., p. 154.
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official records (See chapter 2.1).

Yang’s harsh criticism of Tian Guang in ‘Fan jiangju’ is a good example of 

his contrary stance. After receiving a promise of assistance from Jing Ke, Tian 

killed himself in order to keep Crown Prince Dan’s (?-226 B.C.) plan to 

assassinate the Emperor Shihuang of Qin a secret. Scholars largely sympathised 

with and even glorified Tian’s death. For example, Chen Zi’ang, in his poem 

entitled ‘Tian Guang xiansheng’ E07IC7ic ^  (Mr. Tian Guang), showed great 

respect to Tian,

From the ancient times death is unavoidable there,

But dying for righteousness is really quite rare.

Unavoidably, the Crown Prince of the State of Yan 

Still made Tian [Guang worry about] being suspected.

He then killed himself with a sword to show his sincerity.

His deeds touchingly make my tears fall onto my clothes.

In his poem, ‘Tian Guang’ Liu Kezhuang is similarly respectful to Tian.

The first poetic line, ‘Facing north to the old gentleman’ ( ib  Hi ^  )

demonstrates this respect. The annotation to this line reads,

In ancient times, [a person] ‘facing south’ was the most respected. 
Hence, [a person] facing north demonstrated ‘[his] respect towards that 

person.’

A l f ®  ° 993

Yang, on the other hand, severely criticised Tian arguing that he brought disaster 

to General Fan Yuqi and Prince Dan, and his death therefore deserved no

992 Peng Dingiu et al„ eds., Quan Tangshi, vol.3, p.897.

993 Yu Zhiyuan et al., main eds., Zhonghua shishi yongshi ski banshi, p.451.
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sympathy. Instead, Yang thought sympathy should be paid to General Fan, who 

had offered his head to Jing Ke in order to flatter Emperor Shihuang, and also to 

Prince Dan who had trusted that Jing Ke would be able to carry out a successful 

assassination. But the failure of Jing Ke’s assassination attempt led to the 

termination of the State of Yan by Emperor Shihuang and the death of Prince Dan. 

Yang’s preface reveals his unorthodox opinions.

Tian Guang was old and muddleheaded and he misled people into 

trouble. His death did not deserve sympathy. It was [Crown Prince] 

Dan and [Fan] Yuqi who should be sympathised with.

• - J E ^ F S 'P  - • 994

The last two lines of the poem also criticise Tian Guang’s recommendation of Jing 

Ke. They read, “The swordsman misled people to their death, Among those who 

were misled to their death I sympathise most with General Fan ” ([jitd rt^A A i ’ i& 

Yang’s harsh criticism is diametrically opposed to the great 

respect showed by Liu Kezhuang in the Song dynasty, and Chen Zi’ang in the 

Tang dynasty.

Another similar example can be seen in the poem entitled ‘Dong yangzi’ i f  

^  A  (Dong’s foster son), in which Yang overtly mocks Wang Yun A  A  

(137-192), and subverts the accepted view that Wang was virtuous by disclosing 

his cruelty and stubbornness:

Minister of Education Wang himself claimed to °

be someone of great principles.
But we sympathised with the one who sighed ^ 5 " 6,

994 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.158.

995 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 158.

996 ‘Zha’ or tr£ meant “sorrowful pity” (tongxi :jSj'fn) in the Han dynasty. See Fu Qian,
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among the guests.
[Not] Having his feet .cut off and his face ° 997

branded [but killed] without mercy.

Wang Yun, who was thought to be very righteousness, killed Cai Yi H i i  

(133-192) simply because Cai had been sympathetic to Dong Zhuo. Hoping to 

write a book on history, Cai asked to have his face branded and his feet cut off 

instead of being put to death, but Wang Yun refused . 998 Yang’s negative 

comments about Wang refute the official historical records such as the Hou 

Honshu f jl/llflj (History of the later Han dynasty). In the official historical 

records, Wang Yu is represented as a virtuous person.

When [Wang] Yun was young, he admired great integrity and had a 

strong desire for great achievement. He always studied and recited the 
classics and biographies, and tried to practise riding and archery by day 

and night.

■ w&Rftto • -Mmmm • mzmm °999
The personality of [Wang] Yun was upright and direct, he abhorred 
evildoers. In the beginning, he was afraid of Dong Zhuo acting like 

jackal and wolf, and hence humiliated himself [by serving Dong] while 

aiming to kill him.

[ B i C M O S  - - 1000

Yang’s negative description of Wang Yun contradicts these official records

Tongsu wen jijiao, no.51, p. 14. Only this meaning matches with the historical records, “[He] 

unconsciously talked about his [Dong Zhuo’s] death and sighed, his face showing his sorrow.”

° See Fan Ye, Hou Honshu, vol.7, p.2006. This may be 

proof that Yang used ancient words in his poetic compositions.

997 Zou Zhifang, ed„ YWZSJ, p. 178.

998 For details, see Fan Ye, Hou Honshu, vol.7, p.2006.

999 Fan Ye, Hou Honshu, vol.8, p.2172.

1000 Fan Ye, Hou Honshu, vol.8, p.2172.
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illustrating his intention to subvert the official interpretation of historical figures 

and events. These intentions may have been a factor motivating him to compose 

poetry. However, why did Yang want to be such an iconoclast? There are two 

possible explanations: first, to channel his grievances at setbacks in his career as 

an official; second, like most poets in the Song dynasty, to convey the notion that 

he had a unique insight into history, and thus a special talent. Of these 

possibilities, the second one sounds more probable. His attempt to demonstrate 

unique insights into history, however, can also be viewed as a way to gain the 

attention of the official scholars in the hope of being accepted as a historian in his 

future career.

How did Yang display his unique historical insights? The only channel for 

Yang to show his talent was his writing. His main historical opinions are 

presented in a collection entitled Shiyi shiyi (Supplementary to omissions in the 

historical annotations) 1001 as well as in his essay ‘Sanshi zhengtong bian’ H5&IE 

(Discussion on the orthodox line of succession regarding the histories of the 

three dynasties) . 1002 Huang Rensheng believes that Yang wrote this essay not 

only to explain his ideas and have them adopted by official historians, but also as 

a stepping stone to launch himself into an official position as an editor of 

historical texts, and make his dream of becoming an eminent official come

1001 This collection consists of 120 prose pieces, covering history from the Pre-Qin periods to the 

Song dynasty. Yang expressed his opinions on various historical figures and events in this 

collection. Yang Weizhen, Shiyi shiyi, in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu. shibu,vo\. 281, 

pp. 1-58; or Li Xiusheng, main ed., Quan Yuanwen, vol.42, pp.363-444.

1002 It is also entitled ‘Zhengtong bian* jEljrfifgl (Discussion on the orthodox line of succession). 

See Li Xiusheng, main ed., Quan Yuanwen, vol.42, pp,485-490.
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Yang also conveyed his historical viewpoints through his poems, and he 

therefore took the composition of poems on history extremely seriously. In these 

poems, he demonstrates his love for history and his rich historical knowledge 

while expressing unique insights. Just as in his other writing, Yang tended to be 

controversial in his poems on history. The following section will concentrate on 

the historical opinions found in his poems and try to relate these to some of his 

other writing on history. His ideas about orthodox rule and the other historical 

viewpoints he conveyed make his poems interesting and valuable.

6.1.1 Views on orthodox and legitimate rule

Yang’s poems on history reflect his ideas about orthodox rule. Yang 

expressed, both consciously and subconsciously, his opinions about orthodoxy and 

legitimacy with respect to three controversial periods.

Firstly, Yang viewed Liu Bei as a legitimate ruler.

In the Period of the Three Kingdoms, Yang favoured Liu Bei of Shu ID over 

Cao Cao of Wei i ll  and Sun Quan of Wu This proclivity can be seen in eight 

poems in his corpus, Tieya yongshi (Lon Cliff’s poems on history) which are 

about the Kingdom of Shu, There is only one poem about Sun Quan, and none 

on the two most important figures of the Wei Kingdom, Cao Pi HF3S (187-226) 

and Cao Zhi I f f i .  (192-232).

His views about Cao Cao are all negative, while his comments on Liu Bei are

1003 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.51.
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all positive. For instance, his poem ‘Chitu’er’ (The man with a Red

Hare horse) applauds the fact that Liu Bei persuaded Cao Cao to kill Lu Bu S 'fp  

(?-199).

In another poem, ‘Dilu m a’ (Dilu horse), Yang commends Liu Bei

However, his evaluation of Cao Cao is the complete opposite. His preface to the 

poem, ‘Yigu zi’ §§||t-p (The righteous falcon), reads, “Cao Cao was suspicious 

and jealous, and killed people as if they were nothing but grass” ( ^

X #P lp^tp) . 1006 Yang never addresses Cao Cao by his official title, and is 

nothing but severely critical of his personality. His poems on history show his 

preference for Liu Bei as the legitimate ruler, and the Shu Kingdom as the 

orthodox line of rule after the Han dynasty. Also, in his essay, ‘Sanshi 

zhengtong bian’ (Discussion on the orthodox line of succession regarding the 

histories of the three dynasties), Yang states that after Han, the ‘orthodox line of 

rule is in the Shu Kingdom’ {zhengtong zai Shu ZEI^^E^ ) . 1007

Secondly, he denied the legitimacy of Empress Wu Zetian and her 

short-lived Zhou dynasty.

Yang’s hatred towards Wu Zetian jE^MOX (624-705) is very apparent. He

1004 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 178.

1005 Ibid., p. 182.

1006 Ibid., p. 182.

1007 Li Xiusheng, main ed., Quan Yuanwen, vol.42, p.489.

Alas! The man with big ears 
Indeed could be a leader.
His is a great man’s judgment, 

His is a great man’s fortitude. - 1004

describing him as having a ‘body worth a thousand pieces of gold’ ( ^ p ^ l l ) . 1005
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addresses Empress Consort Wu by her surname, Wu, or given name, Wu Zhao ^  

H . 1008 In the preface to his poem ‘Changfa ni’ -MUJb (Long-haired Buddhist 

nun), Yang describes W u’s rule as a ‘disaster brought by W u’ (Wushi zhihuo 

and he likens Wu to a ‘catastrophic flood’ {huoshui

The long-haired Buddhist nun 

Was like a catastrophic flood for the Tang 
[dynasty].
The official holding a tablet in the court was 
cursed to be a monster to death by her,

And the descendents of Daye1009 almost lost their 
[heirs to hold] ceremonies of sacrifice.

‘The official’ refers to Chu Suiliang U. (596-658), who returned his sceptre 

to Emperor Gaozong of Tang JifilliTK (628-683) when he retired in protest 

against the Emperor’s intention to crown Wu as the Empress. 1011 Yang criticised 

Wu for trying to kill not only the accomplished officials, but also all the 

descendents of Emperor Gaozu of Tang.

Another of his poems, ‘Wushi jianjia ci’ (The Song of Wu

cutting her nails) states, ‘Building the [national] temple with seven ancestors for 

Zhou, but killing all orphaned descendents of Tang’ ( I f M [ t i l l  » M llfilrM ) - 1012 

This relates to W u’s cruel murder of the princes from the Li family (of the Tang 

dynasty) for the sake of her own Zhou dynasty. Such historical insight is not

1008 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, pp. 219, 220.

1003 Daye: Dayeshi Pc is the original surname of the Li family of the Tang dynasty. The 

grandfather of Emperor Guozu of Tang was given the surname, ‘Daye’ during the Western Wei 

dynasty (535-557). See Liu Xu et al., Jiu Tangshu, vol.l, p. 1.

1010 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.220.

5011 Ouyang Xiu et al., comps., Xin Tangshu, vol. 13, p.4029.

1012 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.221.

1010
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only obvious in Yang’s poems, but can also be seen in his prose. Yang criticises 

Empress Wu calling her a ‘Tang thief’ {Tang zei 1013 in Shiyi shiyi

(Supplementary to omissions in the historical annotations). In this work he 

completely repudiates her rule by saying that she made the reign of Tang ‘empty’ 

(leaderless) for twenty-one years. 1014

Yang’s strict criticisms contrasts with the comments of Liu Xu jllJBkj 

(887-946) in Jiu Tangshu (Old history of the Tang). Liu says that, despite Wu 

Zetian’s many evil or improper deeds, she was cordial towards good officers. 

She ‘respected the calendar for offering sacrifices, and subdued the favoured 

officials; took loyal advice, and killed cruel officials.’

Mifcfig^).1015 Although Ouyang Xiu says that Empress Wu was very lucky not 

to be condemned to death , 1016 he still respected her as a genuine ruler, and in Xin 

Tangshu (New history of the Tang), he classified her biography as benji 2 ^ 5  

(principal record), which is the category of biography reserved for emperors.

Nonetheless, Yang’s strict criticism is understandable, given that scholars’ 

perceptions of Empress Wu Zetian were greatly affected by the moral percepts of 

Neo-Confucianism during the Song dynasty. Hu Ji points out that criticism of 

Wu Zetian tended to be negative especially after the early Song period when 

Neo-Confucians increasingly emphasised morality and virtue. 1017 Also a 

Neo-Confucian scholar, Yang was therefore not alone in meting out strict 

criticism.

1013 Yang Weizhen, Shiyi shiyi, in Siku quanmu cunmu congshu. Shi bu., vol.281, p.40; Li 

Xiusheng, main ed., Quan Yuanwen, vol.42, p.421.

1014 Li Xiusheng, main ed., Quan Yuanwen, vol.42, p.421.

1015 Liu Xu, et al., Jiu Tangshu, vol.l, p.133.

1016 For details, see Ouyang Xiu et al., comps., Xin Tangshu, vol.l, pp.81-105.

1017 Hu Ji, Wu Zetian benzhuan, p. 155.
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Thirdly, Yang viewed the Southern Song dynasty, not Liao and Jin, as 

the orthodox line of rule.

Yang’s view that the Southern Song dynasty was the orthodox line of rule is 

verified by his sixteen poems that related to this dynasty. He wrote none on the 

Jin and only two on the Liao M- However, these two poems do not focus on 

the history of Liao. One poem entitled ‘Shilang ci’ (Song of Young

man S/ii) 1018 portrays Shi Jingtang (892-942), for whom Yelii Deguang Iffo

(902-947, Emperor Taizong of Liao had helped to found the

Later Jin dynasty (936-946). Another poem entitled, ‘Diba xing’

(Song of the Em peror’s dried body) 1019 records Yelii’s death after he had helped 

Shi Jingtang. Liao people put salt into his body to stop it from decaying . 1020 

Yang did not touch on much of the history of the Liao dynasty. So quite clearly, 

he did not view Liao as the orthodox line of rule. Also, this latter poem reveals 

that Yang was interested not only in rulers and their dynasties, but also in some 

strange and interesting historical facts, such as Liao’s custom of salting their 

emperor’s coipse.

Yang’s respect for the Southern Song dynasty that can be seen in his poems is 

also echoed in his essay ‘Sanshi zhengtong biarf (Discussion on the orthodox line 

of succession regarding the histories of the three dynasties). In this essay, he 

emphasises that the legitimacy of the Yuan rule had been transmitted from the

1018 See Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.270.

1019 Ibid., p.272.

1020 Lou Buchan, ed., Tiya yongshi, p.607 (annotation).
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Southern Song rather than from the Liao and Jin &  dynasties. 1021 Yang’s 

argument is based on Zhu Xi’s concepts of daotong (moral line of

succession) and zhengtong H&Mi (political line of succession) . 1022 The essay was 

greatly acclaimed by the Hanlin Academician, Naonao, and the Grand Minister of 

Education, Ouyang Xuan. It affirms the Song dynasty’s sole legitimacy and is 

one of Yang’s main contributions to the attempt to settle this historical 

controversy.

Yang’s unique but well-reasoned historical viewpoints were commended not 

only by the scholars of his time, but also by Qing scholars such as Zhu Yizun. 

Zhu wrote about the significance of Yang’s essay,

[Yang] Weizhen’s ‘Discussion on the orthodox line of succession 
regarding the histories of the three dynasties’ explains that Yuan’s 
legitimacy derives from its conquest of the Song dynasty not from the 
Liao and Jin dynasties; therefore the legitimate line of succession should 

follow the Song dynasty rather than the Liao and Jin dynasties. 

Ouyang Xuan read this and exclaimed, ‘The public debate that has 

lasted for a hundred years is settled here!’

■ ft¥Si5 • - SftS
is *  • t fb js s  - &  • s  = • ja m n  \ j 1023

Yang raised two points in support of his argument. First, he pointed out that 

Emperor Shizu of Yuan TFttf ĵjL (Kublai Khan, 1215-1294) conquered the Song 

dynasty and not the Liao or Jing dynasties, so his legitimacy derived from the 

Song dynasty rather than the Jing and Liao dynasties . 1024 Also, he said that the

1021 Li Xiusheng, main ed., Quan Yuanwen, vol.42, pp.486,490.

1022 Its importance is discussed in Luther Carrington Goodrich, ed., The Dictionary o f Ming

Biography 1368-1644, vol. 2, p. 1549.

1023 Zou Zhifang, YWZSJ, p.488.

1024 Li Xiusheng, main ed., Quan Yuanwen, vol.42, p.486.
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date of the Yuan dynasty’s unification should be counted from the date when the 

Song dynasty had been successfully conquered . 1025 Second, Yang stated that the 

orthodox teachings, from Confucius to Mencius, had been inherited by Zhu Xi of 

the Southern Song dynasty. The teachings were then passed on to Xu Wenzheng 

pf>ClE (13th c.) of the Yuan dynasty . 1026 Therefore, the orthodox teachings of 

the Yuan were also inherited from the Song dynasty and not from the Jin or Liao 

dynasties. It is for these reasons that Yang insisted that the Song dynasty was the 

orthodox rule before the Yuan. Yang’s opinions regarding the orthodox line of 

ruling dynasties reveal a rich historical knowledge gained through an in-depth 

study of history throughout the ages.

6.1.2 Understanding of historical events in a wider context

Another feature of Yang’s work is that it shows an understanding of the 

significance of events and figures within a wider historical context. The 

judgments he made were for the sake of the country as a whole, rather than for 

his own personal benefit. This makes his historical viewpoints special and 

differentiates them from those of other commentators. For instance, his poem 

‘Dong yangzi’ S l t - p  (Dong’s foster son) has two lines,

Killing the rebel by imperial decree,
Is killing a rebel not an adopted father.

- 1027

1025 j j  Xiusheng, main ed., Quan Yuanwen, vol.42, p.489.

1026 Ibid., p.490.

1027 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 178.
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Yang’s opinions were at odds with those of other scholars of his time, such as Luo 

Guanzhong f f i j t ‘4 1 (ca.1330-ca.1400), who in his novel, Romance o f  Three 

Kingdoms, portrayed Lii Bu as ‘the offspring of a wolf with an ambitious heart’ 

(langzi yexin ^ l-p lf 'L ^ ) , 1028 a phrase adopted from Hou Honshu by Fan Ye 

(398-445). 1029 Obviously, Yang’s opinions differed from those of Fan Ye, the 

historian of the Liu Song dynasty, who believed that Lii was ‘vacillating in 

attitude and behaviour’ (fanfu H H Q 1030 and could not be trusted. In the late Han 

period, Liu Bei persuaded Cao Cao to kill Lii because Lii had committed the 

immoral act of killing his adopted father and master, Dong Zhuo . 1031

However, Yang gives his readers a broader perspective in showing that Lii 

was removing a rebel for the sake of the Han dynasty. Hence, he was not killing 

his adopted father but a rebel, and his deeds were justified and proper, especially 

considering the fact that he had an imperial decree to kill Dong. Lou Buchan 

believed that Yang was an intelligent judge of the rights and wrongs of history, 

and praised him as ‘bright to judge and evaluate’ (mingyu duanzhi ^ M V1§T$'!J) 1032 

Lou’s praise is a little flattering, as there is no evidence that Yang’s historical 

insight was accepted by most scholars in this particular case.

Another of Yang’s poems ‘Wang Qiang’ also demonstrates his ability 

to see history in a wider context. The last two lines are,

The painter’s intention [to receive bribery] is preposterous,
The painter’s deed [of portraying Wang Qiang] is loyal [to the country],

1028 Luo Guangzhong, Sanguo yanyi, p. 143.

1029 Fan Ye, Hou Honshu, vol.9, p.2449.

1030 Ibid., p.2452.

1031 Fan Ye, Hou Honshu, vol.9, p.2451.

1032 Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yongshi zhu, p.529 (preface).
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‘Wang Qiang’ refers to the famously stunning beauty Wang Zhaojun, while the

‘painter’ refers to Mao Yanshou (d.33 B.C.), who smeared Wang’s portrait

when she refused to bribe him to produce a better painting.

Traditionally, poets were seriously critical of M ao’s behaviour. For instance,

Li Shangyin, in his poem ‘Wang Zhaojun’ criticises M ao’s lack of

concern for the prospects of the beauty. He says “Mao Yanshou’s painting [is so

skilful that he] attempts to reach the divine, but how could he [be so pitiless to and]

neglect people for the sake of gold.” A  ° ) 1034

Also, in his poem ‘Ming feiqu’ (Song of Princess Ming), the Song poet,

Zeng Gong (1019-1083), makes a similar criticism of Mao. He wrote,

‘Yanshou, you can, based on your secret loves and hatreds, prevent people from

preserving their own beauty and ugliness.’ ’ A A A flllA M '

„ yo35

Although the Song poets showed some sympathy toward Mao, they never 

fully appreciated or praised his actions. Wang Anshi believed the killing of Mao 

was unjust because it is impossible to capture beautiful manners and spirit in a 

portrait, 1036 while Ouyang Xiu said that it was meaningless to kill the painter 

because the beauty, Wang Zhaojun, had left the country. 1037

Opposing these views, Yang argued that while M ao’s intention to ask for 

more money and receive bribery was preposterous, his action in painting Wang 

imperfectly was loyal to the country. His imperfect portrait prevented Emperor

1033 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.168.

1034 Peng Dingiu et al., eds., Quan Tangshi, vol. 16, p.6209.

1035 Yu Zhiyuan et al., main eds., Zhonghua shishi yongshi shi benshi, p.503-504.

1036 Yu Zhiyuan et al., main eds., Zhonghua shishi yongshi shi benshi, p.499-500.

1037 See Yu Zhiyuan et al., main eds., Zhonghua shishi yongshi shi benshi, p.501.



Yuan of Han (75-33 B.C.) from meeting the beauty and becoming

involved with her. M ao’s painting also indirectly encouraged Wang to leave and 

marry the chief leader of the Huns, thereby helping to cement a peaceful 

relationship between the two countries. In the poem Yang writes, “[The 

beautiful girl with] Moth-feeler-like eyebrows went beyond the frontier, while 

[ugly women with countenances like] Wuyan1038 remained in the palace.” 

^ lB U I  ’ i^ lS lS lli^ ) 1039 With only ugly women left, the emperor was able to 

concentrate on his daily routines. Yang made his judgment from the perspective 

of a wider context which encompassed the fortunes of the country. Yang stated 

that M ao’s deed was a token of loyalty even though he may have had bad 

intentions. He took into account the propitious results of a deed done for the 

sake of the country rather than concentrating solely on Mao’s selfish intentions.

Lou Buchan described these last two poetic lines as ‘skilful in satire and 

admonishment’ (shanyu fengjian # ^ | ) l l ^ ) 1040 Lou probably thought that Yang 

intended to satirise the painter and admonish the emperor. However, Yang may 

have simply wished to convey a unique historical insight.

Other late Yuan poets did not have as broad a perspective as Yang. Yelii 

Chucai (1190-1244), in his poem,‘Guo Qingzhong’ (Passing

by the green tomb), criticised Mao for cheating of the emperor. 1041 Yang’s

1038 Wuyan named Zhongli Chun M i l #  (fl.319-301) was the wife of the Prince of Huan 

f o f  Ji State (3507-301BC, r.319-301B.C.). She was regarded as the ugliest woman in 

ancient time, and had a fat neck, thin hair, an upward-pointing noise, an Adam’s apple and 

dark skin. She also had strong arms and legs, and was still single at the age of forty. For 

details, see Wang Zhaoyuan, Lienii zhuan buzhu, in XXSKQS, vol. 515, p.723.

1039 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.168.

1040 Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yongshi zhu, p.529 (preface).

1041 “Yanshou’s painting basically cheated the emperor, and [Wang’s] marriage for the sake of 

peace did not stop the invasion of the Huns” See Yu
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judgment was based on whether the actions benefitted the whole country rather 

than their relevance to individual morality. This kind of judgment may have 

been influenced by Zuo zhuan (Commentary of Zuo), with which Yang was very 

familiar, Zuo zhuan advocates loyalty to one’s country. For example, it 

contains the sentence, “a person facing disaster, who has still not forgotten [to 

contribute to] his country, this is loyalty” ( ^ 0 ^ ^ 1 1 1  * ^ t iZ ) 1042 Yang’s writing 

from the perspective of the country as a whole was most likely influenced by his 

reading of Zuo zhuan (see Chapter 6.2.3 for Yang’s advocacy of loyalty).

6.1.3 Judging historical figures by their virtue rather than 

achievements

Yang did not judge historical figures by their achievements, but by their 

virtue. Liu Meihua observed that this kind of judgment can be found in Yang’s 

poems,

Jing Ke’s assassinating the Emperor [Shihuang] of Qin, Zhang Liang’s 
throwing a hammer [to attack him] at Bolangsha, and Tang Qi’s 

throwing stones which had been hidden in his sleeves at Pa B a were all 
unsuccessful actions, and were sneered at by people at the time. But, 

Yang Weizhen did not judge these people by their successes or failures, 
and he praised their virtuous deeds as ‘righteous indignations that are 
extraordinary in a thousand years ’

'  B S & W 5 S S B A  ■ * ’ S  
iSAWi® ■ ’ stJMIfT 1043

Yang did not judge people by their failures or achievements. He was sure about,

Zhiyuan et al., main eds., Zhonghua shishi yongshi shi benshi, p.633.

1042 Zuoqiu Ming; Du Yu, Kong Yingda, eds., Chunqiu Zuozhuan zhushu, in SKQS, vol. 144, 
p.248.
1043 Liu Meihua, Yang Weizhen shixue yanjiu, p.58.
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and quite proud of, his own views on these swordsmen. His poem, ‘Tang Qi shi’ 

JlfJpfH (Tang Qi’s stone) has several lines that illustrate this,

The three strong men,
Could not finish their missions 

Were always being sneered at by people.

I alone sing of these strong men,
As having righteous indignations that are 
extraordinary in a thousand years ’
I know nothing of judging a person by his success or 

failure.

Yang states his own personal judgment of these swordsmen in this poem.

Another similar example is the preface to the poem, ‘Yishui ge’ (Song of Yi

River), in which, Yang refers to Jing Ke as an ‘ancient righteous swordsman’.

[EvenjThe Confucian five-c/zz1045 tall child feels ashamed to talk about 
Jing Qing [Jing Ke], whom they regard as a waste of the assassins. 
But, when I read the story of Wang Chen of the Wei Kingdom, I cannot 

but put down the scroll in my hand and sigh three times. [If you know 
that Wang] Chen was cruel and led his master to his death, you will then 
realise [the preciousness of Jing] Qing’s act of committing himself to 
death for the sake of his confidant. Explicitly, this precious element 

cannot be missing in the ancient righteous swordsmen. Therefore, [if] 
the gentlemen trace and discuss the merits of the local customs in the 

State of Yan, and their righteousness in offering immediate help to other 
people in need, originated from the uplifting influences left behind by 
Qing. Most of the ancient and modem poets criticise Qing, but I, 
especially, appreciate him for this.

* m r n m m » °

1044 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ. p.278.

1045 Five-t7»' i?  (foot): One foot in the Song and Yuan dynasties was equivalent to 31.2 cm. See 

Luo Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.3, p.7764. Five-c/it is therefore 156cm.

1044
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* ^ l = I A # f a i P i  > M ^ iS f e U S M P s  ° 104,3

Yang mentions his appreciation of Jing Ke despite the negative views of others. 

His glorification of Jing Ke’s uprightness and devotion to his confidant are in 

evidence in the last few lines of the poem.

Alas! Although Jing Qing has the talent of a ’
knight-errant.

He died for a swordsman’s integrity without any °
suspicion in his heart.

Haven’t you seen Mr. Wenji sold out his monarch f t  ^  ~SC i f  9 t ̂

By leaking the secret plan of Tonggong and — ?ti;W f^M o1047

allowing [Si]ma to replace Cao [as ruler]

Yang commended Jing Ke who was only a swordsman but had virtue. He even 

contrasted Jing Ke with Mr. Wenji (Wang Chen 2nd c. ) who had betrayed 

his master, the Duke of Gaoguixiang (Cao Mao W if  ? 241-260), the ruler

of the Kingdom of Wei in the Period of the Three Kingdoms.

In the Yin J§£ dynasty, Emperor Taijia was cruel and tyrannical and violated 

the principles of virtue. The Prime Minister, Yi Yin (1648-1549 B.C.), 

sent him to Tonggong for a period of introspection. Tonggong is in

modern Yanshi j i ®  county of Henan province . 1048 Taijia stayed there for three 

years and felt regret for his faults, so Yi Yin welcomed him back to the capital. 1049

1046 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ p. 14.

1047 Ibid., p. 14.

5048 See Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.l, p.99 (annotation); and Wei Songshan, main ed., Zhongguo gudian 

shici diming cidian, p.708.

1049 Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.l, p.99.
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Later, ‘Tonggong’ came to refer commonly to the place where an emperor or a 

king was sent to or kept under detention , 1050 such as when Cao Mao was placed 

under the control of Sima Zhao. Cao Mao was a cordial host to Wang Chen until 

Wang told Sima Zhao about Cao’s secret plan to restore his authority. As a result, 

Cao was murdered by Sima Zhao’s party at the age of twenty sui, and Wang was 

later made the Duke of Anping ^ ^ A 1051 Wang’s disloyalty was attacked by 

many people at the time. Jinshu H f®  (History of the Jin) records, “Chen was 

disloyal to his master, and was quite criticised by the people for his wrongdoings”

’ l i r ^ ^ H ^ T # ) - 1052 The poem therefore shows that Yang judged 

historical figures by their virtuous intentions rather than their successes or 

failures.

Was Yang’s evaluation of Jing Ke so original that there was no precedent? 

Basically, the answer to this question is the affirmative. However, Yang’s 

judgment can, in fact, also be seen as an elaboration of Sima Qian’s viewpoint,

The Grand Historian said: As for the five persons, from Cao Mo to
Jing Ke, no matter whether the righteous actions undertaken by these 

five persons were successful or not, their [upright] intentions were 

explicit and they did not betray their integrity, and their names will be 

remembered by future generations. My view is surely not absurd!

- g »j f c t >
■ « S f f i a  • W Stfctfe  ! 1053

Sima Qian appreciated the integrity and goodness of these assassins, whether or 

not they had been successful in their assassinations. He believed that their

1030 Luo Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.l, p.2558.

1051 See Jinshu, vol.4, p. 1143; and Chen Shou, Sanguo zhi, vol.l, p .143, 144 (annotation).

1052 Fang Xuanling et al., Jinshu, vol.4, p. 1143.

1053 Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.8, p.2538.
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names would be passed on to succeeding generations.

In addition to Sima Qian, Yang also probably gained inspiration from Tao 

Qian. In his poem entitled ‘Yong Jing Ke’ McffOM (On Jing Ke), which is 

probably the first poem to evaluate Jing Ke, Tao wrote the line, ‘The gentleman 

prepared to die for his confidant, And, taking his sword, left the capital of Yan’ (H  

* ^ M l B ^ I C ) - 1054 By calling Jing Ke ‘junzi’ f f^ p  (gentleman), 

which literally means ‘person of noble character and integrity ’ , 1055 the poet 

reveals his positive evaluation of Jing Ke.

Tao was also full of praise as he narrated Jing Ke’s death for the sake of his 

confidant and told of his bravery in not refusing to undertake the mission even 

though he knew he would lose his life. Tao wrote, “He knew in his heart he 

could not return, But his name would remain for later generations.”

§§ > J i W j l i t ^ ) 1056 Tao also commented that Jing’s failure to achieve success 

was due to a lack of practice in the arts of swordsmanship,

L27 W hat a pity his swordsmanship was lacking, ’
L28 And his extraordinary enterprise in the end was °

unsuccessful.
L29 Although this person had already passed away, ’

1054 See Ding Fubao, ed., Quan Han Sanguo Jin Nan Bei chao shi, vol 1, p.481.

1055 The image of a gentleman comes from the Confucian teachings. Lunyu miuPj no. 29 reads, 

“Zigong asked about the gentleman. The Master said, ‘He puts into effect his words before 

allowing them to follow the deed.” ° “P B  : A  f t  ffll' ( M A  ° ) Another 

teaching reads, “The gentleman helps others to effect what is good; he does not help them to 

effect what is bad. The small man does the opposite.” ( I tT 'h S A A I t  ’ T 'f& A A II  ° ) See 

Zhu Xi, Lunyun jizhu, pp. 14, 152; the English version is from D. C. Lau., Confucius: The 

Analects, pp.21, 25.] Lunyun has quite a lot of teachings related to the deeds and thoughts of 

a gentleman. See Zhu Xi, Lunyun jizhu, pp .7 ,75, 140,148, 160,413.

1056 See Ding, Fubao, ed., Quan Han Sanguo Jin Nan Bei chao shi, vol.l, p.481.
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L30 Sympathy for him was seen down the ages for a ° 1057

thousand years.

Tao also believed that Jing Ke deserved sympathy throughout the ages despite his 

failure. Yang’s judgment of Jing Ke based on his virtue rather than his success, 

is an elaboration on the views of both the Grand Historian and Tao Qian.

Yang’s comments about Liu Bang (247-195B.C.) also clearly demonstrate 

that he based his judgment on virtue rather than success. L iu’s greatest 

achievement was establishing the Han dynasty and becoming Emperor Gaozu. 

However, he was berated by Yang as an ‘infilial beast’ (jing’e r ^ f f i ) 105* in the 

poem ‘Beigeng ci’ (Song of a cup of soup). Yang describes Liu’s

immorality,

Ah Bang ignored [the life of] his father, ’

[Saying:] When you cook my father, called [me] the ° 1059

son [to share].

Yang questions L iu’s eagerness to gain the world, and neglect his father’s life, ‘Ah 

Bang, Ah Bang, for what purpose are you so desperate to have the world?’

[5H J ? )  Yang even wrote a prose on the same theme in his Shiyi 

shiyi (Supplementary to omissions in the historical annotations) entitled ‘Ma Liu 

Bang’ M  iflj [̂3 (Scolding Liu Bang), in which he lists examples of Liu’s 

immorality and lack of skill. His final comment on Liu is that he is ‘a traitor

1057 Ibid., p.481.

1058 Jing is a mythical beast that looks like a tiger and leopard, and eats its own mother after 

birth. See Ren Fang, Shuyi ji, in YYWYGSKQS, vol. 1047, p.616.

1059 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 158.
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who destroyed morality’ (^ v ^ tT M ) - 1060 This kind of bold and direct judgment 

makes Yang’s poetry unique and distinguishes it from the works of others: it 

defines it as ‘Iron Style’.

6.1.4 Viewing historical figures as imperfectly human

Yang seems to have understood that the historical heroes he described were 

imperfect human beings, not saints. Therefore, he preferred to stick to 

describing the realities of human nature - revealing their weaknesses as well as 

their strengths. For instance, despite his overall positive opinion of Jing Ke, 

Yang did not cover up the fact that he was a poor swordsman. As Lu Jujian 

H  (3rd c. B.C.), a friend of Jing Ke, said,

Alas! W hat a pity that he [Jing Ke] did not pay any attention to the 

techniques of swordsmanship!

! 1061

Hence, Yang’s 'Jianke pian’ (Writing on a swordsman) also mocked Jing’s poor 

swordsmanship.

If a man studies swordsmanship, ’
He has no need to imitate Jing Ke. 0 1062

This poem was composed before 1346 when Yang became fifty years old. His 

article, ‘Ze taizi Dan’ (Blaming the Crown Prince Dan) also directly

1060 Li Xiusheng, main ed., Quan Yuanwen, vol.42, p.398.

1061 Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.2, p. 1109.

1062 Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yuefu zhu, p.508.
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criticised Jing Ke’s poor swordsmanship: ‘Not to mention that Jing Ke was 

clumsy at using a dagger, [His swordsmanship] was ranked the lowest among 

swordsmen.’ ’ AIRAATT^f'tiZ.)-1064 This article was

probably written when Yang was quite old, as he refers to himself as ‘Baoyi 

laoren’ A  (The regretful old man) 1065 throughout the collection. The

fact that Yang wrote in a similar view on Jing Ke at different periods of his life 

affirms that Yang’s historical opinions did not change with age. He praised Jing 

Ke’s uprightness and loyalty, as has already been mentioned before, but he also 

revealed his weaknesses - his poor swordsmanship and assassination skills. In 

other words, Yang showed that Jing Ke was not a saint or an immortal with magic 

powers.

Another example of this can be seen in the poem, ‘Wang Qiang’ A M - 

Wang was famous in the Han dynasty for her beauty and was glorified throughout 

the ages because she sacrificed herself in marriage for the sake of peace with the 

Huns. Yang did not portray Wang as a beauty without faults, but as a human 

being with her own weaknesses. He indicated that her destiny to leave the 

palace and her country was the consequence of a conceited personality.

The girl from the Wang family, A H ; A  ’

1063 Jingren M A  literally means people from the state of Chu, as ‘Jing’ refers to the state of 

Chu fA  See Wei Songshan, main ed., Zhongguo gudian shici diming cidian, p.527. But 

here, Yang is referring to Jing Ke, who came from the state of Ji fA  and stayed in the states of 

Wei t$i and Yan ^  respectively before going to the state of Qin to assassinate Emperor 

Shihuang. People in Yan called him ‘Jing Qing’ MSBP. Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.8, p.2526.

1064 Li Xiusheng, main ed., Quan Yuanwen, vol.42, p.388; and Yang Weizhen. Shiyi shiyi, in Siku 

quanshu cunmu congshu, vol. 281, p. 19.

1065 Examples found in Quan Yuanwen, vol.42, pp.404-405; and Shiyi shiyi, in Siku quanshu 

cunmu congshu, vol.281, pp.28-29.
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Relying on her flower-like countenance. §  h ’
She was not willing to buy the painting with gold. ’
Her jade-like countenance [on the painting] 3 £ i l — 01065 

became blemished overnight.

Yang here meant that Wang’s inability to meeting the emperor and her subsequent 

marriage to the Huns were the consequences of her vanity. Similar points of 

views can also be seen in the Tang dynasty. The Tang poets, Jiao Ran (8 th 

c.) and Liu Changqing §i[]-̂ :0BP (jinshi title 733), convey similar viewpoints to 

Yang’s in their poems entitled ‘Zhaojun yuan’ (Grievance of Zhaojun)

and ‘Wang Zhaojun ge’ iH p fB lR  (Song of Wang Zhaojun) respectively. The 

former poem reads, “She relied on her lovely countenance and looked forward to 

the emperor’s love, But who could know that beauty and ugliness [on the painting] 

would suddenly be reversed”. III 0 ) 1067 The

latter expresses more or less the same point of view, “Being boastful of her own 

stunning and seductive beauty, She ignored the [request of the] painter.” (iljj J 7 #|§ 

ifrfe  ’ A 0 ) 1068 Thus, it seems that Yang’s opinion of Wang as someone

with a conceited personality was not his original idea, but was inherited from the 

Tang poets.

Interestingly, the official histories, Hanshu (History of the Han) and Hou 

Hanshu (History of the Later Han dynasty), make no mention of Wang’s vanity. 

Even Ge Hong H  (284-364), in his work, Xijing zciji M A  II IB 

(Miscellaneous records of the western capital) does not mention it. He simply 

states,

1066 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 168.

1067 Peng Dingiu et al., eds., Quan Tangshi, vol.23, p.9247.

,06s Ibid., vol.5,p.l579.
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Emperor Yuan had many concubines, and was not able to see all of them 

often. So, he asked the painters to portray them, and summoned them 

to sleep with him on the basis of these paintings. All the concubines 

bribed the painters: a high price was a hundred thousand cash, and a low 
price was also no less than fifty thousand cash. Only Wang Qiang was 
unwilling to pay, and she was therefore unable to see the emperor.

« s f g A

© a s a i  ■ & m + n  ’ » 1069

The line “Only Wang Qiang was unwilling to pay” suggests that she refused to 

offer a bribe. However, the Tang poets interpreted her refusal as being due to her 

conceitedness concerning her own beauty. The author of Xijing zqji also 

interpreted it in this way. He alluded to her vanity thus, “Zhaojun relied on her 

countenance, and was the only one unwilling to pay.”

fj|)i07° Yang’s views were more likely influenced by the poets than by the 

official historical records. This illustrates that Yang’s poems on history are 

subjective works of art rather than objective historical records. He viewed Wang 

as a human being with weaknesses, rather than as a legendary beauty with good 

qualities, who made great contributions to the country.

Huang Rensheng believes that Yang’s views of history were largely coloured 

by the moral values of Confucianism.1071 However, Huang does not elaborate. 

The section above shows that Yang’s views were based on his Confucian thinking, 

his rich historical knowledge, and his own personal sentiments, which included 

his love and hatred of certain historical figures.

1069 Ge Hong, ed., Xijing zaji, in Siku jiacang, vol. 93, p.200.

1070 Guo Maoqian, comp., Yuefu shiji, vol.2, p.425.

1075 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.33.
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6.2. Yang’s personal sentiments and life philosophy

Poems on history are about history, but they are essentially poems, not 

historical accounts.1072 Poets convey their sentiments and thoughts via their 

verse. It is those sentiments and unique ways of thinking that give a poet’s work 

the stamp of his own style. Yang, too, expressed his sentiments and philosophy 

in his work, giving his poetry a unique style, known as the ‘Iron Style’, which 

differentiates it from the works of the other late Yuan poets.

A poem is a channel for the poet to express his sentiments. Of the different 

poetic genres, poetry on history provides the best platform for a poet to express 

his sentiments and channel his grievances. This is because the poet can find 

stories in history appropriate to his expressive needs. Also, historical stories 

may arouse a poet’s suppressed sentiments, and the historical figures in those 

stories may have had similar life experiences and thus stimulate feelings of 

empathy in him. For these reasons, scholars generally agree that poetry on 

history can be an excellent channel for a poet’s sentiments, and that it can also 

allow him to air his grievances, which may be the result of unrecognised talents or 

a thwarted official career. The Ming scholar, He Yongshao {pT^klp (17th c.) said,

History does not need to be tied in with poetry, but all poetry can be tied 
in with history. These poems are places where scholars and talents can 
lodge their emotions stimulated by issues of their time; [and through 

poetry,] they aim to channel their grievances at not being recognised in 

their time.

1072 Yu Zhiyuan et al„ main eds., Zhonghua shishi yongshi shi benshi, p.3 (preface).
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He believed that scholars were stimulated by the political or social affairs of their 

time, and composed poetry on history to channel their grievances at having their 

talents ignored. Poems on history are a natural channel for poets to express these 

kinds of feelings.

6.2.1 Sentiments towards official life

Through his poems on history, Yang expressed his own feelings in a subtle 

way; he never included his own life experiences explicitly in his work. 

Therefore, the reader can only guess his feelings from the poetic themes that he 

chose. MacLeish said,

The poet of the private world is not observer only but actor in the scene 
that he observes. And the voice that speaks in his poems is the voice 
of himself as actor - as sufferer of those feelings, delighter in those 
delights - as well as his voice as poet. 1074

Yang invested his own private sentiments, feelings and desires in the historical 

figures he portrayed in his poems on history. For instance, some of his poems 

about historical beauties subtly betray his grievances against the ruling class. 

His poem, ‘Changmen yuan’ (Lament in the Long Gate), is a depiction

of Ajiao, who was the wife of Emperor Wu of Han (140-87B.C.). She waited to

1073 Wang Qi et al., eds., Li He shige jizhu, p.378-380.

1074 Archibald MacLeish, Poetiy and Experience, p.98.
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be loved once again by the Emperor but was ultimately neglected. Her bitter 

experience of neglect echoed the neglect of Yang’s talent by his seniors in his 

official career. This explains why Yang took the role of Ajiao and was able to 

speak in her voice without artifice.

L7 He received my gold and composed the rhymed 
prose [fu poem], Long Gate, for me 

L8 It told of my sorrow at the passing of spring H

Unfortunately, the composition date of ‘Lament in the Long Gate’ is unknown and, 

as a result, it is difficult to draw specific parallels with Yang’s life. His 

grievances are not explicitly obvious in most of his poems. However, they can 

be seen quite clearly in the poem, ‘Grand Tutor Yan’.

Yang tried to conceal his own life experiences in his poems on history, but 

his feelings come through powerfully in some of his lines. In the poem entitled 

‘Yan taishi’ (Grand Tutor Yan), Yang expresses his anger towards

villainous persons.

L l Alas! n jp ?  i

L2 The phoenix was not flying,
L3 W hile the barn owls and ural owls carried out &§fjj

their violence.
L4 The unicorn was slandered,
L5 How could we say this was different to [being

treated like] dogs and sheep?
L6 Gentlemen and mean persons

L7 Are like water and fire which cannot get along ’
with each other.

L8 Endangering our clan, but they do not benefit. ° 10'J

Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, pp. 167-168.
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Here, llai ’$J| in L8, a word also found in Wu Cailao’s Yunbu (Supplementary to 

rhymes),1077 would not make sense in its standard meaning of ‘to rely on’ or ‘to 

blame’.1078 The sentence does however make sense when 7ai' is annotated as 7/ 

^f]’.1079 As 7t’ implies ‘benefit, gain, merit, advantage’, the meaning of L8 is 

quite clear: endangering our clan, but they do not benefit. Furthermore, lwu laV 

fiEfJI meant ‘fraudulent and crafty’ (duozha jiaokua  ^ 'g ^ ^ $ | ) , 1080 or ‘fraudulent 

and cunning’ {duozha erjiaohua  ^ f ^ M ^ i f ) 1081 in ancient China. Thereby, L8 

can also be interpreted as “Endangering our clan, and they are crafty and cunning”. 

These examples also demonstrate the fact that Yang favoured the use of ancient 

words.

Also, Yang uses ‘phoenix’ and ‘unicorn’ to refer to the gentlemen, while the 

‘barn owls’ (chi &§) and ‘ural owls’ (xiao §j§) refer to the wicked villains. This 

metaphor, which equates large birds to the virtuous and small birds to the 

villainous, originates from Chuci M i?  (Songs of the South).1082 Hong Xingzu 

(1090-1155) wrote:

The simurgh (luan bird), the female phoenix, and so on are all large 

birds, which symbolise benevolent and intelligent scholars.

■ © X U . ’ - 1083

1076 Lou Buchan, ed,, Tieya yongshi zhu, p,588.

1077 See Wu Yu, Yunbu, in SKQS, vol.237, p. 109.

1078 See Lou Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.3, p.6034.

1079 Yang Kan, Liang Han bowen, in SKQS, vol. 461, p.36; Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.2, p.387.

1080 Yang Kan, Liang Han bowen, in SKQS, vol. 461, p.36.

1081 Shen Zinan, Yilin huikao, in SKQS, vol.859, p.350.

1082 For English version, see David Hawks, The Songs of the South, pp.219-233, ‘Summons of the

soul’.

1083 Annotation to Qu Yuan’s ‘Zhao Hun’|^E j| (Summons of the Soul), see Hong Xingzu, Chuci 
buzhu, p.224
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Yang implies in the poem that good officials (gentlemen) were hurt by cunning 

and wicked people in the world.

He clearly conveys his belief that gentlemen and villainous persons are like 

water and fire, and cannot coexist. The villains can only endanger the survival 

of the gentlemen. For instance, the tragedy of the Grand Tutor, Yan Zhenqing 

|J|l|Lj$P (709-785), was the result of slander by villains (xiaoren /J\A.) who had 

scrambled to power. By using the two characters, “our clan” (wu lei fliPO, Yang 

implies that he was also one of the slandered gentlemen himself. His feelings of 

grievance came from the bitter experience of setbacks in his official career. He 

suffered two major setbacks because, first, he punished Tiantai prefecture’s strong 

bullies in 1330; and second, he made an appeal to the provincial government to 

have sympathy for the salt workers who were suffering under heavy taxation. 

By these actions, Yang himself did not make any mistakes or commit any 

misconduct; however, he was demoted and for a long time considered an 

‘unconventional official’ (sanyuan).

Scholars have also picked up on Yang’s grievances. For instance, the Qing 

scholar, Xu Yinghen, in his preface to Tieya shiji sanzhong I f ; j i t I k j E i ( T h r e e  

Types of Tieya Poetry Corpuses), says,

[Yang] Tieya was in the humble position of county magistrate, in which 
he found himself running against the world. He experienced the 
change of dynasty, and many of his poems are works, in which he 
channelled his grievances and anxieties about the world. They were 

thoughtfully designed to awaken the world’s morality and the hearts of 
people.

' titmm-z
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Here, Xu points out that many of Yang’s poems, including those on history, are 

channels for the grievances that he felt as a result of an uneven career as well as 

the social and political events he may have witnessed.

The Unpredictability of Official Life

In addition to acting as a channel for his grievances, studying the experiences 

of historical figures and their turbulent public lives may have enabled Yang to put 

his own anxieties in perspective. Even if past officials had saved the country or 

had otherwise made great contributions, they might still be arbitrarily dismissed, 

demoted or even killed by the Emperor or senior officers. Yang’s poem entitled 

‘Chanyuan xing ’ >M;)ifT1085 (The march to Chanyuan) lauded the contributions 

of the chancellor, Kou Zhun (961-1302). Kou had successfully persuaded 

Emperor Zhenzong of Song 5^;]|L;?k (986-1022) to boost the morale of the 

soldiers in Chanzhou }Mt\'\ (modem Puyang JfUPII city in Henan province) while 

they were defending the city against the invasion by the Liao in 1004 A.D. Later 

on, a peace treaty was signed between the Song and Liao dynasties.1086 Yang did 

not mention what happened to Kou Zhun in his poem, but it is certain that he 

knew about it from the historical records. Kou was, in fact, demoted to 

Shaanzhou (in modern Henan Province) after being disparaged by the

villainous Wang Ruoqin (962-1025).1087

Yue Fei suffered a similar fate, however, this time, Yang hints at the cause of

1084 Preface to Tieya gu yuefu. See Zou Zhifang, p ,515.

1085 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.225.

1086 Toutou et al., Songshi, vol.14, p.9531.

1087 For details, see Toutou et al., Songshi, vol. 14, pp.9530-9532.
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this great hero’s death. A few lines of his poem entitled ‘Yue’e wang ge’ (Song 

of Yue Fei, Prince of H) reads,

My country had a cunning villain who pushed ’

me out to guard the Great Wall,

He was skilful at withholding support and hated °
his good peers.
Heavy mist covered the sky and the sun was not 
shining on me. Bf] <> 1088

These three lines reveal the causes of the good officials’ (gentlemen’s) suffering - 

they were castigated by villains and suffered deposition, demotion or even death. 

For instance, Yue Fei was slandered by Qin Hui and killed in prison because he 

was suspected of committing treason.1089

The line, “He was skilful at withholding support and hated his good peers”, 

describes Qin Hui, but it is also applicable to wicked officials throughout the ages. 

“Heavy mist covered the sky and the sun was not shining on me” alludes to the 

emperor (sky) being deluded by Qin Hui and his underlings (heavy mist). It also 

refers to the fact that the ‘favour of the emperor’ (sun) was not on the side of Yue 

Fei. All good officials in different dynasties suffered when their emperors or 

seniors were duped by villains. These lines are presented in the voice of Yue Fei 

but also remind the reader of Yang’s own official setbacks. Yang never wrote 

explicitly about his life experiences specifically in his poems on history, but his 

subtle expressions of his sentiment undeniably arose from his bitter experiences of 

life.

1088 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.279.

1089 Toutou et al., Songshi, vol.17, p .11393-11394.
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The peaceful and safe life of a recluse

Since public life was so unpredictable and it was impossible to avoid villains, 

Yang expressed a desire to lead the peaceful life of a recluse. It seemed to him 

that life would be safer if he retired from the political arena and lived like a hermit. 

His poems on history include mention of several which recount filial and virtuous 

hermits. Examples are Wang Pou in the poem, ‘Wang Lu’e’ 1090 (Smartweed 

Wang) , and Tao Hongjing in ‘Wai Bingzi’ 1091 (External military advisor). 

These figures were both hermits, whose lives had parallels with Yang’s. Wang 

Pou made a living by teaching, and was famous for his filial piety and for 

eschewing any official position.1092 Yang was also very devoted to his parents 

and he made his living by teaching. Tao Hongjing advised Emperor Wu of Liang, 

Xiao Yan Iflffxf (464-549, r.502-549), on domestic affairs but did not 

claim any official titles.1093 Nonetheless, Yang’s poems about these figures do 

not explicitly confirm his intention to retire from official life.

Yang’s desire to be a recluse became clearer only when he started to openly 

praise those who had tried to avoid political life and to live in solitude. For 

instance, in ‘Chuguo liang xianfu’ (Two virtuous women in the

State of Chu), he praises the wives of Jie Yu (dates unknown) and Lao Laizi 

(fl.489-479) for persuading their husbands to live as recluses. In this 

poem, Yang speaks in his own voice,

Alas! Men nowadays, ’

Abandon cultivation and pursue a salary, 5

1090 Zou Zhifang, ed„ YWZSJ, p. 196.

1091 Ibid., p.204.

1092 For details, see Fang Xuanling et al., Jinshu, vol.7, pp.2277-2279.

1093 Yao Silian, Liangshu, vol.3, p.742.
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Longing for ten thousand zhong [containers] of grain to 
feed their wives and children,
Their wives and children have not yet been fed,
But their bodies have [been tortured and] become 

pickled minced meat.

This poem shows that Yang understood the terrible risks associated with a 

political life, and preferred the life of a hermit over the pursuit of fortune.

Yang expresses his lack of interest in fortune and wealth, and his longing for 

a hermetic existence more self-consciously in his poem entitled ‘Jingtai yinshi’ 

M JIP S s i (The hermit at Jingtai). In this poem, Liang Zhen, the late Tang jinshi, 

refused to serve the Jingnan Kingdom (924-963) after the downfall of the 

Tang dynasty. However, he agreed to give his advice on governing the kingdom 

to the founder, Gao Jichang iifj^Pll (also named Gao Jixing jf§3j£§!|, r.907-928), 

without coveting any official title .1095 Liang insisted on retiring after Gao 

Conghui (891-948) had succeeded to his father’s throne.1096 Yang’s

poem on Liang Zhen reveals the poet’s own desires,

LI The guest in white clothes,
L2 Participated in national planning,

L3 How could the military tent of [Prince]
Bohai1097 make me stay behind?

L4 I only wish to be called a hermit,

1094 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 152.

1095 For details, see Sima Guang et al, eds., Zizhi tongjian, vol. 18, pp. 8705-8706.

1096 Sima Guang et al, eds., Zizhi tongjian, vol.19, p.9135.

1097 Gao Jichang was granted the title of ‘Prince Bohai’ by Emperor Mo of Later Liang

(Zhu Youzhen 7 ^ ^ ^ ,  888-923) in 914. And his eldest son, Gao Conghui was 

also granted the same title in 932 by Emperor Mingzong of the Later Tang dynasty (Li Siyuan 

r.926-933) during the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms Period, See Ouyang Xiu, Xin 

Wudai shi, vol.3, p.856, 858.
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L5 Return to Tuzhou IS~h#[ ’
L6  Put on a crane-down cloak and ride a jqf 0

yellow cow.
L7 [Unlike] The gentleman on Jiuhua Mountain ’

who did not return [to his hermit home]
L 8  Bore the name of ‘Absurd and Loathsome’ 01098

for an eternity [in the end].

As Yang skilfully hid his own sentiment, and so readers have only a few hints by 

which to guess his feelings. His in-voice narration of Liang Zhen’s wish (L3-L6) 

provides a clue. These few lines reflect Yang’s longing for a reclusive life, 

especially when he changes his role from narrator to historical figure, impressing 

his personal feelings into the voice of the character. With similar life 

experiences, both Liang and Yang probably had the same desires.

There is another version of L3, “profit and official salary to me are like 

clouds floating” This line obviously expresses the

sentiment of Yang himself. He subtly integrated his own personal feelings into 

the narrative of this historical hermit.

In this regard, Liang Zhen may actually have been a model for Yang. 

Following Liang’s footprints, Yang refused to serve the new Ming dynasty in an 

official capacity, as he was jinshi of the Yuan dynasty. However, he agreed to 

help edit the historical classics in 13691100 to avoid provoking the new political 

leader. The similarities in the situations and life experiences of Liang Zhen and 

Yang make it difficult to refute the idea that the poet was expressing his own 

sentiments through the voice of Liang.

1098 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.262.

1099 Ibid., p.262.

1100 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p.305-308.
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Moreover, in this poem Yang also expresses his belief that a reclusive life is 

safer than a public life. Song Qiqiu, ‘the gentleman on Jiuhua M ountain’, 

exemplifies this well; he was attracted by honour and wealth during his life, but 

was eventually described as ‘absurd and loathsome’ {chou mou IM P) after his 

death . 1101

Yang’s longing to live as a hermit life can also be seen in the way he praises 

the hermit of Mount Hua. In his poem entitled ‘Huashcin yinzhe ge'

1] ^ 1102 (Song of the hermit on Mount Hua), he glorifies Chen Tuan 

(ca.885-989) as ‘the tutor of the Emperor, an immortal among human beings’

’ A ^ 'f ll i ) . 1103 Chen’s determination not to take up any official position and 

to return to his life as a hermit is expressed in the poetic line, ‘[I] laughed and left, 

and did not know what year it was today while I was in the mountains ’ (—'5 !  Sir 

£0 LU 4 ^ 0  ^ ) - 1104 Chen Tuan’s life as a recluse on Mount Hua

lasted more than a hundred years. As a result of this, he earned great respect 

from Emperor Shizong of Later Zhou (r.954-959), despite refusing to

offer the emperor advice about how to achieve perpetual rejuvenation and 

longevity. 1105 But does this poetic line also reflect Yang’s own feelings? It not 

only expresses Yang’s determination to live as a hermit but also his premonition 

that a reclusive life would be an enjoyable one.

The lives of these hermits, especially Liang Zhen, were similar to Yang’s life 

as a recluse when he was old. It is possible that they set a positive example for

1101 For details, see Ouyang Xiu, Xin Wudaishi, vol.3, p.771; Sima Guang et al, eds., Zizhi tongjian, 

vol.20, p.9594.

1102 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.273.

1103 Ibid., p.274.

1104 Ibid., p.274.

1105 For details, see Toutou et al., Song shi, vol.19, pp.13420-13421.
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Yang, assuring him that living as a hermit was peaceful and safe. Therefore, 

Yang concentrated on his teaching just like Wang Pou, and refused to accept any 

official titles from the leaders of the new dynasty. Nonetheless, he offered his 

assistance to the new ruler when called on just as Liang Zhen had. At the same 

time, however, Yang’s reclusive life was in conflict with his desire to become a 

competent official. This caused him pain in the same way that, in his later years, 

his internal Confucian beliefs were at odds with his external appearance as a 

Taoist. This tension explains why he sighed with regret when, in 1345, he read 

Huang Jie’s poems.1106 He exclaimed that the talents of many people, like 

Huang, were not recognised.

6.2.2 Philosophy on life reflected in poetry

If poetry on history is a reflection of a poet’s mind,1107 then the reader is able 

to read a poet’s philosophic mind through his poems. Yang’s perception on 

worldly life is unconsciously expressed in his poems on history, which conveys 

his main philosophy on life.

Hiding and revealing have their time

Before Yang turned fifty in 1346, he composed two poems, namely ‘Tuan 

shan ge’ HUH IK (Song of the silk round fan), and ‘Ban Jieyu’ (The Jieyu 

Concubine nee Ban), in which he revealed his sympathy towards Ban, the

1106 Sun Xiaoli, YWZNP, p. 103.

1107 Huang Resheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.265
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imperial concubine of Emperor Cheng of Han (r.33-7 B.C.), and expressed his 

general attitude towards life. When Yang composed this poem, he may still have 

been optimistic regarding the prospects for his official career, even though he had 

suffered some political setbacks. Hence, he held an emancipative (huoda f ^ J l )  

philosophy on life. The poem, ‘Song of the silk round fan’, reveals this,

LI
L2 
L3 

L4

Line three, ‘Hiding and revealing both have their time,’ describes the fate of the 

silk fan. The word, ‘ym’ |H can mean ‘concealing’ (cang HI), ‘lowly’ (wei 0 )  

or ‘go’ (qu -^c),1109 and symbolises a person in an lowly position (wei), leaving 

secretly (qu) or hiding himself away as a hermit (cang). And tx ian> fH can 

mean ‘bright’ (ming Sfj), ‘well-being’ (da j i t ) and ‘famous’ (zhu i f ) , 1110 

symbolising those with wealth or those who have risen to power. Hence, this 

highly nuanced line reveals Yang’s emancipated mind: he believed that everyone 

has his or her own timing when it comes to achieving high or low social status. 

He believed that everyone in power would fall from his high social or political 

position one day, and similarly those without power would gain it.

It seems that Yang’s philosophy may have been stimulated by an old yuefu 

poem entitled ‘Gu duojie ge’ (Ancient song of sighs), which contains a

poetic line that succinctly describes the same philosophy: “Flourishing and

1108 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 129.

1109 Zhang Yushu et al., Kangxi zidian, p. 1351.

1110 Ibid., p. 1404.
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blossoming have their own time” 111 This line literally refers to a

date tree, which has its appointed time to blossom and prosper. But ‘ronghua’ 

(fftljl) also has the meaning ‘honour and prestige’ (rongyao ^ j® )  1112 or ‘famous 

and powerful’ (xiangui iff j l f ) . 1113 Both therefore, also describe human 

well-being, and have a similar meaning to ‘xian’ (jpl) above. This is another 

example of the influence of yuefu poetry on Yang.

This kind of ‘a-time’ philosophy resonates with the concept of karma in 

Buddhism. Walpola Rahula wrote:

The theory of karma is the theory of cause and effect, of action and 
reaction; it is a natural law, which has nothing to do with the idea of 
justice or reward and punishment. Every volitional action produces its 
effects or results. If a good action produces good effects and a bad 

action bad effects, it is not justice, or reward, or punishment meted out 
by anybody or any power sitting in judgement on you action, but this is 
in virtue of its own nature, its own law.1114

In Buddhist teaching, there is a time for people to be rich, a time to be poor, a time 

to be in power, and a time to be out of power. Moreover, these burdens and 

vicissitudes are all the results of one’s volition. It is quite plausible that Yang 

was influenced by Buddhism as he had more friends who were Buddhist monks 

than he had Taoist friends.1115 Zhi Jue’en (14th c.), for example, was one

of them. In addition, Buddhism enjoyed the highest status of all the religions at 

that tim e.1116

1111 Guo Maoqian, comp., Yuefu shiji, vol.3, p .1045.

1112 Luo Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.l, p.2666

1113 Ibid., vol.l, p.2666

1114 Walpola Rahula, What the Buddha Taught, p. 32.

1115 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.46.

1116 Ibid., p.46.
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Interestingly, Yang’s ‘a-time’ philosophy has some parallels in the Old 

Testament of the Bible, which reads, “A time to search and a time to give up; a 

time to keep and a time to throw away; a time to tear and a time to mend; a time to 

be silent and a time to speak; a time to love and a time to hate” (Ecclesiastes 

3 :18).'117 In other words, the belief that all things have their time is also present 

in Judaism and Christianity.

Yang’s broad and emancipative mind is evidenced in another of his poems 

‘The Jieyu Concubine nee Ban'. In the second line (L2), ‘Silk fan’ is a metaphor 

for Concubine Ban, who was at first favoured and then later neglected by the 

Emperor. She was like a silk fan that is welcomed by people in the hot season but 

no longer wanted in the cold season. ‘‘[The lady in] Changmen” originally 

related to Empress Chen, who was deposed to Changmen Palace. Here, however, 

it refers to Concubine Ban, who met a fate similar to Empress Chen, and was 

abandoned by Emperor Cheng of Han (51 B.C.-7 B.C.). Ban did not hire a poet 

to help her (to win back the Emperor’s love) because she did not think a poem 

would come to the attention of the Emperor. This was because of the experience 

of Empress Chan who had hired Sima Xiangru to help her but still lamented in the 

autumn wind.

LI [The lady in] Changmen did not need to hire ’

a great talent,
L2 The silk fan for the hot and cold seasons, *

she was able to make it well herself.
L3 A word from the [poor scholar who was like E M — »

1118 • the] five poor ghosts could enlighten the

1117 Anonymous. Holy Bible (Chinese/English), p. 1085.
1118 ‘Five ghosts’ (wu gui E M )  refers to the five poverty ghosts: of intelligence (zhi 3§?), 

knowledge (xue ^ ) ,  writing (wen ^ t), fate (ming 6p) and social activities (jiao 3£). Han Yu
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emperor,

L4 [There would not be] Lament at Siwang 
Tower1119 in the autumn wind.

This description of Concubine Ban’s composure despite losing the love of the 

Emperor reflects Yang’s emancipated mind. Through Concubine Ban, he 

conveys his calm attitude towards, and optimistic philosophy about, the hardships 

and vicissitudes of life. In other words, Yang believed that one should learn to 

be calm and composed despite life’s ups and downs, just as (the silk fan) 

Concubine Ban had been able to settle (itself) herself in times (seasons) of both 

favour (hot), and abandonment (cold). Yang’s emancipative mind and optimistic 

attitude may have helped him to overcome any sadness he felt as a result of the 

setbacks in his official career. At the time, Yang was most likely in a somewhat 

‘lowly’ status and was seen as an ‘unconventional official’, just like a fan in the 

cold season. However, he was calm, and patiently waited for the hot season, a 

time in which he would once more be respected in the political arena.

regards them as ‘Five troubles’ (wu huan TLS) in his ‘Songqiong wen’ (Sending

away the poverty). See Dong Gao et al„ comp., Qucm Tangwen, vol.4, p.3334. Here, ‘the 

person of five ghosts’ seems to refer to Sima Xiangru. Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.6, p. 1979 

(annotation).

1119 Siwang Tower (Siwang tai S U B :) ,  which means ‘a tower for looking forward to seeing and 

longing for [a person]’, was built on the lake of the Sizi S T '  (Missing Son) Palace by the 

Emperor Wu of Han in 90B.C. in memory of his eldest son, Liu Ju ^ ljj^  (128-91B.C.). 

Emperor Wu was tricked by wicked officials into killing his son. When he found out the truth, 

he was full of regret. For details, see Sima Guang et al., eds., Zizhi tongjian, vol.2, pp.728-733, 

737.

1120 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.395.
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Human relationships in political life are hollow

Yang also believed that human relationships in political life were hollow. 

He believed that, in general, people tended to value those in power and neglect 

those of lowly status, and although they tended to flatter those who held power, 

they would soon disown them once it had been. The preface to his poem entitled 

‘Niutou a’pang’ 4 1 (The ox-headed torturers from Hell), clearly

expressed this opinion.

The number of underlings in Lu Yan’s party was quite large, but people 
had not heard that there was one ox-headed torturer, who had escorted 
Lu when he left to go south. Those people were attached to Lu when 

he was in power but move away from him once he had lost it. Why 

would the Prime Minster [Lu] be happy to nurture such people?

f fi  ' ! 1,21

This preface directly criticises snobbery and laments the hollowness of human 

relationships in political life. People would flatter those in power and bully 

those with low social status. However, their flattery changed to indifference 

once the powerful had lost his power. Yang tried to show the shallowness and 

insincerity of human relations in the poem itself,

LI The Emperor of the Xiantong [era]
L2 Played hard and neglected his duties. °
L3 The Chancellor of the Xiantong [era]

L4 Was unbridled in his ruthlessness. »
L5 Inside his door were all the fearful ox-headed

torturers from Hell,
L6 Only [Chen Pan]sou of Aizhou county, m m  >
L7 Dared to criticise these ox-headed torturers.

m t Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.248-249.
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L8 On his way to Jiannan Circuit the next year, ’
L9 Rubble [came down] like rain and he did not M4^BM

1122see the ox-headed torturers from Hell. ^  °

Lu Yan (827-874) was chancellor in the Xiantong era (860-874)

during the reign of the Emperor Yizong of Tang | | tk (r.859-873), Li Cui 

(833-873). The Emperor trusted Lu Yan and he therefore demoted the County 

Magistrate, Chen Pansou (8th c.), to Aizhou1123 for criticising Lu’s

underling.1124

The members of Lu’s party were called ‘Ox-headed torturers from Hell’, 

which gives some idea of their wickedness. Yang explained this in his preface, 

‘[people said] their evil deeds were as scary as the ghosts’ tfe)-

In fact, ‘Niutou a’pang’ is a term from Buddhism, which literally

means ‘the ghost messengers in Hell with ox-heads and ox-legs, but human 

hands.’1125 They tortured evil people in Hell by forking them into a big pot and 

boiling their flesh to mush.1126 The use of a Buddhist term in the title of a poem 

illustrates Yang’s interest in Buddhism.

When Lu Yan was demoted and sent away to Sichuan in 871A.D., no 

‘ox-headed torturers’ went to see him off. The officer Xue Neng l$ it ;  (jinshi 

title 846) whom Lu had recommended for promotion, refused to send guards to 

protect Lu from the stones and broken tiles that were thrown at him .1127 For 

Yang, human relationships in political life were contrived in the sense that people

1122 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.248-249.

1123 Aizhou H 'ji! is in modern Thanh Hoa province in Vietnam. See Wei Songshan, main ed., 

Zhongguo gudian shici diming cidian, p.643.

1124 Sima Guang et al., eds., Zizhi tongjian, vol.17, p.8150.

1125 Luo Zhufeng, main ed., HYDCD.SYB, vol.2, p.3481.

1126 Ibid., p.3481.

1127 Sima Guang et al., eds., Zizhi tongjian, vol.17, pp.8161-8162.
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made a show of being helpful to those who were in power.

Regardless of whether Yang was influenced by Buddhism or Taoism, his 

philosophy on life was deeply rooted in Confucianism. As mentioned before, he 

was a Neo-Confucian scholar of Genzhai School. Huang Rensheng writes:

Yang’s system of philosophy was rooted in Confucianism for his whole 
life.

f f i w s i s i s e f  - 1128

Yang was an exemplar of Confucian morality throughout his life1129, and this 

aspect of his character came through in some of his poetry. He wrote:

Evaluating a poem is no different from evaluating [the poet’s] character.

§¥(3 A S ' IffiHA.Pntil.1130

His poetry is a reflection of his temperament and moral stature. He was a 

Neo-Confucian scholar, and his poems therefore focus on historical figures with 

Confucian virtues. Moreover, the means by which he conveyed his Confucian 

philosophy can be categorised as either direct or indirect advocacy. Direct 

advocacy involves the glorification of historical figures’ good deeds and virtuous 

characters. Indirect advocacy involves the derision of villains and wicked 

officials who violated the moral teachings of Confucianism.

6.2.3 Direct advocacy of Confucian virtues

1128 Huang Rensheng, YWZYYMMCWXSC, p.39.

1,29 See Introduction chapter, section one of this thesis.

1130 Preface to 'Zhaoshi shilu in Jin Yuan, comp., Yang Weizhen xuwen ji, p. 134.
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Yang advocated Confucian virtues by glorifying righteous figures from 

history. His poems are full of depictions of loyalty, filial piety, chastity and so 

on. He praised virtuous and wise women in his poem, ‘Two virtuous women in 

the State of Chu’,1131 and wrote a poem on brotherhood entitled ‘Wuwang qiu ge’ 

(Song of five princes in playing ball). He also lavished praise on 

devout daughters and sons. Poems, such as ‘Wang Xiaozi’ (Filial son surnamed 

Wang) and ‘Wang L iaoV  (Smartweed Wang)1132 laud filial piety and virtuous 

conduct. Luo Buchan says,

‘Smartweed Wang’ encourages filial piety. ... ‘Song of Five Princes in 
Playing Ball’ advocates true brotherhood. ... ‘Two Virtuous Women in 

the State of Chu’ shows the rectitude of being husband and wife.

   < « H

ffiR i® ) ’ H M T S M  - 1,33

Luo thus notes that Yang aimed to promote Confucian virtues in his poems on 

history. Irene Edber believes that Confucius admired Boyi fS 

(fl.l099-1043B.C.) for his purity and willingness to choose death over a life of a 

shame.1134 Yang Weizhen did not write any poems on Boyi, but he exhibited 

similar admiration for a character’s purity by, for example, eulogising a character 

who chose to die rather than lose her chastity. He praised chaste women in 

poems such as ‘Jingu buzhang ge’ (Song of the screen in the Golden

Valley) and ‘Liizhu xing’ (Song of Liizhu),1135 in which he told the tale

1131 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 152.

1132 Ibid., p. 197.

1133 Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yongshi zhu, p.528.

1134 Edber, Irene, ed., Confucianism: The Dynamics o f Tradition, pp. 166-179.

1135 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.198-199.
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of the beautiful Liizhu jumping from a tall tower to protect her chastity.1136

However, of all the virtues, the one that Yang stressed most of all was loyalty. 

Let us take Tieya yongshi (Iron Cliff’s poems on history) as an example. In this 

collection, there are twenty-seven poems about historical figures who committed 

suicide, died or endured from pain for the sake of their country or master.

Confucian IVIoi «ilii\
Virtuousnes Greatness & Filial Piety Wisdom Capability Chastity Loyalty Honesty &

s Bravery Chasteness

13 11 5 2 12 3 27 9

No. of poems

It seems that, for Yang, loyalty to one’s country or master is the most fundamental 

moral virtue. He praises those who committed suicide for their country or 

masters, and questions those who did not.

Yang glorifies a hero in the poem, ‘Chuan sheli’ (Courier station 

officer). In this poem, the son of a courier station official at Handan E|5)p|$ (in 

modern Hebei province) named Li Tong (3rd c. B.C.), together with three 

thousand volunteer soldiers, sacrificed themselves in battle for Lord Pingyuan 

HI, Zhao Sheng (7-253B.C.).1137 Yang also praises loyal officials in the 

poems such as ‘Yan Taishi’ (Grand Tutor Yan).1138 In this poem, he

portrays the loyalty of Yan Zhenqing (709-785), who refused to surrender to 

rebels, and was tragically executed by hanging at the age of seventy-five sui.n39 

However, the poem ‘Mudi qu’ (Song of herding rams) is the most obvious

1136 Fang Xuanling et al., Jinshu, vol.4, p. 1008.

1137 Sima Qian, Shiji, vol.7, pp.2368-2369.

1138 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.238.

1139 Ouyang Xiu et al., Xin Tangshu, vol. 16, p.4860.
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example of Yang’s advocacy of loyalty and chasteness. 1140 

Yang praises Su W u’s loyalty by describing his hard life spent herding rams in the 

icy northern district. This poem portrays a fragment of the life of Su Wu, who 

visited the Huns on a diplomatic mission and was detained for nineteen years until 

he was rescued.

‘Su [Wu] was detained by the Huns for nineteen years. He first went 

there when he was young, but when he returned his beard and hair had 
already turned white.’

• maataj - r s  - ° 1141

Yang depicts the darkest period of Su W u’s life and describes his sufferings during 

his long detention. According to Hcinshu, in order to force Wu to surrender, the 

Huns detained him in a big cellar without food. All Wu had to chew was snow 

and the feathers from his flag. However, he was miraculously able to survive 

several days’ confinement and was then sent to herd rams by the North Sea 

(modern Lake Baikal in Russia), from where he would only be permitted to return 

once his rams had produced milk.1142 However, no matter what sufferings he 

had to endure or what position the Huns gave him (the ‘Left Prince of Virtue’ or 

the ‘Prince of Dingling Tribe’), he chose to be loyal to his own country - "But I 

pledged to die by hugging my chastity, And to die without being tied for 

surrender” This clearly demonstrates the

importance Yang placed on loyalty.

1140 Lou Buchan says, “The ‘Song of herding rams1 illuminates loyalty and chasteness. Is it not 

about [a person] who exhausted himself to serve his country?” ('f&PSlflj >

? ) See Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yongshi zJm, p.528.

1141 Ban Gu, Honshu, vol.8, p.2467.

1142 See Ban Gu, Honshu, vol.7, p.2463.
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Yang also composed poems to praise women who had died for their country. 

For instance, the poem ‘Shuangzhi cao’ $ t £ | f | i  (Song of two pheasants) 

commends two imperial concubines surnamed Li and Zhu who chose to 

be killed for and retain their dignity, rather than beg for survival after their lord, 

Liu Shouguang M tFtE (?-914), had been captured in 914 A.D.1143 Yang praises 

them thus,

Choosing to be two valiant [women] killed by a ’

shining sword,
Rather than living in a golden cage under a king ° 1144

with a different surname.

They preferred to die out of loyalty to their country rather than live as slaves to 

their enemies. Yang’s respect for their loyalty and sympathy for their death 

reflect his Confucian philosophy.

Yang’s emphasis on the importance of loyalty is especially clear in another 

poem ‘Tongque j i ’ i l i l i M  (Courtesans on the Bronze Sparrow Terrace), in 

which he questions why the courtesans did not follow their master, Cao Cao, to 

their deaths.1145

Would like to ask the courtesans in the hall, 5
Why didn’t you commit suicide like [those in] the ?
tomb of [Duke Mu of] Qin? 1146

Around 177 people followed Duke Mu of Qin to their deaths in the thirty-ninth 

year of the reign of Duke Mu of the State of Qin.1147 Yang believed that the

1143 For details, see Sima Guang et al., eds., Zizhi tongjian, vol.19, pp.8781-8782.

1144 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 252.

1145 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p. 188.

1146 Ibid., p .188.

1147 Sima Qian, Shiji vol.l, pp. 194-195.
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courtesans should also have shown loyalty by following Cao Cao to their deaths.

A woman can show her loyalty to one man through her chastity, and therefore 

Yang placed great importance on that virtue too. His poem, ‘Qiaojia qie’

(Concubine of Qiao family), glorifies Biyu, who committed suicide for her 

lover and master, Qiao Zhizhi.1148 In the poem, Yang praises her and calls her 

‘Winter hardwood of chastity’ ( S p # ^ ^ ? K ) .n49

Many of Yang’s poems on history convey Confucian virtues via the stories of 

historical figures. He selects historical figures with such virtues as loyalty, 

chastity and filial piety, and by glorifying them he promotes his own sense of 

morality to the world. This is not empty rhetoric, however: it is completely 

consistent with Yang’s personality that of a morally upright person whose 

philosophy was deeply rooted in Confucianism.1150 He demonstrated this many 

times, both as a straightforward and honest official in his career, and a virtuous 

person in his private life. His Confucian morality stimulated him to create 

poems on history, which in turn enabled him to promote his Confucian values. 

As channels for him to express his respect and admiration for virtuous historical 

figures, his poems enables him to project his Confucian philosophy.

6.2.4 Indirect advocacy of Confucian morality

In addition to directly conveying Confucian morality as discussed above, Yang 

also advocated Confucian morality indirectly by exposing wickedness. Wu Fu

1148 See Sima Guang et al., eds., Zizhi tongjian, vol. 14, p,6518.

1149 Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.227.

1150 Yang is listed as a Confucian scholar in Wang Zicai and Feng Yunhao, eds., Gaoben Song 

Yuan xuean buyi, p.743.
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noted this and pointed out that Yang’s poems inherited the traditions of fengya  (airs 

and odes) of Shijing (Book of Poetry), which is one of the Five Classics of 

Confucianism.

Yuefu is generated from a change o f fengya  [airs and odes]. It shows 
sympathy with contemporary social events and satirises [improper] 
customs, and presents the goodness and exposes wickedness. Being 
comparable with fengya  without violating [its traditions] is the aim of 
our gentleman’s [Yang’s] poetry.

■ m w##® - m sm s  ■ m -
g - te  - 1151

Yang aimed to demonstrate goodness and expose viciousness in order to alert the 

world of what was right and wrong. Therefore, his yuefu poems on history are 

extremely critical of bootlickers, cunning officials, rebels, and silky-tongued 

sycophants and villains. For example, in Tieya yongshi (Iron Cliff’s poetry on 

history), many poems satirise imperial family members and officials guilty of 

wicked deeds, rebels scrambling for power, ersatz hermits and Taoists with hollow 

and harsh reputations. The seventy four of Yang’s poems that cover these types 

of venal historical figures can be broken down as in the table below.

Immorality

Evilness of Warlords & Officials’ Shameless Greedy Hermits or

Imperial Palace Disloyalty scrambling for and immoral officers or Taoists with

members power people generals hollow

reputations

23 17 13 13 4 4

Number of poems

1151 Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yuefu zhu, p.435.
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‘Luoye ci’ (Poem on falling leaves)1152 is a typical example of a poem in the 

category, ‘Evilness of Imperial Palace members’. By his tactful use of symbols, 

Yang exposes the licentiousness of Wang Chang, the ruler of the State of Min |§cj 

in the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms period. Chang killed his sick father, 

Wang Lin (Wang Yanjun d.935), and his younger brother, Wang

Jitao HiHtfS (10th c.), in order to make himself king.1153 The official historical 

documents allude to this evil coup,

The ruler of Min was quite seriously ill, but [his son] Jipeng looked 
happy.

° 1154

[Wang] Lin’s maid, Chunyan, was beautiful, and his son Jipeng slept 
with her.

■ KTftlSM Z .  • 1155

In the poem, Yang subtly satirises the act of Wang Chang taking his father’s 

woman and thus violating Confucian etiquette. He also exposes Wang Chang’s 

superstitious nature and his blind trust in witches and wizards. However, the 

main focus of the poem is Wang Chang’s wrong-headed decision to expel the 

good official, Ye Qiao.

Line six, “But one leaf fell on the wind and fluttered” 

hints at the demotion of Ye Qiao, who had tried hard to stop Wang Chang’s 

licentiousness by dressing in a Taoist robe and threatening to resign. Ye was 

later consoled by Chang and restored to office. However, when Chang became

1152 For more about whole poem and more about it, see Chapter 4.4.

1153 Ouyang Xiu et al., Xin wudai shi, vol.3, pp.849-850.

1134 Sima Guang et al., eds., Zizhi tongjicm, vol.19, p.9134.

1155 Ouyang Xiu et al., Xin wudai shi, vol.3, p.849.
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infatuated with Li Chunyan, his late father’s maid, he ignored his current queen, 

Lady Li of Liang State. Ye remonstrated and was again relegated.1156 Yang 

exposes Wang Chang’s foolishness by saying, “The Imperial Palace of Treasure 

and August - Was replete with wizards and goblins.” ( f f  MUr; 5 These

lines allude to the fact that Chang was superstitious and indulged in sorcery and 

witchcraft in his palace. Official historical records affirm this,

[Wang] Chang was also fond of witchcraft. He granted a Taoist, Tan 
Zixiao, the title ‘Mr. Zhengyi’ and made Chen Shouyuan the ‘Heavenly 
M aster’; Goblin sorcerer, Lin Xing, was favoured because of his sorcery. 
Regardless of whether it was important or trivial, [Wang Chang] would 

use words from [these people in] the Imperial Palace of Treasure and 

August before acting.

Wang Chang also committed incest by taking his father’s concubine, Li Chunyan, 

whose first name ‘Chunyan’ means ‘spring swallow’. The line ‘[And made] The 

spring swallow on the top tower flew into the Lingxiao Palace’ alludes to this 

impropriety,

[Wang] Chang became even more incestuous by making his father’s 

maid, Chunyan, his Concubine of Refinement and later making her 

queen.

rfnigJteiiL ■ iLHmmmWMm - 1158

The last line, '[Leaving] The leaf to fall into the ditch with its water flowing far 

away’ hints at the demotion of the upright official Ye Qiao to his hometown,

1556 Sima Guang at al., eds., Zizhi tongjian, vol.19, p.9136-9137.

1157 Ouyang Xiu et al., Xin wudai shi, vol.3. p.851.

1158 Ouyang Xiu et al., Xin wudai shi, vol.3, p.851.
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which was far away from the palace. Yang does not overtly criticise the 

nefarious king in this poem, but he exposes Wang Chang’s immorality, leaving the 

reader to discern his future failures hidden underneath his wickedness.

By contrast, Yang overtly expresses his opprobrium in another poem on a 

similar’ theme, ‘Lanmian gui’ M lflJli (The ghost with a blue face).1159 In this 

poem, Yang exposes the wickedness of the chancellor, Lu Qi, whose face was blue, 

and whom everybody regarded as a ghost.1160 Guo Ziyi, for example, was very 

cautious about receiving him as a guest and did not allow the female members of 

his family to meet him.

His family members asked for the reasons [why they could not see him], 
and Ziyi said, ‘Qi is ugly in appearance and has a vicious heart; our 

servants will certainly laugh when they see him. If this fellow comes to 
power, not a single member of our clan will survive.

u x n m .  ■ T-me ■r ° i i t A i a  •

Guo Ziyi understood Lu’s wicked nature, but Emperor Dezong of Tang 

(r.779-805) innocently trusted him and this led to the death of several capable 

officials.1162 The line “But the emperor saw him as having special charms” 

alludes to this and satirises the emperor.

Yang first introduces Lu as the ‘ghost with a blue face’ to emphasise his evil 

nature. He then describes Lu’s folly in not being able to see through Zhu Ci’s plan 

to set up a rebellion.1163 Next, Yang attacks Lu Qi’s wickedness (L9-L10), saying

1159 For the whole poem and more about it, see Chapter 5.2.1.

1160 Liu Xu et al„ Jiu Tangshu, vol. 11, pp.3713.

1161 Ibid., pp.3713-3714.

1162 For details, see Liu Xu et al., Jiu Tangshu, vol. 11, p.3714.

1163 See Sima Guang et.al., eds., Zizhi tongjian, vol.l6,pp.7358-7360.
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‘The ghost was so scared, But he was still able to kill Cui Ning with the Sword of 

Heaven.’ Qi was afraid of Cui Ning and slandered him, claiming that he had 

rebelled against the country, and had persuaded the emperor (Son of Heaven) to kill 

him by a secret decree. 1164

“The general who rescued the Son of Heaven came to pay his respects,” refers 

to Li Huaiguang (729-7S5) who rescued the emperor from rebels.

Huaiguang believed he had made a great contribution by coming from a 
place a thousand Z/1165 [miles] away to save the emperor, but he was 

prevented from meeting the emperor by the wicked officials. Not being 
able to channel his disappointment and discontent, he rebelled and 
disclosed the evil deeds of Qi and Qi’s underlings.

s^gjiL T stiii - 
®  ’ H S W 5 9 P S  ° 1166

Li Huaiguang’s rebellion resulted from the fact that he was not allowed to see the 

emperor. Lu Qi was finally killed in Lizhou (modern Li county of Hunan 

province) with support from Li Bi (722-789).1167 The line ‘Died in the 

Lizhou’ signals the end of this immoral chancellor. Yang exposed Lu’s 

villainous behaviour by describing his evil deeds, thus warning the reader that this 

kind of cunning official could only meet a tragic fate. In this way, he aimed to 

promote morality through his poems. Yang’s moral agenda was noted by Lou 

Buchen,

A poem on history is history in poetic form, and the gentleman gave

! 164 For details, see Sima Guang et.al., eds., Zizhi tongjian, vol. 16,pp.7361-7362.

1165 Li M  (mile): In ancient time, one li was three hundred steps — M), and later three

hundred and sixty steps —'M f See Zhen Luan ed., Xiahou Yang suanjing, in

SKQS, vol.797, p.233.

1166 Ouyang Xiu et al., Xin Tangshu, vol.20 p.6354.

1167 For details, please refer to Ouyang Xiu et al., Xin Tangshu, vol.20, p.6354.
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clear instructions. He said, ‘In golden periods, the Yu Courts recorded 
songs to illustrate harmony between the emperor and his officials in 

their methods [of ruling the country]; while the five princes [in 

Shangshu, Historical Classic] have written works to demonstrate the 
virtue of brotherhood. The poem ‘Guanju’ (Ospreys) brings to the 
forefront the rectitude of being a husband and wife, and the poem 

‘Xiaomin’(Mean people in Heaven) illustrates thoroughly the kindness 
between a father and his sons. These are all teachings in the Book o f  
Poetry.

■ fWRitft ’ 9t±mmwm ° » s ;
£; ■ RMzmm • waitfjwsiiE ■ •

•  j 1168

Yang hoped to promote Confucian morality through his poems on history, which 

conveyed the teachings written in the Book o f  Poetry. This hope reflected, and 

was consistent with, Yang’s Confucian philosophy and his upright character. His 

desire to warn people and political leaders via his poems on history is typical of 

Confucian scholars. Confucianism teaches that a ‘gentleman’ is someone who 

‘cultivates himself and thereby brings peace and security to the people’

HfM:)1169 Hence, Yang as a gentleman, hated rebels and wicked officials who 

caused their people to suffer, and he therefore composed his poems on history in 

order to make people more aware.

Lunyu states that a benevolent man is able to love and hate.1170 Yang’s 

hatred for rebels presupposes his respect for the legitimate and orthodox rule of 

the Yuan dynasty, and his loyalty to the Yuan government. Also, his concern for 

the people demonstrates his benevolence. Loyalty and benevolence are 

Confucian teachings that Yang strictly observed. It seems that, for him, poems

U6S Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yongshi zhu, p.528.

1169 Zhu Xi, ed., Lunyu jizhu , p. 152.

1170 Ibid., p.31.
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on history were important lessons for the edification of the people, and not just 

songs to entertain or literary works to be appreciated.

Concluding remarks

Yang’s poems on history demonstrate Confucian ideas and generally 

advocate the Confucian virtues. Why did Yang try to advocate these virtues? 

Certainly, one of the reasons is that his mind was rooted in Confucianism. 

Another reason is that he wanted to uphold Confucian morality. Huang Yaxin 

points out the effects of the weakening of Confucianism. She said if the original 

Confucian standards no longer applied, this would be a blow to scholars who had 

studied Confucian classics and passed the civil examinations, and it would also be 

confusing for those who were used to living under Confucian morality.1171 This 

probably explains why Yang wanted to advocate Confucianism through his poems 

on history. If Confucian morality had weakened, it would indeed have been a 

fatal blow to Yang, who had studied the Confucian classics and had lived under its 

way for his whole life. Therefore, it is no exaggeration to say Yang’s advocacy 

of Confucianism was not simply a reflection of his sentiments, but was also an 

attempt to uphold Confucianism for the sake of Confucian scholars and for the 

stability of society.

In addition to his Confucian philosophy, Yang’s special views on history also 

helped to make his poetic content unique. The views that Yang espoused in his 

poems on history also reflect his mind and his way of thinking. In order to stick 

to his concepts of legitimate zhengtong (political line of succession) and orthodox

1171 Huang Yaxin, Wei Jin yongshi shi ycinjiu, p.46.
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daotong (moral line of succession) rule, he praised the legitimate rulers and 

relegated the illegitimate ones. His essay on orthodox and legitimate rule helped 

to stop a controversy that had lasted one hundred years and ensured that the 

Southern Song dynasty was seen as the political and moral line of succession.

Because Yang’s historical viewpoints were fundamentally rooted in 

Confucianism; he saw historical events in a wider context. To him, Mao 

Yanshu’s misbehaviour should have been forgiven as he had saved the emperor 

from becoming deeply involved with the beauty, Wang Zhaojun. Yang also 

valued men’s virtues more than their achievements. This was also a reflection of 

his Confucian values, to him, virtue was somehow a great achievement. His 

poem on Su Wu demonstrates this belief.

Yang’s philosophy on life derived from the bitter setbacks he experienced in 

his career. He saw political life was unpredictable, and longed for peaceful and 

safe life as a recluse. He believed that everybody had his time at the top or 

bottom of social or political hierarchies, and that no one could retain power or be 

at the top forever.

Yang chose to live as a recluse in his old age. This may have been because 

he saw no chance of returning to his official career, and also because he despised 

the shallowness of the human relationships he had observed in political life. In 

summary, Yang’s Confucian mind, special views on history and a complicated 

personality that encompassed a rich diversity of feelings and interests, all 

contribute to his unique poetic content, creating his own ‘Iron Style’.
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Conclusion

The aim of this thesis is to explore Yang Weizhen’s Iron Style poems on 

history, and analyse their form and constituent elements. It has shown that 

Yang’s special poetic style was the consequence of his life experience, personal 

interests and complex personality. Yang loved drama, courtesans, wine, music, 

travel and various other forms of entertainment. However, he also wanted to 

become an eminent official and to achieve something in his career. His 

philosophy was rooted in Confucianism, but he wore a Taoist robe and many of 

his friends were Buddhist monks.

The first chapter was an attempt to understand more about Yang’s Iron Style 

poetry on history and look into the background of the emergence of this style. I 

discovered that Yang’s poems on history were motivated not only by his interest 

in history itself, but also by the chaotic political conditions of the time as well as 

his rich social life. Yang’s literary gatherings, an interest in painting, music and 

drama, as well as a fondness for travelling to places with beautiful lakes and 

mountains inspired him to compose poetry on history. Interestingly, some of 

his poems were meant to be sung.

These were the circumstances behind the emergence of Yang’s Iron Style 

poetry on history. This emergence was also influenced by traditional poetry on 

history. The second chapter therefore summarised the development of poetry 

on history, which started in the form of historical biography (shi zhuari) and 

developed into a means of expressing historical viewpoints (shi luri) in the Han 

dynasty. Later, in the Wei Jin Periods, poetry on history served as a channel for 

poets to express their feelings (yong huai). By the Tang dynasty, poetry on
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history had evolved to become a combination of historical narrative, lyrical 

expression of sentiment, and presentation of opinion. In the Song dynasty, 

poets liked especially to express novel historical views, and thus subvert the 

official records and challenge older perspectives. Yang’s poems on history 

adopt the Tang and Song models; they integrate descriptions of history, 

expressions of sentiment and the conveyance of special historical viewpoints. 

As such, they represent a mature stage in the development of poetry on history.

Although Yang was not the first to compose poems on history in yuefu form, 

his nearly four hundred poems on history in yuefu form did turn a corner in the 

development of poetry on history. Also, Yang’s poems cover the major events 

from the Pre-Qin periods to the late Song dynasty, and this breadth of coverage is 

another reason why it can be said that he opened up a new world of poetry. 

Most of his poems are on historical figures rather than events. While his main 

focus was on royalty and the upper classes, he also portrayed quite a lot of 

less-significant and common people.

In exploring Yang’s Iron Style poetry on history, it is pertinent to ask: what 

exactly is meant by ‘Iron Style’ (Tieya ti)? My third chapter clarified the 

definition of ‘Iron Style’ (Tieya ti), which is regarded as a ‘form’ by some scholars 

and a ‘style’ by others. ‘Tieya ti* does, in fact, specifically refer to Yang’s unique 

poetic style. However, it also includes the styles of poets who imitated Yang in 

the late Yuan dynasty. These poets, I have noticed, were influenced by three 

major elements of Yang’s Iron Style: strangeness, elegance and potency.

The constituents of Yang’s Iron Style were investigated in detail in the fourth 

chapter. The six main poetic styles: strangeness, potency, elegance,

straightforwardness, resplendence and the untrammelled style are the elements 

that constitute Yang’s Iron Style. O f these six styles, strangeness was modelled
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on Li He, potency on Du Fu, while elegance resembles the style of Li Shangyin. 

These are the most common styles that make up the Lon Style. Interestingly, I 

discovered that Yang used more than one poetic style in some of his poems on 

history. That Yang used all these different styles was the result of his mind and 

heart (his personality), his modelling of various Tang poets, and also a 

combination of special traits from Shijing and yuefu poetry.

In order to examine the ways in which Yang’s Lon Style poetry on history 

was a reflection of his personality and interests as well as his modelling of Tang 

poets, my fifth chapter investigated how Yang presented his poems. I discovered 

that one of the unique features of Yang’s poems on history is the close 

interrelationship between the poems themselves, the prefaces and the historical 

texts. This interrelationship can be explained using Joseph Allen’s categories, 

such as ‘abbreviation’ and ‘extension’. Yang’s pursuit of musicality and rhyming 

freedom is evident from his choice of a free rhyming system. I also raise doubts 

concerning his application of ancient rhymes in this section. It seems that Yang 

tried to adopt the Tang mutual rhyming system so as to attain a better rhythm. 

His use of reduplicated compounds and irregular poetic lines also facilitated the 

musicality of his poems. Yang’s great interest in drama is reflected in the way he 

presented history; he adopted the voice of historical figures to express his own 

sentiments, and used imaginary facts for dramatic effect. His layout of historical 

events in a dramatic structure also reflects his interest in drama.

Yang’s mind is the essence of his Lon Style poems on history, which in 

return mirrored his outlook on history and life. Yang settled a hundred year 

argument by stating that the Southern Song dynasty was the legitimate and 

orthodox regime prior to the Yuan dynasty. The content of his poems on history 

also convey that opinion; he wrote many poems on the Southern Song, but almost
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none on the Jin ^  and Liao M. dynasties. He also viewed Shu Han} rather than 

Wei and Wu, as the legitimate ruler in the Period of the Three Kingdoms. Like 

the poets in the Song dynasty, Yang expounded novel viewpoints in order to 

subvert official ones. He tended to view historical events in a wider context and 

made moral judgements on the historical figures he portrayed.

Yang’s life philosophy was mainly rooted in Confucianism, although he was 

also possibly influenced by Buddhism and Taoism. As already discussed, he 

wrote poems during periods of idleness, and tended to hold the belief that official 

life was unpredictable and that human relationships were hollow. He longed for 

a peaceful and reclusive life, but also believed that everything had its time [in 

which it was destined to happen]. Yang expressed these longings in his poems 

on history, particularly at times that he experienced setbacks in his own career. 

Also, because Yang was a Neo-Confucian scholar of the Genzhai school, his 

poems not only reflected his own temperament, but also advocated Confucian 

virtues both directly and indirectly. For him, upholding Confucianism was 

important for a society that was in a state of chaotic change. He particularly 

advocated loyalty to one’s country and master. Yang himself was loyal to the 

Yuan dynasty, so much so that he turned down the offer of an official position 

from the new emperor of the Ming dynasty. However, he agreed to help the 

Ming officials to edit the Chinese classics in 1369, just like the historical figure, 

Liang Zhen, whom he had described in his poem.

All in all, I hope this thesis can contribute to future scholarly research into 

Yuan poetry and poetry on history, and stimulate people’s interest in the lives and 

work of the late Yuan poets.
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Appendix 1A: Databases used for searching articles 

about Yang and poetry on history

No. Database Year
1. Zhongguo Renmin Dcixue shubao zilicio zhongxinfuyin 

baokan ziliao

(Copied information of journal and newspapers from the 
Information Centre for Social Sciences of the Remin 
University of China)

1978-2002

2. Zhongguo qikan quanwen shujuku ^  

(Database of all texts in Chinese journals)
1994-2009

3. Zhongguo youxiu bo shuoshi xuewei lunwen shujuku
(Database of the merited master

and PhD theses in China)

1999-2009

4. Zhongguo zhongyao baoshi quanwen shujuku
(Database of all texts from important Chinese

newspapers)

2000-2004

5. Zhongguo qikan tilu shujuku

(Database of all titles and quotations in Chinese journals)
-

6. Zhongguo zhongyao huiyi lunwen quanwen shujuku
(Database of all papers from 

important academic conferences)

1999-

7. Zhonghua minguo qikan lunwen suoyin xitong
1 (Index to Chinese Periodical Literature)

1970-2009
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Appendix IB: Ten books compiling selected poems 

on history throughout the ages

No. Title Year
1. Jiang Daren and Zhang Renjian Yongshi shi zhicxi 

t/T (Annotation to poetry on history).
1985
(506
pages)•  compiles 193 selected poems on history from the Tang to Qing 

dynasties

•  provides detailed annotation and brief analysis.

•  of the eleven poems by the Yuan poets, two are by Yang

2. Chen Jiangen Yongshi shi (Poetry on history) 1989
(121
pages)

•  compiles around 100 selected poems on history from the Han 
dynasty to early modem China.

•  provides a simple annotation to each poem.

•  of the two poems by the Yuan poets, none are by Yang.

3. Zhang Hui ^ 0 ,  ed., Lidai yongshi shi xuan (Selected 

poems on history throughout the ages)
1989
(190
pages)•  compiles 60 poems from the Wei Kingdom (220-265) to the Qing 

dynasty
•  gives a brief introduction, annotation and analysis
•  two poems are from the Yuan dynasty but none are by Yang.

4. Chu Dahong Lidai yongshi shi xuanzhu 

(Annotation to selected poems on history throughout the ag es).
1990

(712
pages)•  compiles more than 500 poems from the Han to Qing dynasties and 

covers 244 poets, excluding Ban Gu.

•  has brief introductions to each poet, simple annotation and analysis
•  about five poems are by the Yuan poets but none are by Yang.
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5. Yue Xiren iS r^ i^ G u d a i yongshi shi jingxuan dianping
(Brief commentary to carefully selected poems on the history 

of the ancient periods).

1996

(346

pages).

•  compiles 230 poems from the Jin to Qing dynasties.
•  eight poems are by the Yuan poets but none are by Yang.
•  generally introduction to each poets
•  briefly annotates and analyses each poems

6. Li Yang Shuo Tangshi: yongshi huaigu : 

(Discussion of the Tang poems: on history and on the past) .
1997
(174

•  simple annotation to 42 poems on history by 18 selected Tang 
poets, such as Li Bai, Du Fu, Du Mu (803-853?), Xu Hun 
>lpL (832 jinshi title), Li Shangyin, etc.

•  detailed explanation of the poetic background to each poem

pages)

7. Wan Ping and Ye Weigong main eds., Zhongguo lidai 
yongshi shi cidian (Dictionary of the poems on 

history throughout the ages).

1998

(959
pages)

•  compiles briefly annotated poems from the Jin dynasty to the early 
modern China.

•  categorises poems by their content and present them 

chronologically

•  covers historical events and figures from ancient times, from the 
Shang dynasty (1600-1046 B.C.) to the Xinhai Revolution on 

10th October, 1911.
•  of all these poems, eleven are by Yang.
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8. Yu Zhiyuan Sun Shaohua and Guan Jixin » main 
eds., Zfionghua shishi yongshi shi benshi

(Collection of the Chinese poems on contemporary events and on 

history)

2000
(1247
pages)

•  a relatively comprehensive collection with more than 1,000 poems 
selected from the Pre-Qin periods to the Qing dynasty

•  includes some poems from the ethnic minorities of China
•  the annotation is too brief to enable an understanding of the poetic 

meanings

•  some poems, such as those from Shijing (Book of Poetry), can 
hardly be regarded as poems on history.

•  compiles 14 of Yang’s poems

9. Du Li t i l t ,  Lichao yongshi huaigu shi MlEtijfe'fltitrEvf (Poems on 

history and on the past throughout the dynasties).
2000
(454

pages)•  compiles poems from the Pre-Qin periods to the end of the Qing 
dynasty.

•  includes two poems from Shijing (Book of Poetry) and yuefu 
poetry of the Han dynasty.

•  has 41 poems from the Liao, Jin and Yuan dynasties, but none are 
by Yang.

•  has brief annotations and introductions to each poet.

10. Zhu Zhifu Yongshi huaigu (Poems on history and on 

the past).
2001
(346

pages)•  Compiles 100 selected seven-character quatrains on the history of 
China from the Tang dynasty to the early modern period

•  has annotation and analysis
•  two poems are by the Yuan poets but none are by Yang.
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Appendix 2: Tables comparing Yang’s poems with 

those of previous poets

2A Ban Gu and Yang - Yang’s poetic content is more complicated

Personal
experience

Ban Gu (prisoner)

In prison due to sons and 
slaves’ misbehaviours

Yang Weizhen (idle official) 

(talent not recognised by political 
leaders)

I  related to (contrast) I  related to (contrast)

Historical
figures
described

Chunyu Yi (prisoner)
He was saved from 
prison and torture by his 
daughter Chuyu Tiying.

Wei Zheng (Prime minister)
As a supporter of the Crown 

Prince, his talent was recognised 
by the Crown Prince’s rival 
younger brother, Emperor Taizong 
of Tang.

j  Wei’s life was linked to (similar)

Link to further
historical
figures

No further link Guan Zhong (Prime minister)
As a supporter of Prince Jiu, his 

talent was recognised by Prince 

Jiu’s rival younger brother, Lord 

Huan of Qi.
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2B
Wang Cans and Yang -  Yang’s criticism is more direct and straightforward
Wang
Cang -

Subtle
criticism

Disagreement 
about burial 
alive

+
Sympathy for the 
victims’ desire to keep 
their promises.

Yang

Weizhen -

Direct

criticism -

Judgement of

Cao’s

cleverness

+

Mocking Cao by saying 

his family would be 

destroyed.

2C

Zuo Si and Yang - Yang’s expression of sentiment is more subtle
Zuo Si Description of historical figure is clearly followed by 

expression of sentiments.

One third of the poetic length expresses the poet’s feelings

Yang Weizhen Mixed description of historical figures and feelings 

(Yang’s feelings are hidden in the figures’)

Only a few lines

2D

Gao Shi and Yang - Yang’s poem has more than one episode
Gao Shi (Tang dvnastv) Yang Weizhen (Yuan dvnastv)

Episode Episode of a historical story More than one episode of a historical 
story

Description Objective narration and 
subtle expression of 
feelings and judgments

Dramatic description of history and 

overt expression of feelings and 
judgments (See Chapter 5.3)
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Appendix 3: Total number of poems on history

composed by the famous poets
The following table is based on the modem scholars’ books about poems on 
history.

(a) Lai Yushu, Wan Tang Wudai yongshi shi zhi meixue yishi
(b) Huang Yaxin, Wei Jin yongshi shi yanjiu
(c) Li Han, Han Wei shengTang yongshi shi yanjiu
(d) Zhao Wangqin, Tangdai yongshi zushi kaolun.
(e) Zhang Runjing, Tangdai yongshi huaigushi yanjiu.
(0  Li Yiya, Wan Tang yongshi shi yu pinghua yanyi zhi guanxi.
(g) Jiang Daren, Yongshi shi zhuxi.
(h) Ji Minghua, Nan Song yongshi shi yanjiu.
(i) Zhang Gaoping, “Yinshua chuanmei yu Songdai yongshi shi zhi xinbian: yi 

yimin Chen Pu yongshi zushi wei li”, in Wen yu zhe, vol.l 1 (2007).

(j) Fu Xiajiano, “Liao Jin yongshi huaigu shi yanjiu”.

Dynasty Poet Dates No.

of

Poem

s

Reference and note

Han Ban Gu HE® 32-92A.D. 1 (a) Lai Yushu, p.57.

Han Wang Can 177-217 1 (b) Huang Yaxin, p.46.

Jin # Zuo Si ca.250-ca.30

5

8 (a) Lai Yushu, p.57.

Jin Tao Qian 371-427 7 (a) Lai Yushu, p.62.

Lai states that Tao Qian has 

only seven poems on history. 

But Li believes Tao has more 

than thirty extant poems on 

history. [See (c) Li Han, p.72.] 

These different numbers show 

modern scholars’ different 

definition of poems on history.

Early

Tang

Chen Zi’ang 661-702 9 (d) Zhao Wangqin, p. 10.
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Early

Tang

Li Hua jinshi title 

735

11 (d) Zhao Wangqin, p. 11.

High Tang L i B a i ^ f i 701-762 93 (e) Zhang Runjing, p. 176.

High Tang Gao Shi 707-765 30 (e) Zhang Runjing, p.71

High Tang Cen Shen ^ 0 715-770 18 (e) Zhang Runjing, p .71

High Tang Du Fu j:kTf 712-770 46 (e) Zhang Runjing, p. 197.

High Tang Wu Yun d/778 50 (d) Zhao Wangqin, p.30.

Mid-Tang Liu Yuxi §[!]il|ilg 772-842 55 (e) Zhang Runjing, p.217.

Mid-Tang Bai Juyi 772-846 5 (d) Zhao Wangqin, p. 14.

Mid-Tang Du Mu 803-852 27 (f) Li Yiya, p.91.

Li states Du Mu has 27 poems 

on history. But, Lai Yushu 

believes the number should be 

37. [See (a) Lai Yushu, 

pp.260-261.] It shows that 

scholars’ definitions of poetry 

on history are very different.

Late Tang Li Shangyin 3*>r§j|il 813-858 48 (f) Li Yiya, p.91.

Li says Li Shangyin has forty 

eight poems on history, but 

Lai Yushu believes he has 

seventy-two. [See (a) Lai 

Yushu, pp.261-263.]

Late Tang Wen Tingyun 812-ca.870 24 (a) Lai Yushu, p.264.

Late Tang Hu Gu m m Ca.815-ca.8

52

36 (d) Zhao Wangqin, p.50.

Late Tang Hu Zeng | f 839-? 150 (d) Zhao Wangqin, p.77.

Most scholars, such as Zhao 

Wangqin, confirm that Hu 

Zeng has one hundred and 

fifty poems on history. But, 

Jiang Daren points out these 

poems are only poems about 

poets’ feeling of nostalgia for 

the ancient time rather than 

poems on history. [See (g) 

Jiang Daren, p.489. ]

Late Tang Zhou Tan M B dates 195 (d) Zhao Wangqin,
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unknown pp.149-157.

Zhao calculates the number of 

poems is 195, but some 

scholars, such as Li Yiya, say 

the number shall be 193. [See 

(f) Li Yiya, p.92.]

Late Tang Sun Yuanyan J&jCH dates

unknown

75 (d) Zhao Wangqin, p. 190.

Late Tang Han Wo f  i H 844-923 5 (a) Lai Yushu, p.274.

Late Tang Lou Yin H I ! 833-909 30 (f) Li Yiya, p.92.

Late Tang Xu Hun f f ® jinshi title 

832

50 (e) Zhang Runjing, p.233. 

Zhang says Xu Hu has fifty 

poems on history, but Lai 

Yushu believes he has 

seventy-two. [See (a) Lai 

Yushu, pp,261-263, or 

pp.266-267.]

Late Tang Wang Zun )_£M jinshi title 

866

59 (d) Zhao Wangqin, p. 182. 

Zhao states that Wan Zun has 

fifty-nine poems on history. 

But, Li Yiya believes the total 

number of poems is 61. [See 

(f) Li Yiya, p.92.]

Late Tang Pi Rixiu jj£ 0  # : c.834-883 14 (a) Lai Yushu, pp.267-268.

Late Tang Lu Guimeng PiUUm 9th cent. 15 (a) Lai Yushu, p.268.

Late Tang Sikong Tu 837-908 12 (a) Lai Yushu, p.268.

Northern

Song

Wang Anshi 1021-1086 70 (h) Ji Minghua, p.58.

Southern

Song

Li Qingzhao 1081-ca,114

1

3 (h) Ji Minghua, p.5.

Southern

Song

Li Gang 1083-1140 15 (h) Ji Minghua, pp.4-5.

Southern

Song

Zhu Shuzhen 7̂ ;$5(3=L FL1095-113 

1

3 (h) Ji Minghua, p.4.

Southern

Song

Lu Benzhong jinshi title 

1136

15 (h) Ji Minghua, p.5.

Southern

Song

Wang Shipeng BE+fM 1112-1171 117 (h) Ji Minghua, p.6.
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Southern

Song

Lu You 1125-1210 60 (h) Ji Minghua, p.7.

Southern

Song

Fan Chengda 1126-1193 25 (h) Ji Minghua, p.7.

Southern

Song

Yang Wanli 1127-1206 15 (h) Ji Minghua, p.8.

Southern

Song

Jiang Kui Ca. 1155-123 

5

1 (h) Ji Minghua, p .8.

Southern

Song

Liu Kezhuang MU ini® 1187-1269 200 (h) Ji Minghua, p.8.

Southern

Song

Wen Tianxiang ~SC^.W 1236-1283 6 (h) Ji Minghua, p.8.

Southern

Song

Chen Pu ^ 1244-1315 362 (i) Zhang Gaoping, p.324.

Jin ^ Yuan Haowen 1190-1257 59 (j) Fu Xiajiano, p.56.
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Appendix 4: The total number of Yang’s poems on 

history in his collections
This table is based on the findings of the modern scholar, Huang Rensheng.

Corpus Year No. of Poems

Tieya xiansheng gu yuefu fScfT7,c'T.rtr^ f^ f  (Iron Cliff’s 

ancient yuefu poetry)

Published in 

1348

122

Tieya xiansheng fugu shiji (Mr. Iron 

Elegance’s poetry collection of returning to the past)

Published in 

1364

48

Tieya xiansheng shiji (Mr. Iron Cliff’s 

poetry collection)

(Unknown) 83

Yang Tieya yongshi gu yuefu (Iron 

Cliff Yang's ancient yuefu poetry on history)

Published in 

1473-1474

62

Tieya xiansheng gu yuefu bu

(Supplementary to Mr. Iron Cliff's ancient yuefu poetry 

[collection])

Published in 

the late Ming 

(1573-1644)

39

Yang Tieya xiansheng wenji (Mr. Iron 

Cliff’s literary w orks)

Published in 

1615

151

Yang Tieya xiansheng Yongshi yuefu

(Mr. Iron Cliff Yang's yuefu poetry

on history)

Published in 

1773

270

Tieya yongshi zhu |Rj|?§}c5£ii (Annotation to Iron Cliff’s 

poetry on history)

Edited in 1774 243

Dong Weizi j i  (Collected works of Dong Weizi) Edited in 

1781-1782

0

Sijia yongshi yuefu E9*$E5>)C >£^R? (Yuefu poetry on history 

of the four poets)

Published in 

1886

269

The total number of Yang's poems on history after accounting for duplications is

452.
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Appendix 5: Yang’s sixty-seven poems about the 

Tang dynasty

HF- historical figures E- historical events O - others
Period No Poem On Related

historical

figures

Status Yang

Weizhen

shiji

Early

Tang

Period

1. “Du longma”

(The poisonous dragon 

horse)

O

Li Shimin’s 

K (r.597-648) 

horse

Horse p.213-

214

2. “A shu’er” PJiHjriL (A 

mouse boy)
HF

Yin Ashu 

(dates unknown)

Father of 

Concubin 

e of 

Virtue

p. 215

3. “Po yetou”

(The broken wild head)
HF

Yuwen Huaji ^

XihJSt (d.619)

Warlord p. 215

Golden

Tang

Period

4. “E guogong" 

(The Duke of E)
HF

Yuchi Jingde 

(Yuchi 

Gong I^JiiljS) 

(fl.597-648)

Duke pp.2 lb- 

217

5. "Tian sheweng”

fix (An old man from a

farm house).

HF

Wei Zhang fSffi 

(580-643)

Chancello

r

pp.217-

218

6. “D aJian’er” ^ 5 1 ^ .  

(A big strong man)
HF

Xie Wanche 

m m  (d.652)

General p.218

7. "TangJianhu”

(The villainous fox of 

the Tang dynasty)

HF

Xu Jingzong

(592-672)

Chancello

r

p.219

8. “Xie You tou”

(The head of Xie You)

E

Li Jun (7,h 

c.)
Son of Li Ming 

(d.682)

Grandson

of

Emperor

Taizong.

p.219
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9. “Changfa ni”# |g |E  

(The Buddhist nun with 

long hair)

HF

Wu Zetian SfcRlJ 

A  (625-705)

Empress p.220

10. “Wushi jianjia ci” 3^13: 

(The song of 

Wu cutting her nails)

HF

Wu Zetian Empress p.221

11. “Kuangfu fu” gfg jfT  

( The Department of 

Restoration) E

Xu Jingye 

M (d.648)

Superior

Area

Command 

er of

Yangzhou

pp.221-

222

12. “Feng Xiaobao” /|§ /|\ 

15 (Feng Xiaobao)
HF

Xie Huaiyi 

m (fl. 685-705)

A court 

favourite

pp.222

13. “Xiong ruweng”5 E A ?i 

(The elder brother 

enters an urn)

up
Zhou Xing MIM 

Lai Junchen Jjifg

E

Torturers p.223

14. “Hongba si”

(The death of Hongba)
HF

Guo Hongba $[!

mm (7th c.)

Cruel

official

p.223

15. “Y uxuequ” MSlSl 

(The song of rain and 

snow)

E

Wu Zetian Empress p.223

16. “Yingwu zheyi ci” i |  

(The parrot 

with broken wings)

E

Wu Zetian Empress p.224

17. “Jishang rou” ^± .[^1  

(Meat on the table) HF

Wu Sansi 3 3 3 jj§. 

(d.707)

Empress

W u’s

nephew

p.224-

225

18. “Dianchou lang” i!i§g 

HP (A man counting 

tokens)

HF

Emperor 

Zhongzong tpTK 

(705-710)

Emperor p.225

19. “Sangtiao Wei” H{!^ 

%  ( Mulberry-strip 

Wei)

HF

Empress Wei Empress pp.225- 

226
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20. “Anle zhu huamei ge” 

(The

song of Princess Anle 

drawing eyebrows)
HF

Princess Anle 

(6847-710)

Youngest

daughter

of

Emperor

Zhongzon

g-

pp.226

21. “Qiaojiaqie”

(The concubine of the 

Qian family) HF

Yaoniang IBM Concubin 

e of Qiao 

Zhizhi

(d.697)

p.227

22. “Banshi xiang”

(Prime Minister 

accompanied for meals)

HF

Lu Huaishen IS

m m  (d.7i6)

Chancello

r

p.227

23. “Huyanda”

(The Hun with big 

eyes)

HF

An Lushan 

ill (703-757)

Military

commissi

oner

p.22 8

24. “Wuwang qiuge” 3i£E 

(The song of five 

princes playing woollen 

ball)

E

Emperor 

Xuanzong and 

his four brothers

Princes p.229

25. “Yizu kui”—-jilg! 

(The one-legged kui 

monster)

HF

Feng Changqing 

(d. 756)

General pp.229-

230

26. “Chentaoxie” |$t;Sp*jS|- 

(Chentaoxie)
HF

Fang Guan JfJg  

(696-763)

General pp.230- 

231

27. “Nan ba’er” 

(The eighth son 

surnamed Nan)

HF

Nan Jiyun 

m  (d.757)

General p.232

28. “Ligui xie” 

(Exclamation for the 

abrasive ghost)

HF

Zhang Xun i/MM 

(709-757)

General pp.232-

233

Middle

Tang

29. “Baiyi shanren” 6 ^  

lilA (The hermit in 

white clothes)

HF

u B i

(772-789)

Hermit 

and Prime 

Minister

pp.233-

234
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Period 30, “Qingyan shanren” I t - 

S ill A  (The hermit of 

the Green Rock 

Mountain)

HF

ZhenJi Mim  

(?-766)

Hermit p.234

31. “BaiJiangun” 

(General Bai)
HF

Bai Xiaode Q 

(714-779)

General p.235

32. “Li Wufu” (Li 

Wufu)
HF

Li Fuguo 

(704-762)

Powerful

eunuch

pp.235-

236

33. “Genu zhong”

(The tomb of Genu)
HF

Li Linfu 

(734-752)

Chancello

r

p.236

34. “Mian zhou xing” 

P f f j  (The march 

without helmets)

HF

Guo Ziyi 

(697-781)

General pp.236-

237

35. “Nucaipian”

(A chapter on slaves) HF

Guo Yao 

and Guo Xi 

(8fllc.)

Sons of 

Guo Ziyi

p.237

36. “Jinzhou nanzi” Hf'J'lj 

J5"? (The man in 

Jinzhou)

HF

Xun Mo 

(fl.762-779)

Commone

r

pp.237-

238

37. “Ruzhou gong” A'j'l'l 

(TheD uke of 

Ruzhou)

HF

Li Yuanping ^  

(dates 

unknown)

Duke p.23 8

38. “YanTaishi” H A ®  

(The Grand Tutor Yan) HF

Yan Zhenqing 

(709-785)

Grand

tutor

pp.239-

240

39. “Lanmiangui” M ® M  

(The ghost with a blue 

face)

HF

Lu Qi fUfE 

(-ca.785)

Wicked

chancellor

p.240

40. “Potongye” 

(Torn leaf of the 

paulownia)

E

Li Bi 

(722-789)

Marques 

of Ye 

county

pp.240-

241

41. “Kong Chaofu” 'FLU 

5£ (Kong Chaofu)
HF

Kong Chaofu JL 

M S I  (d.784)

Censor-in-

chief

p.241

42. “ChenYizhe” P i U #  

(The physican Chan)
HF

Chen Xianfu [?j| 

i m  (fl.786)

Physician p.242

43. “X ique’er”

(The joyful magpie)
HF

Dou San 

(fl.779-805)

Evil

chancellor

p.242
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44. “Shilin yuan”

(The courtyard of the 

persimmon forest)

E

Wang Pei :£££ 

(dates unknown)

Official p.242

45. “Xingxing Linhe wei” 

■ fT fri& llif (Seeing 

off Commandant of 

L inhe)

HF

X uH ui f&B® 

(760-838)

Virtuous

official

p.243

46. “Shanpengke” L ll® ^  

(The guest in the hill 

tent)

HF

Li Shidao 

M  (?-819)

Military

commissi

oner

p.243

47. “Xingqiao xing” 

f f  (The song of Xing 

Bridge)

E

Li Su 

(773-820)

Brave

general

pp.243-

244

48. “Shi Zhonglie” 

(The loyal and 

vehement Shi)

HF

Shi Xiaozhong 

(8th c.)

General pp.244-

245

49. “Han Xuanwei” ^ I jIl 

H t (Pacification 

Commissioner Han)

HF

Han Yu ^  

(768-824)

Official pp.245- 

246

50. “Ganluxing” IzjlllfT 

(The song of sweet 

dew)

E

Li Xun 

(?-835)

Official p.247

Late

Tang

Period

51. “Fengdao xing” M71 

f f  (The song of the 

sealed sword)

E

Emperor

Wuzong

(r.840-846)

Emperor p.248

52. “Jiusiyao” E 0E IS  

(Ballad of approaching 

death)

HF

Wen Tingku 

(9"’ c.)

Scholar p.248

53. “Niutou apang”

(The ox-headed 

tortures from Hell)

HF

Lu Yan 

(fl.860-872)

Chancello

r

pp.248-

249

54. “Guangzhou min” jft 

4 'IK  (The people of 

Guangzhou)

HF

Guangzhou

people

Commone

rs

p.249

55. “M ayijin” 

(Mayi Landing)
E

Meng Zhaotu iS

agffl (fl.881 )

Upright

official

p.250
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56. “TangKongmu”

@ (The clerical officer 

surnamed Tang)

HF

Tang Xi (gf>J| 

(fl.862-888)

Upright

clerical

officer

p.250

57. “Baiyun xiansheng” 0  

(Mr. White

Cloud)

HF

Gao Pian 

(821-887)

Military

commissi

oner

pp.251

58. “Shangyuan yan”_h>JI 

H  (AShangyuan 

banquet)

HF

Li Keyong ^  

^  (856-908)

Prince of 

Jin

p.252

59. “Shuangzhi cao”

^  (The song of the 

two pheasants)

HF

Two concubines 

surnamed Li and 

Z hu#J

Imperial

concubine

s

pp.252-

253

60. “Jiamai liangjian ge”

(The song 

of nice wheat and good 

cocoons)

E

Zhang Quanyi ^  

^  (852-926)

Prince of

Qi

pp.253-

254

61. “Changle ban”

(The Slope of Long 

Happiness)

HF

Zhang Jun 

(7-902)

Chancello 

r887  -891

p.254

62. “Jinchuang tu”

(The rabbit on a golden 

bed)

HF

Dong Chang 31 

©  (?-896)

Warlord p.254

63. “Qiyunlou” W H K  

(A tower level with the 

clouds)

O

Emperor

Zhaozong

(867-904)

Emperor p.255

64. “Wan ke duan” qjitlr 

(Wrists can be cut off)
HF

Han Wo 

(844-7)

Academic p.255

65. “Shouchun yan”

^  (The banquet in 

Shouchun Court)

E

Zhu Quanzhong 

(852-912)

Warlord p.256

66. “W angguangu”

^  (Wangguan Valley)
HF

Sikong T u W ]^  

M  (837-908)

Drafting

of

Proclamat

ion

p.256

67. “Fuguozei” l i S M  

(A traitor)
HF

Liu Can fljpffj! 

(7-906)

Chancello

r

p.257
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Appendix 6: List of poems on history by Yang’s 

students and followers

Poet Corpus Title of poem on history No.

Song Xi 

(1368-1398)

Yong 'an ji

mmm
(Collection of 

Yongan)

Yangfei juge (Song of the Imperial 

Consort Yang chrysanthemum)

1

Yuan Kai

m m

(fl. 1370)

Haisou ji

(Collection of 

Haisou)

Tongque ji (Courtesans on the Bronze 

Sparrow Terrace)

1

Fude Liizhu (Poem on Liizhu) 1

Fude Liizhu de chezi (Poem 

on Liizhu using rhythm of “Ju’)

1

Fude Xishi (Poem on Xishi) 1

Yang Ji

mm
(1326-1378?)

Meian ji

mmm
(Collection of 

Meian)

Han jieshi (An outstanding gentleman 

of the Han dynasty)

1

Wugong yiji bayong ig IST'A S* (Eight 

poems on ruins of Wu Palace)

8

Cike siyong $0 % 29 (Four poems on 

assassins)

4

Gu Ying

mm
(1310-1369)

Yushan pu gao

(Unpolished 

draft of Jade 

Mountain)

Tianbao gongci ci shi’er shou yugan 

-f-ZlUJiijliE (Twelve poems on Tianbao Palace 

to express my feelings )

12

Lu Yu jing Lu Yu’s well) 1

Liu Ji

gijg

(1311-1375)

Liu Ji ji

®\mm
(Liu Ji’s 

collection)

Chufei tan (A lament on the concubine 

of the Chu State )

1

Shangqing ci (Song of the supreme 

Daoist God Shangqing)

1

Wang Zhaojun 3£B8S (Wang Zhaojun) 1

Ban Jieyu (The Jieyu Concubine n£e 

Ban)

1

Yongshi ershiyi shou 5^  >£ — +  — H  

(Twenty-one poems on history)

21
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Yongshi er shou | f  (Two poems on 

history)

2

Wang Feng

i s S

(1319-1388)

Wuxi ji

m m m

(Collection of 

Wuxi)

Fudong xing ^ i f f y  (Song of the woman nee 

Dong)

1

Tang Zhaoyi Li Jianrong ci Iff?HQ f f g ^ ^  |f- 

(Poem on Concubine of Beautiful Demeanor Li 

Jianrong of the Tang Dynasty)

1

Song Wanrong Wangshi ci M  ^  3E E3c fr? 

(Poem on Concubine of Amiable Appearance 

surnamed Wang of the Song dynasty)

1

Gugong yuan si shou (Four poems 

on grievances of the ancient palaces)

4

Huang Jin f t / l t  

(1277-1357)

Caotang yaji

(Elegant 

collection of 

thatch hall)

Li Ling tai (Li Ling Platform) 1

Zheng Yuanyou 

(1292-1364)

Caotang yaji Yuezhi wangtou yinqi ge ^

(Song of the drinking vessel using the head of 

King Yuezhi)

1

Li Zan 

(fl. 1338)

Caotang yaji Canglang tin g ))!)[!5^ (Cang Lang Pavilion) I

Xiang Jiong IJf 

M  (fl. 1317)

Caotang yaji Wugong yuan (Grievance of Wu Palace) 1

Guo Yi 

(1305-1364)

Caotang yaji Jieyu yuan (Grievance of the Jieyu 

Concubine)

1

Baitou yin & (Song of white hair) 1

Wangfu shi (Stone of waiting for the 

husband)

1

Huainan wang qu (Song of the 

Prince of Huainan)

1

Jieyu yuan Ml ?$, (Grievance of the Jieyu 

Concubine)

1

Huanwang mu f l L i H  (The tomb of Prince 

Huan)

1

Lu Ren 

(14th c.)

Caotang yaji Huanwang mu |§ : E i l  (The tomb of Prince 

Huan)

I

Yuan Hua iHljl Caotang yaji Ai Song ji (Lament for Concubine 1
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(1316-1391) Song)

Qin Yue 

(fl.1368-1371)

Caotang yaji Ban Jieyu (The Jieyu Concubine nee 

Ban)

1

Songji yuan (Grievance of Concubine 

S ong)

1

Huanwang mu -fa.ZEIe (The tomb of Prince 

Huan)

1

Deng Ya Ift/fg 

(d.1328)

Yusi ji  

3EHi m  

(Collection of 

Yusi)

Taibai mu A 0 H  (The tomb of [Li] Taibai) 1

Lu Cheng § 1 $  

(fl. 1354)

Laiheting shiji

(Collection of 

Pavilion

Awaiting Cranes)

Ti Tao Jingjie (On Tao Jingjie [Qian]) 1

Liu Yin §!j@ 

(1249-1293)

Qiankun qingqi

(Fresh air of the 

heaven and 

earth)

He Tao yong Jing Ke (Following 

the topic of Tao’s poem on Jing Ke and using 

same rhymes)

1

Tan Jianxin 

l l M 'h  (14th c.)

Qiankun qingqi Mingfei qu Bf] #5 f t  (Song of Princess 

Brightness)

1

Zhou QuanjHifK 

(ca.1295)

Qiankun qingqi Hongmen yan (Feast at Hong Gate) 1

Mingfei qu Elf] #5 [f{] (Song of Princess 

Brightness)

1

Wugong yuan^'jK ^g (Grievance of Wu Palace) 1

Xia Bo W M  

(14th c.)

Qiankun qingqi Hongmen ge (Song of Hong Gate) 1

Li Xiaoguang 

(1285-1350)

Qiankun qingqi Liuhou miao ©{JUH (Temple of Marquis Liu) 1

Chen Qiao 

(1278-1365)

Lupizi j i

(Collection of 

Lupizi)

Yu meiren cao ci (Poem on the 

Beauty Yu Plant)

1

Pan Chun 

(b.1292)

Caotang yaji Ti Zhou Gongjin mu (On the tomb 

of Zhou Gongjin [Yu])

1
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(Elegant 

collection of 

thatch hall)

Ti Yue Wumu wang fen er shou IlftirjEflllEEiJl 

(Two poems on the grave of the Martial 

and Majestic Prince Yue [Fei])

2

Yao Wenhuan

(i4 th c .)

Caotang yaji Ti Yuewang mu (On tomb of 

Prince Yue)

1

Lu You |A A  

(14th C.)

Caotang yaji Wu Huanwang mu EES (Tomb of Prince 

Huan of the Wu area)

1

Liu Bing H !]^ 

(14th c.)

Li Yanbing j i

m m m m

(Collection of Li 

Yanbing)

Mingfei qu Hf] #5 (Song of Princess 

Brightness)

1

Yu meiren ci IMA Alfc] (Song of Beauty Yu) 1

Han zhiji ai gu yushi Yu Gongque shou 

Shucheng sijie er zuo

A ff M A fin ifn A (Mourning for the past 

Censor Yu Gongque’s death for defending Shu 

City in the late Han period)

1

Ti Zhuge Wuhou miao (On the 

Temple of the Martial Marquis Zhuge [Liang])

I

Guandi miao Hi HI (On the Temple of 

Emperor Guan)

1

Guan Shimi Hr

a#@r(14thc.)

Yinqiao j i  

(Poetry 

collection: the 

sound of 

earthworm’s 

aperture)

Tongque ji $h]8|# £  (Courtesans on the Bronze 

Sparrow Terrace)

1

Heyun guo Pengze huai Jingjie xiansheng 

lu  a l  M 10 ‘M  ©  A  A  (Using the same 

rhymes to compose a poem when passing by 

Pengze and thinking of Mr. [Tao] Jinggie)

1

Chen Ji M M  

(1314-1370)

Yibai zhai gao

(Draft of Yibai 

Den)

Yongshi (On history) 3

Zhijin pian (On the painting of weaving 

an embroidered cloth)

1

Zhouzhong du Han Wudi ji

(Reading the chronicle of Emperor Wu of the

Han dynasty in a boat)

1

Total num ber of poems on history 107

Note:

The total number of poems on history by Yang’s students and followers will be 

216 if including the 109 poems composed by Zhang Xian.
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Appendix 7: Quotations

7A:
Originally there are nine poems, [but] one hundred and twenty persons 

echoed them and [all their poems have been] collected.

JIPiAilf ’ °
(Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.525; see footnote no. 13 on p. 11.)

7B:
Yi, the young sister of my granduncle, reached the age of fifteen and became 

engaged to a son of the Lu family. Just one night after their marriage, Lu’s 
son died. Later, a high-ranking official proposed to her, but she pledged not 
to marry again. Her mother forced her to remarry; she then closed the main 
doors and committed suicide. I wrote the title ‘chaste girl’ on her tomb 
stone.

> g e ?  > m m ,1?- • . i m - e m z  •
f i l e r s  • ■ iiB M P S S  - °
(Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yibian zhu, pp.686-687; see footnote no.25 on p. 13.)

7C:
[Shaozhou] In the thirteenth Zhiyuan year [1276], soon after it was subsumed 
into the empire, the people of Guangzhou people rebelled. In the fifteenth 
year [1278], the rebellion was suppressed.

[fSj'H] °
[Guangzhou Circuit] hi the thirteenth Zhiyuan year [1276], they were 

subsumed into the empire, but rebelled afterwards.

i m m m  °
(Song Lian et al., eds. Ershisi shi quanyi: Yuan shi., vol. 2, p. 1188; see
footnote no. 172 on p.50.)

7D:
Yang Weizhen’s leading literary status came to the fore front at these various 

gatherings and their hospitality details [of receptions].

(Huang Rensheng, “Lun Gu Ying zai Yuanmo wentan de zuowei yu
gongxian ” in Journal o f  Hunan University o f  Arts and Science , vol. 30.1,
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p.35; see footnote no. 280 on p.75.)

7E:
I heard that where a comet appears there will certainly be the downfall of a 

kingdom. S A U K  ’ °

(Yan Ying, Yanzi chunqiu, in Siku jiacang, vol. 69. p.399; see footnote no. 
587 on p .181.)

7F:
Liu Ping’s wife, nee Wu, followed Ping to guard the frontier in Lingyang. 

Ping was captured by a tiger [on their way] and Wu killed that tiger to free 

her husband. This was the most chivalrous and righteous deed in a 

thousand years, and was worth putting into song. Unfortunately, the work 
of scholars at the time was not potent enough, and I therefore composed this 
poem.

m
f t #  - •

(Yang’s preface to ‘The song of killing the tiger'. Zou Zhifang,ed., YWZSJ, 
p. 101; see footnote no.601 on p. 184.)

7G:
Du Fu’s poems are like a smooth and powerful vitality that changes its 
shapes with things; they are like three rivers and Five lakes gathering to 
become an ocean, which is limitless, expansive and without seashore; they 

are also like auspicious lights and blessed clouds with myriad changes and 

shapes indescribable.

J-mZPi • •  mmm : • #riTn&;S ’ >
(Yang Lun, ed., Dushi jingquan, p.H 54\ see footnote no. 622 on p. 190.)

7H:
LI With a jade pot he purchases spring [wine]. I I I #
L2 Appreciates rain under a roof of thatch.
L3 Fine scholars are his guests,
L4 All around him, fine bamboo.
L5 White clouds in newly cleared skies, e s s w
L6 Birds from hidden places follow one another.

L7 A reclining lute in the green shade, aRsmp#
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L8 And above is a waterfall in flight.
L9 The falling flowers say nothing:

L10 The man, as limpid as the chrysanthemum.

L l l He writes down the seasons’ splendors-

L12 May it be, he hopes, worth the reading.
(Cao Lengquan, ed., Shipin tongshi, p.25; English version: Stephen Owen, 
Reading in Chinese Literary Thought, p.315; see footnote no. 644 on p.198.)

71:
If Wan [Tingyun] or Han [Wo], or even [Cao] Zijian [Cao Zhi] and [Li] 

Taibai lower themselves to write [on the same topic], it is still not clear 
whose works would be better.

m m ] ' m m i  *  ̂ °
(Hu Yinglin, Shisou, p.242; see footnote no. 649 on p.199.)

7J:
There are many such poems, which show he is also an artistic person.

ikM&R * 2 f A I ! { £ f ® A  °

(Hu Yinglin, Shisou, p.238; see footnote no. 674 on p.208.)

7K:
As for his other longer poems, the more skilful the arguments, the further 
the artistic style [from the poetry].

(Hu Yinglin, Shisou, p.238; see footnote no. 675 on p.208.)

7L:
Tai Bai’s [Li Bai’s] poetry has vitality as its core and naturalness as its goal, 
and his beautiful and untrammelled, lofty and smooth style is most 

appreciated; Zimei’s [Du Fu’s] poetry has intent as it core and unique 
creation as its goal, and his strange, outstanding and potent style is most 

appreciated. Those poems that make us feel like a fairy in the clouds are by 

Taibai, and those that make us cry out vehemently and sigh sadly are by 
Zimei.

m m u m  * > A & tiz , ; m x m m

(Yang Lun, ed., Dushi jingquan, p. 1155; see footnote no.728 on p.221.)
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7M:
The gentleman Yang Tieya of our prefecture was born at a time when all 
poets had already emerged and after all the writing styles had already been 
established, but he was outstanding in creating his own style which people 
called ‘Iron Style’, and his disciples labelled ‘Iron School.’ His ancient 

yuefu poetry collection compiled by his disciple Wu Jianxin is called “Iron 
Elegance’. Alas! How many poets throughout the ages can be compared to 

this gentleman [Yang]?

» m m m m i » x m
mm ’ > mmm*it - *
s ^ m m x !
(Lou Buchan, ed., Tieya yuefu zhu, in XXSKQS, vol. 1325, p.433; see 

footnote no.759 on p.231.)

7N:
Guo Ziyi prohibited riding a horse in the barracks without reason. The son 
of Lady Nanyang’s wet-nurse violated this prohibition, and the Commandant 
of Justice in the Army beat him to death. In tears, Guo’s sons made a 
complaint to Guo Ziyi and criticised the Commandant’s arbitrary act. Ziyi 
scolded them before sending them back.

-

(Sima Guang et al., eds., Zizhi tongjian, vol. 15, p.7198; see footnote no.773 
on p.236.)

70:
In the past, Jieyu Concubine [Ban] lost her love for Emperor Cheng of Han 

and was stayed in the Palace of Long Trust. She then wrote a fu poem of 
self-pity and also composed a poem of grief.

’ i m m m n  * m  •
(Xu Ling, ed., Yutai xinyong jianzhu, vol.l, p.26; see footnote no.785 on 
p.240.)

7P:
Later, Xiangru wanted to take a Maoling [in modern Xingping county of 
Shaanxi province] girl to be his concubine, but stopped when Wenjun 
composed him the ‘Song of White H air’.
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- ffl£D75it •
(Ge Hong. Xijing zaji, in Siku jiacang , vol. 93, p.207; see footnote no. 818 on 

p.254.)

7Q:
Poems on history are all about history, but are basically poetry, which is not 
the same as history. Readers have to carefully distinguish the difference 
and should not view them as the same thing. On this point, some great 

historians who were serious about writing history, through the composition of 
poems, were sometimes inevitably motivated for certain reasons to put across 
their arguments, which do not match the historical facts.

sue#  ■ tw jsr i  - m b s *  > m

(Yu Zhiyuan et al., ed., Zhonghua shishi yongshi shi benshi, p.3, preface; see 

footnote no. 952 on p.307.)

7R:
Concerning victory at the Battle of Wulin, historical essays throughout the 

ages have praised the king and the officials in Jiangdong (eastern part of the 

River Yangzi). I am still in sympathy with the King of Jiangdong’s pledge 
not to co-exist with bandits, but none of the generals there were in solidarity 
with him to fight against the bandits. .. .When the bandits were trapped in a 
large muddy area of land and in a position to be caught, the generals did not 
seize the chance. An order was issued to capture the head of the bandits 
[Cao Cao]. Was there not even one person in the army who was able to 

deliver his head? Reading history books right up until this point, I sighed 
with regret [for them] and closed the books.

m & M  * ° >

& -  m m x m *  * *
°

(Zou Zhifang, ed., YWZSJ, p.192; see footnote no. 979 on p.321.)
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Glossary: Chinese names cited in the thesis

Chinese
Names in Piny in Dates

Characters

A
1. An Lushan :2t£fxLLl 703-757

B
2. Bai Juyi 772-846

3. Ban Gu m m 32-92

4. Bao Gendi

5. Bao Zhao ftges 405-466

6. Bei Qiong 1314-?

7. Bi Gan bh^F l l thc. B.C.

8. Biyu 1-691
9. Bo Ying i& m 6th c.B.C.

C
10. Cai Wenji

11. Cai Yan wen

12. C aiY i
13. Cai Zhongdao
14. Cao Cao
15. Cao Mao

16. Cao Miaoqing

17. Cao Mo
18. Cao Pi
19. Cao Xun
20. Cao Zhi
21. Chan Hou

22. Chang Hong

23. Chen Cunli

24. Chen Hailiang

25. Chen Jianhua

26. Chen Pansou

27. Chen Pu
28. Chen Qiao

w m

W W M

W ;*

m m

ca.177-ca.239 

14th c..

133-192

155-220 
241-260 

14th c.

fl.693-662 B.C. 
187-226 
1098-1174 
192-232

13,h c.

ca.575-492B.C.

14,h c.

8,h c.

1244-1315
1278-1365
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29. Chen Quanzhi jinshi title 16

30. Chen Rong m n d. 195

31. Chen Shanxue m m m
32. Chen Tuan m m ca.885-989

33. Chen Xianfu m i m fl.786

34. Chen Youliang m t c m 1320-1363

35. Chen Yujing m n * 17th c.

36. Chen Zi’ang m t t 661-702

37. Cheng Hao m m 1032-1085

38. Cheng Yi m m 1033-1107

39. Chu Suiliang 596-658

40. Chu Yuan 435-482

41. Chunyu Tiying 1L167B.C.

42. Chunyu Yi 205-150B.C.

43. Consort Yu m m 222-202B.C.
44. Cui Ning g tm 8th c.

D
45. Deng Shaoji
46. Ding Du
47. Ding Fu

48. Dong Zhuo
49. Dou Jiande

50. Du Fu (Du Shaoling)

51. Du Mu

52. Duan Xiushi

53. Duke Huan of Lu
54. Duke Huan of Qi
55. Duke Jing of Qin
56. Duke Mu of Qin
57. Duke of Gaoguixiang

58. Duke Xiang of Qi

T J ^

r m

m i  ( t t 'w s

H 'f l £

&

990-1053 
14th c.

138-192 
573-621 

I) 712-770 

803-852

718-783 
r.711-694B.C.. 
7-643B.C. 
547-490 B.C. 
r. 659-621 B.C. 
241-260 

r.686- 697B.C.

E
59. Emperor Cheng of Han r.33-7B.C.
60. Emperor Dezong of Tang r.779-805

61. Emperor Gaozong of Tang 628-683
62. Emperor Gaozu of Han r. 202-195B.C.
63. Emperor Gaozu of Tang r.618-626
64. Emperor Mo of Later Liang r.913-923
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65. Emperor Renzong of Yuan 1311-1320
66. Emperor Ruizong of Tang 662-716
67. Emperor Shihuang of Qin ^ # p l l  259-210B.C.
68. Emperor Shizong of Later Zhou r.954-959

69. Emperor Shizu of Yuan 7Htitl.fi 1215-1294
70. Emperor Shun 2255-2205 B.C.
71. Emperor Suzong of Tang r.756-762
72. Emperor Taizong of Liao 902-947
73. Emperor Taizong of Tang r.626-649

74. Emperor Wen of Han 180-157B.C.

75. Emperor Wu of Han r.l41-87B.C.

76. Emperor Wu of Liang r.502-549
77. Emperor Yan j£'r?r 27th c. B.C.

78. Emperor Yao 2357-2255 B.C.

79. Emperor Yizong of Tang r.859-873

80. Emperor Yuan of Han 75-33 B.C.

81. Emperor Zhenzong of Song 5^11:^ 986-1022

82. Empress Chen (Ajiao) 2nd c. B.C.

83. Empress Wu Zetian r.683-705.

F
84. Fan Chengda 1126-1193

85. Fan Ju d.255 B.C.

86. Fan Kuai ^ D f A.206-189B.C.

87. Fan Peng 1272-1330

88. Fan Ye 398-445

89. Fang Xuanling 579-648

90. Fei Gun fl.l 190-1194

91. Feng Ban m m 1602-1671

92. Feng Fang m x 2nd c.

93. Feng Ruizhen m i m
94. Feng Shiyi m ± m 14th c.

95. Feng Yunzhong m k r t 1 dates unknown

96. Fu Xiaojian

G
97. Gao Conghui
98. Gao Jianli
99. Gao Jichang (Gao Jixing)

100. G aoQ i

891-948 
fl.221-210B.C. 

r ^ j^ H  ( r° j^ P I)  r.907-928 
1336-1374
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101. Gao Shi i f j j i  706-765
102. G eH ong 284-364

103. Ge Huanbiao -I
104. GeshuHan ?-757
105. Gong Sheng 68-1 IB.C.
106. GuKaizhi 344-405
107. G uL i fl.208-214

108. GuQ ilun fl.1666

109. G uSili jinshi title 1712

110. G uY ing 1310-1369
111. Guan Hanqing IBillPEP ca. 1241-1320

112. Guan Longfeng dS ltiH  17,hc. B.C.

113. Guan Shimin 14th c .

114. Guan Yu lUd^l 160-220

115. GuanYunshi J f f t H  1286-1324
116. Guan Zhong H'f't1 725-645B.C.
117. Guo Maoqian fl. 1264-1269

118. G uoX i 8th c.

119. G uoY ao 8th c.

120. G uoY i ff lU  1305-1364

121. Guo Ziyi f lH H i  697-781
122. GuoZizhang fft-pJpc 1542-1618

H
123. HaJiaying
124. HanX in 7-196B.C.
125. Han Yu $$!& 768-824
126. He Chungen M U fft
127. He Liangjun 1506-1573

128. He Qi I W  ?-225

129. He Yongshao 17,hc.

130. HoJingming H IT O  1483-1521
131. HouYing 1£-H 7-257B.C.
132. HuDaihai 7-1362
133. Hu Gu ca.815-ca.852

134. Hu Yinglin 1551-1602

135. H uZeng 50f  9th c.

136. Hua Ning
137. Huang Gongwang 1269-1358
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138. Huang Jie ffffr 14th c.

139. Huang Jin f t ; § 14,h c.

140. Huang Kunyao fO T H
141. Huang Qinglao 14th c.

142. Huang Rensheng
143. Huang Tingjian H i 1045-1105

144. Huang Yun

145. Huang Zhaohan m m
146. Huang Zhong i s d.220

J

147. Ji Jin M W 565-546B.C.

148. Ji Minghua
149. Jia Chong W 3t 217-282

150. JiaNanfeng 257-300

151. Jiang Changdong m m w
152. Jiang Kui 1155-1235?

153. Jiao Ran 8th c.

154. Jie 1728-1675 B.C.

155. Jie Xisi m m 1274-1344

156. Jie Yu dates unknown

157. Jin Yu dates unknown

158. JingX in 14th c.

159. Jue’en 14th c.

K
160. King Ling of Zhou ?-545 B.C.

161. King Muwang of Zhou 976-922B.C.

162. King Ping of Chu r.528-516B.C.

163. King Wen of Zhou 1152-1056B.C.

164. King Xiang of Chu 298-263B.C.
165. King Zhuang of Chu m s s r.631-591 B.C.

166. Kong Chaofu d.784

167. Kong Rong ?Life 153-208

168. Kou Zhun u r n 961-1302

L
169. Lady of the State of Guo MIIAA d.756

170. Lady Qi J$cA A 2nd c. B.C.

171. Lai Junchen 651-697

172. Lai Yushu m  n m
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173. LaoG e
174. Lao Laizi
175. Li Bai

176. L iB i

177. Li Chunyan

178. L iC ui
179. Li Fan
180. L iFei

181. Li Han
182. Li He
183. Li Heng

184. Li Hong
185. Li Huaiguang
186. Li Hui

187. Li Ji

188. Li Jiancheng

189. Li Jing
190. Li Junmin

191. Li Ling
192. Li Longji

193. Li Longti
194. Li Mengyang

195. Li Pu
196. Li Qing

197. LiShangyin

198. Li Shimin

199. Li Si
200. L iTiaoyuan

201. Li Tong

202. Li Xian

203. Li Xian
204. Li Xiaoguang

205. Li Ye
206. Li Ye
207. L iY iya

208. Li Yuan
209. Li Yuanji

210. Li Zuoju

1820-1864 
fl.489-479 
701-762 

722-789 

10th c.

833-873 
1-126 
14th c.

790-816
711-762

652-675
729-785
ca.684-724

14th c.

589-626
571-649
j  ins hi title 1200

d.74B.C.
685-762

ca.692-?
1472-1529
1063-1127

14th c.
813-858

597-649
ca.280-208B.C.

1734-1803

3rd c. B.C.
654-684

679-742
1297-1348

867-904

?-734

565-635 
603-626 
2nd c. B.C.



211. Liang Ji
212. Liang Zhen

213. L inJiali

214. LinYunhan

215. Liu Bang

216. Liu Bei

217. Liu Bing

218. LiuChangqing

219. L iuJi
220. L iuJu
221. Liu Kezhuang
222. Liu Meihua
223. LiuM ingjin

224. Liu Ping

225. Liu Qian
226. Liu Ruyi
227. Liu Shouguang
228. Liu Xie

229. Liu Xu
230. Liu You
231. Liu Yun
232. Liu Yuxi
233. Liu Zongyuan
234. Lord Xinling

235. Lou Buchan
236. LuJiugao

237. LuJujian

238. Lu Qi
239. Lu Rong

240. Lu Song

241. Lu Su

242. Lu Yan
243. LuY ing
244. Lu You
245. Lu Zhaolin
246. Lu Zhonglian

247. LiiBu
248. Lii Cheng

418

7-159 
9‘h c.

14th c.

247-195B.C. 
161-223 

14th c.

jinshi title 733 
1311-1375 

128-91B.C. 

1187-1269

13 th c.

208-194B.C.
7-914

ca.465-ca.522

887-946

d.l81B.C.

465-517
772-842
773-819 
7-243B.C. 

fl.1774 
1732-1794 

3rd c. B.C.

7-785 
1436-1494 

16th c,

172-217
827-874
1775-1850
1125-1210
ca.635-ca.689
11.305-245 B.C.

7-199
1323-ca.l395



249. LUZhi 241-180B.C.

250. Liizhu 3rd c.

251. LuoGuanzhong ca.1330-ca.1400
252. Luo Yanmin I
253. Luo Yin H H  833-909

M
254. M aLin
255. Mao Yanshou

N

fl. 1354 
d.33 B.C.

256. Nan Jiyun d.757
257. Naonao 7-1345

258. NiYuan 14,hc.

259. N iZan fftJg 1301-1374

o
260. Ouyang Xiu 1007-1072
261. Ouyang Xuan R l l £  1283-1357

P
262. Pan Deyu /$fE£g 1785-1839
263. Pan Xiaoling
264. PeiSongzhi W V hZ. 372-451
265. PeiZiye fl.464-549

266. Qian Hongchu r.948-978
267. Qian Hongzong 947-948
268. Qian Hongzuo r.941-947
269. Qian Liu § £ tf  852-932
270. QianQianyi 1582-1664

271. QianW eishan ca.1294-ca.1379

272. Qian Yuanguan r.932-941

273. Q iaoY i b.1692
274. QiaoZhizhi d.697

275. Qin Gong 2nd c.

276. Q inHui 1090-1155
277. QinW uyang 240-227B.C.
278. Qiu Liangren Jx
279. Q uD uan 7-1131
280. Qu Shiheng M ± ftr  fl.1359

S
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281. Shang Rong 1785-?

282. Shen Yue 441-513

283. Shi Chong 249-300

284. Shi Jingtang 892-942

285. Shi Jueyuan mvtjt 14th c.

286. SikongTu 837-908

287. Sima Xiangru 179-117B.C.

288. Sima Yi wiHE 179-251

289. Sima Yu hJUjS 278-300

290. Sima Zhao mmm 211-264

291. Song He 14th c.

292. Song Luo mm 1634-1713

293. Song Qi 998-1061

294. Song Qiqiu 887-959

295. Song Shi mn 14th c.

296. Song Xi mM f l.1368-1398

297. Song Yu fl.290-223B.C.

298. Song Zongmian dates unknown

299. SuShi u u 1037-1101

300. Su Wu 140-60B.C.

301. Su Zhongxiang m m
302. Sun Ce mm 175-200

303. Sun Quan mm 182-252

304. Sun Shou m m 2nd c.

305. SunYuanyan mft§h dates unknown

306. Suo Jing Wfk 239-303

T
307. Tang Ruxun fl. 1624

308. Tao Hongjing pmm 452-536

309. TaoYuanming 3727-427

310. TaoZongyi mmm fl. 1360-1368

311. Tian Guang 7-227B.C.

312. T ieY i mm l l ,h c.

313. Tuotuo urn 1313-1355

w
314. Wang Anshi Ken 1021-1086

315. Wang Can 177-217
316. Wang Chang (Wang Jipeng) mm (mmm) d.939
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317. Wang Chen

318. Wang Guowei
319. W angJi
320. W angJi
321. W angJian

322. Wang Jitao

323. W angJun
324. Wang Li
325. Wang Lin (Wang Yanjun)

326. Wang Meng

327. Wang Qiao
328. Wang Ruoqin

329. W angShifu
330. Wang Shipeng

331. Wang Shizhen

332. Wang Wei
333. Wang Yi
334. W angYujing

335. W angYun

336. Wang Zhaojun

337. Wang Zhongge

338. Wang Zun

339. Wei Lu
340. Wei Zheng

341. Wen Tingku

342. Wen Tingyun

343. Weng Fanggang

344. Wenjiang

345. Wu Chengsi
346. Wu Fu
347. Wu Qiao
348. Wu Yu (Wu Cailao)

349. W uY un
350. Wu Zetian (Wu Zhao)

S fc  2nd c
1877-1927 

S I  585-644
ca.l 127-ca.l 193 

3E3H jinshi title 775

S B t S  io ,h c.

S f  206-286

3 E *
i l l  ( l i H )  d.935

1308-1385

962-1025 

S t f f  fl. 1295-1307
S h E E  1112-1171

1634-1711 

S t  701-761
fl. 1368-1398 
14th c..
137-192 

fl. 48-33B.C.

I,S U B
jinshi title 866 

f i r l t  1st c. B.C.

WLWi 580-643
8,hc.

812-ca.870 

1733-1818 

7,h c. B.C. 

d.698
1300-1348 

1611-1695 
jinshi title 1124 

d.778

( ^ H )  624-705

X
351. XiaW enyan W SC B  14th c..
352. Xiang Bo iMffi 7-192 B.C.
353. Xiang Jiong 1278-1338
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354. Xiang Zhuang

355. XiangYu
356. Xiao Daocheng
357. Xiao Lihua
358. Xiao Yan

359. Xiao Ze
360. Xiehou Yuan

361. Xu Bi
362. Xu Gang
363. Xu Hun
364. X uJia

365. Xu Jianhua

366. Xu Shouhui

367. Xu Wenzheng

368. Xu Yingrong
369. Xue Jixuan
370. Xue Rengui

371. XunM o

m

& X 1 E
im m

2nd c. B.C.

232-202B.C.
427-482

464-549

440-493
7-219

7-1379?

791-858 

3rd c. B.C.

7-1360 

13th c. 
1820-1891 
1134-1173 
614-683 

fl.762-779

372. Yan Junshou
373. Yan Shigu
374. Yan Xuanjun
375. Yan Yannian
376. Yan Zhenqing
377. YangGuozhong
378. Yang Hong

379. YangJi
380. Yang Lian
381. Yang Lijing
382. Yang Shiqi

383. Yang Wanzhe
384. YangW eizhen

385. YangYuhuan
386. YangZai

387. Yanmin

388. Ye Qiao

389. Yelii Chucai
390. Yelii Deguang

m m

r o w s e t

dates unknown 
581-645

384-456 
709-785 

d.756 
d. 1339 
1326-1378?

1365-1444

7-1358
1296-1370
719-756

1271-1323

10,h c.
1190-1244
902-947
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391. Yi Yin 1648-1549 B.C.

392. Yinping i l f f i 12th c.

393. Yu Ji (Yu Baisheng) nnm 1272-1348

394. Yu Wenyi ik~ScM 16877-1782?

395. Yu Xin m m 513-581

396. Yu Zhao fl.1800

397. Yu Zhiyuan
398. Yu Zhuo 14th c.

399. Yuan Can m m 420-477

400. YuanDaojie 12th c.

401. Yuan Haowen f t t m 1190-1257

402. Yuan Hua m m 1316-1391

403. Yuan Kai m w i fl.1370

404. Yuan Shao m m 7-202

405. Yuan Shu M W 7-199

406. YuanXingpei M t l f $
407. Yuan Zhen f t  f l 779-831

408. Yuchi Gong m m m 585-658

409. Yuchi Jingde m m m m fl.597-648

410. Yue Fei © f e 1103-1142

411. Yue Yun tn-zx 1119-1142

412. Zang Hong
413. Zeng Gong

414. Zhang Fei (Zhang Yide)

415. Zhang Gaoping
416. Zhang Hua
417. Zhang Ji
418. Zhang Jian
419. Zhang Jing
420. Zhang Jingyun

421. Zhang Jinwu

422. Zhang Liang
423. Zhang Lu
424. Zhang Mao

425. Zhang Mu

426. Zhang Qiong
427. Zhang Runjing

jlr®i Q j's

7-195
1019-1083
7-221

232-300
Ca.765-ca.830
fl.1367

14th c.. 

1787-1829 
7-186 B.C. 
d.255 B.C. 
1436-1522 

14th c.
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428. Zhang Shicheng

429. Zhang Shide

430. Zhang Shixin

431. Zhang Wan

432. Zhang Wo

433. Zhang Xian

434. Zhang Xiaoli
435. Zhang Xingxing

436. Zhang Yan
437. Zhang Yining

438. Zhang Yu (Yang’s friend)

439. Zhang Yu
(One of the ‘Four Talents’ in the 
early Ming)

440. Zhang Zhenglang
441. Zhang Zhu

442. Zhao Bian (Yuedao)
443. Zhao Bing wen
444. Zhao Feiyan
445. ZhaoHede
446. Zhao Mengfu
447. Zhao Sheng

448. ZhaoW angqin

449. Zhao Yun
450. Zheng Qiao
451. Z h iJue’en

452. Zhong Rong
453. Zhongli Chun

454. Zhonglian

455. Zhou
456. Zhou Ji
457. Zhou Tan
458. Zhou Xing

459. Zhou Yu

460. Z huC i

461. ZhuH ai

462. ZhuTingzhen

463. ZhuX i

3i±fi
m m
m m
jixm

1321-1367 

14th c.

14th c..

14th c.. 

fl.1356 

14th c.

14th c.
dates unknown

1301-1370

1283-1350

14th c.

1287-1368

1008-1084

1159-1232
32-1B.C.
d.7B.C.
1254-1322
7-253B.C.

?-229 
1101-1162 

14th c. 

fl.502-519 
fl.319-301 

fl.305-245 B.C. 

r.l075-1046B.C. 

1781-1839 
dates unknown 

7th c.
175-210 
742-784 

3rd c. B.C. 

1841-1903 
1130-1200
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464. ZhuY izun 1629-1709
465. ZhuYouzhen 888-923

466. ZhuYuanzhang 1328-1398
467. Zhuge Liang 181-234
468. ZhuoW enjun 150-115 B.C.
469. Z ouJi 3rd c. B.C.

470. ZouY an W iX  fl.305-240 B.C.

471. ZuBaoquan f f iR S .
472. ZuoSi 2nJj| ca.250-ca.305

Note: Names without dates are those of modern scholars
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